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• DEDICATION

Like all unconventionalastronomicalprograms,airborneastronomy
dependsheavilyupon the skillsand hard work of a large numberof
people. These proceedingsare dedicated,with gratitude,to the many
individualswho have contributedto the development,operation,and
administrationof NASA'sairborneastronomyprogram.

IN MEMORIAM

Unlikemost unconventionalastronomicalprograms,supportfor
airborneastronomycan exact the maximum toll. Duringthe fifteen
years of activeairborneinfraredresearch,four flight-crewmenin the
NASA programhave been killed in the performanceof their duties. We
recallwith pleasurethe momentssharedwith our departedcolleagues:
Pat Riley,Frank Brasmer,Roy Atkins,and Dave Barth.
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PREFACE

Followingpioneeringnear-infraredspectroscopicobservationsof the
sun and Venus from NASA'sConvair990 by GerardP. Kuiper,and
remarkablefar infraredphotometricobservationsof the planetsand
galacticnebulaefrom NASA'sLearjetby FrankJ. Low, an observatory
consistingof a 91cm telescopemountedin a modifiedC-141jet aircraft
was developedby NASA-Ames. This facilitybegan operationsin January
1974,and was christenedthe GerardP. KuiperAirborneObservatory
(KAO) at a ceremonyin Tucson,Arizonaon _y 22, 1975.

The KAO has taken its placeamong the elite astronomicalobservatories
which have dominateda particularwavelengthregimeat any one time.
Other examplesare the Copernicusand Einsteinsatellites,the Inter-
nationalUltravioletExplorer,and the NRAO 36 foot telescope.
Typicallythe successof such observatoriesdependsupon the sustained
dedicationof highlyskilledstaffand users,which is certainlythe
case for the KAO. In additionto its capabilityfor broad infraredand
submillimeterwavelengthcoveragehowever,the KuiperObservatorycan
readilybe deployedto assure optimumobservationof ephemeralevents,
even at wavelengthswell outsidethe infrared. Thus the KAO is trulya
unique facility. Such capabilities- and the recurringopportunities
for proposingnew scienceand instrumentation- guaranteethat many
interestedastronomerswill continueto exploitairborneobservations
as the primarytechniquefor futureastronomicalresearchprograms.

In December,1983,a committeewas formed to organizea s_nnposiumon
the occasionof the tenth anniversaryof operationsof the Observatory.
With the exceptionof L. Haughney,the KAO manager,this committeewas
mad_ up of the KAO Users'Subgroup. These are membersof airborne
astronomyresearchteamswho adviseNASA on the operationof the Kuiper
Observatoryand the LearjetObservatory. Presentationsv_re invited
from all currentresearchgroups,as well as from individualswhose
scientificeffortswere directlyrelatedto thoseconductedon
aircraft. Ninety-sevenindividualsattendedthe presentationof 52
researchpapersduring2 1/2 days,July 11 - 13, 1984, at NASA Ames
ResearchCenter. These proceedingsare the productof that s_nnposium.

Cameron,R. M.,Bader,M.,andMobley,R. E.,1971AppliedOpticslO,
2011.
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FOREWORD

• The NASA/A.S.P. Symposium on Airborne Astronomy, held at the Ames
Research Center July 11-13, 1984, was an appropriate celebration
for the close of the first decade of operation using the Kuiper
Airborne Observatory (KAO). This symposium brought together

• active researchers from a wide range of astronomical fields from
solar system research to the physics of distant quasars. The KAO

has made possible the study of an invisible universe at infrared
wavelengths, enabling research on many fundamental aspects of
astrophysics such as the distribution of interstellar material
and the early stages of stellar formation.

The many talks and discussions were more than reports on current
problems in infrared astronomy. Taken together they comprise an
excellent summation of the present status of a broad range of
research and they also lay out the requirements necessary for
making future advances in these fields. The accomplishments that
were described would not have been possible without the
outstanding contributions of many who have played key roles in
the development and operation of the Observatory over the past
decade. The KAO suborbital platform requires a highly
coordinated and disciplined team of experts, both on the ground
and in the air, in order to plan the observations and produce the
data. Many of these key positions have no counterparts in the
operation of traditional ground-based observatories, and yet the
scientific results depend on a reliable, efficiently running
facility. As much as anything else, this symposium stands as a
tribute to the skill and dedication of these individuals who have
made airborne astronomical research a reality.

This first decade has been exciting and challenging, but it is
clear from the results presented at the present symposium that we
have not yet reached the ultimate capability of the Kuiper
Airborne Observatory. The second decade of the KAO promises to
be even more productive. The availablity of the IRAS space data
and the rapid advances in detector sensitivity make the prospects
of future discoveries with the KAO very bright. The ingenuity of
the participants in this program in developing improved
instrumental, observational, and operational techniques should
result in many new discoveries and a growth in scientific
understanding that could not occur without this unique facility.

Nancy (_. Bo gge6_
P_og_am Scientist fo_ A_bo_ne A_t_onomy
NASA Headquarter6
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AIRBORNE INFRARED ASTRONOMY: THE EARLY DAYS

Frank J. Low

Steward Observatory

• INTRODUCTION

Thisvolumeof researchpapers,presentedon thetenthanniversaryof the
first flights of the Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO), a Lockheed C-141 jet
transport equipped with its unique 36 inch infrared telescope, marks the end
of an exciting period of scientific exploration and discovery at infrared
wavelengths inaccessible from the ground. It also serves as a fitting tribute
to all those who have made this possible and it provides a necessary framework
on which to build for the next decade.

During the decade which led to the KAO, there were two parallel programs
which lald the foundations for what was to follow. A brief account is given
here of those developments. The use of large jet transports serving as
stable, manned platforms for observations in the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere was complemented and extended by the additional technical and
scientific capabilities of a 12 inch diameter open port telescope, flown to
somewhat higher altitudes in a high performance business Jet. Together, these
two facilities, a CV-990 and a Learjet wlth thelr respective instrumentation,
proved capable of providing significant astronomical observations throughout
the infraredfromopticalto radiowavelengths.Someof thenames,dates,and
important events associated with this early period are reported here.

THE FIRST FLIGHTS - 1963-67

The use of a jet transport for high altitude astronomical observations
first took place at NASA Ames Research Center in July 1963 when a 6 inch
diameter optical telescope was flown in a four engine Douglas DC-8 to make
solar eclipse observations above the clouds. This successful effort, mounted
by Mike Bader and Robert Cameron, followed a long and storied series of
flights intended to overcome the many obstacles to eclipse observatlons from
the ground (Note: Eric Cralne reports separately on these earlier pioneering
efforts).

The author and Carl Gillesple Jr. began their work to open the
far-lnfrared wlndow--roughly 30 to 1000 um--for routine observation and
discovery in early 1966. They first constructed a small, open port I000 um
(imm)wavelengthradiometertomakeabsolutebrightnessmeasurementsof the
sun at altitudes of 40,000 to 44,000 feet. With the support and assistance of
Pierre St. Amand, Douglas Elllott and Cmdr. Paul Jorgenson, a series of 14
research flights were made using a superfluld He cooled Ge bolometer. The
instrument, shown in Figure I, was mounted on aball and socket fixture
installed in the canopy of a Douglas A3-B bomber stationed at the China Lake,
Naval Ordinance Test Station in California. The results of the 6 flights
which produced useful data are summarized in Table 1 and re_ain almost two
decades later as one of the few accurate absolute measures of the solar



FIGUREI. Experimentalarrangementin theA3-B usedby Gillespieand Low to measure
solarbrightnesstemperatureat l mmwavelength.
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TABLEI. FIRSTFARIRDATAOBTAINEDBYMEANSOFHIGHALTITUDEAIRCRAFT

SUMMAi_Y OF FLIGHT DATA

Solar Brightness Tomperaturo at 1 mm Wavelength

Number Mean
F11ght of Magnitude Furnaae Brightnese

Sun-Sky of Calibration TemperatureDate Oeflectlon
Obsarvatlone Oeflectlon • K

22 SEPT 1966 3 177

16 NOV 1966 5 225
i

21 NOV 1966 8 195 29 5636

24 FEB 1967 I0 184 30 4849

2 MAR 1967 17 '198 30 5963 "

3 MAR 1967. 16 185 30 5500

MEAN BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE 5550°K PE275



brightness at this wavelength. Tragically, just after the solar observations

were complete and it had been shown that reliable far-infrared observations

could be made under shirt-sleeve conditions at 44,000 feet, the A3-B and a
crew of two pilots were lost on a transcontinental flight.

THE LEARJET AND THE CV-990 PROGRAMS - 1967-73

Encouraged by their experience at China Lake, Gillespie and Low studied

• alternatives which would provide higher altltudes and larger apertures. The
famous U-2 was considered as was the less well known RB-57F. The U-2 could

not carry both telescope and observer while even the much larger RB-57F would
have required pressure suits and remote access to the instrument. Given that

the LearJet Model 23 stationed at NASA Ames Research Center could easily
operate at 50,000 feet, the ceiling for shlrt-sleeve environment, and that so

little was then known about what a far-IR telescope would require of its

users, we chose the small "personal" jet with its obvious economy and ease of
operation.

THE CV-990

Roughly in parallel with the efforts at longer IR wavelengths, Gerard

Kulper, then director of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory at the University
of Arizona, recognized the potential of the Convair 990 at ARC for optical and

near-IR observations through thick quartz windows• Accurate guiding and

pointing was accomplished with a gyro-stabilized heliostat developed by ARC.

Kuiper's interest in obtaining spectra of bright planets free, or nearly free,

of C02 and H20 contamination from the Earth's atmosphere, was the chief
motivation for a series of flights using what was then the very new technique

of Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (FTS) and InSb detectors cooled with LN2.

I

Ii

I I....;--"...........................

.....] Ii i i i _ I i I t , . . . I , , i , J , I i i I , , t ,

4_00 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000

FREQUENCY(CM"l )

FIGURE2. Venus spectrum, from 4000 to 9000 cm"I, the first obtained at high altitude,
flay 14, 1967. Venus absorptions are contained between dotted line (adjusted
lunar spectrum) and full-drawn line (Venus spectrum. Dashed line near bottom
indicates average intensity of scattered sunlight contribution from aircraft
window (Kuiper, G.P., and Forbes, F. F., 1967, High altitude spectra. I.
Venus I-2.5 microns, Commun.Lunar Planet. Lab. 9__.55,177.).



Figure 2 shows one of the remarkable near-IR spectra of Venus published

by the Kuiper group at LPL. These early results, dating back to May 1967,

stand even today as the best observation of water vapor in the upper
atmosphere of Venus.

It was soon realized that the CV-990 could support more than one

instrument and more than a single observer. This capability was demonstrated

in August 1971 on a mission devoted to the study of Mars during opposition.
In addition to the Kulper group with their near-IR spectrometer, several other

experimenters were on board. Jim Houck, from Cornell University, made

spectroscopic observations of Mars and detected water of hydration in the
soil.

Again tragedy struck the program when in April 1973 the original CV-990

and a Navy P-3 collided on approach to ARC. Although great losses were
suffered, the program has survived these losses and airborne science within

NASA has continued to prosper just as those who are no longer here would wish.

THE LEARJET

In 1966 it became apparent that an open port telescope was needed to

extend the wavelength coverage beyond the _ 25 _m limit of ground based
observations. Becklln and Neugebauer discovered IR emission from the galactic

center, and the i0 and 20 um observations of many sources at the University of
Arizona clearly showed that a variety of objects, including the galactic
center, were emitting vigorously at the longer wavelengths. After discussion

with the group at ARC, it was decided to submit a proposal to construct and

test a'6 inch dlameter open port telescope to be flown in the escape hatch of
the Model 23 Learjet.

The proposal entitled "Flying Infrared Telescope", written at Rice
University where the telescope was to be built, was submitted to NASA

Headquarters December 1966; the contract was awarded in April 1967; the first

astronomical flights took place at ARC October 1968. During the design phase
it was shown that a clear aperture of 12 inches could be realized and this was
accomplished without increase of cost or additional schedule.

There was, however, a large obstacle to be overcome: the open port,
situated only a few feet in front of an engine intake, might affect the

performance and hence the safety of the aircraft. Since no experience existed

in this area, it was decided that wind tunnel testing would be necessary
before the first test flights would be approved. This, of course, would have

involved both time and cost with the probable consequence that the program
might never have "gotten off the ground". Glen Stlnnett, Jr., one of several
test pilots at ARC who made enormous contributions to the success of the

program, decided to fly a mock up of the telescope on a series of test flights
with Carl Gillesple Jr. as observer. These flights, marked by courage, deter-
mination and skill, showed that with the addition of a small alr-dam in front

of the cavity, accoustlc resonances could be suppressed adequately and that no
significant effect on the low altitude or high altitude flight characteristics

of the aircraft was encountered• With this breakthrough, the schedule was

maintained and the era of far-IR astronomy began•
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A second problem was encountered on the first test flights in October and
November: in order to make astronomical observations in the thermal IRa means

must be provided to separate the signal from the thermal background emitted by
the sky and, if it is warm, from the telescope. On the ground at 3, 5, I0 and

° 20 microns, this problem was only partially solved by means of a "focal plane

chopper" consisting of a small diagonal mirror close to the detector which was

displaced mechanically in order to switch the beam of the telescope between
• two closely spaced locations on the sky. Following the efforts of Harold

Johnson and the author, a number of schemes of this type were tried, with the

accumulated result that imperfect separation of the signal from the much
larger background (i0 to i0 times larger) led to unsteady baselines and
excess noise, resulting in limited sensitivity and accuracy. When these

primitive methods were tried in the far-IR on the first Learjet flights, it
was found that the problems seen on the ground were greatly exacerbated by the

fact that the temperature of the airborne telescope was constantly changing
and the background was never constant. It was essentially impossible to
measure even the brightest sources.

While testing the telescope system on the ground at shorter wave-

lengths--as was the custom before each series of test flights--it was found

that the secondary mirror of the eassegraln telescope could be tilted enough
to displace the star image without producing a significant changein the

background. A simple electro-mechanlcal device for square wave modulation

using the small secondary mirror (_3 inch diameter) was quickly built at Rice
University and tested at ground level on the campus in Tuscon. It was

immediately clear that this new method of modulatlon--scannlng the telescope

beam on the sky by tilting the secondary mlrror--represented a very great
improvement in performance and offered a general solution to the problems
associated with spatial filtering and background subtraction in the IR. The

first airborne tests of the new system were successful and made possible the
observations described below. Similar devices were constructed for the F/45

IR secondaries on the 28, 61, and 90 inch telescopes of the University of

Arizona. Today most telescopes used in the IR are equipped with some form of

modulation using the secondary mlrror--of course, this includes the KAO and
the modern Learjet telescopes.

Figure 3 shows the 12 inch Learjet telescope after the modulating

secondary was added. It was in this basic configuration, with the addition of
2-axis gyro-staballzatlon, that a series of about 85 flights were carried out

between October 1968 and January 1971 by Gillespie, Low, Aumann and Harper.



FIGURE3. The Learjettelescopewithmodulatingsecondary
mirrorand far infraredphotometer°
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George Aumann was the first student to earn his doctorate using the

Learjet. The first measure of the effective temperatures and internal

energies of Jupiter and Saturn were obtained on a series of 6 flights, results

ultimately confirmed by spacecraft. Far IR observations followed of a variety
of objects: the famous IR nebula in Orion, other bright regions of star

formation, the galactic center region with its three bright IR sources Sgr A,
B and C, Venus, Mars and two comets. Operating from Panama, observations were

made of the galactic center and of the Carina nebula. When AI Harper joined
the effort in 1970, he designed and built much better spectral filters and
undertook a systematic study of bright HII regions. This work revealed their

extremely high far-IR luminosities and showed a rough proportionality between
their free-free emission and their total emission from dust. It was concluded

that the galactic nucleus required no more exotic mechanism or source of
energy than the thermal reradlation by dust of [IV and optical energy produced

in the luminous HII regions that arepresent. Attempts were made to extend

the observations to extragalactic sources that were already known, from
groundbased observations, to be highly luminous in the IR; however, correct

far-IR measurements of M82 and NGC 1068 were only obtained by Harper and

co-workers using the more powerful KAO.



During this period other users of the LearJet came on board. Bob O'Dell

Joined Low in observations of Comet Bennett in April 1970. The first far-IR

spectra were obtained in 1971 by the ARC group led by Ed Erickson and Fred
Wltteborn. They produced a spectrum of IR nebula in Orion from 50 to 300 um.
In 1972 Bob O'Dell and his co-workers at Yerkes built an apparatus to observe

Venus and obtained measures of water vapor from optical spectra of the planet

taken at 50,000 feet.

CONCLUSION

During the last I0 years since the KAO made its first flights in January

1974, the Learjet has been further developed and used with great success as a
small airborne observatory. The second generation CV-990 has explored other

areas of airborne science. Certainly, one of the most important results

generated by a successful research program is the training of new scientists.
It is from these ranks that those who make the next advances will come. Table

2 lists the names of the individuals, along with their home institutions, who
have earned their doctorate degrees on the Learjet and the KAO at the time of

this writing. The list will continue.
Although impossible to include all the people, dates and events in an

article of this kind, it would be highly remiss not to mention the continued
and mostly unacknowledged support of those who do their work at NASA

Headquarters. In the early days Morris Dubin and Nancy Roman were responsible

for the CV-990 and Learjet programs. Nancy Boggess followed them with years
of long and dedicated service which she began by joining the author on several

LearJet flights in 1971, observing IR stars beyond 30 microns.

Challenged by the beautiful and puzzling views of the IR sky from IRAS,

we can confidently look forward to the third decade of modern airborne
astronomy, equipped with the knowledge of the past and inspired by the

prospect of discoveries and insights yet to be made.
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TABLE2: LIST OF DOCTORATESANDTHEIR HOMEINSTITUTIONSWHOHAVE
EARNEDDEGREESUSINGTHE LEARJETANDKAOFACILITIES

LEARJET : KAO "

1970 Aumann,H.H. 1977 French,R. G.
Rice University CornellUniversity

Ig71 Harper,D. A., Jr. 1977 Gatley, I.
Rice University CaliforniaInstitute

of Technology

1975 Schaack,D.F. 1977 Telesco,C. M.
CornellUniversity Universityof Chicago

1975 Ward, D.B. 1977 Thronson,H. A., Jr.
CornellUniversity Universityof Chicago

1976 Dennison,B. 1978 Dunham,E. W.
CornellUniversity Cornell University

1977 Reed, R.A. 1978 Russell,R. W.
CornellUniversity Universityof California,

San Diego

1980 McCarthy,J.F. 1979 Moseley,S. H.
CornellUniversity Universityof Chicago

]981 Melnick,G.J. ]980 Keene,J.
CornellUniversity Universityof Chicago

1984 Stacey,G.J. Ig81 Whitcomb,S. E.
CornellUniversity Universityof Chicago

1981 Smith, L. L.
PolytechnicInstituteof
New York

1981 Herter,T.
Universityof Rochester

1982 Watson,D. M.
Universityof California,
Betkeley



The Beginnings of Airborne Astronomy: 192g - 193g

An Historical Narrative

Eric R. Craine
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Author's preface

Few astronomers are aware of the exciting events which
formed the very early years of airborne astronomy; indeed,
few even appreciate how early those years truly were. This
is unfortunate, because a rich historical heritage,
belonging to all of us interested in this field, is rapidly
becoming lost through the death of the early pioneers and
the_loss or destruction of many of the key documents.

For several years I have been attempting to recover and
preserve some of this history. In some areas I have been
quite successful, in others I have been discouraged by the
dearth of material which has survived. As with any
historical study, one is drawn deeper into the available
material, looking for answers often only to find more
questions. In this paper I have attempted only to set the
stage for the beginnings of airborne astronomy. The
requisite brevity of this treatment precludes any pretense
of a scholarly presentation, hence the narrative approach.

In response to many questions regarding my original
symposium presentation, I can reply that a manuscript for a
book is in preparation and the intent is that it contain
facsimiles of many of the original documents, letters and
photographs in which interest was expressed.

The Idea Emerges

On January 5, 1918 Col. John Millis, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers wrote the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army,
Washington, D.C. a rather innocuous letter which was to
ultimately precipitate a remarkable chain of events. It was
in this letter that the first seriousproposal was presented
for the undertaking of airborne observations of astronomical
phenomena from powered, manned aircraft.



In his letter Millis expressed interest in the
"...curious "bands" or stripes that have been observed at
the edges of the moon's shadow as it sweeps over the surface
of the earth." The stripes are more commonly known as
shadow bands, and it was Millis' assertion that the nature
of these bands could be deciphered if they could be observed
photographically from an elevated position.

Millis drew attention to the fact that the centerline °
of the solar eclipse of June 8, 1918 would pass very near
the Naval Aviation Station at Pensacola, Florida. Colonel
Millis maintained thatr "No very great expense would be
involved in arrangements to take photographs of the edges of
the shadow in this general locality from air craft, and
perhaps systematic observations and records of this nature
_may be undertaken at other points in the path of the
eclipse."

On January 9 this letter was forwarded, without
recommendation by the Chief of Engineers, to the National
Research Council in Washington, D.C.. There it was to
receive its first exposure to the astronomical community,
represented by George E. Hale, then director of the Mt.
Wilson Observatory as well as Chairman of the National
Research Council.

Hale noted, in a letter to Millis written January ii,
that the June 8 eclipse would be observed by parties from
Lick, Yerkes and Mt. Wilson observatories, but that he was
unaware of any plans to observe the "shadow bands". Hale
was to close his letter of respsonse to Millis with the
comment that, "...the method you suggest of photographing
them (the shadow bands) from aircraft is certainly a
promising one."

On the same day that Hale wrote Millis, he replied to
the Chief of Engineers that he would forward Millis' letter
to the Superintendent of the United States Naval

Observatory, T.B. Howard, RADM, USN (Ret.).

The result of that correspondence appears to be lost,

however Millis also sent a second letter directly to RADM
Howard in which he expanded his ideas to include cooperation
of moving picture corporations for photography during the
eclipse. Howard responded to Millis that he had pursued,
with the Navy Department, "...the question as to whether an
aeroplane or captive balloon will be available for the
purpose you suggest."
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It is of interest to note that the aircraft at the
Pensacola Aviation Station in 1918 were primarily training
types, all of which were largely unsuited for the proposed
project. Most were tandem two-seaters and could have
accommodated a pilot and observer, however they tended to be
very light aircraft from which the intended photography
would have been difficult to achieve. One of the best known
types, the Curtiss N-9, was a likely candidate to bear the

• first airborne astronomical expedition aloft.

In the final event, aircraft were not made available
for observations related to the June 8, 1918 solar eclipse,
nor indeed any eclipse for the following five years• The
correspondence pursuant to RADM Howard's letter has not been
located, but there is sufficient evidence to conclude that
the continuation of the war in Europe was a major factor in
the decision not to pursue this project.

How much thought was given the problem of airborne
astronomical observation during the ensuing few years will
probably never be known, however, it is apparent that
Colonel Millis did not abandon the idea at all. Beginning in
the spring of 1922, four years after the initial exchanges,
we again have evidence of his activity in this regard.
During 1922 and 1923 Millis conducted a voluminous
correspondence with astronomers, government and military
officials and the popular press in an effort to stimulate
interest in airborne astronomy. Much of this fascinating
correspondence survives to paint a vivid picture of the way
in which airborne astronomy emerged.

The response of the astronomical community to the
proposals of Colonel Millis was clearly of a dual nature.
Some, such as W.W. Campbell of the University of California,
were convinced the project was doomed to failure and seemed
unable to visualize any possible contributions to astronomy
by aerial observation. Others, such as Joel Stebbins and
Philip Fox, encouraged the effort and, while noting the
possibility of initial failure, indicated an awareness of
the potential value of this new tool.

Indeed, by the summer of 1923, Professor Stebbins had
suggested another application of airborne observations which
played a significant role in getting the project underway.
Stebbins noted the potential difficulty of obtaining useful
shadow band observations from the air, but proposed that a
group of aerial observers should be able to photograph the
advancing shadow of the moon during a solar eclipse• Such
photographs could in principle permit a very precise
determination of the centerline of the eclipse, a problem of

ii



some interest at that time• Beyond the specific
observations which had been proposed, there was also a
sense, among some astronomers, that the project was
worthwhile simply to see what might transpire•

P

Meanwhile, Millis also maintained his correspondence
with the U.S. Naval Observatory, directed in the postwar
years by Captain W.D. MacDougall. The correspondence during
this period is particularly interesting, both for its
completeness and its intensity. There is a very clear sense
of Millis' conviction that if the project was to develop at
all, it would have to do so very shortly• This was to
contribute to a variety of rather extreme assertions as to
the value of the project, the ultimate example being the
inclusion of tests of Einstein's theory of relativity among
the benefits to be derived.

By great good fortune, on September 10, 1923, nature
was to cooperate for the second time in five years by
dragging a solar eclipse shadow across an American Naval Air
Station, this time in San Diego, California. In the spring
of 1922, Captain MacDougall noted this eclipse location as
offering the possibility for the involvement of naval
aircraft in an airborne eclipse expedition• Thus began the
effort to mount what was to become the first expedition for
the acquisition of astronomical observations from airplanes.

The Eclipse Expedition of September 10, 1923

On June i, 1923, Captain MacDougall reaffirmed his
interest in aerial observations of the impending September
eclipse. He wrote Millis for proposals of specific
observations to be attempted, while noting that he had
researched the problem of shadow band observations and was
concerned regarding their feasibility. MacDougall also
contacted Joel Stebbins and Philip Fox for additional
advice, upon which he received Stebbins' recommendation for
an attempted eclipse centerline determination•

During the summer of 1923 there was a flurry of
correspondence among all interested parties regarding the
advisability of the project, as well as the means for
accomplishing it. In July the story found its way to the
popular press which no doubt exerted even more (undoubtedly
intended) pressure upon the Navy Department• The
correspondence of this period paints a picture of a very
determined Millis, a divided astronomical community and a
skeptical,but intrigued, MacDougall. To this must be added
factions in the Navy Department which were actively engaged
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in promoting aviation in almost any way one could imagine.

On August 15, 1923, three short weeks before the

eclipse, MacDougall made a formal request of the Secretary

° of the Navy to proceed with aerial observations of the

September 10 solar eclipse. It is quite likely that Joel
Stebbins succeeded in tipping the balance of the decision in

• MacDougall's mind by his suggestion of aerial centerline

determination of the eclipse. It was these observations
which dominated MacDougall's recommendation, the shadow band

observations appearing as a very low priority item in the
list of observations to be obtained.

During the next three weeks a remarkable amount of work
was accomplished by the U.S. Government. The requisite

series of endorsements was obtained resulting in official
approval of the project, the State Department cleared the

way for American aircraft to overfly Mexican territory for

the eclipse, Commander Aircraft Squadrons Battle Fleet made
available the aircraft and crews, flight plans were prepared

and the expedition was equipped. Interestingly, this was to

be no small expedition; no fewer than sixteen naval aircraft

were to participate, strung out along hundreds of miles of
the California coast in an effort to attain the best

possible observing opportunities•

The exact composition of the flight by aircraft types

has not been recorded. We know that one type involved was
the FSL flying boat. It is likely, however, that most

observations made during the eclipse were from DeHaviland

DH-4B biplanes, which had substantially higher service

ceilings than the F-5L.

As a principal in this expedition, the F-5L is
deserving of some description. A British wartime

improvement on an earlier Curtiss design (the HS-16), the F-
5L was manufactured in the United States under license to

the Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Company and the Naval

Aircraft Factory. Production of the aircraft began in,1918,

with just under two hundred examples eventually being built
in the United States.

The F-5L was a large biplane flying boat with a wing
span of nearly 104 ft and a length of almost 50 ft. Powered

by two 400 hp Liberty 12A engines, this airplane typically
carried a crew of four in open cockpits at a maximum speed

of about 90 mph. The F-5Ls of this period were colorful

aircraft, typically having chrome yel_ow upper wing surfaces
with a gloss grey fuselage. Observations from the F-5L
aircraft would have been made at the lower altitudes as the
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service ceiling of this airplane was about 5,500 ft.

The DeHaviland DH-4B was a British wartime design which

was built in large quantities under license to the Dayton-
Wright Company in Dayton, Ohio. This airplane was to serve

all of our armed forces for many years after the war, and

was to participate in the early air mail experiments. The
last DH-4B was not retired from military service until 1932

and some examples of the type survive to this day.

With a wing span about five feet greater than a modern

day Cessna, the DH-4B was nonetheless a rather large

airplane, primarily by virtue of its immense, single Liberty

engine. The DH-4B carried a crew of two, a pilot and

observer, at speeds up to about 120 mph and altitudes in

excess of 14,000 ft. Equipped with any of a variety of
types of cameras mounted on the rear cockpit Scarff ring,

the DH-4B accommodated many of the aerial photography
requirements of the services in the early 1920s.

On the morning of September 10, 1923, the expedition

took to the air and proceeded to arrange itself at appointed
positions along the expected path of totality. The
altitudes of observation ranged from 5,000 to 16,500 feet,

with the aircraft encountering varying degrees of cloud

layers at several different altitudes.

The coming of the eclipse was described by most of the
participating aviators as resembling the approach of a very

bad thunderstorm, but without the accompanying thunder and

lightning. Most were able to actually observe the eclipse
itself, though ground observations were generally less

successful due to the heavy cloud layers. Thirty
photographs were exposed, none successfully.

One of the aviators, Lt. B.H. Wyatt, prepared a
particularly useful report in which he concluded that shadow

photography ought to be possible using a K-3 mapping camera

with _ypersensitized film, and that such photography should

be attempted from just outside the shadow path. But on the
whole, the expedition had technically been a failure. The

Navy Department released a few terse, self-conscious
communiques and then said rather little about the event.

The Navy soon learned that it had little cause for
concern, and had in fact achieved a sort of hero status in

the whole affair. That the expedition had successfully

captured the public imagination was quickly apparent from
newspaper headlines across the country proclaiming "Naval

Aviators Save the Day for Astronomers". One has the °
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Figure I. A flight of F-5L aircraft over North Island circa
1923.

i !ilii ! iii

Figure 2. A Navy photographic DH-4B at North Island, 1923.
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distinct impression that it was this public outpouring of
favorable sentiment which made possible continuing Navy
interest in airborne astronomy, which was eventually to lead
to the first successful expeditions.

Before leaving the September 10 eclipse it must be
noted that the Navy effort, while certainly the most
ambitious, was not the only attempt at airborne observations

• of that eclipse• Lts. Albert Stevens and John A. MacReady
of the U.S. Army, flying an Army DH-4B, were concluding an
extensive aerial photography and mapping expedition of
government lands in the western United States at the time of
the solar eclipse• It was intended that they arrive at
Rockwell Field, North Island, San Diego in time to
participate in the eclipse observations. Although they
arrived on time they encountered heavy clouds which they
never succeeded in penetrating. In spite of their failure
to observe the eclipse one important aspect of the Army
effort was the emergence of Albert Steven's interest in this
type of endeavor.

A discussion of Steven's background is beyond the scope
of this presentation, but it must be pointed out that he had
a long standing reputation as a superb aerial photographer•
It was this reputation, and his early exposure to the idea
of aerial astronomical observations, which would eventually
lead him to make some of the most important early
contributions in this field .

The Los Angeles Expedition

Nearly two years would pass before another good
opportunity for an aerial eclipse expedition would present
itself. This would be the total solar eclipse of January
24, 1925. Totality was to be visible on the eastern coast
of the United States early on that winter morning, thus
providing the interesting circumstance of a very low
altitude occurance of totality. Because of the season, and
the low altitude of the eclipse, it seemed highly likely
that obscuring cloud could be anticipated, thus enhancing
the desirability of high altitude airborne observations.

Two problems which had been identified during the 1923
eclipse experiments were those of adequate space for more
sophisticated equipment and sufficient stability of the
aircraft to permit useful exposure of photographic
emulsions. Once again, Colonel Millis proposed a solution
when he suggested the use of a rigid dirigible as the aerial
mount for the second major attempt at airborne astronomy.
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Colonel Millis' original proposal Was that the top of
the airship be used to support the observers and their
instruments. Though in principle not a bad suggestion, the
freezing temperatures expected at altitude in mid-winter
quickly deterred any action in this direction. Because of
the low altitude of totality it was feasible to contemplate
housing the expedition in the gondola of the airship, though
had the altitude of the Sun at totality been 10° or 15°
higher many of the proposed observations would not have been
possible from a dirigible.

Interestingly, a Naval Observatory survey of the
astronomical community produced almost unanimous support for
the proposed project, based largely upon the fear that
clouds were likely to substantially diminish other
opportunities to observe the eclipse, and perhaps in part by
the favorable press received by the 1923 project. The hope
was that an aircraft could climb above any clouds and obtain
useful observations of totality.

The Zeppelin dirigible LZ-126 was constructed in
Germany and delivered to the U.S. Navy, in 1924, as a part
of the war reparations paid the United States by Germany.
Redesignated the ZR-3 by the U.S. Navy, the 670 foot long
dirigible had arrived over Boston on October 15, 1924 after
a seventyfive hour and forty minute flight from
Freidrichshafen. The ZR-3 was soon to depart for Anacostia,
where it was rechristened the Los Angeles. Because of
limited helium supplies in the winter of 1925, it was
determined that only one dirigible could participate in the
solar eclipse project, and the Los Angeles, the "Pride of
the Navy", was chosen for the task.

An 1,800 pound weight limitation was placed upon the
expedition crew and equipment, to be distributed among seven
personnel and about 500 pounds of instruments. The latter
incladed four cameras for direct photography of the Sun,
these being mounted in pairs on a polar axle mounting and an
altazimuth mounting, two motion picture cameras, a special
shadow band camera and a spectrograph.

After some modification to the gondola it was possible
to install all of the equipment on the starboard side of the
passenger day cabin. This required that the dirigible
observe the eclipse while on a northerly heading along the
coast of the United States. A practice flight proved
impossible due to other duties of the 'Los Angeles', but
some tests were conducted to evaluate the stability of the
craft. The results were cause for some concern in that they
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indicated irregular rolling of 20 arcmin magnitude with
periods ranging from 20 to 60 seconds.

Despite high, gusty winds, the 'Los Angeles' was
successfully launched from its Lakehurst, N.J. hangar at

• 5:22 on the morning of the 24th. The huge craft then
proceeded to position itself near the eastern end of Long
Island at an altitude of 4,500 ft, where, at 8:15 AM, all
was in readiness for the eclipse.

As fate would have it, this eclipse was not only
unhindered by clouds, it was probably the best observed
eclipse to that date. In spite of this fact (or maybe
because of it given the 5,000 - 6,000 ft ceiling of the 'Los

Angeles' under the conditions of that day), the aerial

observers were successful in obtaining a variety of usable
observations.

Figure 4. The Navy dirigible 'Los Angeles' off the coast of
the United States. Eclipse instrumentationwas
mounted for viewing through the starboard windows.

In addition to a number of reasonable quality direct
photographs, three spectra were obtained of the chromosphere
and corona. Though the quality of the latter was poor they
did clearly indicate the extent of the chromospheric and
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coronal light into the near infrared. This was possible
since hypersensitized plates were employed which were
sensitive to 9000A, giving this expedition the distinction
of performing the first infrared astronomical observation
from an aircraft. Q

Probably because this eclipse was so widely observed
from the ground, the efforts of the 'Los Angeles' expedition
did not achieve the degree of acclaim enjoyed by the 1923
flight. On the other hand, the 'Los Angeles' expedition had
clearly met w_th a greater degree of success in acquiring
the observations, which had the happy effect of reinforcing
the notion that airborne astronomy might have a future.

The Honey Lake Expedition

The next airborne astronomy project of real consequence
is also the one with which we close this account of the
period 1920 - 1930. This was the Honey Lake expedition to
observe the solar eclipse of April 28, 1930.

An interesting eclipse by virtue of its fleeting
nature, the predicted duration of totality was a scant 1.5
seconds. The companion of brief totality was an extremely
narrow shadow at the earth's surface, less than three-
quarters of a mile in breadth.

Because of the brevity of the event, and the precision
with which observing teams would have to locate themselves,
few astronomers made plans to observe this eclipse. It was
just these peculiar circumstances, however, which made an
airborne expedition to the eclipse attractive. Not only
would aircraft provide a convenient and relatively simple
form of transport for a small expedition, they might also
offer an opportunity to precisely determine the eclipse
centerline and hence fine corrections to the lunar
ephemeris.

The U.S. Naval Observatory again organized an airborne
expedition, this "unofficial" trip being made under the
direction of Isabel M. Lewis of the Naval Observatory. The
plan was to locate the group near the southern edge of Honey
Lake, California. Two naval aircraft were secured from the
San Diego Naval Air Station for participation in the eclipse
observations. A ground camp would provide telescopic and
motion picture imagery of the eclipse and a camera mounted
on one of the aircraft would film the passing shadow from
the air.
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The expedition was to be partially supplied at Honey
Lake by a Navy Sikorsky PS-3 (redesignated RS-3 in late
1930). This aircraft was an unusual sesquiplane flying-boat
amphibian, which found great favor among commercial airlines
as the S-38B. Acquired in very small numbers in the late
1920s by the Navy for use as patrol aircraft, their guns
were soon stripped away and the type was relegated to

. transport and utility duties.

The twin engine Sikorsky was to some an ungainly
looking aircraft, but was capable of carrying eight people
(including its crew) in considerable comfort at a speed of
110 mph. With a service ceiling of 15,300 ft and a range
of 594 miles, this airplane was well suited to the task of
transporting the Honey Lake expedition.

The aerial eclipse observations were to be made from
the second aircraft, a Vought 02U-l, the first of the soon-
to-be famous "Corsair" series• This was a single engine,
two seat observation plane which could be found in both
land- and float-plane versions. Capable of cruising up to
150 mph, this plane had a ceiling of 18,700 ft and a range
of 600 miles.

The 02U-I was piloted by Lt. L.E. Gehres and the
Sikorsky was flown by Lt. (jg) W.W. Harvey. The aircraft,
the two naval officers and four enlisted men departed the
Naval Air Station in San Diego on Friday morning the 25th
for Reno, Nevada. Among the four enlisted men were
Photographer W.A. McDonald, who would photograph the Sun
from the ground, and Chief Photographer J.M.F. Haase, who
would operate an Akeley motion picture camera from the rear
cockpit of the 02U-l. Haase was a veteran of airborne
astronomy having participated in the 1923 project•

Extremely bad weather delayed the airborne group's
arrival at Honey Lake until the 27th, where they found a
makeshift observing station with canvas shelters for some of
the instruments. Among the numerous visitors to the site
was a Fox MovieTone crew. Surveillance flights were made
along the predicted eclipse path to establish familiarity
with features which might require identification in the
films•

On the 28th, clouds covered the sky and Lt. Harvey took
the Sikorsky aloft to search for an emergency alternate
observing site. Fortunately, breaks did finally occur and,
though seriously threatened by clouds, the eclipse
observations were largely successful. McDonald's film from

. the ground clearly demonstrated that the observing station
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Figure 5. The Sikorsky PS-3 and Vought 02U-I on the Honey
Lake expedition flight.

Figure 6. The Honey Lake eclipse site camp from the air.
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Figure 7. Chief Photographer Haase (]eft) and Lt. Gehres
prior to taking off in the O2U-I to photograph
the April 28, 1930 eclipse. Note the Ake]ey
motion picture camera on the Scarf[ ring in the
background.
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was within the shadow path o£ the eclipse. Gehres and Haase
climbed to an altitude of 18,000 ft where they obtained an
excellent film record of the approach of the shadow, which
provided further data for checking the correctness of the
predicted shadow path.

Figure 8. The 02U-I airborne over Honey Lake; Lt. Gehres
the pilot.

Epilogue

Thus ended the 1920 - 1930 period, which saw the first
dreams of airborne astronomy come to a successful
realization. Though tenuous in nature, limited in scope and
easy to criticize on many counts in retrospect, this was
nonetheless the beginning of a remarkable sequence of
scientific endeavors•

We can summarize four major accomplishments of this
period:
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(i) Airborne expeditions were undertaken at every

logical opportunity, starting a continuous sequence
of airborne astronomical expeditions which was to
remain unbroken, except by World War II, to the

• present day.

(2) Although the scientific returns of the first
ten years were modest, the_did exist.

(3) Interest in, and support for, airborne
astronomy was generated not only among astronomers
but also among the public.

(4) Albert Stevens, arguably the true father of
airborne astronomy, was to become interested in
applying his considerable skill and experience to
the airborne acquisition of astronomical data.

These accomplishments paved the way for the increasingly
productive airborne expeditions of the 1930s and 1940s,
eventually culminating in the development of the great
airborne observatories we celebrate today.
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THE LEAR JET OBSERVATORY -

FIFTEEN YEARS OF DISCOVERY AND REBIRTH

Ray W. Russell, Aerospace

INTRODUCTION

During the last fifteen years the Lear Jet Observatory (LJO) has be_en

on the forefront of such areas as the technology of:airborne astronomy and

far-infrared photometric, mapping, and spectroscopic scientific projects.

In this same volume, Frank Low has described the construction of the first

telescope and the earliest far-infrared observations. Even in its birth,

the dual role of the LTO - in technology and science - was very obvious.

The first airborne, pointed, open-port infrared telescope was also the

development bed for chopping secondaries. At the same time, of particular

scientific note was. the far-infrared mapping of the galactic center which

showed, for the Tirst time, the tremendous far-infrared luminosity that has

since been seen from numerous active galactic nuclei at both lower and higher

flux levels. For a further discussion of the early days on the LTO we refer

to Low's paper. Here, we will briefly outline some of the highlights of far-

infrared spectroscopy, supplementing the scientific discussion with a few

asides into technology developments. We will close with a personal look at

discovery from the Lear and a summary of the rebirth of the facility in

time for the 1985-86 apparition of Halley's Comet.
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DEVELOPMENT OF INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY

In the most general terms, spectroscopy includes the use of fairly broad-

band filters to delineate the spectral energy distribution of the source being

studied. In this sense, the early measurements by Low, Gillespie, Harper, and

collaborators of the temperatures of various planets, the broadband energy dis-

- tribution of H II regions, and the nature of the spectrum of VY CMa at _>25_m

deserve mention here. The broadband photometry of the moon, Venus, Mars, Jupiter,

and Saturn led to a set of standards still being used today. In addition, these

measurements brought to light the internal heating of Jupiter and Saturn and

shed new light on the physical nature of Saturn's rings. The observation of

VY CMa showed the presence of a cool extended cloud of dust surrounding an

evolving late-type star and contributing the major part of the energy from the

source at longer wavelengths (Boggess, et al. 1973). A broadband measurement

of the microwave background at 3.3 mm showed how the Lear Jet Observatory (LJO)

could be used to reduce the atmospheric contribution to an infrared/nun measure-

ment by close to an order of magnitude, thus greatly improving the reliability

of the results. In this case, Boynton and Stokes (1974) confirmed the black

body nature of the background at T< 3K, ruling out a higher temperature grey

body.

As infrared instruments for use in astronomy became more sophisticated,

hew devices were often developed and tested on the LJO. These included contin-

uously spinning cooled circular variable filter (CVF) wheel spectrometers,

cooled grating spectrometers, and Michelson interferometers. Some of the sci-

entific areas explored using these and other instruments are briefly highlighted

below; the reader is referred to the NASA Ames Research Center's Medium Altitude

Missions Branch Lear Jet Publications list for a more complete set of references.

At least four of the IJO-based instruments have since made their way to the Kuiper

Airborne Observatory (KAO), thus enhancing the scientific productivity of the

airborne astronomy program as a whole.

EARLY OBSERVATIONS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Spectroscopy of various solar system objects from the IDO afforded a change

. in our outlook on the chemistry and evolution going on around us. Gull et al.

(1974) determined a limit on the amount of water present in the Venusian cloud

tops, setting the stage for the subsequent identification of sulfuric acid drop-u

lets as one of the major constiuents of the upper cloud layers (Pollack et al.

1974, Reed et'al. 1978). H2 pressure-broadened rotational lines in the spectrum
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of Jupiter led to the derivation of the run of pressure and temperature in the

Jovian atmosphere (Houck et al. 1975), along with the ratio of H/He. Hilgeman's

group at Grumman used their high-resolution Michelson interferometer to study

water vapor in the Martian atmosphere and the implications for atmospheric models.

FAR IR SPECTROSCOPY AND ASTROPHYSICS

Early spectrometric efforts were not limited to.solar system objects,

however. Several groups studied the Orion nebula, the closest example of a

star formation region, using a variety of instruments including a far IR Fabry-

Perot (Brandshaft et al. 1975), a Michelson interferomter (Swift et al. 1973),

a mid-IR grating instrument (Houck et al. 1974), and a far-IR grating instrument

(Ward and Harwit 1974). These early studies showed a significant amount of mass

in the form of small dust grains to be present in H II region/molecular cloud

complexes at temperatures of the order of 50 - i00 K, optical depths less than

or about i, and with an emissivity that decreased with wavelength and that was

consistent with grain sizes much smaller than the wavelength (I00 microns).

Refinements in some of these instruments led to increased spectral reso-

lution and greatly improved sensitivity. This permitted the study of the shape

of the 18 _m silicate feature in the spectra of cool dust shells around O-rich

stars as well as in the spectra of hot H II regions (e.g. Forrest et al. 1976).

The analysis of forbidden line intensities observed from the LJO at I > 15 _m

began with observations of the 18.7 _m SIII line (seen by Houck's group in the

fall of 1977) and the 88 _m O III line (seen by Dain et al. in 1976) soon

after both lines were detected for the first time by Greenberg (as reported at

the August, 1975, AAS meeting) and Baluteau et al. (in 1976) respectively.

Soon the Cornell group under Harwit improved the spectral resolving power of

their cooled grating spectrometer sufficiently to separate atmospheric water

lines from some of the nearby astronomical lines and they detected two more

lines; O I 163.2_m and O III 151.8 _m (Melnick et al. 1978,1978). In

particular, the O I line was to become a major analytical tool for under-

standing the physical and kinematic properties of ionization and shock fronts.

The NASA Ames group of Erickson, Witteborn, Strecker, and collaborators (see,

e.g., Strecker et al. 1979 or Goebel et al. 1978) was continuing to study the

characteristics of the IR spectra of the stellar photospheres and the absolute

intensity of several late-type stars using CVF instruments with improved de-

tectors. Smith et al. (1977) used their high spectral resolution observations

of water vapor and CO isotopic lines to study mass loss from M stars. In
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conjunction with KAO experiments, the 163_m J=16-15 CO rotational line was detected

(Smyers et al, 1982), as was the 145pm [OI] line (Stacey et al, 1982). Maps of

[SIII] I18.7_m emission were being made and analyzed by McCarthy et al (1979).

THE AGONY AND THE ECSTASy

There have been many other valuable experiments -- including those astro-

nomical (virtually all the broad-band photometry and mapping projects have been

left to Frank Low or A1 Harper to discuss), atmospheric (distribution of NO, N20,

Ba ion experiments, atmospheric transmission and background measurements, etc.)

and technological (the 1972 shuttle sortie simulation, the shuttle microwave lan-

ding system, focal plane tracking on a star -- now an accepted practice on the

KAO, etc.), to name a few.

However, there is one personal experience I want to relay in an effort to

share some of the excitement and thrill that occasionally mixes in with the long

hard hours of instrument development and airborne observing runs. After a false

start in developing a photoconductive detector for use at IZl20-200_m, Harwit's

group at Cornell, and myself in particular, decided to try adopting the stressed

Ge:Ga photoconductors demonstrated by Richard and Haller, et al. in the lab at

UCB to be sensitive in this region of the far infrared. Houck instructed me in

some of the black magic associated with the transformation of dull, grey semi-

conductor chips into active, sensitive IR detectors. On a wing and a prayer,

and with the help of several people at Cornell, I began to make and test some

of these stressed detectors in a housing of my own design. Remarkably, few

broke and after numerous trials in the lab with grating spectrometers, various

blocking filters, and many spectra of H20 lines we finally convinced ourselves

that indeed, we had far IR detectors that were sensitive enough that we might

make scientifically valuable measurements with them. The spectral response

extended beyone 160_m, though one instrument at that time was not set up to go

much further than that. However, that was sufficient to expect to be able to

detect the [CII] line which was predicted to be a major coolant of neutral gas

in certain classes of shock fronts, in super nova r@mnants, and even extended

regions of the interstellar medium in the plane of a spiral galaxy. The best

theoretical calculation we knew of at that time placed the line at 156_m, nearw

a terrestrial H20 line, but we decided to try and detect it from the LJO anyway,

as the wavelength was uncertain by about ±.5_m.

We spent nearly two weeks of frustration, searching in the spectrum of

Orion for any hint of a spectral wiggle that might be construed to be a line

from about 153-157_m to no avail. About that time George Gull stopped by to
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inquire how we were faring, and carried the sad news back to Cornell. Bill

Forrest, when he heard of our plight, asked what wavelength we were using, and told

Georgehe thought Larry Greenberg was predicting more like 157-158_m based on i

some new/better UV data. I gave Larry a call and he confirmed the 157.7_m pre-

diction, but Martin was reluctant to give up on the 156_m search as his sources

felt strongly that they were right. We flew another flight -- still no line at °

156_m. Finally, on our last scheduled flight, Martin said to choose my source

and wavelength -- and I chose Larry's predicted value and NGC2024 and M42 to

give me both a low continuum source and a bright continuum calibrator on the

same flight. We flew a late evening flight and returned to the CAVE computer

facility to reduce the data. About 3a.m. we got the first cut reduction of

NGC2024 divieded by Orion -- and there was the line! The thrill, the excitement,

the satisfaction is impossible to convey, but it was Olympic. We then flew 5

flights, oxygen masks and all, within 60 hours to confirm the detection and get

a planetary standard. We came off the last flight like zombies. Then came the

second surprise -- the line was actually present in both M42 and NGC2024, and

with Venus as a calibrator the line in NGC2024 was even more obvious, more pro-

nounced than our first cut reduction had indicated (Russell et al, 1980). The

rest is fast becoming history, as ever more thorough studies, large maps, higher

spectral resolution studies and improved sensitivity are brought into play.

However, nothing can ever take away that initial thrill of discovery.

REBIRTH

Now, just in time for the return of Comet Halley, the LJO is undergoing

a rebirth. A new telescope tube has been constructed which incorporates a

ferro-fluidic seal to stop the flow of cabin air into the field of view and

remove the requirement that the experimenters wear oxygenomasks. The new tube

also permits access to elevation angles of 0-30° above horizontal. New 12"

Ritchey-Chretien optics have been purchased to provide diffraction limited per-

formance at <10_m over more than 1/4°. Combined with the 12-15' chopper throw

and the large plate scale, the system is ideal for studying extended sources

near the horizon, e.g., comets. In addition, numerous other improvements such

as digital readouts of the parameters, computer interfaces for telescope control, °

improved tracking and guiding systems, and improved documentation and technical

support hold out the promise of a tremendously valuable tool for a once in a

lifetime research opportunity. You are encouraged to propose in February, 1985,

as either a guest investigator or investigator with instrument to study Comet

Halley or any other astronomical source appropriate for the LJO.
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AIRBORNE ASTRONOMY -- THE NEXT DECADE

N. W. Boggess
NASA Headquarters
Washington, DC

. I am very pleased to be part of this celebration. Having seen
the tremendous scientific and technical advances of the past
decade and heard papers given at this symposium, I have
confidence that in the next decade we are in for some real
surprises. The science being presented is in the forefront of
astronomy.

When I was asked to speak on "AIRBORNE ASTRONOMY -- THE NEXT
DECADE" I was told that it would be difficult. I feel it is not
a problem, although I cannot be specific in many ways. I may be
optimistic, but I believe there is no future in being
pessimistic. Nothing ventured results in no advances.

In fact, one can be too conservative and have a philosophical
fallacy of substituting words for action. One can spend an
inordinate amount of time describing what is to be done if future
funds are granted.

One can find examples of substituting words for action that have
turned out to be quite limiting. I offer these quotes:

On the occasion of the dedication of a physics laboratory in
Chicago, noting that the more important physical laws had all
been discovered, Michelson said,

"OUR FUTURE DISCOVERIES MUST BE LOOKED FOR IN THE SIXTH DECIMAL
PLACE."

and, this from Ernst Mach,

"I CAN ACCEPT THE THEORY OF RELATIVITY AS LITTLE AS I CAN ACCEPT
THE EXISTENCE OF ATOMS AND OTHER SUCH DOGMAS."

A decade ago, when the KAO had its first year of flights, we had
only about 6 research groups, and very little science resulted --
those early flights mostly were used in getting the instruments
to work, such as eliminating microphonics from bolometers, or
trying to improve the pointing with a Michelson interferometer so
it stayed on target. Flights were so delayed that I am told it
would result in divorces among those researchers away from home
so long.

. This is not to fault the KAO program. On the contrary, this is
an example of substituting action for words. The important thing
is that the KAO started flying and learning how to observe at
altitude. It was not paper studies until we had solved all
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problems associated with a flying observatory. -- Now the KAO
services 20-30 groups, a science publication results from about
every two flights, the instruments have steadily increased in
sensitivity and spectral resolution, wavelength coverage, and the
flight record is good.

For the decade to come, who knows -- I do not have a cystal ball.
I do expect enormous advances both scientifically and technically
-- for they go hand in hand.

I do know that the KAO facility has a comprehensive improvement
plan in place that should see improvements in seeing, guiding,
pointing on fainter objects, reliability, and quick reaction
turnarounds. It does not take much imagination to perceive
advantages to astronomy from these improvements alone.

In addition to the telescope system (observatory),we already see
thrusts in instruments reaching toward the submillimeter spectral
region. As examples, I need to mention the detection of the
neutral carbon line in dark molecular clouds, giving us a handle
on what is happening in the early stages of star formation. More
recently, the first detection of a chlorine bearing molecule in
the interstellar medium. (HCI in OMC i). I predict that in the
next decade, coherent detection systems in the submillimeter
region will make vast improvements -- we are so far from
fundamental limits with these devices. Although the KAO does not
have a large aperture for these long wavelengths, the technical
improvements, nevertheless, should result in some future
surprises. Instrumentally, this is where I see the biggest gains
over the next decade.

As for the science, there are three areas that I will highlight.
First, IRAS will have a major impact on science of this next
decade. All kinds of instruments in the infrared region will no
doubt be brought to bear on many of the IRAS findings. In fact,
for many kinds of science, the KAO is the only means of obtaining
observations in this wavelength range. I believe there will be
much new in store for us in both galactic and extragalactic
science, following up the data that are planned for release later
this year.

Second, the scientific field where I believe we have the most to
gain is in the area of the early stages of star formation. This
will be due, in part, to the advances in the coherent
submillimeter techniques. In order to understand the dynamics
and composition of these dark molecular clouds, the high spectral
resolution will enable Doppler shifts to be measured of the
molecules and atoms important for the cooling processes.

The third area I feel compelled to mention is the fact that the
KAO is a unique facility for targets of opportunity: it goes
where the science is, above much of the atmosphere. We have
already seen its value in occultations of stars behind planets
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for probing their atmospheres and in particular, the discovery of
rings around Uranus. The KAO has also gone to solar eclipses.
When Comet Halley comes round, I hope to see good scientific
reasons for using the KAO to learn important new things about
this famous comet.

Finally, I would like to speculate with you possibilities for
airborne astronomy of the future. Technically, more KAO flights

" could be supported, and larger planes could be used with larger
telescopes. We all can envision what scientific enhancements
would results. These are not unreasonable extrapolations from
our present operations.

But these are sober times for enhancing existing projects and
implementing new ones. All projects in NASA are interrelated.
Nothing is done in isolation. To enhance the KAO program
requires a demonstration of new and great scientific results, and
a large oversubscription of top rated proposals.

We also have a new way of doing business, with the Space Station
commitment and a 1% real growth. This has both good and not so
good aspects, in that many good things cannot come about within a
1% growth. NASA will be choosing each new project ever more
carefully.

We will all be trying to achieve the best science within that
envelope. We know what potential a 747 with a 3-meter telescope
would have for astronomy but all future projects will not be
going to astronomy.

I cannot feel that a larger telescope and plane is a sure thing
in the next decade. In July 1984, the national deficit looms
large. On the other hand, no one has a crystal ball and can tell
me that the national deficit will remain high for a decade. To
illustrate that things can change over a not too long a period of
time, I would like to end with this quote by Sir Richard Wooley,
the Astronomer Royal, in 1956:

"SPACE TRAVEL IS UTTER BILGE."
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THE LARGEAIRBORNETELESCOPE

R. H. Hildebrand

The Universityof Chicago

The idea of buildinga three meter airbornetelescopeas a follow

on to the KuiperAirborneObservatoryis not new; it has been

consideredby the Ames staff for many years. But two thingsare new,

and they are of enough practicalimportanceto putthis topic in the

"specialtalks" sessionof this symposium.

The first is that we are in the midst of an improvementprogram

for the KuiperObservatory(KAO)that has producedengineeringstudies

which have not previouslybeen feasible. In particular,studiesnow

underwayin the KAO and the Lear Jet should tell us the limitationson

image qualityand infraredperformancein an airborneobservatory.

The KAO (0.9m) is after all an excellentprototypefor a threemeter

telescope,and now we are making the first real opticalstudyof the

prototype. In facta large fractionof the engineeringfor the KAO

improvementplan is directlyapplicableto a 3-m class observatory.

The secondnew thing favoringa large airbornetelescopeis that

the cost estimateshave been coming down substantially,in part

becauseof the KAO engineering,but primarilybecauseof the expected

availablityat low cost of a suitablewide-body,high performance

aircraft. Bob Cameronassuresme that the nextyear or so may be a

very favorabletime to go shoppingfor a big flyingtelescope

platform.

As Bill Ballhaus,Directorof Ames ResearchCenter,has announced

earlier in this symposium,there is actuallya third new thingwhich

is crucial. That is that MichaelSander,with the concurrenceof

CharlesPellerin,both of NASA headquarters,has asked for the study

of a large airbornetelescopeto be pursued,on specifiedguidelines,

and for the resultsto be ready by Decemberof thisyear.

What is not new is the qualificationsof the staff of the Ames

AirborneProgram. One could not expect to find comparableexpertise
e

an_A_herefor studying,designing,and buildinga large airborne

telescope.
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Let us imagine,as I expect,that the resultsof the studyare

favorable. What will it mean? The best guess is that a viable
i

"three-meterclass"telescopecan actuallyhave an aperturesomewhat

over 3 m; say, 3.2 m. In comparisonwith the KAO that will mean 3.5

- times better spatialresolution. At lO0 um, the peak of the thermal

spectrumfor many molecularcloudsand whole galaxies,the resolution

will be 8". The collectingarea will be twelvetimes greaterthan in

the KAO.

What thesecomparisonsmean dependsvery much on the individual

observer. Ifyou are studyingcircumstellarshellsyou will see what

the materialis likemuch closer to the star. If you are studying

radio quiet quasarsyou will be able to locatethe cut-offin the

synchrotronspectrum. If you are doing high-resolutionspectroscopy,

you will be able to work on somethingbesidesOrion. If you are doing

submillimeterpolarimetry,you will be able to determinealignment

mechanismsand detailedfield shapes. If you are studyingthe solar

system,you will be able to open up the outer reaches. If you are

studyingglobules,you may be able to resolvethe cores and correlate

outflow lobeswith magneticfields.

If you are young,you will be able to followup on SIRTF

observations. You will not rivalSIRTF sensitivity,but you will be

able to complementSIRTF datawhere they call for observationsat

higherspatial,temporal,or spectralresolution.

If you are old,you will be able to trainyoung scientiststo

build instrumentswiththeirown hands,operateand improvethemwith

theirown hands,and analyzeand publishdata from theirown

instruments. There are not so many opportunitieslike that in the

space age. In consideringthe proper balanceof NASA projectsthat is

somethingto weigh.

Our spaceventureslike SIRTF rely heavilyon scientistswho have

had that kind of training. We will need other generationsof

scientistswith the same kind of trainingfor the SIRTF'sof the
- future.

Obviously,my remarkson this topichave been more in the nature

of cheerleadingthan technicalexposition. But if the technical
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problemscontinueto yield and if the price is right at the aircraft
i"

shop, then the large airbornetelescopecan hardly fail to be among

the seriousoptionsfor this decade. If we take that option,then at

anothersymposiumon airborneastronomysome ten years hence,we °

should be readyagain to presenta wealth of new results.
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EXPLORATION OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM BY AIRBORNE ASTRONOMY

Harold P. Larson

The University of Arizona

INTRODUCTION

Q

This paper reviews the contributions of airborne astronomy to the knowl-
edge of our Solar System. Its coverage begins in 1967 when planetary observa-
tions became a vigorous part of NASA's airborne astronomy initiatives using
aircraft (Lear, Convair 990 Jets) outfitted with 30 cm diameter telescopes for
infrared observations at altitudes between 12 and 15 km. These early facili-
ties and their successor, the KAO, profoundly influenced many areas of plane-
tary science by providing optimized platforms for the conduct of certain types
of remote sensing experiments that were incompatible with both ground-based
and spacecraft environments. Specific topics that will be reviewed in the
next section include energy balance in the outer planets, the composition and
structure of planetary atmospheres, and planetary ring systems.

The evolution of the planetary astronomy program on NASA's airborne ob-
servatories coincided with more than a decade of active exploration of the

Solar System by deep space probes. The growth of the airborne planetary pro-
gram in the presence of such intimidating "competition" is due to two factors:
(i) sub-orbltal facilities are themselves capable of contributing unique re-

sults to planetary science, and (2) the results of airborne planetary observa-
tions guide the definition of science goals for future space programs. For
example, one special characteristic of airborne observatories, their mobility,
has been exploited to great advantage by planetary astronomers. This allows
deployment of the facilities to optimum locations on relatively short notice
to observe such infrequent events as stellar occultations, solar eclipses,
and bright comet apparitions. No other type of observational facility meets
this need as well. Another feature of airborne astronomy that will continue
to distinguish this method from other high altitude techniques is its hands-
on mode of operation. The real-time interaction of the scientists with their
experiment often improves the quality of the results, and the opportunity to
improve instrumental performance and to revise science goals between flights
is essential to maintaining state-of-the-art status. The development of high
resolution airborne spectrometers and the efforts to work against only funda-
mental noise sources depend critically on this ability to iterate results.

The histograms in Figure 1 provide some statistical insight into the
pursuit of Solar System studies from aircraft. Compared to other disciplines,

planetary goals are more dependent on higher resolution spectroscopic methods,
and there is probably an emphasis on observations at shorter wavelengths. The
coverage of Solar System bodies is nearly complete, but the information con-
tent differs substantially between observations of bright, nearby objects and
faint bodies in the outer Solar System. In the next section these results are
discussed in terms of their contributions to broadly defined areas of plane-
tary science. Literature citations are primarily to the original observations
and to reviews that relate these results to the overall accomplishments of

planetary astronomy.
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Figure I. A statistlcal sunnnsry of the contrlbutlons to planetary
science that depended upon the use of a_rborue observa-
tories. The number of spectral analyses in each hlsto-
gra_ was determined from refereed publications only;
abstracts, reviews, reports, etc. were not included. The
larger total number of spectral analyses in (d) Is a con-
sequence of multlple publications from a slngle dataset.

PLANETARY THERMAL EMISSION

The thermal flux emitted by Solar System objects contains much informa-

tion about the properties of atmospheres and surfaces, and it conveys important

clues to certain physical processes in deep planetary interiors. On the as-

sumption that an object is in thermal equilibrium with the incident solar
radiation, the spectral distribution of its thermal emisszon may be approxi-

mated by a blackbody curve for its effective temperature TE. The thermal
flux shifts into the middle- and far-infrared spectral regions for the pro-

gressively lower values of TE that characterize objects in the outer Solar
System. Jupiter's thermal radiation (T_ _ 107°K) peaks at about 27 Bm, and
more than 90% of it is emitted between 20-250 _m. An even colder planet such

as Uranus (T_ _ 57°K) radiates 95% of its thermal flux between 20-250 _m, with
the peak nea_ 50 _m. Unfortunately, above about 20 _m telluric absorptions
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TABLEZ. EFFECTIVETEMPERATURESANDRADIATIONBALANCEFORTHEOUTERPLANETS

• Planet TE(°K) TM(°K) Ra Facility Reference

Jupiter i0_3 134-+4 2.7-+0.6 LJO Aumanne__tal., 1969

• ,_135 LJO Armstronge.!_tal.,
1972

_132 KAO Loewenstelnet al.,
1977a

109-+3 128-+2 1.6 -+0.2 KAO Erleksone_!_tal., 1978

125-+3 1.9 -+0.2 Pioneer Ingersollet al.,
1975

124.4-+0.31.67-+0.08 Voyager Hanelet al., 1981a

+1.3 LJO Aumannet al., 1969Saturn 77_+2 97-+4 2.5 -0.6
_89 LJO Armstronge...t.ta.._l.,

1972

76-+4 91-+2 2.5 -+0.6 Ground-based Rieke,1975p
89-+3 1.9 -+0.4 120 Nard,1977

76 _89 1.9 -4.2 LJ0 Loewensrelnet al.,
1977a

75-+5 97-+3 2.7 -+0.8 KAO Erlcksonet al., 1978

_95 1.4 CV 990 Courtfnet al.,1979

96.5-+2.5 2.8 -+0.9 Pioneer Orionand Ingersoll,
1980

73.4_2.5 96.8_2.5 3.0 -+0.5 KAO Haas et al., 1982

96.1-+1.6 2.2 -+0.2 KA0 Melnlcket al., 1983

82.3_0.9 95.0-+0.4 1.78_0.09 Voyager Hanel et al., 1983

Uranus 57 58-+2 _i KAO Loewenstelnet al.,
1977a

57.0-+1.1 58-+3 _1 Balloon Fazloet al., 1976

+1.3
Neptune 46_1.8 55.5-+2.3 2.1 -+0.5 KAO Loewenstelnet al.,1977b

Titan 87 86-+3 "_I KAO Loewenstelnet al.,
1980

ax = (T.Iz_)4
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prevent observations over such very broad spectral bandwldths from conventional
telescopes. Consequently, efforts were developed very early in NASA's airborne
astronomy program to measure planetary thermal emission from aircraft.

Measured effective temperatures TM for the outer planets and Titan are
summarized in Table _i. This compilation emphasizes the results from airborne
observations, but it also includes for comparison representative values from

other types of facilities. The first airborne observations used broadband photo-
metric techniques to determine the total energy radiated by the planets. These
efforts were prompted by earlier ground-based measurements of parts of the ther-
mal spectra of Jupiter and Saturn which indicated that their actual effective

temperatures TM were higher than their equilibrium values TR, thus implying
thermal energy-sources within the planets. Initial airborne results demon-
strated this situation convincingly for Jupiter and Saturn, and numerous follow-
up observations have confirmed and refined the analyses. Jupiter radiates ap-
proximately twice the energy that it receives from the Sun, and Saturn emits up
to three times as much. The significance of these measurements is that they
are direct observational links to processes at work deep within planetary inte-
riors. Jupiter's excess thermal flux is consistent with the energy released
from gravitational contraction, but Saturn's excess radiation may require an
additional internal energy source such as that derived from helium sinking to
the core.

Fewer measurements exist for Uranus and Neptune, and they are more recent.

Their lower temperatures mean reduced absolute flux levels and even greater
dependence upon high altitude facilities for acquisition of the broadband ob-
servations in the peak regions of their thermal spectra. Available data suggest
that Neptune also radiates more energy than it receives from the Sun, but that
Uranus is in equilibrium. This difference in thermal behavior is a significant
observational constraint to models of the interiors of each planet.

140 i I i

". 130 Figure 2. Comparison between airborne
observations of Jupiter's

125 thermal spectr,-_ (2a) and
..=. A model calculations (2c). The

i ri\ observed spectra are from_-120 , _ AumannandOrion(1976)and

_11S _._ ,r Erlcksonetal.(1978).The
synthetic spectru_ includes

x asopacitysourcesH2-H2,
H2-He,andgaseousandsolid
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CooJrvitchetal.(1979).105
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Upon close examination none of the thermal spectra of the outer planets
adheres to a blackbody curve. Deviations in the intensity distribution occur
because of the wavelength-dependent opacities of cloud layers and gaseous con-
stituents in planetary atmospheres. Thus, analyses of higher resolution thermal
spectra can yield the abundances and distributions of many molecules and the
vertical temperature profile in the atmosphere; As an example, the composite of
far-lnfrared airborne spectrophotometrle observations of Jupiter from Goorvitch
et el. (1979) is displayed in Figure 2. This spectrum shows broad absorptions

• near 18 and 28 _m due to the pressure-induced rotational spectrum of Hg, and it

contains a series of narrow, regularly-spaced transitions above 40 _m due to NH3.
A synthesized spectrum is superimposed on the observations. The model included

H2-Hg, H2-He , and gaseous and solid NHR continuum absorptions as compositional
constraints, and it used the P-T profIIe in Figure 3 to characterize Jupiter's
vertical temperature structure. The close fit illustrates the success with which
models can reproduce spectral details in the thermal emission from Jupiter's
atmosphere. The P-T curve in Figure 3 was derived from the airborne data in
Figure 2 using inversion techniques. Knowledge of this curve is fundamental to
interpreting many aspects of the physics and chemistry of planetary atmospheres.
The refinement of the inversion method has been greatly aided by the availability
of airborne thermal spectra of Jupiter (Orton 1977, Gautier et el. 1979, Gautier
and Courtin 1979).

The incomparable infrared spectra of Jupiter and Saturn from the Voyager
spacecraft (Hanel et el. 1979, 1981b) allow many refinements to the thermal
modeling originally based on airborne data alone. This is especially true for
all insights dependent upon high spatial resolution since earth-based observa-
tions using modest aperture telescopes at far-infrared wavelengths are funda-
mentally limited in this capability. Of course, many of the interpretive pro-
cedures used to analyze the spacecraft data were originally developed and tested
for results from ground-based and airborne facilities.

-2 I I i I i i I
• b €

_O Figure 3. The P-T profiles of Jupiter's

atmosphere derived from the
airborne spectra in Figure 2.
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PLANETARY RINGS

The comparative study of planetary ring systems is a new field of planetary
science that emerged within the last decade. It was created by three major dis-
coveries: (i) the detection of rings around Uranus in 1977 from the KAO, (2) the
detection of a ring around Jupiter in 1979 from Voyager I, and (3) the revelation
of the remarkable fine structure in Saturn's Rings in 1980 from Voyager I. The
spacecraft results took advantage of their proximity to the planets to execute
preprogrammed observations. The far more serendipitous KAO result illustrates

the high discovery potential of an earth-based facility distinguished by its
mobility, flexible operating schedule, and manned operation.

The airborne occultation data from Elliot et al. (1977a, 1978) that show
evidence for nine rings around Uranus are displayed in Figure 4. In Figure 5
these occultation points are projected on the sky plane at Uranus to illustrate

the structure of the ring system. Elliot and Nicholson (1983) present a useful
review of the analysis of these data. The sharp-edged rings are very narrow,
ranging in width from 100 to 2 km or less, and they are separated by wide gads.
These very confined ring structures invite dynamical interpretations using
resonances with known satellites of Uranus or with undetected shepherd satel-
lites. Other well determined properties of these rings include their eccen-
tricities and their inclinations relative to the equatorial plane of Uranus.

From analyses of additional occultation events the ring system appears to vary
with orbital longitude and/or with time. A significant by-product of the de-
velopment of precise kinematic models of these rings is improvements to basic
parameters characterizing Uranus itself. These include Uranus' gravity harmonic

coefficients J2 and J4' its oblateness, its rotation period, and the orientation
of its rotation axis. From the occultation of SAO 158687 by Uranus itself,
Elliot and Dunham (1979) and Dunham et al. (1979) derived the temperature struc-
ture of the upper atmosphere, and Elliot et al. (1980) determined the planets'

radius and elllpticity. Clearly, such contributions reveal the intrinsic high
information content in the deceptively simple appearance of the observations
themselves.

THE COMPOSITION OF PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES

Venus

Near-infrared airborne spectroscopic observations of Venus defined two
unusual properties of its atmosphere: a very low water vapor content, and an
exotic cloud constituent (sulfuric acid). The measurement of the H_O abundance
on Venus was one of the first astronomical results obtained on NASA_s airborne

observatories. Its value, 0±2 _m prec. H20 (Kuiper and Forbes 1967) strikingly
contradicted previous results (up to 470 _m prec. H20; see Table II in Fink e__!t
al. 1972) from balloons and ground-based telescopes. Subsequent airborne obser-

vations confirmed that Venus' upper atmosphere is severely depleted in H_O (Fink
et al. 1972, Gull et al. 1974). The H20 abundance reported by Fink et aI.

_9_), 1.6±0.4 _m_r_c. H20 , remains a definitive measure of the am_un_of H20
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in Venus' upper atmosphere. This measurement significantly changed the perspec-

tive for interpreting many aspects of Venus' atmospheric chemistry and its evol-
ution as a planet.

One immediate use of the low Venus H20 abundance was to search for signs of
hygroscopic materials in the Venus clouds. At that time the composition of
Venus' clouds was very controversial, and numerous exotic materials were pro-

posed as cloud condensates. One of these candidates, concentrated H_SO_ drop-
lets, was confirmed as the primary constituent of the Venus clouds i_ a-series

of airborne observations by Pollack et al. (1974, 1975, 1978a). In Figure 6

their theoretical HgSO 4 cloud spectrum is compared with their near-lnfrared
spectral reflectivi[y of Venus observed from the KAO. The excellent agreement

indicates the success with which this challenging problem was solved with the
use of earth-based facilities.

The spectrum of Venus from 12-90 _m was explored in a series of airborne
measurements. Reed et al. (1978) detected broad absorptions at 17, 22, and 35

_m that constituted confirming evidence for an H_SO. cloud composition. Aumann
2 4,

and Orton (1979) and Aumann et al. (1982) used Venus thermal spectrum to test
various cloud models and to study the planet's vertical structure by spectrum

inversion techniques. Some of their thermal modeling of airborne data allowed

useful comparisons with spacecraft measurements to check the consistency of

independent measurements and to identify the limits of various techniques.

I.

__: : ! : Figure6. Comparisonbetweenthe observed

_ .1 _\THEORETICAL O spectrum of Venus and predictions

broad ab_orptlon from 2.6-4.2 Um
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Mars

Airborne studies of the atmosphere of Mars are dominated by a single data-
set, the occultation of € Gem by Mars in April, 1976(Elliot et al. 1977b,c;
French and Elliot 1979; French and Taylor 1981). This was the first use of the
KAO for occultation research, and the event was also recorded by numerous ground-
based teams. Some of Mars' atmospheric properties that were derived from the

earth-based light curves were measured directly by the Viking atmospheric entry
probes. This presented an excellent opportunity to compare observational methods
and to debate the physical reallty of competing atmospheric models so as to im-
prove future occultation research that will not be subject to dlrect, independent
confirmation. Analyses of the KAO results produced a mean atmospheric tempera-
ture, its wavelike vertical structure, and an atmospheric composition that were
in excellent agreement with the Viking results. The airborne data were con-
sidered superior to ground-based observations of the same event because of the
ideal deployment of the KAO, the reduced scintillation noise at high altitude,
and the freedom from clouds. A useful review of stellar occultation studies of

the Solar System was provided by Elliot (1979).

TABLEII. AIRBORNESPECTROSCOPICOBSERVATIONSOF JUPITER

Spectral Spectral Principal Use Reference to
Date Resolution "Bandwidth of Spectrum Spectrum

1973November _ 10cm-I 250-620cm-I H_mixingratio, Houcket al.,
P£Tprofile 1975

1974September lO 700-1600 Thermalmodeling Encrenazet al.,
1976

1974October 2.4 1800-2300 H20detection Larsonetal.,1975

1975October 4.0 420-840 Thermalmodellng,AumannandOrton,
P-Tprofile,C2H2 1976
analysls

1975October _ 24 1250-2000 ThermalcontinuumRusselland
characteristicsSoifer,1977

1975 December 0.5 1800-2300 Detectionsof Larson et al.,
PH , CO, GeH.; 1977

3 4
upper limits

1975December 0.2 105-140 Temperaturecon- Baluteauet al.,
trastinNH3 lines1978

1976January 5.0 100-470 Brightnesstem- Erlcksonetal.,
perature 1978

1977 January 0.3 220-350 Thermal modeling, Baluteau et al.,

NH3 analysis 1980
1977November" 2.5 100-347 Thermalanalysis Goorvltche___ta_!l,

of NH3 lines 1979
1978 January 1.65 100-300 NHR gas and haze Orton et al.,

an_lysls 1982

1982March 0.i 3100-4100 H2Ssearch Larsone......!ta!.,1984
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Jupiter

Jupiter is one of the two most frequently observed objects from the KAO.

This planet is a unique body in our Solar System, and it may be representative
of an undetected class of objects (brown dwarfs) that could account for much of

the missing matter in the Universe. Planetary astronomers are challenged by the
observational and interpretive problems to understanding Jupiter in detail, and

infrared astrophysicists must rely on its known properties to calibrate many
observations of non-Solar System objects.

Some of the most abundant constituents of Jupiter's atmosphere (e.g. H2, He,

CH4, NH 3) may be studied in many different wavelength regions. However, oppor-
tunities to detect trace atmospheric constituents are much more limited. In

general, the near-infrared spectral region offers many possibilities because
the fundamental rotation-vlbratlon modes of many molecules occur here. In

addition, holes in the Jovian cloud cover create a special opportunity to ob-

serve deep atmospheric levels by planetary thermal emission in the 5 _m region.

The possibilities have been vigorously pursued for more than a decade using
infrared spectrometers on ground-based, airborne, and spacecraft facilities.

The many airborne spectra of Jupiter are identified in Table II. Reviews that
relate these and other observations to the physics and chemistry of Jupiter's

atmosphere include Ridgway et al. (1976), Prinn and Owen (1976), Encrenaz (1979),
and Larson (1980).

microns
5.4 5.2 5.0 4.8 4.6
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Figure 7. A comparison of the 5 _m spectrum of Jupiter observed from the KAOand
a model calculation. The many absorptions in Jupiter's observed spec-

tru_ are due to the trace constituents CH., CH3D, NH3, H20, PH3. CO,
and CeH4. This figure is from BJoraker (_984).
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The high resolution 5 Bm spectrum of Jupiter recorded from the KAO is dis-

played in Figure 7. It provided new evidence for the following molecules: H20
(Larson et al. 1975), PH3 (Larson et al. 1977), CO (Larson et al. 1978), and
GeHL (Fi_ al. 1978). In addit_n?-Treffers et al. (197_eported upper
limits to n_er-oousother molecules having strong_b_rptlons in this spectral

• region. Many of these molecules are important tracers of Jupiter's complex at-
mospheric chemistry. Thus, an important use of the airborne data is to deduce

the abundance and vertical distribution of each species. At the time of the 5 _m
. airborne observations (1975) this task was not possible for lack of appropriate

atmospheric models and laboratory analyses in the 5 _m region for many of Jupi-
ter's gaseous constituents. However, much of the required information was gen-
erated in connection with the Voyager infrared spectroscopy experiments. Thus,
it is now possible to model Jupiter's 5 _m spectrum with all of its trace con-
stituents in the same manner that its thermal spectrum can be modeled with the

most abundant constituents (see Figure 2). The purely synthetic 5 Bm spectrum
of Jupiter produced by Bjoraker (1984) is displayed at the bottom of Figure 7.
It represents a simultaneous fit of all known Jovian atmospheric constituents
to a model that included two cloud layers, a base at 7 bars, reflected solar
flux, and thermal self emission. The Jovian tropospheric composition determined

from this fit is listed in Table III. Note that most observed mixing ratios
differ significantly from solar values or predicted thermochemical equilibrium
values. Thus, these entries allow different insights into chemical processes in

Jupiter's atmosphere (see, for example, the interpretation of the Jovian H20
abundance by BJoraker et al. elsewhere in these proceedings). The synthetlc
spectrum in Figure 7 can be manipulated to display other characteristics of
Jupiter's atmosphere. For example, in Figure 8 each spectral line is presented
as a function of the depth of its formation in Jupiter's atmosphere. This dis-
play allows the vertical distribution of each molecule to be determined in the

cloud-forming regions of Jupiter's troposphere. The continuing analysis of the
5 _m spectroscopic observations of Jupiter illustrates an important attribute of
many airborne datasets: they are resources of high information content that
take on new significance when developments in related fields permit more sophis-
ticated analyses.
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Figure 8. The depth of spectral line formation in Jupiter's atmosphere at 5 _m.
Thls plot was produced from the synthetic spectrum in Figure 7. This
figure is from BJoraker (1984).
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TABLEIlI. THE TROPOSPHERICCOMPOSITIONOF 3UPITERFROM
AIRBORNEOBSERVATIONSAT 5 _ma

JovianMole Fraction Solar Enhancement
Molecule Observed Predicted Value over CommentsSolarValue

H2 0.9 0.9 0.9 1 Fixedat Voyager
value

He 0.1 0.i 0.i 1 Fixedat Voyager q
value

CH4 3.0±0.6xi0-3 9.4xi0-4 9.4xi0-4 3.6±0.7

NH3 2.6±0.4xi0-4 1.8xlO-4 1.8xlO-4 1.5±0.2

N20 4±1xi0-6 1.4xi0-3 1.4xlO-3 1/300 Uppertroposphere
(2-4bars)

6±4xi0-5 1.4x10-3 1.4xlO-3 1/20 Lowertroposphere
(7 bars)

PH3 7_ixlO-7 <10-30 6x10-7 1.2±0.2

CN3D 2.0±0.4xi0-7 D/N - 1.2x10-5

CO l.O±0.3x10-9 <10-18 Disequillbrium
species

GeH4 5±2xi0-I0 <10-20 7x10-9 1/15

a
PromBJoraker (1984)

At 2.7 _m there is a region of transparency in Jupiter's atmosphere that is

completely observed by terrestrial CO_ and H20 at ground-based telescopes. The
very few spectroscopic observations o_ Jupiter in this wavelength region are
summarized in Figure 9; they are due exclusively to earth-based high altitude

facilities. The first use of the recently acquired very high resolution air-

borne spectrum of Jupiter at 2.7 _m was to search for H_S (Larson et al. 1984).
Sulfur is a key tracer of many aspects of Jovian atmospheric chemi_r_, includ-

ing the bulk composition of Jupiter's clouds and the chromophores responsible

for their visible coloration. Larson et al. (1984) did not detect Jovian H2S.
Their upper limit to the mixing ratio [S]/[H] in Jupiter's troposphere was
about 10-3 times the solar value. This stringent limit allowed them to conclude

that Jupiter's sulfur is probably locked up as polysulfides in a lower cloud

layer, and that insufficient H2S exists in higher atmospheric levels to produce
sulfur-bearing chromophores by photochemical means. Thus, the identity of

these chromophores remains an unsolved problem, although airborne spectroscopic
observations have significantly constrained the possibilities. The only known

molecule (PH3) in Jupiter's and Saturn's troposphere having a plausible, direct
link to the photochemical production of colored compounds was convincingly re-
vealed from airborne observations. Now, airborne observations have apparently

eliminated a major role for sulfur compounds.

J
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Jupiter's thermal spectrum from 6-100 _m was explored in piecewise fashion
by many investigators (see llst in Table II) from airborne observatories before
the Voyager encounters. Some experiments exceeded the resolution or augmented
the spectral coverage available with Voyager, while others provided early op-
portunities to test models and the consistency of results produced by different
techniques. Each observation was potentially capable of revealing unexpected
properties of Jupiter that could have strongly influenced future efforts. The
analyses used the wavelength-dependent thermal opacities of Jupiter's known
constituents to derive other atmospheric parameters (see previous discussion
under Planetary Thermal Emission). For example, Houck et al. (1975) made one

of the first measurements of the H9 to He ratio using the pressure-induced ro-

tational spectrum of H2. Also, Orion and Aumann (1977) used their analysis of
C2H2 to relate inconsistencies in its measured abundance to limitations in
avallable models. In the post-Voyager era Orton et al. (1982) have used the

far-lnfrared rotational spectrum of NH3 to compare Jovian atmosphere properties
derived from global (i.e., earth-based_ and local (i.e., Voyager) measurements.
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Saturn

There are relatively few airborne spectroscopic observations of Saturn

that provide compositional information. In the 3 _m regio n Larson et al. (1980)

detected PH 3 on Saturn and they reported upper limits to numerous other mole-
cules. Phosphine was not expected in Saturn's atmosphere in detectable amounts

according to thermochemlcal predictions. Thus, as on Jupiter, airborne spec-

troscopic observations revealed signs of significant disequilibrium related to

cloud composition, vertical atmospheric transport, and the abundances of other

trace constituents. Using these same data Bjoraker et al. (1981) analyzed C2H 6

in absorption. Previous analyses of C2H. in emission were very dependent ono
assumptions in the thermal atmospheric models. Bjoraker et al. were able to

measure the abundance and distribution of C?H 6 with much simpler assumptions,
thus permitting an important, independent cbeck of the predictions of photo-
chemical models. Witteborn et al. (1981) explored the largely unknown spectral

region between 5-8 Mm. They observed CgH _ in emission and gaseous NH3 in ab-

sorption. Their NH3 analysis, in particular, drew additional attention to
problems in interpreting the presence or absence of NH3 on Saturn in observa-
tions at many different wavelengths. A general review of the composition and

chemistry of Saturn's atmosphere may be found £n Prinn et al. (1984).

SATELLITES AND SURFACES

A number of airborne observations concern surface studies of Solar System

bodies. In most cases the rationale is to study unambiguously certain classes

of solids (ices, hydrated minerals) whose most diagnostic spectral signatures

are in the 3 _m region which is heavily obscured by telluric H20. Thus, near-
infrared airborne observations of the Galilean satellites by Pollack et al.

(1978b) resolved some of the inconsistencies in ground-based data. Their com-
positional analyses clearly distinguished between surfaces containing H^O iceg

and those with H20 bound to mineral lattices. They were also developing in-
creasingly exotic compositional models for Io in the period immediately before

Voyager imagery revealed a surface dominated by active volcanism.

Forrest et al. (1980) observed the mlddle-lnfrared spectrum of Callisto

to seek compositional constraints from thermal measurements. They found that
Calllsto radiated as a 155@K blackbody, and that its thermal emission contained

no diagnostic compositional information.

A definitive test for bound H20 in the surface of Mars was a natural goal
for planetary airborne astronomy. The presence of hydrated minerals was dem-

onstrated by Houck et al. (1973), confirming previous evidence in ground-based

data. Their estimate of the amount of bound HgO (% 1% by weight) was very
close to that measured in situ by Viking. Ega_ et al. (1978) compared their
near-lnfrared airborne spectra of Mars' surface with terrestrial analogs to

Martian soil. They concluded that mixtures of montmorillonite or limonite and

basalts were compatible with full-disk spectra of Mars. Finally, Simpson __et ,

al. (1981) investigated thermal emission models of Mars' surface because of the

popularity of this planet as a far-infrared calibration source. They incor-

porated the effects of a dusty atmosphere into their models because of its
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influence on the surface temperature and on the wavelength dependence of the
dlsk-averaged brightness temperature.

Airborne measurements of the thermal emission from Titan revealed some of

the properties of this unique satellite before the Voyager encounters with

Saturn. Loewenstein et al. (1980) measured Titan's effective temperature at
far-infrared wavelengths and found it equal to the equilibrium value (see Table

• I). McCarthy et al. (1980) measured Titan's thermal spectrum from 16-30 _m.
They interpreted Titan's nearly constant flux across this spectral region in

terms of two layer models representing relatively warm, optically thin dust
overlying a much colder, optically thick layer which could be the satelllte's
surface.

SUMMARY

The contributions from NASA's airborne astronomy program stand out in any
summary of advances in planetary science. The chronology in Table I demon-

strates that observations of planetary thermal emission from aircraft have sig-
nificantly broadened our understanding of basic physical processes in the at-

mospheres and in the deep interiors of planets. This type of research will
remain an importantexploratory endeavor for objects in the more distant parts

of the outer Solar System that are not likely to be visited frequently by
spacecraft. Also, airborne spectroscopy experiments have greatly influenced
chemical studies of planetary atmospheres through numerous trace constituent

analyses, many of which contradicted expectations based upon equilibrium pre-
dictions as indicated in Table III for Jupiter. This area will continue to

depend upon airborne methods since there are presently no alternative ways to
acquire high resolution spectroscopic data for the outer planets in spectral

regions that are heavily obscured by tellurlc H20. Finally, stellar occulta-
tion work on the KAO revealed unsuspected rings around Uranus just before the
Voyager spacecraft returned their remarkable images of rings around Jupiter and

Saturn. These three planetary ring systems are all different, thus providing

modellsts with diverse phenomena to test unifying theories of the origin and
evolution of small particles around massive Solar System bodies.

In general, these accomplishments complement very well the many related

results produced at other earth-based facilities and from spacecraft. Moreover,

datasets from these various facilities have been combined advantageously in some

analy_es to achieve special goals. The airborne planetary astronomy program
will continue to fill the vital role of developing instruments, training stu-

dents, and defining science goals for future space endeavors relevant to the
planetary community. Two areas in particular will benefit from development

programs associated with an airborne observatory environment: the integration
of infrared array detectors into conventional spectroscopic instrumentation,

and the refinement of instrument requirements and science objectives for plane-
tary astronomy on SIRTF.
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ABSTRACT

We present 30, 50, I00 and 200 _m llmb intensity profiles determined from

KAO observations of the occultation of the solar llmb during the total eclipse

of 1981 July 31. We find significant but gradual llmb brightening at the

longerwavelengthsconsistentwith the 6000 K temperature-plateaustructureof
the model chromospheresof Vernazza,Avrettand Loeser (VAL). The i00 and
200 _m limbs are extended significantly further above the visible llmb than

the VAL predicts. These results show that the solar chromosphere is strongly
perturbed from gravltatlonal-hydrostatlc equilibrium to heights as low as

I000 km. These profiles can serve as a powerful dlagnostlc for modeling the

temperatureand densityof chromosphericstructurefree from the assumptionof
gravltatlonal-hydrostatlcequilibrium. \

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paperwe presentresultsof analysisof 30 to 200 _m observations
of the occultationof the solar llmb during the total solar eclipse of 1981
July 31. The observationswere made from the Kulper AirborneObservatory
(KAO) (see Lindsey et al. 1983). The 30 to 200 _m continuumradiationfrom
the solar llmb originatesin the lower and middle chromosphere. By measuring
the brightnessp_ofiles,one is able to fix importantconstraintson both the
temperatureof the materialand its densitystructure.

Submilllmeterand infraredcontinuumradiationis importantfor studying
the chromospherebecause It forms in LTE with the emittingmaterial,and its
source functionis directlyproportionalto temperatureby the Raylelgh-Jeans
law. This makes it a uniquelyvaluablediagnosticof the temperatureof
chromosphericfine structure.

The obstacles to good submilllmeterobservationsare that (I) the Earth's
atmosphereis opaque to almost the entire submilllmetercontinuum,and (2)
submilllmeterdiffractionseverelylimits resolvingpower. The KAO is
uniquely suited to overcome both of these problems, since it can fly a 0.9-m
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telescope above I0 km, where the atmospheric extinction is only a few percent

. (see Cameron, Bader, and Hobley 1971). The occultation of the solar llmb by

the Moon gives sub-arcsec resolution limited only by the roughness of the
lunar llmb.

For thispaperwe havecarefullyanalyzedtheoccultationcurves
publlshedby Lindseyet al. (1983)todeterminethellmbbrightnessprofiles
of the Sun at 30, 50, 100 and 200 _m. These profilesare comparedwith
detailedcalculationsof thesubmi11imeterllmbsof themodelchromosphereof
Vernazza, Avrett and Loeser (1973), which we will call VAL. The VAL models

are the most modern and sophisticated chromospheric models to date, based on

extensive dlsk-center observations of the Sun over a broad range of the

infrared, visible and ultraviolet spectrum, including both continuum and

lines. However, dlsk-center observations do not show the height of the

emitting material. This must usually be fixed by assuming the atmospheric
medium to be in gravitatlonal-hydrostatic equilibrium, an inaccurate
assumption in the solar chromosphere.

We will show that the observed brightness of the extreme limb agrees

roughly with that predicted by the VAL at all wavelengths. However, the
observed I00 and 200 _m limbs are extended significantly beyond the

corresponding VAL limbs, indicating large departures from gravitational-
hydrostatic equilibrium.

II. THE EXPERIMENT

The key distinction of our observing technique was to use the I00"

resolving beam of the KAO to isolate the point of contact on the lunar-solar

crescent during the occultation. This provides a strong advantage in signal

to noise over the conventional observations in integrated Sun-Moon radiation.

We used the standard method of two-beam chopping to compensate for varying sky

and telescope emission. The beam sepratlon was horizontal and approximately
120" on the sky. To minimize guiding errors, the beam was scanned

horizontally back and forth across the point of contact throughout the
occultation at 1 Hz, forcing the solar crescent to pass through both beam

maxima once each second. The details of the observations and the resulting

scan profiles are described by Lindsey et al. (1983).

III. RESULTS

The circumstances of our observation are summarized in Table I. The

point of second contact on the solar llmb was in a quite region, while the

point of third contact was in a region of weak plage (Hale regions 17754 and
17761). We will concentrate on the quieter second-contact llmb.

Figure 1 shows the intensity profiles determined for the second-contact
limbs at 200, I00, 50, and 30 _m (solid curves). Also shown are the

corresponding llmb-lntenslty profiles of the VAL chromosphere, computed by
Hermans (1984).
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TABLE 1
Location of Contact Points

Heliocen tric Carrington Solar Rotation
Latltude Longltude Number

2nd Contact Point - 13° 156° 1711
3rd Contact Point + 13° 336° 1711 "

The overall extreme limb intensity of the 30 and 50-_m continuum is

somewhat brighter than the VAL limbs, although not a great deal. The observed

30-_m limb position, determined by timing the infrared occultation against the

visible disappearance of the solar limb, is approximately equivalent to the 30
_m VAL limb.

A very different situation develops at the longer wavelengths. At i00

and 200 _m, the observed limb intensities are about the same or slightly lower
than the VAL limbs. The shapes of the observed profiles approaching the limb

from inward are, in fact, not significantly different from the VAL profiles.
The brightening of the limb is gradual, accumulating over the outer arcminute.

However, the observed limbs are extended outward considerably further than the
VAL limbs. Significant 200 _m emission is detected more than I000 km above

the top of the 200 _m VAL limb cutoff.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

The quiet second-contact limb profiles are of primary interest for

modeling of the quiet solar chromosphere. The agreement in the limb

brightness between the observations and the VAL supports the 6000 K

temperature-plateau structure of the VAL. Material observed inside the 200 _m
llmb must be about 6000 K or cooler, in keeping with the VAL. A substantial

fraction of much hotter material would raise the limb brightness considerably,
since hydrogen suddenly becomes fully ionized (and therefore strongly opaque)
above 6000 K.

The i00 and 200 _m limb extensions we have observed are clearly greater

than those predicted by the VAL. This indicates the existence of relatively
dense cool material well above the top of the VAL chromosphere and, overall,

a physically higher middle chromosphere than the assumption of gravitational-
hydrostatic equilibrium can permit.

In summary, we note that the infrared observations are consistent with

the overall temperature structure of the VAL, but they show the need for

correcting the assumption of gravitational-hydrostatic equilibrium in the

middle chromosphere as low as I000 km. _e are presently modeling smooth
perturbations of the VAL from gravitational-hydrostatic equilibrium to fit our
observations.
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Figure  1. I n t e n s i t y  p r o f i l e s  of the second-contact l imb a r e  p l o t t e d  for 
200, 100, 50, and 30 pm r a d i a t i o n  ( s o l i d  curves i n  a ,  b, c ,  and d 
r e s p e c t i v e l y )  normalized t o  u n i t y  a t  d i sk  cen te r .  P r o f i l e s  of the  
corresponding VAL l imbs a r e  a l s o  shown (dashed cu rves ) ,  computed by Hermans 
(1984). Arrows denote the v i s i b l e  limb, which appears  a t  340 km i n  t he  VAL. 



AIRBORNE OBSERVATIONS OF COMETS

Humberto Campins

University of Maryland

Abstract

The application of airborne infrared observational techniques to cometary
problems is discussed. Several areas of cometary studies which will benefit

from airborne observations have been identified. Special attention is given to

the 1985-86 apparition of Comet Halley since it is a particularly favorable
opportunity to make airborne observations of a comet; however, airborne

observations of other comets are also possible and highly desirable.

Because of their small sizes and orbital characteristics comets have

probably undergone very little differentiation since their formation and are

believed to be the most primitive members of the solar system. Comets are

considered by some (i.e., Greenberg 1983) to be an intermediate phase between

interstellar matter and more processed, but still primitive, solar system
materials llke CI carbonaceous chondrites.

There are several areas of cometary studies which can benefit from airborne

observations. In this work, I will discuss the application of airborne infrared

techniques to cometary problems, with an emphasis on the upcoming apparition of
Comet Halley.

I shall start by pointing out that comets pose some unusual observational
problems, and it may be in part because of these unusual circumstances that our

understanding of comets is not as complete as that of most other members of the

solar system. For example, bright easily observable comets generally come on
such short notice that appropriate planning is r_ely possible. On the other

hand, periodic comets which can he predicted more easily are generally so faint
that detailed observations are very difficult.

The upcoming apparition of Comet Halley provides us with that rare

combination of brightness and predictability. In addition, Comet Halley offers
two more very significant advantages.

I. An apparition with two good observing periods, one before perihelion in
late 1985 and another after perihelion in early 1986. Figure I is a
graphic summary of the comet's apparition, and illustrates the two

periods when the comet is closest to the earth and at-largest solar
elongation, near November 1985 and near April 1986.

Observations at several heliocentric distances and phase angles will be

possible with both the C-141 and the Lear Jet. However, observations at
small heliocentric distances and therefore small elongations are
possible only with the Lear Jet.
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2. Extensive groundbased observations. These observations will be

coordinated by the International Halley Watch (IHW). The IHW days have
been marked on figure I (S. Larson, personal communication). These are

the dates during which all the IHW nets will be active; in other words,
when observers in all disciplines will be looking at the comet. This

will virtually guarantee appropriate groundbased coverage of the comet
at the time of the airborne observations.

GROUNDR4SEDOBSERVATIONALCIRCUMSTANCESFORCOMETP/HALLEY1984-1987

1984 1988 1986 1987

Figure I. A graphic summary of the Comet Halley apparition from

1984 to 1987 from S. Larson (personal communication).

Once the observations of comets are o_talned, they are generally simpler to
interpret than observations of other astrophysical sources such as circumstellar

shells. Thls is because the light reflected and emitted by the coma grains and

gasses can be seen uncontaminated hy the direct light of other sources (i.e.,

the central star, in the case of a circumstellar shell). In addition, the coma
of a comet is at a single and known distance from the sun, whereas clrcumstellar
dust shells contain dust particles at different distances from their central
star.
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Infrared observations sample mainly the dust in comets. This is because

the infrared spectrum of a comet is dominated by light reflected or emitted by
the solid particles in the coma, rather than by the gaseous emissions which

dominate the visual spectrum. However the detection and study of gaseous

emissions in the infrared would be most valuable. For example, some of these
• emissions are likely to be from parent molecules, and parent molecules are

rarely observed in the visual and ultraviolet spectra, only their
photodissociation products are.

The following is a representative, but by no means, exhaustive list of the
types of airborne observations which can be made of comets. For the reasons

mentioned above most of these observations sample the cometary dust. I must add

that this discussion includes only those results which are expected based on
previous observations and theory, however, it is likely that there will be

surprises in the case of Comet Halley and hopefully some exciting discoveries.

A. First we have high resolution spectroscopy in search of parent molecules and

other molecular species. According to theoretical studies done by Corvisler
and Encrenaz (1983) and by Weaver and Mumma (1983) it appears that in the

case of Comet HalleY the best targets are H20 and OH, with a smaller chance

of detecting CO_ and CO. This is illustrated in figure 2 from (Weaver and
Mumma) which snows a synthetic spectrum of a "standard comet" behaving
similarly to the way we expect Comet Halley to behave.

WAVELENGTH(_m) Figure 2 Intensity ofj_6 2o to s 6 4 z
EMISSIONFROM"'STANDARD"COMET= ' the thermal radiation

R.O.71AU from the grains of a

_.062Au HzOu 3 "standard" comet is

indicated by the
x curve. The intensities

J°'7 at line center for the

-- c°_v3 strongest lines in the
'E

x bands considered
-_ are shown as

t_6 crosses. The
heliocentric distance of

CO(|,O)OH(I,O) the comet is 0.71 AU,
o

z x the geocentric distance
> is 0.62 AU, and all

t_ SHAY2 intensities are average
= values in a I0" x 15"

aperture. The model
GRAINTHERMAL predicts that at the

RADIATION position of the spectral
I_ Io lines, the flux

collected from the IR
molecular emissions will

far exceed that of the

i grains in a sufficientlyi0-11 I t t I T I , hlgh-resolution inBtru-
_4 o.6 o.s _ _ 4 6 6

WAVENUMBER(I03¢m"1) ment. From Weaver and
Mumma (1983),
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B. Next I will discuss the observations of the 5 to 8 pm region. This region

is particularly interesting for three reasons:

I. It is a completely unexplored region in the spectra of comets.

2. Circumstellar dust shows two unidentified features in this region at 6.6

and 7.7 _m as can be seen in figure 3 which is a spectrum of the

planetary nebula NGC 7027 from Russell et al. (1978).

l I , I ,J I I I I I I ! I
2 4 ,5 6 7 8 9 IO111ZB14

Figure 3. 2 - 14 pm spectrum of NGC 7027 showing the unidentified
emission £eatures together with atomic transitions. From

Russell et al. (1977).

3. Interplanetary dust particles, which are believed to be closely related
to cometary dust, also show structure in this region as illustrated in

figure 4. This £igure presents infrared spectra obtained by Sandford

and Walker (1984) of the three major types of interplanetary dust

particles collected from the earth's upper atmosphere. As can be seen,
one of these particle types shows prominent absorption features at 6.2
and 6.9 Bm which have been attributed to water of hydration and

carbonates respectively.

C. As we go toward longer wavelengths, we come to the 15 to 25 pm region.

Although this region is partially accessible from the ground, airborne
observations are sufficiently better to Justify the effort.

This region is interesting because of the presence of an emission band
observed In several comets. This band has also been attributed to silicates
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Flgure 4. The 2.5 to 15 pm spectra of 3 interplanetary dust grains

representative of the 3 major spectral groups found in the
study of 29 different grains. Note the presence of 2

absorption features in the 5 to 8 _m region of one of these
particle types. From Sandford and Walker (1984).

and it is more diagnostic than the i0 _m band in determining whether the

cometary silicates resemble more closely the interstellar silicates or the
silicates in meteorites. Figure 5 shows the presence of the I0 and 20 _m

features in the filter photometry of Comet West obtained by G. Rieke

(personal communication). I'd like to emphasize that in the case of comets
the interpretation of the 20 _m observations is simplified by the absence of
radiative transfer effects since the emission comes from an optically thin

coma, and by the absence of contamination by light from other sources.

D. Next is the 25 to 65 _m region where spectrophotometry of evolved sources

has revealed the presence of an emission band. As has been pointed out by

Moseley et al. (1984), this band may be due to magnesium sulfide. If
detected in a comet it would indicate a very reducing environment for the
formation of the dust.

• E. Finally we come to the far infrared, where photometry can probe the shape of
the thermal continuum out to about 200 _m. This type of observation can
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provide informationon the long end of the size distributionof the cometary
grains,and on theiremissivityat theselongerwavelengths.Of special
interest to the space missions to Comet Halley is the large end of the

particlesize distribution.And since the part of the thermalspectrumwhich
is observable from the ground is mostly insensitive to the size of grains

larger than about 30 um, the airborneobservationswill play a key role in
providing important information on the larger grains.

The Halley apparition is, unquestionably, very favorable for several types

of airborne observations,however, airborne observationsof other comets are
also highly desirable. Occasionally other periodic comets like Comet Encke

become bright enough and well placed for airborne observations. In addition,
bright unexpected non-periodic comets can also be observed if one is able to

schedule special flights on short timescales through a target of opportunity
procedure.

In summary, there are several areas of cometary studies which will benefit
from airborne observations. The upcoming apparition of Comet Halley offers an

excellent opportunity to carry out some of these observations.
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. MEASUREMENTSOF H20 IN JUPITER'SATMOSPHEREFROM 5_m AIRBORNEOBSERVATIONS

Gordon L. Bjoraker,Harold P. Larson,Uwe Fink
Universityof Arizona

. and
Virgil G. Kunde

GoddardSpace FlightCenter

Jupiter's5_m spectrumprovidesa wealthof informationon the gas
compositionand cloud structureof the troposphereof this giant planet.

A combinationof low gas opacityby the major absorbers,Hp and CH4, with
the low cloud opacity in selected"hot spot" regionsallow_one to see to
pressurelevelsfrom 2 to 6 bars on Jupiterin this wavelengthregion. In
additionthe presenceof strong infraredabsorptionbands,longer path
lengths,and highertemperatureswhere lines are formedon Jupiterpermit
the detectionof trace constituentsat the part per billionlevel in some

cases.Thus far NH_, CH., CH3D, PHi, CO, GeH4, and H_O have been detected
in Jupiter'satmos_here_fromanalysisof 5_m spectra?Imagesof Jupiterat
5wm by Terrile (1978)have revealedan enormousvariationin brightness
temperatureof about 50 K betweencold zones and hot spots in belt regions.
This has been interpretedin termsof variableopacityof one or more of
Jupiter'sdeep cloud layers.

This paper summarizessome of our currentresearchrelatedto measuring
the abundanceand verticaldistributionof H_O in Jupiter'satmosphere.
Waterwas firstdetectedusing the KAO by Lafsonet al. (1975)and has also
been observedat 5_m by the Voyagerinfraredspectrometer,IRIS, (Drossart
and Encrenaz1982, Kunde et al. 1982).Studiesof H_O in the atmospheres
of other planetsrequirespecialhigh altitudefaciTitiesto reduce the
interferenceof telluricHoO. JovianH_O absorptionlines are overwhelmed
by terrestrialH_O at grouhd-basedobservatoriesbut they are readily
apparentin airbornespectra.Typical columnabundancesof H_O above
ground-basedtelescopesare about 3000 precipitable_m versu_only lO
pr _m above the KAO at the 12.5 km level. For comparison,there is about

150 pr _m HRO above the 3 bar level on Jupiter.Airborneobservations
also take a_vantageof cryogenicdetectorswhich have not been used thus
far on deep space probes.

The 5_m spectrumof Jupiterobservedfrom the KAO, from which we are
modeling the H_O abundance,is shown in Fig. 7 of H. Larson'sreview
paper elsewhere_inthese proceedings.The data were acquiredusing a
Fourierspectrometer(Larsonand Fink 19_5) and InSb detectorscooled to
77 K. The spectralresolutionis 0.5 cm-" and .thesignalto noise ratio
is about lO0. Analysisof this spectrumhas revealedthe presenceof

• _ (Larsonet al. 1977),CO (Larsonet al. 1978),GeHA (Finket al. 1978),a numberof upper limits to trace constituents(TrOfferset al. 1978).
The new contributionof this study is to simultaneouslymodel the abundance
of all gaseousabsorbersat 5_m using a radiativetransfermodel.
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In order to model Jupiter's5pm spectrum,we have used a spectrum
synthesisprogramdevelopedby Kunde and Maguire (1974).Severalparameters
serve as input to this program.First of all, a temperature- pressure
profileof Jupiter'satmosphereis specified.In Figurel we show the
profileobtainedby inversionof far infraredspectralradiancesof
Jupiteracquiredby the Voyager IRIS experiment(Kundeet al. 1982).The
temperatureat one bar is 165 K (Lindalet al 1981)a@d the dashed line
is an extrapolationto deeper levelsalong a 2.0 K km-" adiabat.Next the
user specifiesthe locationof some 35 layersin the model atmosphere.
Volumemixing ratioprofilesof 9 gaseousabsorbersat 5_m are specified.
The pressurelevel and optical thicknessof attenuatingcloud layers
are entered.The theoreticalcloud layersof Weidenschillingand Lewis
(1973)are indicatedat the left of Figure I. Finally,the programreads
in a molecularline atlas containinghundredsor thousandsof absorption
line positions,strengths,and lower state energiesfor the wavelength
intervalof interest.The output is a syntheticspectrumwhich is then
comparedto the observedspectrum.Gas mixing ratiosand cloud parameters
are iterateduntil an acceptablefit is reached.

We have been able to successfullyfit the entire5pm spectrumof
Jupiterusing this procedure,as is shown in the lowerpart of Figure 7
in the paper by H. Larsonin these proceedings.Work is in progress
to calculatethe mixing ratiosof known 5_m gaseousabsorbersin Jupiter's
troposphere(Bjoraker1984).

Water v_por has a seriesof prominentabsorptionlines between1900
and 2100 cm- belongingto the _ vibration- rotationband. We have used
our radiativetransfermodel to Calculatethe transmittanceof Jupiter's
atmosphereas a functionof pressureand wavenumberacross this spectral
region.We show in Figure2 the pressurelevel where unit opticaldepth
is reachedas a functionof wavenumber.Line coresare formedat higher
altitudes(lowerpressures)than the surroundingcontinuum.Water lines,
shown by arrows,are classifiedas strong (s) or weak (w) in Figure 2.
Strong lines are formednear 2 bars in Jupiter'satmospherewhile weak
lines are formed near 5 bars. Consequently,the verticaldistributionof
H20 may be derivedby simultaneouslyfittingboth strongand weak lines.

We show in Figure 3 a portionof Jupiter'sspectrumwhere thermal

radiationoriginatesin the 4 to 5 bar pressurerange.fAtthe top is the
observedspectrumof Jupiterbetween2050 and 2100 cm- . Absorptionlines
of H20 are marked by arrows.Other absorptionfeaturesare due to NHR and
PHi. Below the observeddata are 3 syntheticspectrarepresentingdifferent
verticaldistributionsof H20 between2 and 6 bars in Jupiter'stroposphere.
The lower spectrumprovidesa good fit to this spectralregionwhere weak
H_O lines are formed.This representsa distributionin which the H_O
m_le frictionis 2 x lO-_ at the 2 bar level and increaseswith depth to
3 x lO-_ at 6 bars. No informationis availablefor P > 6 bars. The HpO
partialpressureis constrainedto followthe saturatedvapor pressur_
relationfor P < 2 bars.
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Jupiterhas anothertransmissionwindow at 2.7_m in which infor-

mationon the H20 abundancemay be obtained.Telluricinterferenceis
" even worse than at 5_m due to the very strong_I and _R ba_dsof H_O.

In March 1982 we acquireda spectrumof Jupiterat O.l_cm-" resolution
using the KAO to investigatethis wind@w.The Dopplershift between

. Jovianand terrestriallines (0.28cm-')permitteda very sensitive
search for small amountsof H_O on Jupiter.We set an upper limit of
about O.lO pr _m H_O (Larson_t al. 1984),The upper limit at 2.7_m
is a factorof lO00 below the detectionat 5_m. This is best explained
by a stronglyheight_ dependentH_O distribution.At 2.7_m we are
seeingsolar radiationreflectedfrom the NHR cloud layer on Jupiter
whereasat 5_m we are seeing thermalradiationoriginatingat much

deeperand warmer levels.The base of the NH3 cloud layer is believed
to be near a levelwhere T = 150 K and P = 0.75 bars. The mole9frac-
tion of HpO from our 2.7_m data is thereforeless than 3 x lO- at a
pressure?evel near 0.75 bars. This is consistentwith a vertical
distributionof H_O followingthe saturatedvapor relation.Conden-
sationhas thereforeseverelydepletedthe amountof H_O remaining
in the gas phase at the levelsprobed by 2.7_m radiation.

In summary,infraredobservationsfrom the KAO have reve_ledthat
the Jovian H20 mole fractionincreasesfrom less than 3 x lO- near
P = 0.7_ bar to 2 x lO-V at 2 bars and graduallyincreasesto about
3 x lO- at 6 bars.The change in H_O abundancebetweenl and 2 bars
is best explainedby a water ice cloudwhose base is near 2 bars.
The presenceof a cloud at this level is independentlysupportedby
modelsof Jupiter'szones using VoyagerIRIS data (Bjoraker1984),
althoughthere currentlyis no direct informationon its composition.

Measurementsof the H20 abundanceat levelsbelow where conden-
sation takesplace provideinformationon the globalO/H ratio on
Jupiter.Currenttheoriesof Jupiter'sformaL_onpredictabundance
ratiosof carbon,nitrogen,and oxygenwith respectto hydrogento
be near solar valuesor enhancedby perhapsa factorof 3 (Gautierand
Owen 1983).We have inferredan O/H ratio.atthe 3 bar levelon
Jupiterthat is only 1/300 the solar value. If this is representative
of the whole atmospherethen this measurementprovidesa severe
constrainton modelsof Jupiter'sformationand differentiation.

The oxidationstateof Jupiter'stropospherealso affects the
stabilityof severaldisequilibriumspeciesthat have been detected

at 5_m. CO and PH3 are presentat observablelevelson Jupiterat
abundancesfar in excessof thermochemicalpredictions.Rapid con-
vectionof these speciesfrom great depth on a time scale shorter
than the chemicaldestructiontime has been proposedby Prinn and
Barshay (1977).Knowledgeof the abundanceof HpO, the principal
oxidizerin Jupiter'stroposphere,may help to _onstrainmodels of

o convectivetransport.
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In the future we may look forward to improvements in spectral
resolution, spatial resolution, and sensitivity. In the next few years
we hope to acquire 0.I cm- resolution spectra of both Jupiter and
Saturn at 5_m using the KAO. The improved spatial resolution of the
proposed 3 meter airborne telescope may be used to map the variation
of H_Obetween Jupiter's belts and zones. Finally the improved
sensTtivity of a high resolution spectrometer on SIRTF will allow us
to learn as much about the atmospheric composition of Uranus and
Neptune as we now know about Jupiter.

#
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FigureI. Temperature- pressureprofilefor Jupiter.The solidline
representsthe profileobtainedby inversionof VoyagerIRIS
data.The dashedline is an adiabaticextrapolationof the
T - P profile.Thisfigureis from Kundeet al. (1982).
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Figure2. Pressurelevelon Jupiterwheregas opticaldepth= I. Water
linesare markedby arrows: s = strong,w = weak.This
informationis used to derivea verticalH20 distribution.
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Figure3. Comparisonof observedspectrumof Jupiterfrom the KAO with
threesyntheticspectra.H_O absorptionlinesare markedby

•arrows.Th_ bottomspectru_representsa wa_ermole fraction
of 2 x 10-_ at 2 bars increasingto 3 x lO-_ at 6 bars.



DETECTION OF THE J=10 MANIFOLD OF THE PURE ROTATIONAL BAND

OF PHOSPHINE ON SATURN o

M. R. Haas (Mycol, Inc.), E. F. Erickson, D. Goorvltch,
D. D. McKibbin (NASA/Ames), and D. M. Rank (UC Santa Cruz)

Past observations at near and middle infrared wavelengths have

established the presence of phosphine (PH 3) on Saturn. Its presence is

somewhat surprising, but may be explainable in terms of modest convection,
an upper atmospheric recycling mechanism, and low abundances of H_O and NH 3.

The observed PH 3 abundance implies that the P/H ratio is approximately 3
times the solar value, which may have interesting implications for

cosmogony.

The far infrared manifolds of the pure rotational band of PH 3 have not,
In general, been detected, but theoretical models predict them to be quite

strong for the PH3 abundance inferred at shorter wavelengths. This band
reaches optical depth unity just_below the thermal inversion, thereby
probing a higher level of the atmosphere than the near and middle infrared

vibrational transitions. Hence, observations of this band place important

new constraints on the distribution of PH_ in the vicinity of the
tropopause.

Here we report the detection of the J _ 10 manifold of the pure

rotational band of PH s on Saturn. The observations were made in July, 1983

from NASA's Kuiper Airborne Observatory with the facility far-infrared
cooled grating spectrometer. The wavelengths and observed brightness

temperatures for the full disk plus rings are 89 ± 3 K at 97.04 um, 77 ± 3 K

at 102.72 um, 77 ± 3 K at 102.94 _m, and 83 ± 3 K at 105.12 _m (figure I).
The points at 97.04 and 105.12 _m establish the continuum level and the two

points near 103 _m measure the depth of the PH3 manifold. After the flux
due to the rings is subtracted, the depth of the feature is 16 ± 6 K

relative to the nearby 102 K continuum.

These results are compared to theoretica! models which parameterize the

PH 3 mixing ratio as x = Xo(P/Po) _ for P < Po and as x _ x o for P _ Po, where
P is the total pressure and e _ H/h is the ratio of the dynamical scale

height (H) and the scale height for decreasing the PH 3 mixing ratio (h).

The parameters xo, Po, and h were varied, as well as the H/He mixing ratio
and the pressure-temperature profile (figures 2-6). The data are well

fittted using the pressure-temperature profile of Tokunaga and Cess (1977).

The preferred values of h, P0, and x0 imply that there is little or no PH 3
above the thermal inversion and that the mixing ratio below the inversion is

consistent with PH3 being I to 4 times overabundant relative to the solar
P/H ratio.

A more complete description of this work can be found in Haas etI

al. 1984.
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Figure Captions

Figure I. The solid curve shows the atmospheric transmission at 12.5 km for

10 precipitable microns of water (typical) at a resolution of A/AA _ 5000.

The data points are the measured brightness temperatures of the ring-disk

system of Saturn at four wavelengths.

Figure 2. The data are those of figure I with the contribution of the rings

removed. The curves show high resolution, full-disk Saturn models with
mixing ratios of I, 2, and 4 times the solar P/H value of 6.0E-7. The

spectral feature between 100 and 102 _m is the J = 4 manifold of NH 3.

Figure 3. Similar to figure I, but the Saturn models have varying values of

Po, the atmospheric level (in bars) at which the PH_ depletion begins.

Figure 4. Similar to figure I, but the Saturn models have varying values of

h, the upper atmospheric scale height (in km) for PH3 depletion.

Figure 5. Similar to figure I, but the Saturn models have varying values of
the H/He abundance ratio.

Figure 6. Similar to figure I, but the Saturn models have different

pressure-temperature profiles.
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Figure I.
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FarInfraredand SubmillimeterObservationsoftheGiantPlanets

R.F.Loewenstein,D.A.Harper,R.H.Hildebrand,jocelynKeene,
G.S.Orton,andS.E.Whitcomb

Far-infrared and submJUimeterphotometric observations of the giant planets have
threeprindpaltypesofapplications:first,theinvestigationofinternalsourcesof
energy;second,theinvestigationofplanetaryatmospheres;andthird,theestabfishment
ofconvenientreferenceobjectsforphotometryofothersources.The applicationof
planetdata to generalinfraredphotometrybecomesincreasinglyvaluableas
measurementsareextendedthroughoutthefar-infraredand submlllimeterspectrum
withenoughresolutiontoshowtheprincipalfeaturesofthespectrum.The assumption
ofafeaturelessspectrumcouldleadinsomecasestoconsiderableerrors.

Thefirstfar-infraredmeasurementsoftheeffectivetemperaturesofJupiterand
Saturnwere madeonthe Lear jet Observatoryby Aumann,Gillespie,and Low (1969).
Initial measurementsof Uranusand Neptunewere addedby Loewensteinet al (1977a)
andLoewensteinet al (1977b).Spacecraftobservationshave sinceprovidedabsolutely
calibratedmeasurementsof JupiterandSaturnoutto *,50jtm(Hanelet al. 1979,Hanelet
al. 1982). Airborne observationshave extendedthe spectrato approximately100Jim
(Loewensteinet al. 1977b)andground-basedobservationshavegivena few broadband
points at longer wavelengths short of Imm (Loewenstein et al. 1977a, Whitcomb et al.
1979).

The measurements presented here cover the range from 35=I000Iim in relatively
narrow bands. The observations at _>350JJmwere made at the 3m NASA Infrared
TelescopeFacility(IRTF)of the MaunaKeaObservatory; those at?_<350IImwere made on
the Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO). Both sets of observations extended over the
period 1979 Novemberto 1982 September. All observations of Saturnwere madewhen
the ring inclination to earth was < I_.7,assuring an unambiguous measurement of the
fluxfrom the disk itself. Mars was used as the calibration reference, assuming the model
of Wright and Odenwald (1980); we have assumed that Tb(_-3501tm) = Tb_>350j_m).
The results represent a consistent set of calibration standards.

In these measurements, we have sampled roughly 50%of the total flux emitted
by Jupiter, 65% by Saturn, and 92% by Uranus and Neptune. Our measurements
therefore permit a considerable reduction in the uncertainties associated with the
bolometric thermal outputs of the planets. Supplementing our Jupiter and Saturn data by
shorter wavelength Voyager data, we calculate the effective temperatures (Te) and the
ratios of emitted to absorbed solar radiation (E/A) are:

Planet Te EIA

Jupiter 126.8 _+3.4K 3.1 ±0.3
Saturn 93.4 =+3.3K 3.3 ±0.3
Uranus 58.5 +-2.0K 1.2±0.2
Neptune 60.3 =+2.0K 3.2 ±OA

" The atmospheres of the planets are probed to increasing depths by observations at
increasing wavelengths. Atmospheric models can be compared with brightness
temperature spectra by summing the contributions from each layer of the model

• atmosphere where each contributes according to its temperature and opacity and the
attenuationof its emission by overlying layers.
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A prominent feature of Jupiter's spectrum (Fig.3) is the sharp peak near 350pm
followed by a deep minimum near 450pro. Due to the facts that this peak was
reproducible on more than one night of observation, and that the filter used has a
relatively narrow passband, we are confident that the effect is real. A peak in this
region is qualitatively similar to the effect produced by the presence of ammonia ice
particles in Jupiter's atmosphere. We emphasize, however, that a determination of the
exact magnitude of the effect and the exact position of the minimum will require new
measurements with narrower band Hlters.
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FiguresI& 2

The fluxresultsare plottedwiththe finalderivedcurves(solidcurvesinFigures

3-6).The individualdatapointsareadjustedtoa fixedplanetarysolidangle,and errors
shown arethe standarddeviationofthe mean ofthevaluesofallobservationsatthat

wavelength.

Figures3 -6

The brightnesstemperaturedatafrom both KAO (c_cles)and IRTF{triangles)are
plottedforeachplanet.The dashedcurverepresentsan initiallyassumedspectrumfrom
whichthesolidcurvewas derivedusinganiterativeprocedure.

Numbers in parenthesesindicatethe number of data pointsoccuringat that
coordinate.

Errors are shown for the IRTF data, and arc the statistical standard deviation of all
measurements at that wavelength. No errors are shown for the KAOdata, since statistical
errors are small compared to systematic effects; instead, each measurement is plotted.
The spread can then be used to judge the extent of sytematic errors.
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EXPLORING THE SOLAR SYSTEM WITH STELLAR OCCULTATIONS

James L. Elliot and Edward Dunham

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Although discovering the Uranian rings has been the most
notable contribution, our airborne occultation program has produced

a variety of other results that have increased our knowledge of the

solar system. By recording the light intensity as a function of
time when a planet occults a relatively bright star, we probe the

thermal structure of the upper atmosphere of the planet and can
obtain its radius, oblateness, and the precise dimensions of any

ring system. The main feature of stellar occultation observations

is their high spatial resolution, typically several thousand times

better than the resolution achievable with ground-based imaging.
For example, the spatial resolution at Uranus of the best ground-

based imaging is about I0,000 km, whereas we achieve a resolution,

limited by Fresnel diffraction, of 4 km with a stellar occultation
observed at 2.2 microns.

Stellar occultations are, of course, observable from the

ground; however airborne observations have several important advan-

tages that allow us to learn much more from certain occultations
than could be learned from ground-based observations alone (Elliot

1979). The foremost advantage of airborne observations is to be
above the clouds in order to be sure of obtaining data for a unique

occultation opportunity. Also important is the freedom to position
an airborne observatory virtually anywhere on Earth, since occulta-

tions can occur in remote areas. The positioning factor also
allows us to choose the most interesting chord across the occulting

body, which has proven particularly important in our work with plan-

etary rings. Other significant advantages of airborne observations
accrue from the increased transmission of the atmosphere at near uv

wavelengths and the absence of atmospheric scintillation noise.

Scintillation is defined as fluctuations in the intensity of
starlight and should be distinguished from "seeing," defined as the

size of the image. Both scintillation and seeing are caused by den-
sity variations in the atmosphere along the optical path. However,

scintillation arises from variations far from the telescope and is
virtually unaffected by density variations near and within the tele-

scope; on the other hand, seeing is sensitive to variations along
the entire path of the starlight. The KAO has notoriously poor
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seeing, and this has forced us to use large focal plane apertures
--increasing the background noise of our observations. The large

images formed by the KAO telescope are probably due to some

combination of density fluctuations in the cavity and in the

boundary layer (Dunham et al., this volume).

Since the inception of our program we have observed five
stellar occultations, and the main results of these observations
have been summarized in table I. The first event was the

occultation of g Geminorum by Mars on 8 April 1976. Here the main

advantage of airborne observations was the absence of scintillation
noise, since this proved to be the limiting factor for ground-based

TABLE I. AIRBORNE OBSERVATIONS OF STELLAR OCCULTATIONS

Occultin_ Body Date Key Resul_

Mars 8 Apt 1976 first observations of atmospheric
tides on Mars; central flash; upper

atmospheric temperature of 140 K.
(refs. 1-4).

Uranus i0 Mar 1977 discovery of narrow rings; first known
elliptical rings; radius and

oblateness; rotation period; upper
atmospheric temperature. (refs. 5-10)

Pallas 29 May 1978 diameter and elliptical figure for
Pallas (ref. Ii).

Jovian ring ii Dec 1980 upper limit on possible narrow rings
in the Jovian system (ref. 12)

Neptune 15 Jun 1983 upper limit on ring system; radius and
oblateness; upper atmospheric

temperature (refs. 13-14)o

References:

I. Elliot et al. 1976 8. Elliot and Dunham 1979

2. Elliot et al. 1977c 9. Elliot et al. 1980

3. Elliot et al. 1977d I0. Dunham et al. 1980
4. French and Elliot 1979 Ii. Wasserman et _I. 1979

5. Elliot et al. 1977a 12. Dunham et al. 1982
6. Elliot et al. 1977b 13. Elliot et al. 1985

7. Elliot et al. 1978 14. French et al. 1985
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observations. Our main result was the first observation of tides in

the Martian atmosphere, which were confirmed by the Viking entry

probe two months later (see fig. I). The Martian observations pro-
vided the first opportunity to compare occultation results with

in situ measurements. The good agreement firmly established

the validity of the occultation technique to obtain reliable temper-

ature, pressure, and number density profiles of remote planetary
. upper atmospheres• Another notable result was the observation of

the "central flash" when g Gem was directly behind the center of
Mars. With this observation, which depended critically on the

positioning of the airplane, we were able to determine the extinc-
tion of the Martian lower atmosphere.

TEMPERATURE OF THE MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE
' I ' I ' I ' I ' | i I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' _ I ' l ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I '
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Figure I. Temperature profiles of the Martian atmosphere. Temper-
ature profiles obtained for immersion and emersion of the g Gem

occultation are compared with the profile obtained by the Viking 2
entry experiments. Although different regions of the Martian atmo-

sphere were probed at different times, similar mean temperatures
and wavelike temperature variations are observed• The wavelike tem-

perature variations are probably due to tides in the Martian atmo-
• spherre(afterElliot 1979).
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Our next observations occurred on 10 March 1977, when SAO
158687 occulted Uranus. Again, the positioning capability of the

plane proved essential, since the prediction of the occultation

changed just weeks before the event and forced us to plan a flight

path as far south of Australia as would be consistent with the safe

operation of the airplane. Before the scheduled occultation by
Uranus, we noticed unexpected dips in our signal, which we soon

hypothesized were caused by a "satellite belt" (really they were
narrow rings). In order to confirm the "belt," we wanted to look

for dips when the star would be on the other side of the planet;

hence we requested to extend our observations, until dawn would pre-
vent further data recording. Our mission directors, Carl Gillespie

and Jim McClenahan, successfully arranged this with the flight

crew, and we obtained the confirming observations (see fig. 2).
Further account of these observations have been described by Elliot
et al. (1977a) and Elliot and Kerr (1984).

A few days after our observations, we realized that our "satel-
lite belt" was really a system of narrow rings--the first narrow

rings observed in the solar system. This discovery initiated a ren-
aissance in ring studies, that included the Voyager discovery of

the Jovian ring (Owen et al. 1979) and the multitude of phenomena
revealed at Saturn's rings by the two Voyager encounters (Smith et

al. 1981, 1982). As the field of planetary rings grew rapidly, the
further study of the Uranian rings made several notable contribu-
tions. As described by Elliot and Nicholson (1984), the phenomena

first observed in the Uranian system were: (i) narrow rings, (ii)

sharp edges, (iii) long-lived structure in the radial direction on

kilometer scales (g ring), (iv) eccentric rings, (v) inclined rings

(French, et al. 1982), (vi) uniform apsidal and nodal precession,
(vii) adjacent broad and narrow components (nring), and (viii) low

albedo ring particles.

In the process of obtaining precise orbits for the rings, we
have also learned some fundamental information about Uranus itself.

Using the rings as test particles to probe the interior of Uranus,
we have found values for the coefficients describing the higher

order moments of the Uranian potential field, J9 and J4 (Elliot
and Nicholson 1984). Also, we have establishe_ the radius of

26,145 ±30 km and an oblateness of 0.024 ± 0.003 for Uranus at

the occultation level. Assuming that the planet is in hydrostatic
equilibrium, we have combined the J_ and oblateness to establish

the rotation period of Uranus at 15.6z± 1.4 hours.

We have also searched for rings around Neptune, but have found
none to an upper limit of a few hundredths in optical depth.

Hence, we would have detected a ring system similar to that of
Uranus or Saturn, but a tenuous ring--such as the Jovian

ring--would have escaped us. This result tends to link the origins
of ring systems--which are not well understood--to the origin of
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RINGS OF URANUS
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Figure 2. Occultations by the rings of Uranus. The pre-immersion
and post-emersion occultations by the rings of Uranus observed
with Kulper Airborne Observatory (Elliot et al. 1977a) have been

plotted on the common scale of distance from the center of Uranus

in the ring plane. Occultations corresponding to the nine con-
firmed rings are easily seen. Other possible occultation events

are visible as shallow dips on the individual traces. Much (if

not all) of the low frequency variations in the light curves are
due to a variable amount of scattered moonlight on the telescope

• mirror (after Elliot 1979).
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regular satellite systems, since Neptune is the only Jovian planet
that has neither a regular satellite system nor a detectable ring

system.

Several challenges remain for exploring the solar system with
the occultation techique. One challenge is to pick up where the

Voyager spacecraft left off and begin a series of occultation obser-

vations of Saturn's rings. With these data we could substantially

improve the orbital and structural models--as we have done with mul-
tiple occultation observations for Uranus. The main problem with

Saturn ring occultations is the bright background of the rings them-
selves. In this situation, the poor seeing in the airplane puts

airborne observations at a disadvantage, which could perhaps be

overcome if the seeing could be improved (Dunham et al., this con-

ference). Another challenge is to observe occultations with a high-
speed CCD camera, which offers true advantages. First, we could

use the CCD images to update the occultation prediction in the air,

just a few hours before the event, so that the KA0 could then go to
the site of the best location for observing the event. This proce-

dure would be especially effective for occultations by small
bodies, such as comet comae, the satellites of the outer planets

(Triton, for example), and the Pluto-Charon system. Furthermore, a

CCD camera would allow more reliable background subtraction, which
would be especially valuable for Saturn ring occultations. A
larger airborne telescope and airplane of longer range than the KAO

would also improve the effectiveness of airborne observations for
occultations.
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Far-lnfrared _ctroscopy of Interstellar Gas

T. G. Phillips

California Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT

The NASA Kuiper Airborne Obse_uato_j has _r_Zed astronomers _h the

_rst opportunity for spectroscopic studies of interstellar clouds in the submit-

limeter and far-infrared bands, essentially free from the absorbing effects of

the Earth's atmosphere. Both high and intermediate resolution techniques have

been successfully employed in the detection of many new rnoIecztlar and atomic

lines including rotational transitions of hydrides such as OH, H20, NH._ and Ha;

high J rotational transitions of CO; and the ground state fine structure transi-

tizn.v of atomic carbon, oxygen, singly ionized carbon and doubly ionized oxy-

gen and nitrogen. These transitians have been _sed to study the physics and

chemistry of clouds throughout the galaxy, in the galactic center regicrt and in

neighboring galaxies.

I. INTRODUUTION

The parts of the electromagnetic spectrum known as the submfllimeter and

far-infrared are among the few remaining bands where there is very little astro-

nomical information available. The reason is, of course, that the Earth's atmo-

sphere is sufficiently opaque to prevent studies from the ground except for cer-

tain spectroscopic windows, which are available only from high mountains. As a

result, the technology has not been developed and only now is a large effort

being mounted for detectors and telescopes. The major factor in allowing astro-

nomers a view of this field has been the Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO).

Even though the 91.5 m telescope is small for use at long wavelengths, the avai-

lability of a telescope carried above the tropopause is immense in its
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ramifications.

Inthisbriefreviewonlyspectroscopicstudiesofinterstellargaswillbe dis-

cussed.Ofcourse,a verylargebody ofworkexistsforcontinuumstudiesinthe

submillimeterand far-infrared.Ithasbeen most excitingtofindwith.t.heKAO

that,not onlyare thespeciespresentintheinterstellarmedium, whichwere

expectedtoprovideusefulspectra,buttheirabundanceand distributionsome-

times are much greaterthan anticipated.The informationobtainedwillbe

invaluablein designingfuturespace missions,such as the LargeDeployable

Reflector(LDR),whichwillprovidea largeaperturespacetelescopeby theend

ofthecentury.

The spectroscopicfeaturesin the submillimeterand far-infraredare

expectedtobe dominatedby molecularrotationallines(Townes,1957)and by

atomicfinestructurelines(Petrosian,1970).We may be fairlyconfidentthat

theinterstellarmedium iscomparablyrichinImrn - 100/_mspectrato stellar

atmospheresintheopticalband. From theresultsofmillirneterwavespectros-

copy,we know thattheinterstellarmedium containsmany molecularspecies,

butitisimportanttonotethatthetypicaltemperatureofthegasisIO-1O0K,

whichmeans thatmost oftheenergyemittedby themedium willbe intheran_r

1ram- 100/zm,roughlyspeaking.The smalltelescopeoftheKAO isexcellentfor

idenUfyir_gmolecularand atomicspecieswhen theyarereasonablywidespread

inthegas.However,themolecularspeciesHeO and0zarestilllargelyinaccessi-

bleevenfrom theKAO becausetheatmosphereishighlyabsorbinginthevery

same lineswhicharestrongintheinterstellarmedium. Insome cases,forrela-

tivelyweak tellurielines,sufficientvelocityshiftisavailableforgalacticclouds

• toallowa linedetection.

Most ofthe availablespectroscopictransitionsin thesubmiUirneterand

far-lr_raredfallintothreecategories.
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(i)LightMolecules

Thesemoleculescontainhydrogen,incorporatedintothestructureinsuch

a way thatthelowestrotationalmodes aredominatedby thehydrogenmass,so

thatthelowestfrequencyappearsinthesubmlllimeter.Formost ofthesimple

hydridemolecules,thisisthecase,and theycan onlyeasilybe observedinthe

submillimeter.The studyofthe metalhydridesshouldleadto an improved

understandingofinterstellarchemistryand couldbe used totracethe abun-

danceofmetalsthroughthegalaxy.

(2)HeavyMolecules

Althoughheavymoleculespossesstransitionswhichcanbe observedinthe

millimeterband,itismost helpfultoan understandingofthephysicsofthegas

tohaveavailablethehigherenergytransitionsforcomparison.]nfact,forthe

lowdipolemoment moleculeCO,whichdominatesthe energybalanceforsome

clouds,itisnecessaryto observeas many linesaspossibleto determinethe

temperature,densityand velocitiesofthecloudasa functionofdepththrough

thecloud.WhereasCO linesmay be importantcloudcoolinglines,otherhigher

dipolemoment moleculesprovidebetterinformationon high densityknots

withintheclouds.

(3)Atoms

Atoms or atomicionsmay possessa groundstatewitha net orbitalelec-

tronicangularmomentum, so thatthestatemay be splitby spin-orbiteffects.

Severalofthelightatomshavea groundstatefinestructureofthiskind,which

providestransitionsin the subrnillimeterand far-infrared.With increasing

atomicweightthetransitionsmove rapidlyintotheinfraredand optical.Ingen-

eralitwouldbe expectedthattheatomicgaswouldbe a distinctphaseo!the

interstellarmedium ascomparedwiththedensemoleculargas.Observationsof

thesetransitionsinthesubmillimeterfrom theKAO may be indicatingthatthis
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is not always the case and that atomic species permeate the dense gas. High

spatial and spectral resolution data will be of very great importance here.

Several transitions of carbon, oxTgen, ionized carbon, doubly ionized oxy-

. gen and nitrogen have been detected and used for studies of the galaxy and

nearby galaxies. These studies are already stimulating new discussions of the

atomic constituents of diffuse and dense clouds.

Various types of spectroscopic instruments have been employed on the

KAO. Much of the new submillimeter and far-infrared technology has been

developed in conjunction with the KAOtelescope. Basically there are two types

of spectrometer in use. For very high spectral resolutions (6 v/v £ 10-4),

heterodyne spectrometers have been used, for intermediate resolutions (6 v/v

% 10-4) Fabry-Perot or gratin_ spectrometers have been chosen. If the perfor-

mance of heterodyne and direct detectors is compared, the regimes in which

one outperforms the other can be established. An analysis of a specific tele-

scope conl_uration has been made by Phillips and Watson (1984) in the LDRSci-

ence Coordination Group report on Focal Plane Instruments. For a 200K tele-

scope with .05 emissivity heterodyne detectors with quantum efficiencies of 0.1

are compared with direct detectors with NEP's of 10-m Watts Hz -l/z. Figure 1

indicates this comparison over the submillimeter and far-infrared bands. The

break at 200_zmis due to the availability of photodetectors (<200_zm) which do

not suffer from detector noise. The assumptions used to derive Figure 1 are

close to the situation for the KAOtelescope. The practical situation in which

heterodyne spectroscopy is dominant at long wavelengths and high resolution (6

v/v) and direct spectroscopy at short wavelengths and low resolution is seen to

be unavoidablewithcurrenttechnologyandforwarm telescopes.

To thepresentdatetheheterodyneinstrumentationhasconsistedofa InSb

heterodynebolometeroperatingbetween850and450_zm,and a Schottkydiode
L
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receiverat about 1,700/zm.The directspectroscopyhas been performed witha

cooledFabry-Perotand a cooledgratingboth operatingbetween 160 and 50/_m.

Wavelength(j.zm)
o,

3000 1000 300 100
10-I

I I
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10-_ _
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Figure 1. Relative sensitivity of heterodyne and direct detection.

11].MOI.ECUIAR SPECTROSCOPY

Table 1 givesa listof the molecularlinesdetectedinthe submillimeterand

far-infraredfrom the KAO. The activityhas been somewhat of a pioneering

nature so that only strong lines(or lineswhich were thought to be strong)

appear in the list.As sensitivitiesand spectroscopicresolutionimprove,a host

oflineswillbe availableforstudy.
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Table!

KAOSubmfllbneter and Fer-lnfrared Molecular Lines

_)ecies Transition Wavelength Reference

414" 3_1 7B9/zm Phillips, Kwan,and Huggins (1980)

OH =H s/_(J=5/2-312) 119/_m Storey,Watson,andTownes(1981)

eH a/e(J=7/2-5/2) 85_m Watsoneta!.(1984)a

e H l/e (J=3/2 - 1/2) 163pm Genzel et aZ.(1985)

JZ= Io-0o 524pm Keene,Blake,andPhillips(1983)

Jx= 4s-3s 125/Jm Towneseta!.(1983)

HCI J = 1-0 479bLm Blake. Keene, and Phillips (1984)

CO J = 4-3 I_52/_m Phillips,Kwan,andHuggins(1980)

J= 16-15 163p_ Staceyetal.(1983)a

J = 17-16 153pro Staceyet aL (1982)

J = 21-20 124pro Watsonet aZ.(19B0)

J = 22-21 119pm Watsonet ,,1. (1980)

J= 26-25 100/J_n WatsonetaZ.(1984)a

J = 27-26 97/.Lm Storey et al. (1981)

J = 30-29 87p.m Storey et af. (19B1)

• J = 31-30 _m Watson et aL (1984)a

J = 34-33 77_m WatsonctaL (1984)a
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(i)HeO

The first molecular detection from the KAO was that of the 3z0-2e0 transition

of water by Waters et al. (1980) at 1,640/_m. Normally, the atmosphere prevents

the study of interstellar water, except via the high lying 6-5 masing transition.

However, the 313-220 transition is of somewhat low line strength and can be

observed through the atmosphere from KAO altitudes. The detection was from

the Orion Molecular cloud core region. Some further information was obtained

on the water abundance from the 414-32z transition at 790_m by Phillips, Kwan,

and Huggins (1980). This line is stronger in the atmosphere and so the observa-

tions were made when the maximum velocity shift of Orion relative to the Earth

occurred. From the line strengths and lineshapes observed, e.g. see Figure 2, it

was deduced that the H20 emission was from the shocked region of the cloud

and that the formation of HeO gas in the interstellar medium may be related to

shock activity.

I I i I I I

ORLONHzO (414-321)

380 GHz
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(_)OH

• OH is easily observed by means of ibmA doubling radio I/nes, but the funda-

mental rotaUonal transitions occur at l lgpm for the e n _s ladder end at

163/zm for the e 1] l/s ladder. These have been detected from the KAO.Figure 3

shows the spectrum of OHs TI=/e (J = 512-312) observed In absorption towards

Sgr 132(Storey, _atson e_d Townes, 1981).
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119.7 119.6 119.5 119.4 119.3 119.2 119.1

I I I I I

OH 21"13/2 J=5/2.-3/2
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Resolution
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SgrB2Far-IR Peak 0.2
0

+200 0 -200 +200 0 -200

VLSR (km8 -1)

]n_ze S.

(3)14"Hs

Ammonia is also easily observed in the radio by means of its inversion dou-

lines, but again the fundamental rotation transiUons lie in the submlllime-

• ter end far-infrared. Two of the rotation lines have recenUy been observed, the

&== 10-0. transition was observed with the InSb heterodyne bolometer (Keene.
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Blake. and Phillips, 1983) and therefore shows the necessary spectral resolution
d

to determine the line shape and central velocity. The observations were of the

core of the Orion Molecular Cloud and indicated'that the NH._emission originated

mostly fi'orn the dense quiescent cloud at VLsa= 9 km/see, but with a large opti-

ca] depth. The spectrum is shown in Figure 4. The 4s-3s emission detected by

Townes et a! (1983) is thought to be emanating from the 'hot core', which a

dense hot region near the cloud center with a YLSaof about 5kin/see. It is most

encouraging that information on the ground, states of one molecule can be

obtained with such disparate techniques and wavelengths.

i i i i I i I
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(4) xcl

A goal of submfllimeterwave spectroscopy In the InLerst.ell_ medium has

been to establish to viabtllty of the use of the metal hydride rotational spectra

for astronomy. Me_' of the simple hydrides presumably can only be observed in

the submfllimeter, at least in dense clouds, so the technique is vital for monitor-

lng the abundances of the metal hydrides and therefore of the metals them-

selves, in the gas of the galaxy. It is exciting to report the detection of HCI

(Blake. Keene and Phillips, 1984) as the first of the 'metal' hydrides to be

detected in this way, and incidentally representing the first detection of chlorine

in molecular gas.

ENERGY(K)
o o
! ! !

•- 0 -- fO

' t f/
625.9016(33.3%)

625.9188(50.0%)

625.9320 (16.7%)

PO fOl_ f_

I

*

l_mre 5. Energy level diagram for HCi.
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Figure5 shows the energyleveldiagram forthe lowlyingstatesofthe H_Cl

molecule Fortunately the molecule possesses a nuclear spin and concomitant

hyperfme structure, so that there are three lines which can be resolved in

heterodyne spectroscopy in the ground J = i-0 transition. This is a vital aid to

identification, for although the line frequencies are accurately determined by

laboratory spectroscopy, the interstellar medium possesses many weak lines

due to excited states of complex molecules. Figure 6 shows the KAO observed

spectrum at 479_m. again in the direction of the core of the Orion Molecular

' " ' ' ' i i ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' i

-0.5 _ _ ' ' I , , , , I , , , , I .... I
20 IO 0 -I0

VLsR(kin S')

l_6. HCIJ= 1-0
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Cloud. The expected linepositionsand relativestrengthsare indicatedby the

verticallines.From thesedataithas been tentativelydeduced thatthe orderof

10Z ofthe interstellarchlorineisinthe HCI molecules.

(5)co

From studiesatmillimeterwavelengthsofthe low Jrotationaltransitionsof

CO itisknown thatthismolecule isthe most abundant (apartfrom H2) inthe

interstellarmedium and thatitisresponsiblefor about i/3 of the fluxin the

millimeterband from molecules.Itismost importanttohave availableas many

ofthe CO transitionsas possible,to obtainthe bestpossiblepictureo[the phy-

sicsofthe cloudsand tocompute the molecularcooling.

Table i givesthe listofCO linesobservedwiththe KAO. The J = 4-3transi-

tionwas observedwiththeCaltechInSbheterodynespectrometer.The J=

I i I I I I

60 - _ CO (4-3)
! ORLON(460 6Hz)

/
40- -

20- _

O- _ _
! I I I I I
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V LSR(km s-l)
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16-15 and J = 17-16 with the Cornell grating and all the others with the Berkeley

Fabry-Perot. The spectra for Orion are similar, except that the heterodyne data

(J = 4-3) of Figure 7 reveal the separation between the 'spike' feature due to

quiescent gas and the underlying 'plateau' feature due to the shocked gas. A

typical Fabry-Perot spectrum (J = 34-33) is shown in Figure 8. Watson et al.

(1984) have been able to model the CO emission from shocked gas in Orion as

due to a 750K source of density 2.7 x 106 cm -s

Wavelength (pm)
77.10 77.05 77.00

10.9 I I I

E Orion- KL
E 44" beam
•-$ CO J = 34--,33
t-
O 10.7 -
-'l
0

613kms-_10.3 I I I I I
+50 0 -50

VLSa(kms -1)

l_g ui,-e B.

HI. ATOMICSPEL'TROSCOPY

The expectationthat atomic finestructurelineswould be usefulforinter-

stellar medium investigation used to be more widespread than the equivalent

expectation for molecular rotation lines, but only recently have observations

been made of the submillimeter and far-infrared transitions. Table 2 gives a list

of airplane detected transitions.
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Yable2

IUkOBubn_dlimeter end lear-ln_rared Atomic ]FineStructure Lines

[]peeles Transition Wavelength Reference

CI aPl -SPo 609/_m Phillips et aL(1980)

Cll ep_. tPs/_ 15even Russelletal.*(1980)

Ol Spz-SPs 63pro Melniek,Gull,and Harwit"(1979)

SPs-SPo 146pm Staceyet a!. (1983)b

OIII epI-8p0 88pro Wardsta!."(1975)

ape-SPt 52p_n Melnick,etal.(1978)

NIII ePa/z-2Pl/_ 57pro Watson eta/(1981)

•LearJetDetections

(i)

Atomic carbon is one of the most suitable constituents to monitor in order

to learn about the properties of the interstellar medium. It is widespread and

has energy levels which are reasonably well populated at the typical gas tern-

peratures. The _Pl " _P0 transitions, by chance, has a similar Einstein A

coefficientand eoMsioncrosssectiontothatofCO (J = I-0),so thatthesetwo
€

basictransitionsof the dense gas can be usefullycompared. Cl has been

detectedfrom theKAO,withtheInSbheterodynereceiver,inthe609proline
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and has been found to permeate the entiredense interstellarmedium, with °

column densities approaching those of CO (Phillips and Huggins, 1981). This

unexpected result has caused a revival of interest in chemical and physical

models of the interstellar gas. Figure 9 shows a set of spectra for a variety of

dense molecular clouds. Absorption features are also found in C] spectra

towards the galactic center as reported in this symposium by Keene, Blake and

Phillips (1984).

J
VL SR[ kin/see] VLSR (kin/See)

Figure 9.
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(2) cn

In the diffuse interstellar medium carbon is largely in the singly ionized

° state As a result,the 158_m finestructure_P3/2"=Pvs transitionisofprime

......CO J=l-*O

I TZ= 0"3 K

I0_



interestfor coolingand possiblyfordefiningthe physicsofthoseregions.Also,

itmay be observablefrom dense regions.Itisofgreat use to astronomy even

though the techniques for detection have only recentlybecome available.

Currently.itcan be detectedwithboth gratingand Fabry -Perot instruments.

Hopefully.in the new futureheterodyne instrumentswillbe availableto fully

resolvethe velocitystructure.In nearby galaxiesthe velocitywidth isgreater

than the Fabry-Perotspectrometer resolution,so thatdata can be compared

withCO spectra. FigureI0 shows a setofspectrataken atvariouspointsinM82

indicatingthat,on the whole,the GIIdistributionissimilartothatofCO (Crab--

fordet,,/..1984).

(8) 0I, OIIl and NIII

These lines, together, provide excellent information about the state of ioni-

zation of oxygen, the total abundance of oxygen and the oxygen to nitrogen

Wavelength(pm)
88.5 88.4

1.o I I

_ M82E [OIII1 3P1 --,3P o(D

"_,-- 44" beam _ I.g
_._ esoluti I__1
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x _,--0.5 -- 125kms -1 __J l__j_

,, $

I
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O I I I I I I
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ratio. The two lines of Ol and 0Ill should provide information on the optical

• depth of these species. Ol might be expected to coexist with U/I in neutral

diffuse regions. A considerable body of work has been performed with the oxy-

• gen lines (see e.g. Watson. 1984). Again, the nearby galaxy work is impressive,

where the instrumental resolution can show the structure of the line profile.
Q

Figure11isofthe01llSPl-SP0transitioninM82 (WatsonetaL,1984b).

A good exampleoftheuse ofthe0111and NIIIlinesIsgiveninthissympo-

siumby Dinerstelnetal.(1984),who havemeasuredtheN/0 abundanceratioby

observingionizednebulaeacrossthegalaxy.
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MULTI-SPECTRALOBSERVATIONSOF STARFORMATION:

THE ROLEOF FAR INFRAREDPHOTOMETRY

P. R. Schwartz*, Howard A. Smith*,

Harley A Thronson, Jr.2, Charles J. Ladas

ABSTRACT

Observations of the interaction of young early type stars with the inter-
stellar medium are most effectively accomplished by combining millimeter-wave

spectroscopy, far infrared and radio mapping. NGC2264 and $140 are two exam-
ples from recent individual studies of young B stars in which simple models
can be employed and tested. Multi-spectral follow-up studies of infrared sky
surveys like FIRSSE and IRAS are the extension of this approach. Radio images
of nearby FIRSSE sources contain many interesting examples of "champagne flow"

HII regions but, taken collectively, do not support the view of preferential
star formation at the surfaces of molecular clouds.

*E. O. Hulburt Center for Space Research, Naval Research Laboratory,

Washington, D. C.
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I. Introduction

The study and analysis of complex astrophysical process requires a multi-
spectral approach employing many of the tools of modern astronomy. The
"narrow view" of only one technique often leads to incomplete or even mislead-
ing results and interpretation. The study of the interaction of early type
stars with the interstellar medium is an excellent example of this point.
Embedded OB stars both represent a significant population of young stars
worthy of study for their own sake but also are a prime energy input to their
local environment which undoubtedly effects continuing star formation. These

objects are partially or completely optically obscured but are bright discrete
far infrared sources. They are also, because of their dust and gas mor-
phology, prominent in millimeter-wave molecular lines excited at high densi-
ties and, because almost the entire galaxy is transparent in the radio,
discrete radio sources.

In the following discussion, two examples of multi-spectral studies of
individual objects will be reviewed. The predominent theme will be the com-
bination of high resolution far infrared photometry, radio images and milli-
meter-wave spectroscopy with the radio sensitive to the ionization, the
millimeter-wave lines showing the structure and excitation of the gas and the
far infrared providing a picture of the energetics of the dust which connects
the star to the interstellar medium. In a third example, a different theme

will be explored. The results of far-infrared surveys such as FIRSSE and IRAS
will be used to produce an unbiased census of small HII regions. Study of
their radio morphology then removes an interesting selection effect present in
optically selected samples. .

II. NGC 2264: Star Formation in a Rotating Ring

The region of the visually striking young cluster NGC 2264 near the cone
nebula contains a heavily obscured object (IRSI) first pointed out by Allen
(1972) and studied in the far infrared by Harvey, Campbell and Hoffmann
(1977). This object, originally thought to be protostellar, is undoubtedly
instead a very youmg main sequence star. The total far infrared luminosity of
IRSI is L = 5 x10 L . A radio map of the region (figure I) shows several
interesting features_ the brightest sources ("A" and "B") are extragalactic
confusion, "C", is the rim of the cone ionized by S Mon and IRSI is a compact
HII region. The IRSI radio source has excitation parameter U _ 1.4 pc cm-_.
This fact and the presence of at least the red wing of a high velocity CO
source are consistent with an _ B3 star powering the far infrared source.

Far infrared and millimeter-wave line maps (figure 2) of the region reveal
a much more interesting phenomenon than an embedded early type star. IRS1 is
within the southern part of a "dumbell" shaped cloud which is clearly seen in
C_aO and other density sensitive molecular lines as well as at _ = 170 um.
The northern cloud (IRS2) is more luminous and centrally condensed than an

externally heated cloud even in the enhanced radiation field of the cluster
and, thus, probably contains at least one young star. This star (or stars) is
probably of later spectral type than IRSI since no ionization is detectable.
Millimeter-wave spectroscopy not only shows the morphology but also the kine-
matics of the molecular gas. The radial velocity of the CS J=3-2 transition

• (and also of NH_) has a linear gradient along the "dumbell" indicating rota-
tion. The morphology, motion and mass of the cloud are consistent with a

rotating quasi-equilibrium ring seen edge-on in which star formation is pro-
ceeding (figure 3). Such structures result from the collapse of rotating
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interstellarclouds and are perhaps present on similar scales in other star
formationregions(Schloerband Snell 1984).

III. $140: Radiativeand Wind Heating

Like NGC 2264, the $140 rim at the edge of the L1204 cloud contains B
stars interactingwith the interstellarmedium. The obscuredclustercontains
at least three members (Hackwell,Grasdalenand Gehrz 1982)with total lumin-
osity L = 1.5 x 10_ La (Harvey,Campbelland Hoffmann 1978, Schwartzet al.
1983). Radio observationsshow that IRS1 and 2 are _BI stars while IR--_3is
later than B3 so that the far infraredemissionis almost entirelypoweredby
the former two. Far infraredand sub-millimeter-wavephotometricmaps of $140
IRS (figure 4) show a variation of source size with wavelength generally
consistentwith internal heating by the star cluster. Comparisonof th_

implieddust temperatureswith gas temperaturesderivedfrom, for example,NH3
observations(figure5) show that their temperaturesconverge. This equaliza-
tion is to be expectedat high gas densities,n(H2) _ 5 x10_ cm-', when the
gas heatingmechanismis collisionswith starlightheated dust.

The curiousfeatureof the far infraredmaps, however,is the north-east
to south-westextensionof the source. This extensionis also seen in high
densitymolecularlines (e.g.CS figure6) and seems to be an extensionof the
radio geometry of IRS1 (figure 4b). S1401RS is a broad-wingedCO source
perhapsdrivenby the winds of IRSI and 2. The radio spectrumof both objects
is typical of an ionized partiallythick constant velocity flow. The high
velocity CO region is resolved,but unlike most such objects,not bi-polar.
The CO "red" and "blue" wings are almost coincidentbut follow the general
shapeof the gas and heated dust.

One interpretationof $140 is that the bulk of the gas heatingis supplied
by the stellarradiationfield of the star cluster,primarilyIRSI and 2 and
that supersonicturbulenceinduced by their powerfulwinds is a "sideshow"
which locallyheats along the north-eastto south-westridge. The winds are
important,however,in determiningthe detailedstructureof the cloud. Since
gravitation(and thus geometry)and turbulenceare at least as importantas
thermal energy in cloud evolution,the effects of stellar winds cannot be
neglected. In the case of $140, stellarwind activitymay have changed the
detailedstructureof the cloud in a regionof multiplestar formation.

IV. MultispectralObservationsof FIRSSEand IRAS Objects

In additionto detailedstudies of individualobjects, it is possibleto
apply the multi-spectralapproachto largeobservationalsamples. Partialand
all sky far infrared surveys like FIRSSE (Price, Murdock, and Shivanandan
1983)and IRAS can be used to generatesampleswhich, if not unbiased,are at
least differently biased than surveys at other wavelengths. Schwartz,

Shivanandan,Bowers,and Albert (1984 in preparation)have co_plet_ a radio
survey o_he far infraredobjects in the FIRSSE survey at 120 < £ < 250°,o ±i o
-15 < b < 15 . This sample is expectedto containOB stars in the Orion
and Perseusarms _ 4 kpc from the sun. Work is currentlyunderwayto extend
this surveyto lower luminositiesby includingIRAS objects.

Figure7 shows an exampleof the resultsof this survey,FIR0733-18. The
bright far infrared source (Sv(93_m) _ 700 Jy) is associated with an optical
nebula $307. The radio source has the characteristicshape of a "champagne
flow" HII region resultingfrom the formationof an OB star near the surface
of a molecularcloud (Tenorio-Tagle1979). A common assertionis that stars
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form preferentiallynear the surface of molecularclouds thus explainingthe
large number of such "champagneflow" objects observed. Many of the FIRSSE
sourcesare opticalHII regionsand all of these have radio morphologysimilar
to $307 but a large number of others are not identified with bright HII
regions. "Champagneflow" radio sources are found among those which are not
bright opticalobjects,but there is a preferencefor more compaet symmetric
radio HII regions in this portion of the sample. Although a rigorous

• statisticalanalysishas not yet been performedon the >120 objects surveyed,
the distributionof radio morphologiesof FIRSSEsourcesdoes not appearto be
consistentwith preferentialOB star formationnear the surfacesof molecular
clouds. This result could be interpretedas an argument against triggered
star formationor, the non-"ChampagneFlow" sources may represent younger
objects which have not had time to develop the characteristicmorphology.
Yet, anotherpossibilityis that, by using a far infraredselectedsample,we
are favoring dusty HII regions over ones which have cleared out the
neighboringinterstellarmedium.

V. Conclusions:The energetiesof discretefar infraredsources

In the two detailedexamplesdiscussedabove, young B stars interactwith
their environmentin differentgeometries. In NGC2264,the detailedgeometry
resultsfrom the conditionof cloud collapsewhile in $140 stars and stellar
winds have influencedthe parent cloud's structure. Some common conclusions,
however,result from the considerationof these,and other,objects.

A. The ionizationobserved in the internal HII regions and the total
source luminosityare consistent. The energy budget of the objects balance
when the excitingstars are completelyenvelopedin interstellarmaterial.

B. The dust temperatureand its distributionis consistentwith internal
heating by starlight. A simple variationi_ , where 8 is the powerD
law wavelengthdependenceof absorptionefficiency(8 = I-2) is sufficientto
describethe dust temperaturestructure.

C. If the gas densityexceedsn(Hp) = 10_ cm-s the gas and dust tempera-
tures are approximatelyequal. Sinc€ equilibrationshould occur at n(H2)
3xI0s TnS/_, this result implies that gas-dust collisions are the prxmary
eouplin_mechanism.

Observationally,the combinationof millimeter-wave(particularlyC*'O),
radio continuumand far infraredmappingeffectivelytraces the molecularand
ionizedgas and heateddust in star formationregions. CO and NH_ derivedgas
temperaturesand gas densitiesderived from multi-transistionstudies (e.g.
CS, Snell et el.. 1984)define the physicalstate of high density gas. Dust
temperaturesand total luminositiesderivedfrom far infraredobservationsare
consistentwith thesemeasurementsbut we stilllack a good tracerof the cold
dust. Only at very long wavelengths(I _ 500 _m) are photometricobservations
unbiased,toward hot dust, but unfortunately, such observations are made
difficultby the lower dust opacityand can be confusedby contaminationfrom
free-freeand brightline emission.

Our experiencewith follow-upobservationsof far infrared surveys leads
to a more qualitativeconclusion. The (particularlyfar) infrared sky is a
new experiencefor astronomersand its differencesfrom the optical and radio
sky serve to reinforcethe thesis of this discussionthat a "monochromatic"
view can be misleading. Our work thus far has suffered from attempts to
combine rather crude far infrareddata with results from quite sophisticated
tools at other wavelengths. For example, the far infraredsurvey data has,

• typically, spatial resolution 10'-3' while the millimeter-waveand radio
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resolution is, typically <I'. We eagerly look forward to the removal of this
limitation in the future when the full IRAS data set is available and when

higher resolution infrared and sub-millimeter observations are possible.
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Figure Captions:

Figure I: VLA "D" array map of the NGC2264 region at 5 GHz. The contours are

S = .05, .I, .2, .4, and .8 x 12 mJy. The position of IRSI and
W_78 are shown and the rim of the cone nebula approximately
coincides with "C". The sources marked "A" and "B" coincide with a

source detected by Schwartz and Spencer (unpublished) at 2.7 GHz
and have a non-thermal spectrum(Schwartz,et al. 1984).

Figure 2: Molecular line and far infrared observations of NGC2264

illustrating the distribution of gas, dust and excitation. The

scales are: (a) N(H2) = .2, .4, .6, .8, 1.0, 1.2 xlOzz cm-': (b)Ty
: I0, 12, 14, 18 K; (c)S_ : .025, .05, .I, .2, .4, .6, .8 x 160_
JY: (d)

2( 4S, 6, 8, 10 K km s-*. The positions of Allen'sTAAV = 'I I), W178 and the cone are shown on (b) and theinfrared source
position of IRSI is indicated on all figures for reference
(Schwartz et al. 1984).

Figure 3: Sketch of the possible geometry of the ocne region (not to scale)
perpendicular to the line of sight. The ring shaped cloud is
rotating such that the region near IRSI is receding. IRSI, an
eraly B-type star with a pwerful wind, has formed in the ring. The
wind drives a molecular flow which has expanded beyond the ring
surface to the south and which has piled up a high density clump in
the ring. Other stars may have formed in the ring, particularly to
the north but W178, the cone and S Mon are foreground objects
unrelated to the molecular cloud. W178 may not even be a cluster
member, but we place it near the ring because of its similar radial
velocity (Schwartz et al. 1984).

Figure 4a: Far-infrared and submillimeter maps of the brightness distributions

of $140 IRS. The contour levels are 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, 0.I, and
0.05 of 7600 Jy, 4700 Jy, and 350 Jy at k > 62 ,m, _ 140 ,m, and X
> 300 _m respectively. The + marks the position of $140 IRSI.

Figure 4b: Alignment of broad-winged CO emission infrared and radio sources in
$140 IRS. (left) Sketch of half-intensity contours of the CO "red"

(V_ > -3 km s-I) and "blue" (VR < -10 km s-I) wing integrated
intensity (Wolf and Lada, in preparation) with the radio sources
IRS1 and 2 (+) and IRS3 (x) superposed. (right) CLEANed and
self-callbrated map of the IRSI radio source at X = 6 cm. The
contour levels are 0.8, 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1 of 2 mJy peak flux
(Schwartz et al. 1983).

Figure 5: Dust temperature map of $140 IRS synthesized from the ratio of the
X = 62 ,m and k > 140 pm maps, compared to gas kinetic temperatures
derived from NH_ data. The dust temperature contours are 40 K, 35
K, 30 K, and 2_ K with typical uncertainties varying from +2K at
the 40 K contour to -+5Kat the 25 K contour: signed quantities
below the kinetic temperatures represent the probable excursion of

the multilevel solutions resulting from noise in the NH_ data.
Positions with NH_ (I,1) T- < 0 08 K are marked with a, X and

3 A _ "
probably indicate regions of significantly lower density [n(H2)<10_
ca-S]. The 49" far-infrared and 75" molecular line beams have not
been deconvolved (Schwartz et al. 1983).
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Figure 6: Contour maps of the CS J = 2-I, J = 3-2, J = 5-4, and J = 6-5
emissionin $140 are shown in the four panels of this figure, the
contour levels in all maps are T_ = I, 2, 4, 6, and 8 K. The
location of the three known infrared sources (IRS I-3) are
indicatedby the three plus signs (Snellet al. 1984).

Figure7: Radio maps of FIR0733-18(=$307)at (a) 1.4 and (b) 5 GHz. The
• contoursare (a) .02, .05, .I, .2, .3, .5, .7, and .9 of 290 mJy

and .I, .2, .3, .5, .7, and .9 of 26 mJy. The extendedstructure
is resolvedout at 5 GHz revealingonly the compactstructure.
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THE ORION MOLECULAR CLOUD AT FAR-INFRARED WAVELENGTHS

Harley A. Thronson_Jr.,z D. A. Harper,z HowardA. Smith,3

" P.R. Schwartz,3 CharlesJ. Lada,_ J. Bally,s J. H. Bieging,6

M. Greenhouse,z and R. F. Loewenstein2

ABSTRACT

We present and discuss a new, 34"-resolution far-infrared continuum map
of Orion Molecular Cloud 1 and its environs, including M43. The source is
dominated by a single, bright peak at the position of the embedded infrared
cluster, with the 60 _m flux density falling off steeply in all directions
away from it. Weestimate a total luminosity for IRc2 of 2 x I0 _ Le, although
this may be a lower limit, depending upon the transfer of radiation in the
vicinity of the object. Several "condensations" appear in our map, which,
along with radio molecular observations, Support the view that significant
fragmentation has taken place within the cloud.

INTRODUCTION

The Orion Molecular Cloud 1 region is the most heavily observed source
from the Kuiper Airborne Observatory, with the exception of solar system
objects. In the first results of a Caltech/Yerkes Observatory collaboration
in far-infraredphotometryand mapping,Werner e.taZ. ( 1976 ) were able to
delineatemost of the now-familiarfeaturesof the source:brightemissionat
the positionof an embeddedinfraredcluster,a north-southridge associated
with the dense ambientmolecularcloud,and a bar of infraredemission
associatedWith a prominent,visibleionizationfront. Subsequentphotometric
observationswith the KAO elaboratedon these featuressomewhat( Thronsone,t
aZ. 1978;Werner 1982 ), but these broadbandairbornemappingprogramshave
contributedonly modestlyto our understandingof Ori MC 1.

In preparationfor a flight seriesscheduledfor winter 1983/84,we
decided to obtain a high-sensitivity,large-areamap of Ori MC 1. Such a
map might reveal additionalfar-infraredsources,as well as show the full
extent of the warm dust and producean improvedpictureof the structureof
the known sources. The objectwas scheduledto be used as a calibration
object for a new, large array detector;a modest increasein plannedobserving

IwyomingInfraredObservatory,Universityof Wyoming

2yerkesObservatory,Universityof Chicago

3E.O. HulburtCenterfor SpaceResearch,NavalResearchLaboratory

4StewardObservatory,Universityof Arizona
• 5A.T.&T.BellLaboratories

6RadloAstronomyLaboratory,Universityof California,Berkeley
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time would allow us to obtain a far-infrared continuum map that is a
substantial improvement over those previously published.

Wechose to observe the source first at 60 _m since this wavelength
is near the maximumof the source spectrum, perhaps on the Wien side. As
such it is sensitive to variations in the dust temperature. In addition, the
60 _m flux density distribution may be used to estimate the distribution of
far-infrared luminosity.

THEOBSERVATIONS

The Ori MC I region was observed during 1983 December and 1984 January
using a new 32-element array developed at Yerkes Observatory. Arranged in
a 6 x 6 square pattern, but with each of the four corners missing, each Ge(Ga)
detector was mounted behind an "ideal" light collector. Broadband ( A_/_
0.2-0.4 ) filters provided wavelength discrimination. At the Nasmyth focus of
the telescope, the angular resolution of each detector was 34", with a center-
to-center separation of 35". Weestimate that the absolute positional accuracy
of our observations is ±8" ( Ic rms ), much larger than the relative positional
uncertainty. During these observations, the reference beamposition was about
8' to the east or west of the main beam. To take full advantage of the s_stem
resolution, most of the source was mappedon a 15" grid. North of a = -5u 20',
the source was mapped on a 35" grid and the data were obtained by integrating
at each position for a length of time long enough so that the typical Ic
internal uncertainty was about 20 Jy. South of this line, the source was mapped
by scanning with the array, resulting in a I_ internal uncertainty of about
400 Jy.

Our results are presented in Figure I, normalized to a peak value of I00,
with the highest contour drawn at a level of 80. Throughout the mapped region,
the outermost contour was chosen to be at least twice the local I_ noise level.
Dashed lines are extrapolations through areas of higher noise or where the
source was not fully sampled.

Calibration was accomplished by observing W3(OH), assuming it to be a
point source at our resolution. Values for the W3(OH) flux density were taken
from Thronson and Harper ( 1979 ) giving a maximumintensity for the Ori MC1
region of 77,000 Jy. Weestimate a ±20%calibration uncertainty in this value.

Our map allows us to estimate the total flux density at 60 _m for the
region. At this wavelength, the "core" of the cloud does not appear to extend
much further north than a = -5 o 20', where the emission has dropped to below
I% of the peak. South of this line we find a total 60 _m flux density of 3.2
x IO s Jy, in agreement with large-beam observations with the Learjet Observatory
( Harper 1974 ).

North of a : -5o 20', we find bright emission associated with M43. Inte-
grating over this region, we find F_ = 1.5 x 104 Jy at 60 _m. This region
has been recently studied by Smith, Harper, and Loewenstein ( 1984 ).

GENERALDESCRIPTION

Orion Molecular Cloud 1 is dominated by a single, bright maximumat far-
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infrared wavelengths, centered on the BN-KL star-forming region, northwest
of the Trapezium cluster. Figure 1 shows several additional local maxima
in the source, but all are one to two orders of magnitude fainter than the
60 _m peak. .

Directly south of the infrared cluster is a partially-resolved shoulder
of emission at the position where Keene, Hildebrand, and Whitcomb ( 1982 )
found a bright sub-millimeter source. The 60 _m flux density is 14%of the
peak at the sub-millimeter position. We do not find a depression between "
this position and that of the BN-KL source, as the sub-millimeter data show.
This second source has been studied in some detail by Batrla eta_Z. ( 1983 ),
Drapatz e_t_. ( 1983 ), and Hildebrand, Dragovan, and Novak ( this volume ).
The current view is that this massive molecular condensation lies within the
M42 ionized region and is heated externally.

To the southeast of the maximumis a second plateau, this one surrounding
the Trapezium stars.

One of the most interesting features in the map is the bar of emission 4'
southeast of BN-KL. Werner e_t _. found it associated with a bright ridge of
visual emission. Further studies ( Becklin e_t_. 1976; Werner 1982; Goldsmith
1982; Keene, Hildebrand, and Whitcomb ) show this feature to be a ridge of
material being swept ahead of the expanding M42 H II region. One particular
characteristic of this ridge that our figure clearly shows is that it is broken
up into "clumps": a few emission minima and maxima.

Directly to the east of the Trapezium stars is a shallow depression in
the map. Emission from both Z2CZ60and Z3Cz_Odecreases in this area also
( P. Goldsmith, private communication ), but the dust temperature map of
Werner suggests that at least part of the depression includes comparatively
warm dust. Far-infrared emission from this part of the Ori MC1 region may
come from material close to, or within, the H II region, where the dust can be
warm and the molecules will be destroyed. The 60 _m depression is thus a
result, in part, of a decrease in emission optical depth.

The clumpiness noted above appears throughout the figure. The smooth,
almost featureless earlier far-infrared maps did not show any significant
"breaking up" of the emission. Figure 1 shows, however, that the source
is composed of several distinct maxima. South of a : -5o 20', eight clear
peaks with flux densities greater than 3000 Jy can be identified. There
appears to be a few more at levels down to about I000 Jy. Inspection of the
figure shows that at angular resolutions not much lower than what we used here,
the emission fragments would not be so prominent. This would suggest that
there is a natural size for clumping in Ori MC I, a point to which we will
return in the following section.

Eight arcminutes northeast of BN-KL we find 60 _m emission from M43,
a source recentlystudied in detail by Smith, Harper, and Loewenstein ( 1984 ).
The object is characterized by a semi-circle of emission, partially Surrounding
the BO.5 V star, NU Ori. As Smith, Harper, and Loewenstein discuss, this
ridge is an interface of dense material between M43 and the Orion molecular
ridge.
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ANALYSIS

Contributions to Source Energetics
t

For most star-forming region_ 60 _m is close to the maximumof the spectral
energy ditribution. For that reason, the total luminosity can be written as a
functionof the 60 _m flux density, L = K x F , where K varies slowly with0 , .

" dust temperature. Smith, Harper, and Loewens_eln polnted thls out for M43
and calculated, observationally and theoretically, that K = 0.4±0.1L B jy-1
over a dust temperature range of 30-53 K. This temperature range applies to
most of Ori MC 1 ( Werner eta/.; Thronson eta/. 1978; Werner 1982; Smith
e_t_. 1979 ), which means that the total luminosity contained in Figure 1
is 1.4 x lOS.LB. About 24%of the total 60 _m flux density is in the far-
infrared maximum, with another 17%arising from the several emission maxima
scattered throughout the source ( not including the plateau at the position
of the Trapezium ). Emission from diffuse material ( i.e., emission not
clearly associated'with one of the local maxima ) makes up the remainder.

If the relation between total luminosity and 60 _m flux density applies
to the region of maximumemission, we can make a reasonable estimate for the
total luminosity of IRc2, the object usually thought to be the most energetic
memberof the infrared cluster. Wecalculate that L = 3 x I0" Le in our 34"
beam toward IRc2. The discussion in Downes P_t_. ( 1981 ) suggests that the
luminosity of the BN object, which would be included in our beam, is _I04 Le.
Weestimate that IRc2 must then have a luminosity of about 2 x I0" Le, since
current evidence is that IRc2 and BN dominate the total energetics of the
infrared cluster. This value for the luminosity of IRc2 is near the lower end
of the range of values suggested by Downes e_t_. The high surface brightness
of the far-infrared maximumindicates that most of the heating radiation from
the infrared cluster stars is absorbed close to the source ( relative to our
beam size ). If so, our estimate for the individual luminosities is probably
fair. If, on the other hand, significant infrared reradiation from dust
heated by IRc2 comes°from outside our beam, our luminosity estimate is a lower
limit.

Source Fragmentation

Aside from the higher signal-to-noise and the larger area covered, there
is a clear qualitative difference between Figure 1 and the l'-resolution far-
infrared maps presented in the past: the Orion cloud appears to be more of
a collection of individual clumps or knots of emission in our figure, rather
than a single peak with a broad ridge as some of the earlier work had found.
The kind of complicated structure shown in our figure, while commonplace in
radio molecular observations, is not usually found in far-infrared maps of
star-forming regions. To be more quantitative, at least 45%of the total 60
_m flux density ( and, presumably, total luminosity ) in Ori MC1 comes from
identifiable emission maxima that are unresolved, or partially resolved, by
our beam.

From the data presented here, we are not able to determine, in general,
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whether or not the 60 _m emission maxima are a result of local increases in
dust temperature, If Td increases in the knot, it may be the result of an
embeddedstar.

Interpretation of radio molecular emission from the source as arising
from dense fragments within a more diffuse medium have been around for some
time ( e.g., Goldsmith e_t _. 1980; Johnston e_t_. 1983; Batrla e_t _. 1983;
Wootten, Loren, and Bally 1984 ). Indeed, new moderate-resolution maps of
COemission from the source ( P. Goldsmith, private communication ) show,
first, that the Ori MC 1 region is a complex, highly structured object and,
second, there is some correspondence between the more prominant Z2CZ60emission
features and those in Figure I. Good correspondence between 60 _m flux density
and J = 1 . 0 Z2CZ60antenna temperature variations would suggest that the
several lower-intensity maxima in our figure are the products of increases in
localized heating: the "condensations" may be heated internally, via embedded
stars. Alternatively, the 60 _m maxima may be the consequence of clumps of

material embeddedwithin a more intense external radiation field than the
material that appears to surround it. One such example would be neutral
inclusions within the M42 H II region.

Whatever the source of dust heating, radio molecular and our new far-
infrared observations show that a number of knots exist in Ori MC 1 that have
a scale size of _ 30" ( diameters _0.07 pc at a distance of 500 pc ). Clumps
of this small size are not predicted for this object by the hydrodynamical
fragmentation model of Larson ( 1981 ), So it is reasonable to suggest that the
condensations are a product of gravitational fragmentation. In collapse
against the internal motion of a gas cloud, the mass must exceed the value
given by M(M_) = 230 [Av(km s-Z)]2[R(pc)]. Characteristic internal velocities
of the Ori MC 1 clumps are I-2 km s-_. With typical radii of 0.07 pc, the 6
mass ranges from 15 to 65 Me per fragment and volume densities of 0.2-I x I0
cm-3. Such values are appropriate for a source such as Ori MC 1 and this
characterization of Ori MC 1 as an example of advanced gravitational frag-
mentation appears reasonable. For comparison, the total mass in Ori MC I,
corresponding roughly to the region south of a = -5 o 20' in Figure i, is about
3000 Me ( Kutner, Evans, and Tucker 1976; Westbrook _t _. 1976; Thronson e_ta/_.;
Smith e_t _. 1979 ).

This work was supported by NASAgrant NAG2-134. Weappreciate the
assistance of R. Pernic, J. Davidson, and J. I. C. Pog_csas in obtaining
and analyzing the observations. P. Goldsmith kindly supplied data in
advance of publication.
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FIRST RESULTS OF SUBMILLIMETER POLARIMETRY*

R. H. Hildebranda,b, M. Dragovana, and G. Novaka
_he University of Chicago

At the University of Chicago we have been working at submillimeter
polarimetry, off and on, for some nine years. A flight last September gave
us our first hint of success ; another in January, yielding the same results
with a better instrument, gave us our first occasion to celebrate (Hildebrand,
Dragovan and Novak 198h).

Thus far, we have airborne results (Table l) at one wavelength, 270 _m,
for Just three points in the sky: a null result for W3(OH) and polarizations of
1.7% at each of two points in Orion. We also have a null result at h00 _m from
ground-based observations of Mars at opposition; a collaboration with A. Stark.

We chose the Kleinmann-Low Nebula (KL) for one of our measurements because

it is bright and because Dyck et al. (1973) had seen polarization there at
l0 _m. _hey attributed that polarization to selective absorption by aligned
grains somewhere in front of the main source of infrared luminosity. If they
were right, we had a chance to see polarized submillimeter emission from the
same grains with a position angle at right angles to theirs.

In figure 1 we show the diffraction-limited beams of the polarimeter super-
imposed on a h00 _m map of Orion (Keene, Hildebrand, and Whitcomb 1982). The
small rectangle shows approximately the region observed at ll _m by Dzck and
Beichman (1974) and at ll and 20 _m by Enacke and Capps (1979). The two
diameters drawn in the northern beam circle show the position angles for the
submillimeter and infrared polarizations, where the latter is obtained by adding
the Stokes parameters for the five measurements made by Kuacke and Capps at 20
um. (Their ll _m results are similar.) Within the errors the directions are
indeed at right angles.

Our chief concern had been that any polarization due to grains within the
rectangle and on the near side of the nebula might be severely diluted by
unpolarized emission from grains behind and around the nebula. _he reason for

*Work supported by NASA Grant NSG-2057 and NSF Grant AST-811713h.

aDepartment of Physics and _hrico Fermi Institute. Guest observer at the

Kuiper Airborne Observatory and at the Infrared Telescope Pacility _hich is
operated by the University of Hawaii under contract with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.

bDepartment of Astronomy and Astrophysics
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that concern was that the infrared measurements (Knacke and Capps, 1979) showed
a rapid decrease in polarization from BN (~ 8%) to a point 16" south of BN
(~ 2%). We had to consider the possibility that the shocked gas or other
special conditions in that region might be necessary for grain alignment in a
dense cloud as some models of grain alignment would require (e.g., Johnson
et al. 1981; Johnson 1982).

TABLE 1

Results of Submillimeter Polarimetry

Sourcea p (%)b cb _ Observatory

KLc 1.7 + 0.4 23" + 7" 270 _m KA0

KHWd 1.7 + 0.5 27" + 7" 270 Wn KAO

W3(OH) < 1.6 (2a limit) 270 _m KAO

Marse < 1.0 (2(;limit) 400 _m IRTF

aBeam diameters, KWHM: 90" for KAO observations, 45" for IRTF
observations.

bCombined statistical and systematic errors.

CEleinmann-Low Nebula; beam centered on BN.

d400 wm peak 1'.5south of Kleinmann-Low Nebula (Keene, Hildebrand, and
Whitcomb, 1982)•

eAt opposition.

Our concern was deepened by the far-infrared (80 _m) results of the

Cornell group (Dennison e__ttal., 1977; Gull et al., 1978, 1980), who set an
upper limit of ~ 2%, and of the University College Group (Cudlip et al.,
1982), who set the level at the 1-2% range. We could advance reasons for
expecting different results at submillimeter wavelengths and in fact we expect
to look for such differences (Hildebrand 1983; Hildebrand, Dragovan, and Novak
1984), but as it turns out our value is in the 1-2% range.

What proved to be wrong was the fear that the Kleinmann-Low Nebula had
special conditions required for grain alignment in a dense cloud. Our other
Orion measurement, centered on the 400 _m peak south of the nebula, showed the

same degree of polarization. Apparently the southern peak has Just as much of
4
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whatever is required; presumably a more or less uniform magnetic field,
elongated paramagnetic grains, and some ubiquitous process that can spin up
the grains to suprathermal rotation (Purcell 1973, 1979) even in clouds that
are dense and cool. That is the prinicpal conclusion.

_he normal to the position angle gives the direction of the magnetic field
in the 400 Wn peak: it is parallel to that at KL some 0.2 pc to the north.
Since the 270 _m position angle is nearly perpendicular to that at I0 and o
20 _m, we confirm the conclusion of Dyck et al. (1973) that the polarization at
l0 and 20 Mm is due to selective absorption; not scattering. With that conclu-
sion one can calculate the degree of polarization to be expected at 270 _m if
the emitting grains have the same degree of alignment and the same intrinsic
properties as those responsible for selective absorption at l0 and 20 _m, the
wavelengths of the silicate absorption features.

When the degree of polarization by absorption, Pa' is much less than one,
it can be expressed to good approximation by:

Pa--f[(%- _)/(% + _)]T, (i)

where f is the fraction of totally aligned grains, Q1 and _ are the extinction
efficiencies parallel and perpendicular to the Symmetry axes of the grains, and
T is the optical depth of the absorbing cloud layer at the infrared wavelength
(e.g., van de Hulst, 1957; Dennison, 1977). The degree of submillimeter

(emission) polarization, Pe' is given by

% = f[(_J - _)/(_i+%)1, (2)

where the primes denote submillimeter emissivities. If we define quantities

q= (QI-_)l(Qi+Q2) (3)
and

q' = +
then

Pe= Pa(q'lq)IT" (5)

Although q and q' depend on the size, shape, and dielectric characteristics
of the grains -- all poorly known -- their ratio is insensitive to these
quantities. We have calculated the ratio for all grain shapes from needles
to disks using the dielectric constants for astronomical silicate given by
Draine and Lee 1984. The results are q'(270 _m)/q(10 _m) - 1.7 +_0.3 and

q'(270pm)/q(20 pm) = 1.2 _+0.i. At i0 _m we use the values Pa = 14.1%
(Dyck et al. 1973)and T = 3.3 (Gillett et al. 1975)for BN and find

Pe(calc) = 7%. At 20 _m we use the value Pa = 4% obtained by adding the
Stokes parameters for the five points in KL observed by Knacke and Capps
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(1979) and the value T = 2 obtained by adjusting to 20 _m the 28 _m value, i,

given by Forrest, }buck, and Reed (1976): we find Pe(calc) = 2.5%.
Considering the uncertainties, especially in estimates of IR optical depths,

the two values of Pe(calc) are in satisfactory agreement.

When these are compared with the observed value, Pe(Obs) = (1.7 +_0.h)%,
it appears likely that in addition to the flux emitted from silicate grains
aligned as in the central portion of EL, there is a comparable flux -- perhaps

" as much as four times but not eight times larger -- from grains which are not
aligned (e.g. graphite) or grains which are aligned by a field with consider-
able distortions on the scale of our beam size (~ 0.2 pc). The latter
possibility could be investigated using a larger telescope to provide a
smaller submlllimeter beam.

If the source of IR luminosity behind the absorbing cloud layer is itself

polarized, then Pa (eq. (1)) does not accurately represent the l0 and 20 _m
polarization (e.g. _hronson 1979), but for values of T as large as those
assumed here, the discrepancy should be smaller than the uncertainties in T
unless the grains in the IR source are much more strongly aligned than those
responsible for absorption.

SUMMARY:

a) Cool, dense interstellar clouds can emit polarized submilllmeter
radiation.

b) The direction of the magnetic field, averaged over the 90" beams, is

the same for the Kleinmann-Low Nebula and the h00 _m peak I'.5 south
of the Nebula.

c) The effectiveness of the grain alignment mechanism, averaged over the
90" beams, is the same for the Kleinmann-Low Nebula and the h00 _m
peak.

d) The flux at 270 _m is from grains which are less aligned on the
average than those which absorb at lO and 20 _m in the central KL
region. Non-aligned grains (e.g. graphite, or grains aligned by
distorted regions in the field) could contribute as much as 3/h but
not 7/8 of the total 270 _m flux.
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Figure I h00 pm map of Orion (from Keene, Hildebrand, and Whitcomb 1982;
map resolution = 35" _WHM). The circles show the two beam

positions of the polarimeter (90" _WHM). _he northern beam is
centered at BN. The diameters shown as solid lines give the
position angles of the submillimeter polarizations measured in the

• two beams (±7°). The small rectangle shows approximately the area
covered by the five beam positions (each 10':8diam.) of the
19.6 _m polarimetry by Kuacke and Capps (1979). The dashed

, diagonal of the northern circle shows the direction of the 20 pm
polarization obtained by adding the Stokes parameters for the five
measurements.

• Fig.I
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The UnidentifiedEmissionFeatures:

A Study of the Orion Bar and PlanetaryNebulae

J. Bregman,L. Allamandola,J. Simpson,A. Tielens,and
F. Witteborn, NASA/AmesResearchCenter

I. Introduction
I

The unidentified emission features are a group of broad
emission bands found between 3.3 and 11.3 _m in many objects which
emit uv radiation and are associated with dust. The features emit
a substantial fraction of the energy in this wavelength range, and
must therefore be an important constituent of the material around
these objects (Dwek et al, 1980). The association of the features
with any material has eluded investigators since their discovery
by Gillett et al (1973). We embarked on a two phase approach to
the problem in an attempt to better define the factors affecting
the features. First we wanted to expand the number of objects
with good spectra between 3 and 13 pm to look for correlations of
the features with each other and with chemical and physical
conditions, and secondly to examine several positions in a single
region (the Orion Bar) where the chemical compostion was
homogeneous, but the physical conditions varied.

II. The Observations

The observations were carried out with the Faint Object
Grating Spectrometer (FOGS) described by Witteborn and Bregman
(1984). The FOGS is a multidetector liquid helium cooled grating
spectrometer employing 24 Si:Bi photoconductive detectors. On the
KAO, it operates from about 5.2 to 8.0 pm with a coverage of 0.12
pm per detector. The detector outputs are multiplexed so that a
spectrum covering the entire wavelength range is obtained at one
time. The aperture on the KAO is 1.5mm, corresponding to a FWHM
of 21". The FOGS was also used on the NASA/Steward 60" telescope
on Mt. Lemmon, but with a Imm aperture, corresponding to an
effective aperture of 6". The wavelength coverage at Mt. Lemmon
was 8.0 to 13.0 pm with a coverage of .22 _m per detector.

Spectra of the Orion Bar region were obtained at several
positions along a North-South line centered on position 4 (Becklin
et al, 1976), which is roughly the peak of the 10pm emission. On
the KAO, 4 positions I0" apart were observed, while at Mt. Lemmon,
spectra were taken every 5" from 20" south of postion 4 to ID"
north of postion 4.

III. Discussion of the spectra

Figure 1 shows the spectrum of the bipolar nebula HD44179
(the Red Rectangle) from 5.2 to 8.0 pm. We show this spectrum as
illustrative of the unidentified features. There is a sharp peak
at 6.2 pm, and a broader feature at roughly 7.7 pm. The 7.7 _m
feature is much broader than any of the other features, and it is
difficult to accurately establish its centra! wavelength. In
addition, we point out that the 6.2 pm peak is superimposed on a
broad pedastal. This feature also appears in our data of some
planetary nebulae. 140



Figure 2 shows the variation of the 12 pm continuum in a 6"
beam at several positions taken in a N-S cut across the Orion Bar.

The distribution of continuum brightness with position can be
i understood by radiation originating from the Trapezium stars to

the north heating the dust on the edge of a cloud in which the
density is linearly increasing to the south. An optical depth of
one for the heating radiation is obtained between 10 and 15" south

" of position 4, close to.the edge of the hydrogen ionization front.

One way to determine which features are associated with each

other is to show that the features vary with respect to each other
at different postions in the Bar. Going from north to south
across the Bar, the density is increasing while the amount of uv
flux is decreasing. If the features all come from the same
material, then they should all vary together. Figure 3 shows the
variation of the 6.2 and 7.7 pm features with position in the Bar.
Both features have been divided by the continuum to remove, to
first order, the effects of differing amounts of material along
the line of sight at the different positions. Since the beam size
was comparable to the width of the Bar, any differences between
the two features might be washed out. The results are that the

features have roughly the same distribution, with the_7.7 _m

feature perhaps _slightly stronger at postion 4 than the 6.2 _m
feature. Figure 4 shows the results of the observations obtained
at Mt. Lemmon for the wing of the 7.7 _m feature (taken as the sum
of the detectors at 8.0, 8.2, and 8.4 Dm), the 8.6 _m feature, the
11.3 _m feature, and the 12.8 _m NeII line. At the position I0"
north of position 4, there is a strong ArIII line (9.0 _m) and
essentially no NeII line, indicating that the He + ionization front
lies between 5 and i0" north of postion 4. The unidentified
features also get much weaker or disappear entirely at that
pgsition, indicating that the material responsible for the
features cannot survive the higher energy uv photons present to
the north. This is a real effect, since ratios to the continuum
are plotted rather than the intensities of the features. The edge
of the H_ ionization front is between 15 and 20" south of position
4 as indicated by the disappearance of the NeII line. Once again
the unidentified features get much weaker at this point,
indicating that uv photons more energetic than 13.6 eV excite the
features more efficiently than do the lower energy photons which
heat the dust responsible for the 12 pm continuum. Alternatively,
it is also possible that the optical depth for the photons which
can excite the features is higher than for the photons which can
heat the dust.

The most surprising result is that the 7.7 _m feature has a
more peaked distribution with postion than either the NeI1 line or
the 11.3 pm feature. The data on the 8.6 pm feature is more
uncertain as it is a weak feature. The most straightforward
interpretationois that the 7.7 and 11.3 _m features arise from
different materials. However, it isalso possible that the two
features arise from different groups-that are uncoupled in a
single material.
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IV. Comparison with theory

When Dwek et al (1980) reviewed the suggested mechanisms for
exciting the unidentified features, they concluded that the most
likely mechanism was thermal heating of small dust grains (about
i00_ ) to about 300 K by uv radiation. Duley and Williams (1981)
suggested that the small grains were graphite-like, partially
covered with hydrogen, and surface groups such as CH and NH °

gave rise to the features. The discovery of the features in
reflection nebulae with a hot continuum (about i000 K) led

Sellgren (1984) to propose very small grains (about i0_ diameter)
which were momentarily heated to i000 K by absorption of single uv
photons. Leger and Puget (1984) pointed out that the infrared
properties of such small dust grains are more like molecules than
graphite, and proposed that polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons
containing 50-100 atoms could account for the features.

Unfortunately, there are no laboratory spectra of such large
molecules, and the largest molecule which had an infrared spectrum

that they could find in the literature was coronene (C24H12), for
which the correlation is not very good.

The suggestion of large aromatic molecules can be tested in
the following manner. Figure 5 (adapted from Rosen and Novakov,
1977) shows the vibrational Raman spectrum of small carbon
particles. The two strong features at 6.2 pm and 7.7 _m, and a
weaker feature at 8.6 pm, are all due to the C=C skelatal modes of
the particles. The ratio of the 6.2 to 7.7 pm features is in
agreement with the astronomical spectra if the particle sizes are
less than about 30-40_ (Tunistra and Koenig, 1970). Thus, there
should be a strong correlation between the 6.2 and 7.7 _m features
if they are due to C=C modes in large aromatic molecules. The
feature at 3.3 _m can be identified With the C-H stretch and the
11.3 9m feature with the C-H out of plane bend in aromatic
molecules, so they should not necessarily correlate as well with
the 6.2 or 7.7 pm features, as the molecules may not all have the
same number of hydrogen atoms attached. Figure 6 shows the
correlation between the 6.2 and 7.7 _m features in a diverse
sample of objects, including planetary nebulae, bipolar nebulae,
HII regions, and reflection nebulae. (The figure is taken from
Simpson et al, 1984). The correlation is nearly one-to-one, which
is remarkable considering the range of objects and observers used
to assemble the data. The other features do not correlate nearly
as well. The second test derives from the observation that the

wavelength of the 11.3 _m feature in aromatic molecules depends on
the number of neighboring hydrogen atoms. For a fully hydrogen
covered aromatic molecule, the feature appears at longer
wavelengths (11.9 pm for coronene) than for a partially
hydrogenated molecule. The Orion Bar is an ionization front that
is eating into a molecular cloud to the south (Schloerb and Loren,

1982). Duley and Williams (1981) pointed out that the hydrogen
atoms in a large aromatic molecule are more easily removed than
the carbon atoms. If the molecules are saturated in the molecular

cloud, then as they spend more time in the uv field (to the north
in the Bar), they should become less and less saturated and the
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11.3 pm feature should shift to shorter wavelengths. Figure 7
shows the ratio of detector 18 to detector 17 (approximately

Ii.47pm/ii.23 pm). The I1.3 _m feature shifts monotonically to
shorter wavelengths going from south to north, supporting the ideaQ

that the ll.3 pm feature is due to the C-H out of plane bend in a
partially hydrogenated aromatic molecule. The different behavior
of the 7.7 and ll.3 pm features across the Bar can also be

• understood with this model, since the strength of the 7.7 _m
feature depends on a bulk mode of the molecule, while the ll.3 pm
feature is affected by the surface chemistry, and the two
processes are independent.

V. Conclusions

In summary, we list the following conclusions:

1. There is a broad bump underlying the 6.2 pm feature in HD44179
and some planetary nebulae.

2. The features can exist in both the ionized and non-ionized

hydrogen regions, but only in regions in which helium is neutral.

3. The 7.7 and ll.3 pm features vary independently across the
Orion Bar, indicating that either they arise from differnt
material, or from uncoupled modes of the same material.

4. There is a striking correlation between the 6.2 and 7.7 pm
features over nearly 3 orders of magnitude in observed strength.

5. The peak wavelength of the I1.3 _m feature shifts to shorter
wavelengths going from the molecular cloud to the south across the
ionization front to the north.

6. The observations support the suggestion that the features
arise from partially hydrogenated polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons.
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Figure Captions

Figure I: The 5-8 pm spectrum of the Red Rectangle (HD44179)
showing the unidentified emission features at 6.2 and 7.7 pm.
Note the broad feature underlying the sharper 6.2 um emission
feature.

Figure 2: The brightness distribution of the 12 _m continuum in a
• 6" aperture of the Orion Bar. Observations are relative to

position 4 (Becklin et al, 1976) and were taken every 5" along a
N-S line. Flux has been normalized to 0.9 at position 4 for
display purposes.

Figure 3: The distribution of the 6.2 and 7.7 Dm features as
ratios to the continuum at 6.8 pm along a N-S line centered on
postion 4 in the Orion Bar. The curves haye been normalized to
1.0 at postion 4.

Figure 4: The distribution of the 7.7, 8.6, and ll.3 _m features
and the 12.8 _m NeII emission line as ratios to the 12 _m
continuum along a N-S line in the Orion Bar. The various curves
are labeled, and are offset vertically for clarity of display.
All curves are normalized to 1.0 at position 4. The symbols at
the bottom right indicate the zero's for each curve.

Figure 5: The Raman vibrational spectrum of exhaust from an
untuned automobile engine (adapted from Rosen and Navakov, 1978).
The emission peaks are due to skeletal modes of C=C bonds in small
carbon rings.

Figure 6: The correlation of the 6.2 _m feature with the 7.7 um
feature.

Figure 7: The ratio of detectors 18 to 17 (longer to shorter
wavelengths) versus postion in the Orion Bar. The ll.3 9m feature

shifts from channel 17 to channel 18 with position going from
north to south.
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PHOTOIONIZATION STRUCTURE OF THE ORION NEBULA

J. P. Simpson, M. R. Haas, R. H. Rubin, and E. F. Erickson
NASA Ames Research Center

ABSTRACT

Observations of the [0 III] lines at 52 and 88_m and the [N III] line at
57_n have been made at 6 positions in the Orion Nebula to probe the

ionization structure of the nebula. The six positions form a line or "cut"
south from and including the Trapezium. Electron densities and abundance

ratios of N++/0 +. have been calculated and compared to other radio and
optical observations. The new observations tend to confirm the predictions

that the effects of heavy element opacity in the ionized gas can cause the N++
zone to extend appreciably beyond the O++ zone.

INTRODUCTION

There are many advantages in including infrared forbidden lines in any
study of the photoionization structure of an H II region. The chief

advantage is that lines from ionization states that do not have optical

forbidden lines are available. Such lines include lines from N++ at 57 um,
C+ at 158 _ml, Ne+ at 12.8 um, S+++ at 10.5 _m, and Ar+ at 8.99 _n.
Additional advantages are that the lines are less affected by extinction
than optical lines and not at all by scattering.

The ionization structure of the Orion Nebula has long been studied by
optical means. One important study was that of 0sterbrock and Flather

(1959) who compared the intensities of H8, [O II] 3727, and [O III] 5007 out

to a distance of 30 arc min from the exciting stars in the Trapezium.
Simpson (1973) used these ratios to define the ionization structure in her

ad hoc model of the Orion Nebula. A spherically symmetric therma! and

ionization equilibrium model such as those by Rubin (1968, 1984) and Simpson

and Rubin (1984) does not reproduce these line ratios because they imply too
many singly ionized ions in the center and too many doubly ionized ions at
great distances from the exciting stars. However, as can be seen from
continuum observations, the Orion Nebula is also a reflection nebula. There

Is a hole in the dust distribution in the center (O'Dell and Hubbard 1965,
Simpson 1973, Schiffer and Mathis 1974) wlth the result that the inner

several arc min of the nebula are negligibly affected by scattering

(Peimbert 1982). Peimbert (1982) also finds that any optical lines farther
than about 12' from the Trapezium are produced entirely by scattered light.

Another problem concerns the ionization of nitrogen relative to oxygen.

Because nitrogen and oxygen have similar ionization potentials, Peimbert and
' Costero (1969) assumed that their ionization structures are identical and

that one could correct for the missing N++ in an abundance study by
multiplying N+/H + by the ratio (O+ + O++)/ + "O . Pelmbert and Torres-Pelmbert

(1977) (hereafter PT-P) and Torres-Peimbert, Peimbert, and Daltabuit (1980)

(hereafter T-PPD) extended their study over many more points in the Orion o
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Nebula to obtain an N+/O + ratio of 0.10, which they also give as the N/O
• ratio. However, a line from N++ can now be observed in the far infrared at

57 Hm, as can lines of O++ at 52 and 88 _m. All tl_ese lines are very

density sensitive (the optica! lines are temperature sensitive), but the
density can be determined from the 0 III 52/88 ratio. If the ratio of N/O

° can be determined from N+/O +, it should in principle also be determinable
from N++/O++. Lester et al. (1983) in their study of these three lines,

found that the N++/O++ ratio typically is 0.2 or higher, and 0,33 for the
Orion Nebula itself!

We discovered in our ongoing program of H II region modeling (Rubin,

Hollenbach, and Erickson 1983; Simpson and Rubin 1984; Rubin 1984) that in

our models, the N++ ionization zone is usually larger than the 0++ zone, and
that the ratio N++/O ++ is larger for regions excited by lower temperature

stars and for regions where the matter is clumped. Although the Orion
Nebula is excited by a hotter star of ~4000OK, all previous studies have

shown that the gas must_be clumped. In the observations described in this
paper we try to examine the N++/O++ ratio as a functlon of position in the

nebula to see if it changes as the models predict and to examine the
hypothesis that the optical line strengths are affected by scattering. Our

results are that at 3.75' from the Trapezium, scattering is not significant

but that better signal/noise is needed at the outer positions to demonstrate

conclusively that the N++ ionization zone is larger than the 0++ zone.

OBSERVATIONS

The Orion Nebula was observed on November 23, 1983 wlth the Kuiper Airborne
Observatory. Mars (Simpson et al. 1982) was the calibration source. The

cooled grating spectrometer described by Erickson et al. (1984) was used
with a resolving power -5000. The results are given in Table I.

Integration times of 5 sec per scan were used; the number of scans per
observation is also given in the table. The beam size was -35" and the
chopper throw was 4'. Since both Mars and the Orion Nebula were at the same

elevation angle, water vapor corrections were accomplished by dividing

source by standard; some residual correction may still be required.

RESULTS

From the O III 52/88 Hm line ratio, we have derived the electron
densities in Table I. The collisional excitation crossections of Aggarwal

et al. (1982) were used. Using these densities and the 57/52 _ml ratio, we

derived values of N++/O ++ in Table I. Fortunately, with the most recent

crossections for N.. (Nussbaumer and Storey 1979) and 0.., the 57/52 _m
ratio is not very sensitive to density; the error bars for N++/O ++ are those
of 57/52. As we predicted, the N++/O ++ ratio does increase with distance

• from the Trapezium (position PI), but the error bars are of the same order

as the effect. More observations to improve the signal/noise are needed.

° Using the 52 _n line strengths and the derived electron densities, we
also compute the emission measure in 0++, defined as
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EM(O ++) = J NeN(O ++) dl cm -6 pc.

We can compare this quantity directly with values calculated for visible [0 III]

5007A lines, which are sensitive to electron temperature but not density.

These quantities are plotted in Fig. I for our 6 positions, 9 of the
positions of PT-P and T-PPD, and the radio peak position of Lester,

Dinersteln, and Rank (1979) (LDR); An electron temperature of 9000K was
used for the optica! lines. Our positions form a line or "cut" directly

south from the Trapezium; the other positions were chosen to be as near to

our positions as possible since there is a lot of structure in the Orion

Nebula. (In particular, we wanted to demonstrate the effect of the bar, but
we wanted to avoid the region near e2Ori, which has its own separate H II

region (Peimbert 1982).) We also plotted some of the 52 um measurements of
Furniss et al. (1983) and Lester et al. (1983). Our emission measures agree
well with the optical measurements, but less well with the other infrared

measurements. The problem may be beam size corrections. The optical
measurements were all made with narrow slits (4 to 10" by 10 to 78") whereas
the other infrared measurements were made with either a 52" beam (Lester et
al.) or a 1.65' beam (Furniss et al.).

Determining the ionic abundance ratio of O++/H + is more difficult

because one must use a measurement of H +, either as HB (optical

measurements) or the radio free-free continuum. In Fig. 2 we have plotted
small beam radio brightness temperatures and the HB measurements of PT-T

scaled to 5 GHz for a line south from the Trapezium. There are two lines

for Martin and Gull (1976) - the solid line is south from the Trapezium and
the dashed line is sout_ from the radio peak. Their beam was 20" in that

direction, and shows the bar clearly. The VLA map of Johnston et al.
(1983) is also plotted, even though the absolute flux levels are
substantially lower. It was made at 4.8 GHz with a 16"x13" beam. The map

of Rodriguez and Chaisson (1978) was made at 23.4 GHz with an 80" beam and

shows the sharp fall-off beyond the bar but none of the structure within the
bar. The map of Wilson and Pauls (1984) was also made at 23 GHz with a 43"

beam and is similar. The other maps were made by Johnston and Hobbs (1969)

with a 1.6' beam at 9.55 mm and by Schraml and Mezger (1969) with a 2' beam
at 1.95 cm. These last 4 maps show the outer structure of the H II region

that the interferometer maps do not, but they are badly degraded by their

poor resolution about 4' from the Trapezium. We attemped synthesis of these
maps (necessary for our modeling anyway), which we plot as EM(H +) in Figure

I. The center position in Fig. I actually corresponds to the radio peak,

but the bar position is that of the Trapezium cut. The abundance ratio O++/H +
is the ratio of EM(O ++) and EM(H +) in Fig. I.

CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that our observations of O++ agree well with optical observations,

thereby showing that scattering does not affect the optical lines strongly

at 3' from the Trapezium. We also show that the ratio of N++/O ++ does

increase with distance from the exciting stars, in accordance with model
predictions, although further observations are necessary to quantify the

effect. In particular, N III should be measured at position P6, and

preferably at a new position P7 as well.
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TABLE I

OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS

_" W/cm2(x1E17)

Position at 52, Number Ratio 52/88

e(1950) 88,and of N++/O ++

6(1950) 57 _n Scans Ne

PI 21.1±0.3 24 6.2±0.5 0.22±16%
5 32 49 3.4±0.2 12 4680

-5 25 16 2.7±0.4 24

P2 15.5±0.7 12 5.I±0.5 O.20±33%

5 32 49 3.1±0.2 12 3020
-5 26 01 1.8±0.5 12

P3 15.3±0.4 8 3.9±0.3 0.23±18%

5 32 49 4.0±0.2 12 1820
-5 26 46 2.2±0.3 24

P4 4.9±0.3 12 2.8±0.4 0.34±32%

5 32 49 1.8±0.1 12 1050
-5 27 31 1.2±0.3 16

P5 1.1±0.3 24 1.9±0.7 0.48±60%

5 32 49 0.5±0.08 24 575

-5 28 16 O.4±0.14 20

P6 O.4±0.1 24 >1.9

5 32 49 <0.2 12 560

-5 29 01
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. I. The emission measure of 0++ is plotted as a function of distance
from the Trapezium. The dashed line is the emission measure for
hydrogen that will be used in the model.

Fig. 2. The radio brightness temperature scaled to 5 GHz is plotted for a
cut south from the Trapezium. The H6 measurements of PT-P as scaled to
5 GHz are also plotted.
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1.5 - 3.5 MICRON SPECTROSCOPY OF THE ORLON H2 SOURCE

D. S. Davis and H. P. Larson

University of Arizona
and

R. Hofmann

• Max-Planck-lnstitut f_r Physik und Astrophysik

Molecular hydrogen in the interstellar medium: We present here a synopsis
of our current research involving near-infrared airborne spectroscopy of the
Orion molecular hydrogen emission line source. Since its discovery by our
group (Gautier et.al. 1976), the Orion source has been the most studied of

all H9 emission line regions. Because H2 is inferred to be the most abundant
molecular species in the interstellar medium, it is of paramount importance

to understand its behavior and distribution in that medium. H2 observations
are difficult because the molecule does not possess a permanent electric

dipole moment, precluding dipole transitions. It is, however, detected in
absorption against background starlight (Carruthers 1970) via UV electronic
transitions and in the IR through electric quadrupole rotation-vibration
(Gautier et.al. 1976) and pure rotation (Beck et.al. 1979) emission lines.
The primary goal of our continuing studies of the Orion source has been

the quantitative description of the physical parameters of this region, in
the context of their relationships to other members of the complex family
of Orion objects (molecular clouds, compact IR sources, H II regions, shock

fronts, etc.). In this spirit we have made Orion H2 studies the primary
objectives of two of our KA0 flight programs, those of February 1979 and
February 1983. Airborne facilities are required because many of the relevant
IR transitions are obscured from the ground by terrestrial water vapor.

Airborne spectroscopy of the Orion source in 1979: The 1979 observations
were undertaken in order to address several inconsistencies in existing

interpretations of the H2 temperature and foreground extinction that had
res_Ited from earlier ground-based measurements. The instrumentation
employed was the new University of Arizona high resolution Fourier transform
spectrometer (Davis et.al. 1980) in its initial airborne applications. The
resulting spectrum (see figure i) yielded, in addition to the desired

improvement in H2 temperature and extinction parameters, some very peculiar
and totally unexpected information about the source (Davis et.al. 1982). In
summary, the 1979 results indicated that:

(i) H9 v=l rotational temperature = 1540 i i00 oK
(2) THe source reddening between 4126 and 4712 cm:I (the v=l.0 Q(3) and

S(1) lines, respectively) was 0.59 ± 0.06 magnitude.
(3) The v=l-_OQ(6) line was missing from the spectrum. This was attributed

to possible absorption by CN or HF in the foreground molecular cloud.

(4) The H2 ortho/para species ratio was enhanced above its expected 3:1
value to 3.5:1, indicating significant net nuclear spin polarization
of the molecule.
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Additional airborne observations in 1983: Subsequent observations were
undertaken in 1983 for two compelling reasons. The first of these was a need

to determine the form of the extinction curve for the H^ source. All previous
measurements of fundamental source parameters, such as _emperature, lumin-
osity, etc., were predicated upon corrections for reddening and absolute
extinction derived from assumed "standard" extinction curves. Probably the

best extinction data to date werelthOse of Beckwlth et.al. (1983), who
could not discriminate between l- and van de Hulst #15 forms for the near-

infrared curve applicable to the Orion region. The second reason for new
observations was the reporting in late 1982 (Geballe and Wade 1983) of

observations of the H2 v=l-+OQ(6) llne that had been absent in the 1979 data.
Therefore, since Q(6) might be tlme-variable, perhaps the source exhibits
other temporal effects. Of course, investigation of any such variation
requires repeated observations.

Figure 2 displays the H? lines recorded in February 1983 (in addition to
the lines shown, the v=l.0 Q(9), Q(8) and S(4) lines were also detected, but
only at the io uncertainty level). These lines cover a much broader spectral
passband (1.5 - 3.5 _m) than do the 1979 data, and facilitate the determin-
ations of the Orion extinction curve.

A preliminary curve derived from these data is shown in figure 3. This
curve was derived by performing repeated blvariate least-squares fits of
molecular temperature and curve form, using weighting factors derived from

uncertainties in measured li_e intensities. The best fit in the 1.5 - 3.5
_m spectral region is the %-- curve s_own, although it does not fit in the
vicinity of the 0(4) line at 3329 cm-_. The excess extinction encountered

there is almost certainly due to the "3.1 micron" broad absorption feature
common to many molecular clouds. Comparison of this excess extinction to
known properties of the foreground Orion medium (Merrill et.al. 1976) and
use of llne coincidence studies reported earlier (Davis et.al. 1982) should
help establish at what depth within the cloud, with respect to the IR cluster,

the H2 emission is located. The other variable in the least-squares fit, the
v=l rotational temperature, has been found to be 1630 ± 150 °K, in good
agreement with earl£er results (Davis et.al. 1982; Beckwith et.al. 1983).
Figure 4 shows, on an expanded scale, the fundamental Q-branch spectra

recorded approximately four years apart. The Q(6) line has indeed appeared
(or reappeared, as the case may be). Clearly the simple foreground line
absorption model proposed earlier for the absence of Q(6) cannot be correct;
more complex models are being investigated. Other interesting questions
present themselves: Is this observed line variation unique, or is it repe-
titive? What time scales are involved? Does the source exhibit other time-
variable behavior?

Because of the broad, multiplexed spectral passband of the 1983 data, which
includes significant portions of the thermal infrared region beyond 2.5 _m,

the observations were carried out under thermal background nolse-llmited
conditions. This resulted in a somewhat higher spectral noise level than
that encountered in the 1979 data, and, as a result, determination of the

ortho/para-H2 abundance ratio is less reliable in the new data set than in
the earlier one. The 1983 data yield a ratio of 3.0 ± 1.0, which can neither
confirm nor refute the earlier finding of an enhanced ratio. We are, therefore,
continuing our investigations of the peculiarities associated with the
previous findings.
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Future observations: Based upon the interesting implications of the data
recorded in 1979 and 1983, there is ample justification for future airborne

spectroscopy of the Orion H? source. Spectral coverage should be extended
into the infrared in order Eo further quantify the extinction characteristics
of the foreground medium and to improve determinations of the basic physical

parameters of the region. In addition, the object requires periodic monitor-
ing for continued variability and/or other strange behavior. Extended spatial
coverage may prove fruitful, and new explanations for the observed source
peculiarities are certain to yield fascinating insights into the physics
of this complex region.

This research is supported by NASA Grant NGR-03-002-332.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure  1. - Orion H peak 1 and lunar  comparison s p e c t r a  recorded from t h e  2 KAO during February 1979. 

F igure  2. - Sec t iona l  d i sp l ay  of H2 peak 1 l i n e s  recorded from t h e  KAO 
dur ing  February 1983. 

F igure  3. - D i f f e r e n t i a l  e x t i n c t i o n  curve derived from t h e  1983 da t a .  Curve 
is normalized t o  t h e  S(1) l i n e .  

F igure  4.  - Deta i led  comparison of Q-branch spec t r a  recorded fou r  years  a p a r t .  
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NGC 2024: Multi-Wavelength Infrared and Radio Observations
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ABSTRACT

A series of far infrared maps obtained on the KAO find the
total IR luminosity of NGC 2024 is 4 x 10_ L , and show a peak in
flux density and optical depth about i' sout_ of IRS 2 High
resolution spectra of IRS 2 in Brackett s and Pfund y indicate the
presence of an optically thick wind with M -"7 x 10-7 M yr-* from

• . O '
which we infer that IRS 2 is unable to supply the lumlnosity
observed. A six centimeter continuum map peaks near the location
of the far-infrared peak, confirming it as a likely site for a
source to provide this luminosity. Maps in HCN, CS, and H^CO show
the gas is dense in the direction of the far IR peak. Vel_city
analysis shows the HII region created by the far IR source and IRS
2 forms an expanding bubble in front of which the HgCO is seen in
absorption, and which is bounded in the south and b_hind by dense
material.

*E. O. Hulburt Center for Space Research, Naval Research
Laboratory.
ZVisiting Astronomer at the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope.
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_Wyoming Infrared Observatory, University of Wyoming.
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'Astronomy Department, University of Illinois.
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I. INTRODUCTION

• NGC 2024 (Orion B) is located about 3.5° north of the Orion
Nebula, and partly because of its more famous neighbor has been
somewhat neglected observationally. Across its roughly circular 5'
shape is a dark lane of dust running north-south, behind which
Grasdalen (1974) found two IR sources: IRS 1 at the western edge of
the lane, and IRS 2 near the center• Thompson, Thronson, and
Campbell (1981) observed the BrY line from IRS 1 and 2, and con-
cluded from an analysis assuming Case B optically thin recombin-
ation that they had insufficient luminosity to power the cloud.

We have used the Kuiper Airborne Observatory and the Yerkes
Far-Infrared photometer to produce a series of maps of NGC 2024 in
four colors, and to obtain refined measurements of the luminosity
and optical depth distribution of the cloud• As users of KAO
equipment rather than instrument developers, our program has
emphasized complementary multi-wavelength observations of FIR
sources using the airplane data as a base. In the case of NGC 2024
we have complementary near-IR spectra of IRS 2 in Br a and PfY, and
radio observations in 6 cm continuum, in 2-1 CS and i-0 HCN in

emission, and ii0-Iii H2CO in absorption•

II. HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTRA OF IRS 2: BR_ AND PF¥

We have used the UKIRT facility on Mauna Kea, Hawaii with the
cooled grating spectrometer CGS-2 and a warm Fabry-Perot to measure
the strengths and shapes of the hydrogen recombination lines Br_ at
4.05 _m and PfY at 3.75 _m__rom IRS 2. The velocity resolution of
the system was = 40 km sec , and the beam width was 5_4. Figure 1
shows the results. Both lines are re_olved, and have wings
extending out to a FWZI = 240 km/sec- . Table 1 lists the observed
line fluxes, including for Br¥ the result of Thompson, Thronson,
and Campbell (1981). These observed fluxes are contaminated by
radiation from the optically thin surrounding HII region (see §IV).
In Table 2 the line ratios are presented, corrected for contribu-
tions from the HII region and for an extinction of A = 20-.
Because these two lines are relatively close togethe_ in wavelength
their flux ratio is not sensitive to the exact value of A , which
we have taken from our measurements of _(60_m) (see §III)Vand
assuming IRS 2 lies near the center of the cloud• The resultant
ratios are significantly larger than can be explained by Case B
recombination, and together with the broad wings show that an
optically thick, ionized wind is emanatin_ from IRS 2. Thompson,
Thronson, and Cambell had derived A = 12_ assuming thin Case B
recombination, v

A wide range of young stars have been found with broad and/or
• thick recombination lines. Persson et al. (1984) summarize Br_

observations of objects whose luminosity range from over 10SL_(BN)
to _10L (HL Tau), and Smith et al. (1984) report evidence fo_ a
wind in B5 whose L _ 105 . Th--e--_eoryof Krolik and Smith (1981)

• or Simon et al. (1983) r_lates mass loss rates to the strength of
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the recombination lines. Applying that formulation t9 the o_serva-
tions of IRS 2 we derive a mass loss rate M _ 7 x 10-- M yr--.• , , O
Black and Willner (1984) reach a slmllar concluslon. Thls rate
would produce a radio continuum flux of _ 1 mJy, well below the

observational limit of = 20 mJy _ee SIV). Bally and Lada (1983)
found broad wings out to 35 km s In the 1-0 CO emission from NGC
2024, indicating outflow, but they did not map the CO lobes to be
able to estimate mass loss rates. Persson et al. point out a
roughly linear relation between log F (Bra) and log L, in these
objects over a range of log 5. _ 5. If this relation applies to
IRS 2, the intrinsic luminosity of that source would be L _ 3 x 10:
L_, corresponding to a luminosity from a star which is about B2
ZKMS. We have measured the total far IR luminosity of NGC 2024 to
be 4 x 10_. IRS 1 is classified as BO.5V with L _ 2 x 10_ Lo
(Johnson and Mendoza, 1964). Our conclusion then, in agreement
with that of Thompson, Thronson, and Campbell (1981) and Black and
Willner (1984), is that an additional source of ionization is
needed in NGC 2024.
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III. FAR-IR MAPS FROM THE KAO

We observed NGC 2024 from the KAO using the Yerkes 7-element
array photometer, with an angular resolution of each element of
49". Four IR filters were employed: 3 narrow band with effective
wavelengths at 40 _m, 60 pm, and i00 _m, and a long-pass filter
with a cut-on at =140 _m. More specific details of the far-IR
observations and results on NGC 2024 can be found in Thronson et

" al. (1984). Figure 2a shows the 60 Pm flux density map, with t--he
p--_itionsof IRS 1 & 2 indicated. A peak of flux density is found
about I' south of IRS 2, and the maps in other wavelengths also
show a peak at this same position. By a_proxlmating the wavelength
dependence of the dust emissivity as _sl " we can find a dust
temperature by fitting the wavelength data to the relation
F =TB.(T=)n, where n is the beam solid angle. At the FIR peak this
y{elds Tu= 48 -+7K, and a value of _(60 Pm) _ 0.3. Figure 2b
presents a map of r(60_m), which also shows a peak at the maximum
of flux density. Taking T(60_m) _ .003 A we conclude that at the
peak A = 100, and in the direction of IR_ 2 A = 50. Table 3
summarYzes the results of the KAO mapping. Th_ total far-infrared
luminosity of NGC 2024 is 4 -+.08 x 104 L^, using a distance of .5
kpc. This is more than can be provided b_ IRS 1 and 2. The far IR
peak we have found is likely to be associated with the additional
source of ionization.

m _ i i i , i
MG¢2O24

-_-sz' rio
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IV RADIO OBSERVATIONS

a) Six centimeter Continuum Results

We have obtained a continuum map of NGC 2024 at 4.83 GHz using
the NRAO VLA* with a beam size of =20", and a flux density at the
lowest contour of =20 mJy. The map appears as Figure 3. The
positions of IRS 1 & 2 are marked, as is the location of the
far-infrared peak and an H?O maser source. Of particular note in
this figure are the two continuum peaks, one located just to the
north of the far-IR peak, and one SW of IRS 2. Also noteworthy is
the sharp, unresolved edge to the ionization front in the south.
Grasdalen (1974) mapped the near IR continuum at 8.4 _m, and found
"aridge which peaks at the _osition of the far-IR peak, and whose
width (_20") and length (_8) resemble closely the shape of the
southern ionization ridge in Figure 3. We argue that the hot dust
in this 8.4 _m band is heated by photons producing the HII region
which, in view of its sharp southern edge, is probably ionization
bounded.
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Fig. 3: The radio continuum map a_2_.83 GHz& cleaned with arestoring beam of 18_7 x 6 pa 82 . The flux density
contours are -4, -2, 2, 4, 6, 8, i0, 20, 30, 40, 50,
60, 70, 80, and 90% of the peak flux density/beam which
is 1.26 Jy/beam. ,,U,,marks the position of an H20
maser.
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b) Line Maps in CS, HCN, and H2CO

We have used the NRAO* llm telescope at Kitt Peak to map the
source in Jr2-1 CS and J=l-0 HCN with a beam size of i_3. The map

" *The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is operated by Associated
Universities, Incorporated under contract to the National Science
Foundation.

in CS is shown in Figure 4, with the positions of IRS 1,2 and the
far-IR marked. Emission from Jr2-1 CS typically arises in regions

where cmnHa'_ i0' cm-', and from J=l-0 HCN in regions where nH _ 3x 104 . The maps in these lines, together with the map _f
z(60_m) (Figure 2b), show that the far IR peak is a region of high
volume density as well as high column density.

The line center VLg_ for HCN is 10.5 ± .2 kms'* along a
north-south cut throug_athe high density peak , with no evidence
for a gradient greater than .3 kms-I Looking 1!3 east or west of
this ridge, VL__ = i0 0 ± .2 kms-l, and looking another beam width
east or west glves vLSR = 9.5 t .03 kms-:. This is evidence that
the dark central ridge is expanding away from the cloud with V e 1
kms-*. The radial velocity of the strong molecular emission
elsewhere in the cloud is also _ 10.5 kms-* (Snell et al________.,1984).

We used the VLA to map H2CO in the i]_-111 absorption line,
with the same parameters as for the contr6uu_-map. Figure 5 shows
the peak absorption contours which occured at V[_ = 9.24 kms-*,
superimposed on the continuum outline. A much _5_e complete des-
cription of the VLA data is presented in Crutcher et al. (1984).
The points we want to emphasize here are the close correlation of
the overall H2CO contours with the optical dust lane, the two
absorption peaks close to the continuum peaks, and the velocity
difference between the H.CO (_9.3 kms-i) and the strong molecular
emission (el0.5 kms-*). ZThis new data provides our primary
evidence that the HII region is in an expanding bubble, with
substantial material on the far side of the far-IR peak. This
evidence was lacking when we concluded in Thronson et al. (1984)
that there was little material on the back side.
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Fig. 5: The apparent optical depth distribution of HgCO 6 cm
Fig. 4: The corrected antenna temperature line, at V S - 9.24 kms-*. The contours ar_ labeled
_istribution for CS, with contours are labeled by 10 time_ _he optical depth, and the outer contour is
in Kelvins. from the 6 cm continuum map. This velocity is selected

w because it contains most of the absorbing material.
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V. DISCUSSION AND MODELING

The radial velocities of CS in this study, and in Snell et al.

(1984), indicate the dense gas has V = 10.5 kms-*. The velocity of

H^CO absorption, _9.3 kms -l and the velocity of HCN to the east

a6d west of the ridge (9.5 kms -* at 2:6 away) are evidence that we

are viewing material expanding in a bubble, with H2CO seen in
absorption against the radio continuum. Behind thls expanding HII °

region lies the material with V = i0.5 kms -l, and which has fairly

constant velocity in a north-south cut through the far IR peak. To
the north of the far IR peak Krugel et al. (1982) find that radio

recombination line velocities increase systematically, reaching
velocities toward us of _ I0 kms -x relative to the southern gas.

They conclude this flow expands northward into low-density
material, where it extends beyond the parent cloud and may be

density bounded. To the south of the far IR peak lies an

ionization bounded edge with high HgCO optical depths and strong
8.4 um continuum, indicating a very-dense hot dust band. The flow

is apparently constrained in the south by this material, and behind
as viewed from the earth. Star formation in this source has

therefore proceeded from north to south, and is still continuing

with the H^O maser further to the south being a signpost of ongoing
star-formation.

The near IR recombination line spectra show that IRS 2 has a

wind with M = 7 x i0 -_ M_yr -l which is undoubtedly responsible for
powering some of this bu6ble. Yet if IRS 2 resembles the other

objects with flows seen in Br a, it only has L = 3 x l0 s L , whereas

the far IR maps find 4 x i0 _ Ln for the cloud. The far I_ peak
found i' south of IRS 2 presumably corresponds to a star with the

missing luminosity. The expanding HII region from this highly

obscured star shapes the southern portion of the expanding bubble.
The radio continuum peak near it is produced from UV from the star.

The second compact continuum peak to the north, just below IRS 2,
probably results from the interaction between the wind from IRS 2
and the HII region of the far IR source which is expanding toward
and around it.

This work was supported in part by NASA grant NAG 2-134.

Discussion following Presentation

G. Grasdaien, and also E. Becklin and collaborators, indicated

that unpublished near IR maps of NGC 2024 show the presence of many

(_i0) sources along the southern dense band, near the far IR peak.

N. Evans and collaborators have additional HgCO line maps in pre-
paration which substantiate our interpretation that behind the HII

region lies dense cloud material.
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Far-Infrared Photometry of Low-Mass Pre-Main-Sequence Stars with Broad
CO Wings

Neal J. Evans II, Russell M. Levreault and Paul M. Harvey
The University of Texas at Austin

ABSTRACT

A sample of 14 low-mass pre-main-sequence stars have been studied in the

far-infrared. There is evidence for outflowing material around twelve of

these stars; in most cases the evidence includes broad wings on the profiles

of the CO J=2.l line. Ten of the objects were detected (>50) at I00 _m,
and seven were mapped at 50 and I00 _m. The far-infrared emission makes

a significant contribution to the total luminosity of the objects (25-100%).

Even including this contribution, the force available from radiation pressure
is not sufficient to drive the outflows. Any process which taps the same

energy source as does the present stellar luminosity must have high eff-
iciency (_I in some cases).

INTRODUCTION

The ubiquity of stellar winds, jets, and other manifestations of outflow
from young stellar objects has become increasingly apparent in recent

years. These outflows are important for our understanding of early stellar
evolution, molecular cloud dynamics, and the general phenomenon of astro-
physical jets. Most of the recent work in this area has concentrated on

outflows from relatively massive objects (cf. Bally and Lada 1983; hereafter

BL), but it has also become clear that less massive stars are also producing
outflows (Knapp et al 1977; Calvet, Canto and Rodriguez 1983; Levreault

1983a, 1984). Evidence for outflow includes broad wings on millimeter
CO profiles, P Cygni profiles in optical emission lines (primarily Ha),

H2 emission, radio continuum or H recombination line emission, and optical

features like jets, Herbig-Haro objects, etc. In this paper we report on
some studies of relatively low mass stars (mostly less than 5 M ) which

show evidence for outflow. In most cases the outflow was detected by means
of a survey of CO J=2.l line wings (Levreault 1983b), but the exigencies

of flight planning have resulted in the presence of a few "ringers" in the
sample. Nonetheless, all but two of the sources have evidence for outflow

in one form or the other (see Table i). The primary motivations for the far-

infrared measurements were to determine the long-wavelength contribution to
the luminosity and to study the distribution of dust around the stars.

The latter goal was approached by obtaining far-infrared maps and by studying

the spectral energy distributions. The former goal has special significance
in several cases where no known optical or near-infrared candidate for the
driving source was known.
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OBSERVATIONS

. The observations were made with the 0.9m telescope of the Kuiper Airborne

Observatory (Cameron 1976) on the nights of 1983 November 6 and 1984
January 31, at an altitude of 12.5 km. The photometer has been described
by Wilking et al. (1984); for these observations we used beam sizes of 45"

• and 24" (FWHM) at 50 and i00 _m with chopper throws of 5 arcmin. Some

observations at 40 _m (24" beam) and 160 _m (50" beam) were also obtained.

Pointing was achieved by guiding on a nearby star (in some cases the target
object itself) visible in the focal plane. Relative pointing for the
purpose of mapping should be good to _5".

The calibration source was S140, for which flux densities into a 45" beam

were assumed to be 4590 Jy at 40 _m, 6600 Jy at 50 _m, 6900 Jy at i00 _m,
and 4330 Jy at 160 _m. Corrections for atmospheric attenuation were estim-
ated from the air mass of the source and the standard and an estimate for

the zenith water vapor column density. The large uncertainty in the latter
quantity causes an overall calibration uncertainty of about ±40%. The

criterion for detection of a source is a 5_ detection; once this level is

achieved, detections at other map positions in the same source require 3a.
For most sources, the procedure consisted of detection of the source and a

map with the 45" beam. If the source was strong and compact, a map with

the 24" beam was made. Finally, measurements at 40 and 160 _m were obtained
at the peak.

RESULTS

The peak flux densities are given in Table i for the fourteen objects
observed. The uncertainties given in Table i are statistical only. The
sources which were strong enough to map were all compact and showed little

deviation from circular or, in one case, elliptical symmetry. Consequently,
rather than plot maps, we have plotted the flux densities for east-west

and north-south cuts through the peak, superposed on beam profiles deter-

mined from scans of Mars (Lester, private communication). These plots
(for an example see Figure I) were used to determine source sizes and

integrated flux densities, by assuming a Gaussian source distribution.

The results are given in Table I. Ratios of integrated to peak flux den-
sities range from 1.0 to 5.3. Since the sources without size measurements

were those too weak to map effectively, their total flux and hence lumin-

osities may be underestimated. In addition, we are not sensitive to very
large scale, smooth far-infrared emission; the compact sources reflect the
dust distribution near the star and a more extensive distribution may also

be heated by the star. We plan to study the IRAS data archives to assess
the importance of extended emission.

Even though we may have underestimated the far-infrared flux densities,

even the present estimates indicate that the far-infrared energy cannot be
neglected in assigning a luminosity to these objects. Some representative
spectral energy distributions are plotted in Figure 2. Some of the s.e.d.'s

are essentially flat (in _S ) for wavelengths between i and i00 _m (eg.
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TABLE I. - INFRARED SOURCE PROPERTIES

Source Outflow Flux Densities Size TD .
Evidence 40 Hm 50 Hm i00 _m 160 _m

(Jy) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy) (arcsec) (K)

L 723 CO - <18 <9 - - -

V1331Cyg CO,He - <8 6.6±1.4 - - <55
BD+46°3471 CO,He - <13 <6 - - -
LkH_ 233 - - 24±3 17.1±1.2 - - 62±5

MWC 1080 CO,Ha - 54±5 86±2 - 35 45±2

(170) (280)
RNO 13 CO - <8 <4 - - -

RNO 15 CO - <8 <5 - - -

RNO 15 FIR a CO - 37±5 76±2 - <20, 42±2
T Tauri CO,H2,HII - 92±3 55±2 - 20D 67i3

(75)
DO Tauri - - <8 10.7±1.5 - - <50

V380 Or± CO,HII - 15±3 19±2 - 50 49±5
(80) (100)

Haro 4-255 FIR CO - 59±4 151±4 - <20 39±1

NGC 2316 H2 308±9 409±11 358±4 259±21 40@lO0_m 56±1
(370) (490) (800) (580) 20@50pm

Z CMa HII,H_ 358±6 445±7 390±5 391±14 20@100pm 56±I

(700) (700) <15@50pm

Flux densities in parentheses are integrated flux densities
Errors are statistical only
Limits are 3_, uncertainties are I_.

a
= L1455 FIR (Davidson and Jaffe 1984)b
extended east-west only

Z CMa); others rise steadily from 1 pm to 50 _m (eg. LkH_ 233); some appear

bimodal with peak around 3 pm and 50 pm (eg. MWC 1080); some are detected
only for % >i0 Hm (eg. NGC 2316); and some are detected only at % > 50 _m

(Haro 4-255 FIR, RNO 15 FIR). With one exception (Haro 4-255 FIR), the
spectral energy distributions have turned over bu i00 pm. We have estimated

the temperature of the dust grains emitting in the far-infrared by assuming
a %-I emissivity between 50 and i00 Hm. The flux densities produced by

such grains are plotted in Figure 2. The spectral energy distributions
were integrated over the range of frequencies covered by observations and

extrapolated to infinity by assuming grains with a % _ emissivity emitting
at a temperature such that their spectra peaks at the last observed point.

The results are given in Table 2; it can be seen that the far-infrared

(defined to be % > 20 pm for these purposes) provides a substantial fraction
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Figure I. East-west cuts through NGC 2316 at 50 and I00 _m

of the total luminosity, with LFIR/LTOT ranging upward from a minimum of
0.25 to 1.0 for those objects detected only in the far-infrared.

Harvey, Thronson and Gatley (1979) have interpreted flat s.e.d.'s as a

result of a centrally heated dust distribution with a density law like
n_r -I. For the sources with relatively flat s.e.d.'s we have checked this
picture by using the longest wavelength at which the s.e.d, is flat to

calculate a temperature and using that temperature and the source luminosity
to predict a size. The results are consistent with these predicted sizes,

except for Z CMa, where the observed size (_20") is considerably less
than the predicted size (>120").

DISCUSSION

In Table 2, we present the data on the outflows determined from CO

observations. The masses in the flows are determined from a preliminary
reduction of the CO data and should not be considered final. We assume

parameters for the flows which are typical of those objects with more
complete data: Tex = 15 K; T(J=2.I) = 2; X(CO) = 7x10 _. With these assump-
tions plus the intensity of the CO wings integrated over velocity and area,

we derive the flow masses (MFLOW) shown in Table 2; the results range from

a modest 0.012 Ms for RNO 13 to a whopping 14 Me for MWC 1080. These are
the masses of material swept up from the ambient cloud by the wind. The
extent of the flows and the characteristic velocity lead to an estimate

of the duration of the outflow (TFLOW); these range from 9xlO 3 years for
RNO 15 FIR to l0s years for V1331Cygni. We then obtain the mass loss rate

• in the stellar wind (M) averaged over the time TFLOW by equating the force
in the wind (Mvw) to that required to accelerate MFLOW to VFLOW:
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Mvw : _LowVFLoW/TFLOW (I)

Using estimates vw (the stellar wind velocity) where they are available
and assuming 300 km s "I where they are not, we obtain the mass loss rates

in Table 2 which range from 4x10 -8 Me yr -I for RNO 13 to 10 -5 M_ yr -I
for MWC 1080, the differences reflecting mostly differences in MFLOW.
Over the lifetime of its flow MWC 1080 has apparently lost nearly i Me.

For some of these objects, there are mass loss estimates based on radio
continuum or infrared recombination line data. In most cases, these est-
imates are less than those found from the molecular line data. Since these

estimates depend on the applicability of calculations which must make

particular assumptions about the velocity fields, we suspect that the mass

loss rates derived from the molecular line data are more reliable. They
also represent an average over the lifetime of the flow, while estimates

based on the ionized gas average over much shorter timescales. Consequently,
the discrepancy may reflect a decrease in the mass loss rate with time or

a sporadic outburst phenomenon.

X (/zm)
I I0 I00 I I0 I00

-7 I ! | i ! i

Z CMo oOo °o LkH_,33

-8 • • o_

: , i_ 2K
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Figure 2. Representative Spectral Energy Distributions
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Table 2. - Outflow Properties

Source Dist. L LFIR/L MFLOW _ ns

- (pc) Ls Ms _ yr -z

V1331Cyg 700 37 0.28 0.25 5x10 "s 22 .011

BD+46°3471 900 144 - 0.51 2.6xi0 -7 18 .006

MWC 1080 2200 7400 0.43 13.8 10 "s 20 .01
RNO 13 200 0.6 - 0.012 4x10 "8 960 .48

RNO 15 200 2.5 - 0.08: 2x10 "7 1370 .69

RNO 15 FIR 200 3.7 1.0 0.02: 9x10 "8 360 .18

T Tauri 140 16.9 0.32 0.084 1.4x10 -7 103 .043
V380 Ori 480 123 0.51 0.3 4x10 -7 48 .024

Haro 4-255 FIR 480 13 1.0 0.52 5x10 "7 570 .29

R CrA 160 Ii0 0.64 0.4 1.5x10 -6 200 .i

PV Cep 500 80 0.I 1.4 i0-_ 250 .17

Elias 1-12 900 165 0.3 1.2 2.5xi0 -6 230 .ii
LkH_ 198 I000 740 0.23 1.9 2.5xi0 "7 5.1 .003

: designatesan uncertain estimate

The second group are objects for which we combine our outflow

data with published far-infrared observations

Equation 1 provides us with an estimate of the average force exerted by
the stellar wind in accelerating the ambient molecular gas. If the stellar
wind were in turn driven by radiation pressure, we would have

Mvw = ns L/c (2)

where ns is the number of times a photon can be scattered or absorbed and

reradiated before it escapes. The quantity ns is given in Table 2 and
plotted versus L in Figure 3 for our data and the data of BL. Our data

fills in the low L part of the diagram and the tendency towards very high
ns (102-103 for many sources) found by BL clearly exists at low L as well.

Such high values of ns are extremely unlikely, especially for our sources
which generally have only modest extinctions.

Because radiation pressure does not appear to be a viable mechanism for

driving the stellar wind, let us consider some arbitrary mechanism which

converts stellar luminosity into stellar wind. The efficiency of this

conversion, _ = Pw/L, where Pw is the average power in the wind, is given by:

Pw = ½Mvw2 = MFLoWVFLoWvw/2TFLOW (3)
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where the second equality follows from equation I. We have computed g from

our data (Table 2) and from BL (their Tables I and 4). Note that Pw
differs from the "mechanical luminosity of the flow" (LHVF) computed byt

BL by a factor vw/VFLOW. This is due to BL's assumption that high velocity
flows expand so as to conserve energy, while we have assumed strict momentum
conservation. There is reason to believe that radiative losses in the

shocked stellar wind are significant enough to make the latter assumption

more nearly correct (Levreault 1983a). Figure 3 shows that £ is substantial

(>10 -2 for most cases) and that g m i for a number of sources ranging from

L = 1-103 L®. These high efficiencies are, if anything, more prevalent
in the lower mass stars in our sample. This extreme situation suggests
that either the stellar luminosity was higher in the past or that some

other energy source (rotation, magnetic fields, et____c.)has been tapped to
produce the stellar wind.
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HIGH SENSITIVITY, HIGH ANGULAR RESOLUTION FAR-INFRARED
PHOTOMETRY FROM THE KAO

D. Lester, P. Harvey, B. Wilking, and M. Joy

University of Texas at Austin

I. INTRODUCTION

It is now well known that most of the luminosity of embedded sources is
re-emitted in the far-infrared continuum. Measurements in the far-infrared
are thus essential to our understanding of the energetics of the interstellar
medium, and of star formation regions in particular. The publication of the
IRAS far-infrared sky survey is a milestone that will give renewed impetus to
airborne far-lnfrared photometry. Measurements from the KAO, in particular,
can be made in diffraction-llmited beams that sample a spatial scale
considerably smaller than that given by IRAS. As we report below, KAO

instrument technology has matured to the point that the single-scan limiting
flux of IRAS at 100_m can be reached in a diffraction-llmited beam in a

single typical KAO observing leg. In this paper, we briefly describe the
University of Texas far-infrared photometer system, we present a broad
selection of some very recent observations, and we discuss the potential for
future KAO continuum work.

II. INSTRUMENTATION

In its present configuration the U. Texas multidetector photometer has
three spatially separated pairs of two spectral channels. The instrument is

located at the straight Cassegrain focus of the KAO 0.9-m telescope. Mounted
in this way, stray radiation from the telescope structure and cavity is

minimized. A cooled BaF2 beamsplitter allows simultaneous measurement in k <
80 and _ > 80_m spectral regions. The filter set is similar to that

described by Harvey (1978), giving nominal effective wavelengths of 40, 50,
100, and 160_m in several filter-aperture combinations. The three pairs of
detectors are separated in azimuth by approximately one arcminute. These can
be used independently for efficient mapping of extended sources, Or can be
combined for a single point source by choosing the chop throw to match the
detector separation. In the latter mode, in the course of chopping and

beamswitching, the source flux is always incident o_ one of the detectors.
In a 45" FWHM beam at 100_m, the NEFD is 17 Jy Hz-I"2, and is limited about
equally by the detector NEP and the combination of telescope and sky
background. The beam is fed into the dewar by reflection off an IR-vis
beamsplitter. The visual light is passed to a TV camera that is coupled to

the instrument through an offset guiding stage. This offset stage also
compensates for field rotation on the guiding TV. Since the entire unit is
mounted inside the cavity and is not accessible during flight, all functions
of the radiometer and guiding stage are remotely controlled.
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III. STUDIES OF REGIONS OF MASSIVE STAR FORMATION

• W51: We have mapped the W51 region at 50 and 100_m wlth a 30" beam.
These observations show a previously undetected source at the position of the
W51-MAIN maser. Earlier observations had shown only an extension in the 60_m
contours from IRS I to IRS 2 (20_m source numbers). Our new data show the
100.m peak to be displaced from IRS 2 and to be coincident wlth W51-MAIN.
Thls demonstrates the extreme opacity gradient postulated by Genzel et al.
(1982) to explain the lack of 20_m emission from the maser source. Other
maps include the first hlgh-resolutlon infrared maps of the G45.4-0.3
component. These maps demonstrate the value of multlcolor mapping as they
show several local maxima In color temperature (coincident wlth known radio
sources) which are not necessarily at flux density peaks.

W43: Far-lnfrared maps have been made for the first tlme for this inner

galaxy HII region. Figure I shows the maps at 50 and 100_m along wlth the
derived color temperature. The region shows several peaks, though most of
the luminosity is in two peaks at the center of the complex. The color
temperatures of the peripheral sources to the south and northeast are very
cool compared wlth the others, and compared wlth HII regions in general.
Comparison with the formaldehyde optical depth which indicates the
super:!mposed molecular cloud material may clarify thls temperature
difference. The lower right hand part of Figure I is taken from the data in
Bleglng et al. (1982) and shows a large column density of molecular cloud
material along the llne of sight to these apparently cool sources. It
appears that these peripheral sources look cool because of large extinction

even in the far-IR. The color temperature peak is seen to fall between the
two main components indicating that the heat source Is at that position. A
subsequent search at 2_m wlth the IRTF has revealed a strong point source at
thls position.
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Figure I: Far-IR maps of W43
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W75: As shown in Figure 2, we have found extended 50,m emission I' to
1.5' east of the DR21 HII region. This is the same area where Fischer,
Righini-Cohen and Simon (1980) have seen strong molecular hydrogen emission.
Since there is no evidence for ionized gas in this region from radio data,
this very extended, hot region may indlca_e mechanical heating of the dust by
the same process that is exciting the molecular hydrogen. A fairly compact
far-IR source has been found 2' north of the W75S region in a place where,

previously, only extended submilllmeter continuum emission had been seen.
This represents a likely heat source for the cloud which had been thought to
be a contracting cloud with no newly formed stars as yet. We have also
detected this source with the IRTF in the near-infrared, so the position of

the exciting star in the HR diagram can be derived.
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Figure 2: The 50 micron map of DR21
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coincident with the molecular hydro-,z' gen emission region found by Fischer,
Righini-Cohen and Simon. t
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IV. STUDIES OF LOW MASS STAR-FORMING REGIONS
Q

HHI-2: We have mapped this region with higher spatial resolution and
S/N than the previous study by Cohen et al. (1984). We find a strong dust
temperature gradient from the northern part of the HH nebula toward the peak
of the far-infrared emission. Interestingly, this peak is not coincident

with the nebula, but is displaced 30" to the west of it, as shown
superimposed on an optical picture of the source (courtesy G. Herbig) in
Figure 3. We also find a strong temperature gradient along the flow axis of
the HH nebula in the southern far-IR source. These maps suggest that if the

far-IR is produced by dust heated by radiation from the central exciting
star, then the star must have a total luminosity of 500 L®, given the solid
angle of the far-IR nebula as seen from the central star. On the other hand,
if the dust in this nebula is mechanically heated, then a surprisingly large
mass loss rate of at least I0-s Mo/yr is required, and even more if the
conversion efficiency of mechanical to radiative luminosity is less than
unity. These observations show that the luminosity source has some unusual
attributes for a T-Tauri type star. This region has been surveyed at short
wavelengths from the IRTF, and no near-IR sources (except for the optleally
visible central star) were found that could add to the luminosity of the
nebula.

GGD12-15: This source is at the center of a bipolar CO outflow nebula,
Rodriguez et al. (1982). It was mapped at 50 and 100_m with 30" resolution,
and at higher resolution with the IRTF. At short wavelengths, more than ten
discrete sources are seen in this confined area including a maser source and
a compact HII region. Although several arguments suggest that the maser
source is the origln of the outflow rather than the HII region, the infrared
maps show that the HII region is the source of most of the luminosity in this
region (see Figure 4). If, indeed, the maser scarce produces the bipolar
outflow, then the luminous source within the HII region seems to have a much
smaller dynamical effect on the surrounding material than does the much lower
luminosity star associated with the maser.

GGD12-15 50#.rn x HzOMASER

O= "t" COMPACTHE REGION /

SEA. / Figure 4: The 50 micron map of GOD 12-15
REDco is shown along with the CO contours and

the positions of the m_er so_rce and
compact HII region. The main luminosity
source is that of the early-type star

/_ rather than the m_er source, which pre-
J sumably powe_ the bipolar outflow.

• _" /

_ BLUE
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R Cr Austr: Our far-infrared maps (see Figure 5 ) made on the last
southern hemisphere expedition show that the energetlcs of this region are
dominated by the visible stars R and TY Cr A. They show also,-however, that

four additional members of this stellar association make observable °
contributions to the heating of the nebular dust in this cloud. Combining
the far-IR data with previous near-IR ground-based results we find that over
half the luminosity of these young stars is emitted in the far-lnfrared. We
also find that, analogous to the situation in the HH I-2 region, dust -
emission in the vicinity of HH-100 coincides more closely with the nebula
itself than with the exciting star.

._._6' Figure 5: The 50 micron map of
the R CrAregionis shown sups-
imposed on an optical photograph.

V. PHOTOMETRY OF FAINT SOURCES NEAR THE IRAS SURVEY LIMIT

The Vega Cloud: We have confirmed the far-IR excess of Vega that was
detected by IRAS. Measurements were made simultaneously in 30" and 50" beams
on the star itself, and I' away on two sides in order to better constrain the
slze of the infrared emitting region. These measurements, which are reported
in detail by Harvey, Wilking and Joy (1984) show that although no flux was
detected in the side channels, confirming the size limits on the source set
by IRAS (Aumann et al. 1984), the flux in the beam on the star itself was
about half as large as that seen by IRAS. This indicates that the infrared
emission comes from a region comparable in size to our KAO beam.
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QS0s: We are carrying out a program to look for variability in the far-
IR emission from the brightest QSOs. We are monitoring, on a long time

baseline, 3C273, 3C345, 0J287 and BL Lae. Concurrent monitoring of these
sources in the far-IR as well as at other wavelengths will allow us to

. determine over what parts of the spectrum the same emission mechanisms are

active. Our current sensitivity levels permit a I 0 detection of 0.25 - 0.3
Jy in an hour's integration time.

VI. HIGH ANGULAR RESOLUTION IN THE FAR-IR

As mentioned above, dlffraction-limited imaging with the KAO is an
especially exciting prospect as we enter the post-IRAS era. The potential of
"super-resolution" techniques wlth the KAO is now being investigated with the
Texas instrumentation. Super-resolutlon imaging requires that the beam

profile be very well Understood in order to deconvolve it from the data,
which is taken In a manner that heavily oversamples the diffraction spot.
While this technique cannot cheat the Raylelgh limit for splitting point
sources, it allows source extensions and asymmetries to be probed on a scale
several times smaller than the Airy disk if sufficient S/N can be obtained.
With the implementation of special tracking and scanning techniques, super-
resolution imaging from the KAO shows great promise. We have successfully
resolved the galaxy M82 in the far-IR along both the major and minor axes on
a recent flight. Thls technique _as obvious, immediate appllcatlon to the
study of several categories of IRAS sources.
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#
STAR FORMATION IN GLOBULES

J.A. DAVIDSONa,b
DepartmentofPhysicsand EnricoFermiInstitute,

The UniversityofChicago.

INTRODUCTION:

We are studyingthe low mass(M-MO)star formationprocess,by applying
submillimeterand far-infraredcontinuumobservationssupplementedby
molecularlineobservatoinstothediscoveryand analysisofcompactcoresin

molecularcloudswithlowluminosity(L<100Lo).Thesedenseregionsarelikely

tobethesiteswhereacloudhasrecentlycollapsedorisstillcollapsingtoforma

star.The I00L0 upperlimitforL was setatthemaximumvaluecalculatedfor

sphericallysymmetriccollapseofaonesolarmassstarbeforesettlingonthemain
sequence(eg.Larson1969,1972,Yorke1977,andStabler,ShuandTaam 1980,
1981 ).Of course,the assumptionof sphericalsymmetryistoo simplistic.
Importantnon-isotropiceffectssuchasangularmomentum and magneticfields
havehadtobeignoredinsuchcalculations.Infact,observationsshow (seelater)
thatnon-isotropiceffectsmustplayanimportantroleinstarformation.

Presentedhereareresultson fourlow luminositysourcesembedded inthe
cloudsL1551,D335,L1455 and L723. Allthesesourcesexhibitcollimated

hi-polarmolecularoutflowsofvaryingstrengths(indicatingnon-isotropiceffects
areindeedimportant).We combinedataon theoutflowswithourdetermiationsof

themass,luminosityand temperatureofthedustinthedensecoressurrounding
theseembedded energysources,toinfertheevolutionarystageoftheobject.We,
also,examine the possibleroleof the coresin channelingor generatingthe
outflows.

# Work sopportedby NASA grantNSG-2057andNSFgrantAST-8117134.
a)GuestobserverattheKulperAlrhourneObservatory,theUnltedKingdomInfraredObservatoryand
theInfraredTelescopeFacllltywhichisoperatedbytheUniversityofHawaiiundercontractwiththe
NationalAeronauticsAdmtnlstratlon.
b) A?.ONTAAmeliaEnrhnrtPellow.
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OBSERVATIONS:

We used the 0.91 m telescope of the NASA- Kuiper Airbourne Observatory (KAO)
• with the Yerkes Observatory H-l, G-2 and 32 Array multi- filter/aperture,

bolometer systems (Harper et al 1984 ) to observe far-infrared (40 to 200 llm)
emission from B335, L1551, L1455 and L723. We made the submillimeter ( SMM,
400]Jm) and millimeter (MM) observations on the 3m NASA Infrared Telescope (
IRTF) and the 3.75m United Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) with the
University of Chicago f/35 SMM and MM photometers (Whitcomb, Hildebrand and
Keene, 1981). ( See Keene et al (1983) and Davidson and Jaffe (1984) for the
beamsizes, passbands etc.)

We have calculated the total luminosity of the embedded source and the dust
temperature of the dense core surrounding the source from the measured flux
densities at 4011m to Imm. We then determined the mass of the core from the
optically thin 400]Im flux density value (Hildebrand ,I 983).

The COmolecular line work was done by a number of different observers. Snell,
Loren and Plambeck (1980) observed the J=l-O and J=2-1 lines of co in L1551
using the 4.9m antenna of the Millimeter Wave Observatory. Frerking and Langer
(1982) observed the J-l-0 COlines in B335, L1455 and L723 using the Bell Labs.
7m antenna. A follow up and more detailed study to this work was done by
Goldsmith et al (1984). They observed the J-l-0 transition of co using the 14m
Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory antenna and they also used the Bell
Labs. 7m antenna for 13CO measurements near the core.

The gas motions near the cores surrounding the embedded sources were
determined by these observers by mapping the doppler shift of the molecular lines
with respect to the spatial coordinates. Where the COline emission is optically thin
the COand its isotopes are column density tracers. For these sources the COlines
are optically thick in the cores. Hence, they could only be used to determine the
outer gas densities, for example the gas in the observed outflows.

RESULTS:

Our results have been summarized in Table I. All four of the cores exhibited

. sharp intensity peaks in the 400llm spatial scans, that are unresolved in our 48"
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beam. The data indicate diameters i 30" in all cases. The peak H2 densities,
corresponding to the upper limit in size (30") ,would range from a few xl05 to a
few x 106 cm-3. If the cores are smaller, then their densities would increase as _)
-3.where_)istheangularextentofthecore.Thetotalmassofthecoreisfairly
insensitivetotheassumedsize,when thecoreisverymuch smallerthanthe
beamsize.

Thespectraofthecoresallpeakupbetween200and 100]Im,showingthat
theyareindeedcoldobjects( between40 and I0 K ).However,thereissome
evidencefortheexistenceofhottercomponentsofdustinallofthem.Thegreatest
uncertaintyintheluminosity,L,andthemass,M,ofthecoresisinthedistance,D,
totheobservedsource.InB335,L1455andL723thisuncertaintyisasmuchas
50%ofthevaluesgiveninTableI.SinceLandM bothhavevaluesproportionalto
D2thisisaseriousproblem.

InTableI,we havealsoincludedsomerelevantCO molecularlineresults.An

analysisofthedistributionofhighvelocitygasas a functionofvelocityby
Goldsmithetal(1984)andSnell,LorenandPlambeck(1980),indicatesthatthe
moleculargasissweptup by a "stellarwind"andaccumulatesinan expanding
hi-polarshell.Theage,_s,oftheseoutflowsisestimatedby dividingthespatial

extent,Rs,bythevelocity,Vs,oftheshell.ThelastcolumninTableIrepresentsan

estimateoftheforcethatmustactontheshelltoproduceitsobservedmotion.This
willbediscussedinmoredetaillater.

It should be noted here that, unlike the rest, the source in L1455 is not isolated.
COline observations show that one of its outflow lobes is interacting with another
outHow that seems to be coming from a region where we have measured CNline
emission, an indication of another dense core in L1455.

DISCUSSION:

Thechannelingmechanismfortheobservedbi-polaroutflowsfromthecentral
partofthecoresisunknown.A numberofmodelsof"stellarwind"drivenoutflows
attempttoaccountfortheapparentlybi-polarstructurepresentinmany other
molecular outflow sources ( Cant6et al. 1981, Hartmann and Macgregor 1982;
Koenigl 1983; Draine 1983). These models discuss both extrinsically channeled
flows, i.e.,Hows that are initially isotropic and are channeled by the matter around
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theembeddedenergysource,and intrinsicallyanisotropicflowswherethe
- generation and shape of the wind are causally connected.

If the flow is initially isotropic, we can use the current observations to establish
a size scale for the matter that channels the flow for each of the sources. Consider a
cloud core which is only slightly flattened. We can estimate the momentum flux per
steradian, Fw(Q), of that part of the wind that drives the outflow out of the "poles"

of the flattened core, from the mass, Ms, velocity, Vs, and solid angular and linear

extent, Qs and Rs, of the swept-up material in one of the lobe shells of the outflow,
by balancing forces such that

_shellFw(Q)d_=QsFw= MsVs2/Rs

foranisotropic"stellarwind".Therighthandsideoftheaboveexpressionisthe
forceactingon theoutmovingshellinthelobebeingconsidered,thevalueof
whichisrecordedinTableIforeachsource.We haveignoredgravitationalforces
duetothemassofthemolecularcoreandtheembeddedsourcesincetheseare

smallforRs largecomparedtothecoresize.The outwardforceactingon the

slightlyflattenedcoreduetothe"stellarwind"isthenequalto(QclQs)(MsVs2/Rs)

wheref_cisthesolidanglesubtentedbythepartofthecorethatisstillintact(i.e.

allbutthe"poles"ofthecore).SincethecoresaremuchsmallerthanRsinallcases

,andVsissmallinallcases,andsincethecentralCOlinesarefairlynarrow,the

coresmustbecollapsingslowlyornearlystationary.Toobtainan upperlimitto
the sizeof the core,we ignorerotational,magnetic,turbulentand thermal
pressures(whichallpushoutwards)andfindthecoresizewherethegravitational
force,bindingthecore,exactlycounteractstheoutwardmomentumfluxdeposited
by theisotropic"stellarwind".(seeDavidsonandJaffe1984).Inallcases,thecore
hadtobe lessthantheobservedupperlimitof30".Thetwoextremecaseswere
B335andL155I.B335hasthemostmassivecoreandtheweakestoutflow;L1551
hastheleastmassivecoreandthestrongestoutflow.Hence,theupperEmittothe

sizeofa slightlyflattenedcoreis-104a.u.forB335andonly-500a.u.forL1551.

Ifthecorevolumes,however,aresmallerthanthegiven30"volumes,thenthe
calculateddensitieswillbe proportionallylarger.Iftheyaretoolargethenthe
coreswillradiateas blackbodies,which would be inconsistentwith the

• observations.Calculationsshow,however,thatinallcasestheincreaseinthe
calculateddensityisinsufficienttomakethecoresbehaveasblackbodies.If_art
ofeachcorewereopticallythick,however,themassanddensitycouldbe larger
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thanwe have estimatedfrom the SMM measurements.But the sizesof such

optically thick inner cores are smaller than the upper limits as calculated above.

If the "stellarwinds" are intrinsically bi-polar then a non-isotrpic process must
be involved. This would imply that the collapse of the initial core was -
non-spherical. However, the non-isotropic mechanism need not have affected the
core geometry serverely. The present remaining core might only be slightly
flattened. If this were the case and the intrinsically hi-polar winds are sufficiently
channeled so that they don't appreciably interact with the core, then the collapse
(i.e. accretion), if it is still occurring, could be approximated by spherical collapse
calculations. When we assumed this to be the case for all four sources, we found
that the outer part of each of the cores (that part of the core we can see in the
SMM)was unstable to collapse by the virial theorm when we only considered the
gravitational and thermal energies and the external pressure. If, however, we take
the observed COline widths in the cores to be due to turbulence or rotation then
the outer cores could be stable if they are as large as 30". But if the cores are
appreciably smaller than 30" and/or there is an appreciable amount of hidden
mass in the core (i.e. optically thick material) then once again the cores could be
collapsing.We have ignored the effects of magneticfields since these are at present
unmeasurable, but it should be kept in mind that they produce a stablizing force.
The COline widths in the cores could also provide direct observational evidence of
the cores' actual collapse.

The non-isotropic mechanism causing the bi-polarity of the outflow could,
however, affect the geometry of the core quite serverely (e.g. a disk-like core).
Since our own solar system has a thin disk geometry, this does not seem too
unlikely. Torbett (1984), calculates that if the accreting core is indeed a thin disk
then it is the core that generates and causes the intrinsically bi-polar outflow. He
shows that the energy liberated in a boundary layer shock as the disk matter
impacts the central object is sufficient to eject a fraction of the accretion mass if the
accretion rate is high enough.

The ages and evolutionary stage of these embedded energy sourcesare difficult
to determine. Spherical collapse calculations reveal that a low mass core on the
verge of Jeans instability will go through five phases before reaching the

main-sequence as a low mass star. Phase one is a highly non-homologous,
isothermal collapse on the free fall time scale of a few x I0 J years. Compressional
heat is radiated away in this phase via the dust since the cloud is optically thin.
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PhasetwoonlylastsaboutI00yearsand istheformationofanopticallythick
. quasi-hydrostaticembeddedcoreofabout1%ofthesurroundingdustyenvelope's

mass(whichwe havebeenreferingtoasthecloud's,core).Thisembeddedcore

becomesdynamicallyunstablewhen thetemperatureishighenoughtoallowH2to

dissociate.Phasethree,aboutoneyearinduration,isthecollapseofthiscoreto
formasecondcoreofonly0.1%ofthetotalenvelopemass.Phasefouristhemain
accretionphase.A shockformsaroundthissmallhydrostaticcoreasthefree
falling,highvelocitygas,fromthesurroundingenvelope,fallsontothecoreand

givesup itskineticenergytoheat.Afterabout105yearsthecentralcorehas
accreteditsmain sequencemass and it entersintoitslastphaseof
quasi-hydrostaticpre-mainsequence,convectivecollapsewhichtakesabout107
years.

The agesoftheoutflowsobservedinB335,LI551,L1455and L723 areallabout

5x104years(seeTableI).Hence,ifwe knew when thewindsturnedonwe would

haveanideaoftheageofourembedded objects.Itishardtothinkofa mechanism
thatcouldproducesuch an outflowbefore the centralhydrostaticcorewas
formed.So theembedded sourcesmust be atleasthalfway throughtheirmain
accretionphase(usingthesphericalmodelapproximation).Butifthiswere thecase

sphericalcollapsecalculations(seerefs.intheIntroductionsection)wouldpredict

luminositiesdue to theshockfrontaroundthe coreof about 100L O"Thisis

obviouslynot the caseforour objects.Eitherthe sphereicalapproximationis
inadequateor the winds do not turnon at the startof the main accretion

phase.Duringthe accretionphasedeuteriumburninginducesa convectiveinner
coreand the infallinggas inducesa convectiveoutercore.Hence,the startof

convectioninthe hydrostaticcoremay initiatethebeginningof thewind.Since
convectionstartsinthemiddleoftheaccretionphasethis"turnon point"putsthe

embeddeclobjectsinthe finalquasi-hydrostaticpre-mainsequencestage.The
modelsofLarson(1969)and Yorke(1977),predictthatby thisstagethe"star"
shouldhavea low luminositybut thatitshouldnotbe verydeeplyembedded,

certainlynot to the extentobservedin B335. Thiscouldbe explainedby
non-isotropicprocessesbeingpresentsuchasrotationand magneticfields,which

couldhelpcounteracttheinfalloftheenvelope,whichcouldnotbe incorporated
intotheircalculations.Stahler,ShuandTaam (1980),hadtheir"star"enteringphase
fivestilldeeplyenshroudedina dustyenvelopeby puttingin(ad hoc)a stellar

• wind that suddenly turns on at the beginning of phase five. This could be the
case,but why? The beginning of phase five is simply the stage when the accretion,

. for some reason, stops or is reduced. Also, if the winds are intrinsically bi-polar
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they would not affect the majority of the infalling envelope. The stellar wind may "
not even start until the onset of hydrogen burning.

Theobservationsoftheobjectsreviewedinthispaper,showthattheyare
eithernotluminousenoughortheyaretoodeeplyembeddedexplainedby a
sphericalcollapsecalculation.Itisalsodifficulttoexplainwhy thesourceinL1551
(whichmustbemoremassivethanthesourceinB335,sincetheiroutflows,ofthe
sameage,differinstrengthby afactoroften)islessdeeplyembeddedthanthe
sourcein B335.The outflowstrengthsin themselvesare a mystery.No
conventionaltheoryof stellarwindscan explainsuchmass losses(whether
isotropicornot).Perhaps,a"star"mustbeaccretingmatteratahighratealongone
directionsothatitcanshootitoutinanother.(Torbett(I984)).

We have resumed the search for low mass embedded objects in Bok globules
such as those listed in Keene et al (1980). The new Yerkes Observatory 32 Array
makes this a viable search. We have already had a recent success in B36I. As the
sample grows we should get a wider range of outflow ages ,so that we can examine
the development of the low mass "star".
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Table 1

B335 L1551 L1455 L723

" D, distance 400 160 350 300
to source (pc)

L, Luminos- 7"6(4-'_-)2" 23(1-_)_ 7.2(3-_0)' 1.8(_00)'
D

ity of source
(Lo)

core{Mo)

T, dust tern- 15 35 30 20
perature (K)

Rs, linear 0.29 0.5 0.3 0.24
extent of
outflow shells
(pc)
Vs, velocity 3 15 4.8 5
of outflow
shells
(km/see)

%, age of 7.4 3. 3.7 3.7
outflows (yrs
X 10 4)

Force acting 4.5 60 46 12
on outflow
shells (dyn
X 1026)
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FAR INFRARED OBSERVATIONS OF MOLECULAR CLOUDS
IN THE OUTER GALAXY I

Kathryn N. Mead, Marc L. Kutner; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Neal J. Evans; University of Texas at Austin

The existence of molecular clouds in the outer galaxy allows
us to study star formation at large galactocentric radii. The
study of these clouds has continued since their initial discovery
(Kutner and Mead, 1981) and has two aims. (I) A systematic survey
is underway to study the large scale distribution of the molecular
clouds outside the solar circle. (2) To understand the physical
conditions in the clouds, fully sampled maps have been (and are
being) made in CO and other molecules. The continuum emission is
also being mapped.

Our main objective in doing an infrared study was to obtain
information on the luminosity of the stars formed in these clouds.
Assuming all energy radiated from the star is absorbed by the dust
then re-radiated in the infrared, we can get an estimate of the
star's luminosity by integrating the flux over the source and
converting it to a luminosity. Until these observations, our only
way of judging stellar luminosities was from peak CO temperatures.
Accounting for beam dilution, Kutner and Mead inferred from these
that the heat sources were late B or later stars.

We used the KAO to search 9 sources in 5 clouds for far
infrared emission. Our choice of sources to search was guided by
CO and radio continuum peaks. (Radio continuum maps were mades
with the VLA at 6 and 20 cm.)

The observations were made in August 1983. We used Paul
Harvey's far infrared photometer. Data were taken simultaneously
in two'wavelength bands (centered at roughly 50 and I00 _m) at
each of 3 spatial positions (separated by 1 arc minute in
cross-elevation). Each beam was 40" in diameter. The chopper
throw was 5' in cross-elevation. It was necessary to estimate (P.
Kuhn, private communication) the zenith water vapor columns
because of a non-working water vapor radiometer. Calibration was
done by observing IRC+I0420 at the start of each flight and S140
at the end. The 3 channels' relative gains were set from SI40
observations and overall calibration was established by averaging
center channel sensitivities on each calibration source. We
estimate a +30_ uncertainty in the intensity calibration due
mostly to uncertainty in the water vapor opacity.

We chose conservative criteria for detections and upper
limits. Detection of a source required a signal of 5G at some
position. Once the source was detected, detection of a position
required a

IThis work was supported by NASA grants NAG-198 and NAG-199 and an
anonymous gift to R.P.I. to support Astrophysics reasearch.
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30 signal. Upper limits are the maximum of the quantity 2o+ ISpl,
where SV is the nominal flux density and a the standard deviation
at a given position.

The results of our observations are presented in Table I.
Spectral types were estimated from the luminosities using
calculations of Panagia (1973) and others. We consider the
calculations good for SpT earlier than_4D9. Types in the range
BI-B5 are uncertain to a few subclases but this is adequate for
our interests. Maps of our detected sources appear as figures 1-4.

Our 4 detected sources have (derived) spectral types of late
O to early B. Upper limits are early B. These results imply that
massive stars are being formed in the outer galaxy; certainly more
so than our original estimate.

The results presented here indicate that massive stars do
form in the outer galaxy. There is no statistical information
however, about the mass distribution of the stars being formed
there. To obtain a meaningful estimate of the initial mass
function in the outer galaxy more observations of radio and
infrared continuum emission are necessary. (At present we have
over 50 CO maps to use as the basis for further work.)
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• Table 1

Far Infrared R_sults and Source Properties

Source a(1950) 6(1950) Sv(IOOum) a Sv(5Oum)a DO Dgsl TD b Lc Spectral d

h m s o , (Jy) (Jy) (kpe) (kpc) (K) (L_) Type

G65A 19 49 25.I 29 I0 26 12-'2 <6 15.5 14.5 <41 ~2xlO 3 -dB2

G69B 19 59 20.5 33 08 OO <20 40 13.4 13.6 - <8xlO 3 <Sl

G69C 19 59 14.5 33 02 29 865±200 775±200 13.4 13.6 5Oz3 2xlO 5 07

G84A 20 42 19.3 43 20 29 <20 <30 12.1 15.0 - <5xi03 <BI

GB4B 20 42 36.0 45 15 30 65_-3 <12 12.1 15.O <32 --6xlO3 --BI

GBSC 20 56 40.8 48 21 00 <15 <25 9.4 13.5 - <3x103 <B2

G89A 20 59 49.7 48 42 30 95'-10 118'-4 9.8 14.0 56_-3 1.5xl04 SO.5

G89B 2| 00 45.7 48 50 00 <15 <25 9.8 14.0 - <3x103 <B2

G93A 21 1633.3 51 36 12 <15 <20 9.8 14.0 - <3xlO3 <B2

aErrors are ststlstlcal only; calibration uncertalnty Is -+30Z; for G69C, the errors include estimates of
uncertslnries in integrating map.

bA A-I emissivity law was assumed.

," Clncludes only _40-150um flux; for G65A and G84B, only ~70-150 tm flux.

dUncertaln to -2 subclasses in BI-S3 range; upper limits imply "ILter than'.
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Figure i. G84A Contours of J=l.O CO ._* (thick line). Thin
contours are of 20cm continuum emisslon. The plus indicates a
100"m detection. (Dots represent positions observed in CO.)

(b)Thick lines are CO J=2.l TR*. Thin lines are 6cm continuum and
the plus is the lO0_m detection. The beams are indicated on both
figures. Offsets are from (20h42m30P6,45°14'29").
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Figure  3 .  G65A. Upper panel  shows 6cm continuum 
contours  ( t h i c k  l i n e ) ,  100 pm continuum emission 
( p l u s  s i g n )  and CO 2+1 contours  o f  T * (K) . The 

A beam s i z e s  a r e  a l s o  i nd i ca t ed .  Axes a r e  m a  ked i n  E arc-min o f f  s e t s  from t h e c e n t e r  p o s i t i o n  (19 4gm17?2, 
+2g009 '57") . Lower pane l  shows CO J=1-30 contours  
( t h i c k  l i n e s ) .  Dots r ep r e sen t  observed p o s i t i o n s .  
Continuum emiss ion  a t  6cm and 100 v m  i s  d i sp l ayed  
a s  i n  t h e  upper  pane l .  8 6 4 2 0 -2 - 4  

Aac cos 6 (arc min) 

Figu re  4. G69. Thick l i n e s  are FCRAO CO J=1*0 
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CIRCUMSTELLAR DUST DISKS AROUND YOUN@ STARS

Martin Cohen

NASA-Ames Research Center and Radio Astronomg Laboratorg,
Universitg o? CaliFornia0 Berkeleg

Richard Schwartz

" Universitg o_ Missouri, St. Louis

Paul Harveg and Bruce Wilking
Universitg o? Texas, Austin

Theory tells us that during the collapse o_ a cloud to _orm
a star it is necessarg that some material end up in an accretion
disk around the protostar. Such a disk should be dustg and cool
and might be expected to be observable at long wavelengths. I
would like to present KAO observations of several resolved ?ar-

in_rared structures that are likelg to represent disks o_ this
nature.

The work represents a collaboration between Dick Schwartz oF

the Universitg o? Missouri, Paul Harveg and Bruce Wilking o? the
Universitg oF Texas at Austin, and mgselF. We have been
studging the exciting stars oF Herbig-Haro ObJects (HHs) and some
bipolar nebulae using broadband photometric measurements between
40 and 160 microns (Cohen, Harveg, Schwartz and Wilking 1984_
Cohen, Harvey and Schwartz 1984_ Cohen and Schwartz 1984). In the
course o? this surveg we observed HH57, in which a previouslg unseen
star has recentlg appeared, (graham 1983) and "The InFrared Nebula"

(Schwartz and Henize 1983} in the Cha-I T-association, an extremelg
red Fan-shaped nebula. Both were investigated while the KAO was
Win Australia in 1983. Figure 1 shows contours oF the rather bright
Far-inFrared source associated with the IR Nebula at 47 and 95
microns. The source is well-resolved in one direction (N-S),

orthogonal to the long axis o? the Fan nebula (preciselg where one
would have postulated a dust disk to lie), and is unresolved in the
perpendicular direction (E-W), along the ?an. At a distance oF 150

pc this disk has a radius o? 2500 A.U. 0 with an outer edge well-
defined in temperature at 65 K. It is possible to calculate the
geometrical obscuration From such a disk as it overlies the optical
nebulositg. Assuming that the edge oF 'the disk presents the
appearance o? a blackbodg at 100 microns (the central star, located
From ground-based 2 and 10 micron observations° is totallg invisible)
one estimates that the star is viewed From a latitude oF onlg 1.5
degrees relative to the disk plane. The expected obscuration oF the
Fan nebula is in good agreement with the 2" photographic gap actuallg
seen.

The HH57 nebulositg is elongated roughlg N--S with the potential
• new FU Ori-tgpe star Iging within the nebula, townrds the norther_

edge. In realitg the bulk o? "HH57" is a reflection nebul_ onl g
piece o? the structure at the edge o? the southern loop shows the

• characteristic shock-cooling lines o? a true HH object. From the
morphologg o_ the nebulosit V one in?ers that the ejection o? _nat_ria!
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bg this star has taken place along the basicallg N-S long axis, an
impression supported bg the location o_ the shocked zone. Figure 2
illustrates the 47 and 95 micron contour maps o_ the _ar-in_rared

object associated with this star. Again, compared with the instru-
mental beam widths in these directions, the structure is resolved
in one direction (E-W, orthogonal to the _low direction) but is

unresolved parallel to the _low direction _rom the star (N-S). This
in_erred disk has a radius oF 3900 A.U., uith outer edge o_ order

61K in temperature.

The third object that I want to describe is the in?rated source
that drives the chain o? HH objects, HH7-11 in NgC 1333, namelg SVS13.
Figure 3 presents our 47 and 95 micron maps o? the ?at-in?rated
emission associated with this source. It is well-resolved along an

axis roughlg NE to SW, but not orthogonal to this. The line o? HH
objects stretches ?tom the inner contours o? this map towards the SE,
perpendicular to the apparent projected diameter oF the dust disk.
The characteristic temperature oF the disk material is 43 M.

Table I summarizes the observed and intrinsic dimensions o_ these
three structures For comparison with one another.

TABLE I.- SPATIALLY-RESOLVED FAR-INFRARED STRUCTURES.

Object P.A. Observed Instrum. Intrinsic Direction Radius
(deg.) FWHM(") FWHM(") FWHM(") DIF (A.U.)

47_ 95p. 47_ 95_ 47_ 95,.,
IRNEB 0 49_2 57±2 38 40 31+3/-3 41+2/-3 D 2500

90 39±2 41+_ 45 47 0 0 F

HH57_ 9 33±3 40±3 45 47 0 0 F
99 53*-3 55i3 38 40 37+4/-4 38+4/-5 D 3900

svs13 32 49,2 54±2 43 45 23_4 34±3 O 5400
122 40±2 40±3 40 43 0 0 F

Notes to Table 1.

Directions are denoted by "D", _or the plane o_ the putative
disk, or "F", _or the direction o_ _low From the star.

While several other potentiallg extended disklike structures
have been ?ound erom the KAO these three examples involve the

clearest representatives and the structures o_ greatest apparent
size. It is necessary to take special precautions in the guiding
when the di??erence between instrumental and an object's widths is

onlg a ?ew arcsec. At this level it is di_?icult to distinguish
between slight inaccuracies o? guiding (our _ocal plane scale is
approximatelg 20 arcsec/mm) and real extension. However, as Table
1 indicates, the three present examples are well above this suspect
level and undoubtedly show real ee?ects o? spatial extension.
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We have also made observations o_ HL Tau, DQ Tau, L1551 IRS5,

and within NgC 2264 near the known HH complexes. Although there is
perhaps marginal evidence _o_ spatial extension o_ these sources
too this evidence is at a lower level o_ certaintg than the sources

t

o_ Table 1. It is our intention to remap these other sources with
smaller beam sizes and to seek confirmation o_ the potential
structures we have suspected.

Re_erences

Cohen, M., Harveg, P., Schwartz, R.D., and Wilking, B.A. 1984, Ap.d.,
278, 671.

Cohen, M. and Schwartz, R.D. 1984, A.d., 89, 277.
Cohen, M., Schwartz, R.D., and Harvey, P. 1984, Ap.J., 281, in press.
graham, d. 1983, IAU Circular No. 3785.
Schwartz, R.D. and Henize, E.g. 1983, A.J., 88, 1665.
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Captions

Figure 1: Contour maps at 47 and 95 microns o_ the _ar-in_rared source
associated _ith the IR Nebula in Cha-1. Sho_n are the N and
E directions, and those o_ azimuth and elevation, and a one

arcmin bar _or scale. Contours are 200, 150, 100 and 50 dg
per beam _or each map.

t

Figure 2: As in Figure 1 but _or the source associated with the
possible FU Ori star near HH57. Contours are 40, 30, 20 and
10 dg/beam at 95 microns, 40, 30 and 20 at 47 microns.

Figure 3: As in Figure 1 but _or SVS13 in NQC 1333. Contour levels are
200, 100, 50, 20, 10 and 5 dy/beam at 95 microns, 100, 50, 20
and 10 dg/beam at 47 microns.
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Carbon Stars: There Is No Such Thing As A Dead Leg

J. H. Goebel

NASA/Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA 94035
g

Introduction

There are three mo|ecu|ar laboratories in astrophysics: planets, stars,

and the interstellar medium. Study of the mo|ecular species in each medium

has essentially the same goals. They are a determination of 1} the molecular

species present, 2) the formation chemistry model which reproduces the

molecular parameters of the medium: temperature, pressure, density, relative

abundances, equilibrium or nonequilibrium dynamic processes involved, and 3)

thereby the atomic abundances of the medium, then 4) the current state of

evolution can hopefu|ly be implied or determined.

We have already heard a great deal about star formation regions observed

from the KAO and how some progress is being made in the infrared concerning

molecular species in these regions. As the infrared contains most of the

molecular bands, use of the KAO is clearly warranted in their studies.

Planets have also been the subject of spectroscopy and usually at the

nighest resolution possible. As nonequilibrium dynamic processes dominate the

chemistry in planetary atmospheres, the interpretation can be the subject of

debate, but certainly the KAO has contributed great]y to our understanding of

the planets.

Less attention has been given to stars, primarily from the |ack of bright

far infrared stellar sources, and perhaps more to the point, general interest

amongst far infrared astronomers. Below, I will review observation of a

particular Class of stars, carbon stars, which have provided for me an

interesting as well as rewarding long-term program for research from the KAO.

It began |ong, ]ong ago in a p]ace far away whi]e searching for an object to

cover an otherwise dead leg.
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There are numerous co|leagues who have shared in these rewards and have

contributed to my understanding of the subjeCto It is appropriate to name
• them here:

Jesse Bregman Fred Witteborn HarveyMoseley

Martin Cohen Dave Goorvitch Dave Cooper

HollisJohnson GordonAugason Ed Erickson

Joe Ruth Don Strecker Bill Forrest

Ray Russell Jim Houck Steve Willner

Steve Langhoff Tom Soifer AI Harper

Hal Larson Scott Davis Steve Ridgway

R. C. Puetter Bob Wing

Y CVn and C3

Y CVn (N3;C4,5J) is perhapsthe best knowndead leg object in KAO

history. As the brightestvisib|ecarbonstar, it is well situatedfor a

returnleg home after observingsoutherlyobJeCts. Bright as it is, it was

for some time the faintestobjectobservedfrom the KAO in the published

literature. We (Goebe]et al. (1976))observedit in order to searchfor

molecularbands causedby any of a long list Of speciesthoughtto be present

(Tsuji (1964)). We were able to c]ear]yobserveseveralCN, C2, and CO bands
which completelyconfirmedthe earlierpredictedspectrumpublishedby Wing

and Spinrad.(1970)between1.2 and 2.8 _m. Beyond2.8 _m, we clearly

observedC2H2 and HCN bands which expandedupon identificationsmade by

Ridgwayeta]. (1978). At 5 um we found somethingnew. There was one of the

largestmolecularabsorptionbands ever seen in a star (Fig. 1 and 2). We

were able to attributeit to C3 (Fig.3), which was expectedto be abundant,
so we were off and running. Later (Goebe]eta]. (1980))we were able to show

more supportfor C3 betweenand 4 and 8um (Fig.4).

We went on to observemany other carbon stars (Fig. 5) and eventually

, accumulatedenough observationsto study band depth temperaturecorrelations.

We foundthat to first order,band depthstrackedtemperaturejust as

molecularabundanceswould implythey should (Fig.6). This gave us a great

deal of confidencethat equilibriummodelswith standardcarbon star
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abundancescould be used to explainthe observations. We even went so far as

to synthesizespectralf|ux curves from models in the literature(Querci,

Querci,and Tsuji (1984)hereafterQ_T) (Fig.2).
Q

V Cr8 and C2H_2,,HCN

We call C2H2 and HCN the po|yatomicsbelow. Not havingaccessto high
resolutionspectroscopicinstrumentation,we were unableto separatethe

relativecontributionsof the polyatomicsto severaloverlappingbands. But

throughattentionto their weaker bands,we were able to deduce in which stars

C2H2 and HCN were present(Bregmanet al (1978);Goebel et al. (1981)). In

fact, Bregmanet al. (1978)deducedthat CS and C2H2 causedthe then uniden-
tified3.8 _m band in severalcarbon stars. We were also able to understand

that C2H2 did vary from star to star far more than did HCN. Only long after

did the reasonfor this becomeapparent. Ridgwayet al. (1979),were able to

show this variationin the 3 _m band much more quantitativelythan we. It was

becomingclear that therewas, and still is, a place for moderateas well as

high resolutionspectroscopy. Both techniquesare capableof measuring

different,but essential,stellarparameters. High resolutionspectroscopyis

very good at measuringline positionsand strengths;but becauseof aperture

and time limitations,moderateresolutioninstrumentsare better for

determiningthe overallband profileand stellarflux curve.

V CrB representedan extremeexampleof the class of stars with strong

polyatomicbands (Fi_.7). Weak bandswere poppingout everywherein the

infrared(Goebelet al. (1981)(Fig. 8)). A particularlypuzzlingband was at

1.5 _m, which took a long time to understand. It was not well reportedin the

literature,so we went and measuredC2H2 ourselvesand out poppedthe band
(Fig.9). We did not measureHCN and have lived not to regretit.

Interestinglythe 1.5 um band is quite prevalentin carbon starswhich have

dust. We have even found it in IRC+10216in spiteof an earlierreport

(Becklinet al. (1969))that no bands existedin this regionin IRC+10216.
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HD19557and C2H

Bregmanbegan a studyof S and R stars. Surprisingly,a lot of R stars

showedweak or absent3.1 _m bands. While CN, C2, and CO were present,HCN

and C2H2 seemedabsent. In many cases the temperatureof the photosphere
could be arguedto precludepolyatomicmolecules. In othercases, this

argumentcould not be made; and so far in carbonstars photospheric

temperaturewas thoughtto be the dominantdeterminantof molecular

equilibriumabundances(Fig.6). So we includedHD19557 (RS) on one of our

flights,with the instrumentconfiguredto observeover the 1.2-4.0_m range.

What we found was a spectrum,the detailsof which we could exp|ain

satisfactorilyin all respectsexcept for a weak band at 2.9 um (Figs.10,11).

The only possibilitywas a previouslyunidentifiedmolecule. I had the

good fortuneto be workingwith Dave Cooper on some C2 band identifications

when he showedme a syntheticspectrumof C2H which he and Steve Langhoffhad
calculatedas part of their work on modelingthe radiativetransferfor the

Galileoheat shield. It turns out they were doingmodel atmospheresof carbon

starswith hydrodynamicsthrown in for fun! Virtuallynothingwas known about

the spectroscopyof C2H so here was a chance for carbon stars to make a real
contributionto NASA as wellas to molecularstudies. We found that the band

in questioncould be producedby C2H and was consistentwith static

equilibriummodel atmospheresavailableat the time (Goebelet al. (1983))

(Fig.Ii).

By now we were quite confidentthat carbonstar spectrain the infrared

could be understoodthroughcomparisonwith existingmodels. Dave Goorvitch

and I synthesizedQQT models and comparedthe resultswith the flux curves

taken from the KAO. Two examplesare shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Tx Psc is a

particularlyimportantstar for this purposeas its angulardiameterhas been

measured ( 1U milliarcsec). We thoughtwe were gettingreasonaDleagreement

, for these stars and the rest of the carbon stars availableto us. Figure 14

comparesthe effectivetemperaturesdeterminedthroughthis procedure.
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_2 and a Big Surprise

Up untilthe presentday, it had not been possibleto do high resolution

spectroscopyof stars from the KAO. So for that type of data we had to turn

to ground-basedinstruments,primarilyRidgway'sFTS and the KPNO four-meter

te|escope. We thoughtwe understoodthese stars sufficientlyso that we could

go on to look for the H2 quadrupolelines at 2_m. They had only recently
been observedin S stars. The lines had to be very strongaccordingto the

models,and it would be easy to observethem. Unfortunately,our proposalwas

not competitiveat KPNO,but Ridgwayfound a coupleof carbonstar spectraand

sent them to us. We were shockedby the lack of H2 lines (Goorvitch,Goebel,
Augason (1980)),they just had to be there (Fig. 15). Laterwe got more

spectrafrom Ridgwayand foundthe diseasemore endemicamongstcarbon stars

than anyonehad imagined(Johnsonet al. (1983))(Figs.16 and 17). Hollis

Johnsonhad come to Ames as an NRC seniorpostdoctoralresearcherfor a year.

We discussedthe problema great deal and decidedit was time for anothertest.

H- and HydrogenDeficiency

With a great deal of effort,one might be able to torturethe equilibrium

models into agreementfor H2 lines if you could run the chromosphereright on
down throughthe phosphere(but then these two conceptshave littlemeaning).

On the other hand, if the hydrogenwere deficientin the atmosphere,then the

H- flux peak would be affectedin a predictableway. We had the KAO

observations,and HollisJohnson had new opacitysampledmodels for carbon

star, so we decidedon a test. We producedsyntheticflux curvesand compared

them with the observations(Goebe|and Johnson (1984))with the resultthat

the starshad much weaker H- peaksthan did the models (Fig. 18). The

conclusionwas unavoidablethat the carbon stars (SRb and Irr classes)are

deficientin hydrogen. Now this is of fundamentalimportance. It completely

changesour understandingof how carbon stars and other relatedlate type

starshave been produced.
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Carbon Star Dust

• Until now only three types of dust have been identifiedin circumstellar

environments. SiC (Treffersand Cohen (1974)and Gi|ra (1972)),SiO(2) (Woolf
and Nye (1969)and Day (1979))and graphite/soot(implied,not identified).

Of these the SiC aroundY CVn holds the recordfor best fit by a laboratory

sample(6oebelet al. (1980)),but that was not observedby the KAO.

The recentdiscoveryof an emissionfeatureat 30 _m in dusty carbon star

spectraby Forrest,Houck,and McCarthy(1980) (Fig.19) ranksas one of the

astronomicalgems collectedby the KAO. However,the feature'sidentification

has not had to wait for long as Goebel (1980),using spectratakenby Berthold

(1964)(Fig.20) was able to suggestthat MgS solidsmay be responsible. Now

Goebeland Moseley (1984)have shown excellentagreementwith MgS powder (Fig.

21). Nuth et al. (1984)have shown all other reasonablecondensatesinappro-

priate (Fig.22). Moseleyeta]. (this volume)have shownMgS to be

responsiblefor the same featurein planetarynebulae. The list of known

circumstellardust materialshas now been broughtto four.
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FigureCaptions

Q

Figure 1. Near infraredspectraof oxygen rich stars from Streckeret al.

(1979). Note the strongH- peak, the CO bands and the

relativelyfeaturelessspectrumat the spectralresolvingpower
of 100.

Figure2. The infraredspectrum'ofY CVn. In contrastto the oxygen

stars,carbonstars displaymore molecularabsorptionbandsdue

to the presenceof carbonbondedmoleculesin cool layers

surroundingthe photosphere. In addition,emissionby SiC dust

is observedat 11.7 _m. From Goebel et al. (1980).

Figure 3. Deconvolutionof the 5.3 _m band into componentsfrom C3, CO,
and CN. From Goebel et al. (1976).

Figure4. Identificationof molecularbands in Y CVn which is facilitated

by removingthe blackbodyemissionfrom the underlying

photosphere. The strong absorptionband at 5.3 um is due to C3,
CO and perhapsCN. From Goebel et al. (1980).

Figure5. Molecularabsorptionsin a varietyof carbonstars,and _ Cet.

The dotted linesare single layerCO band models. The carbon

stars are orderedby continuumtemperature. From Goebel and

Johnson (1984).

Figure6. Empiricalpseudo-dissociationplots for moleculesas determined

from molecularband depths in spectraof the type shown in

Figure5. Althoughthe temperaturesdo not match the Tsuji

(1964)tBmperatures,there is a linearrelationbetweenthe

computedand observedtemperatures.

Figure7. The spectralfluxcurve of V CrB as reportedby Goebelet al.

(1981). Note the additionalbands not seen in Y CVn and labeled

here as well as the weak 5.3 _m band.
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Figure8. The spectrumof V CrB. Here the strongestbands are due to

polyatomicspeciesHCN and C2H2. The SiC band at 11.5 _m is
significantlydifferentfrom that seen in Y CVn (insert).

Beyond4 _m additionalomissionis found which can be modeled

- with graphitedust. From Goebelet al. (1981).

Figure9. Absorptionspectrumof acetylene(C2H2) in the near infrared.

Figure10. Spectralfluxcurve of HD19557,an R type carbonstar and T

Lyrae,an N type carbonstar. T Lyrae has a huge 3 _m

absorptionband. Not only does HD19557lack the polyatomics,

but also the SiC band at 11.5_m is absent. Variousmodels are

shown for comparison. From Goebelet al. (1983).

Figure 11. Molecularabsorptionsin HD19557and TX Psc. The computed

absorptioncross-sectionof C2H is also shown in the 3 _m region

for comparisonwith the weak 2.9 _m and polyatomicbands. From

Goebel et al. (1983).

Figure 12. Comparisonof the flux curve of TX PSc and QQT model 3000K/I.0

cgs gravity (0). The smooth line is the continuumonlymodel

to show the underlyingH- peak.

Figure 13. Comparisonof the flux curve for Y CVn with the QQT model

2600K/10.0cgs gravity(0). The dotted line is the continuum

only model. From Goebel et al. (1980).

Figure14. Comparisonof effectivetomperaturesfor carbonstars by

observation(verticalcoordinate)and model atmospheres

(horizontalcoordinate). In general,the agreomentis

encouraging.

. Figure 15. H2 and CN line depths calculatedfrom the models of QQT. From

Goorvitchet al. (1980).
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Figure 16. Observationof the I-0 S(1) quadrupoleline of H2 in RZ Peg and
the absencethereofin DS Peg, an otherwiseidenticalstar.

Syntheticspectrafor the QQT and Johnsonmodels are also shown,

From_ohnson et al. (1983).

Figure 17. Run of H2 line depth for the 1-0 S(1) line versus effective
temperaturefor carbon stars comparedwith model grids

(J=Johnson,QQT as before). As a class,carbon stars appear

anomalouslyweak in this line. From Johnson et al. (1983).

Figure18. Comparisonof 1) syntheticflux curves for opacity sampled

carbon star models having a solar H/O abundanceratiosand

increasedC/O ratio with 2) KAO spectraof carbon starsof known

angulardiameter. From Goebel and Johnson (1984).

Figure19. Mid infraredspectraof dusty carbonrich stars taken from the

KAO by Forrest,Houck,and McCarthy(1980). The cut on

wavelengthappearsto vary imperceptiblyfrom star to star.

Figure 20. Spectraof MgS taken by Berthold(1964)using electronbeam

evaporationand cryogenicdepositionof the ensuingvapor in

order to study the cubic (left)and hexagonal(right)

morphologicalforms. Upon heating (curvesb) the spectratend

towardslongerwavelengths.

Figure21. Comparisonof the 30 _m emissionfeaturein two carbon stars,GL

3068 and IRC+10216,with laboratoryspectraof MgS and CaS.

From Goebel and Moseley (1984).

Figure 22. Spectraof MgS, CaS, SIS2, FeS, FeS2, Fe3C, and amorphousiron
carbidein the far infrared. From Nuth et al. (1984).
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MID-INFRAREDSPECTRDSCOPYOF PLANETARYNEBULAE

M. A. Shure,J. R. Houck, T. Herter, G. E. Gull and P. Graf
Cornell University

INTRODUCTION

Until about two decades ago planetarynebulae studieswere limitedto the
optical and radio spectralregimes. The ultraviolethas now been made accessi-
ble through the launchingof the InternationalUltravioletExplorer(IUE)while
extension of observationalcapabilitiesto the infrared has occurred through
the development of ground-based, airborne and space-based platforms. Only
limitedinfraredspectroscopicwork has been performedwith space-basedinstru-
ments (InfraredAstronomicalSatellite-IRAS),and many spectralregimesare not
available to ground-basedtelescopesdue to atmosphericattenuation. Airborne
platformssuch as the Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO) make availablea much
broader spectralrange in the infrared (4-8pm and 16pm-1mm). In this paper we
will discuss the applicationof infrared spectral lines observed in :partof
this broadenedspectralrange, 18 to 36 microns,to planetarynebula studies.

RADIO IONIC

CONTINUUM ABUNDANCES

IR

LINE

FLuxEs IRLINEFLUXES ELECTRON

FROM ----I-- FROMKAO,IRAS "-_ DENSITIES
KAO OR SIRTF

OPTICAL OR UV ELECTRON

+ LINE FLUXES _ TEMPERATURES
FROMGROUND OR IUE

Figure 1.- Uses of mid-infraredlines.
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In general, infrared line fluxes from planetarynebulae by themselvesor
in combination with fluxes from other spectral regions yield 1) ionic
abundances,2) electrondensitiesand 3) electrontemperatures(fig. I). Such
comparisonswill be discussed below, and our results for temperaturesin the
central regionsof high-excitationplanetarieswill be dealt with in detail.

OBSERVATIONS

The lines to be discussed in this paper were observed from the Kuiper
Airborne Observatoryusing the medium- and high-resolutionliquid-helium-cooled
spectrometersdescribed by Forrest, McCarthy and Houck (1980) and Houck and
Gull (1983), respectively• The full-width-half-maximumbeam diameter was 30
arcsec. Nebulaewere chosen such that the line emission region fit completely
within the beam so that no beam size correctionswere necessary. A summaryof
line detectionsand upper limits to date is given in Table 1. The SIll line
was detected in NGC 7027 .byGreenberget al. (1977)and NeV in J900 by Forrest
(1981). Although this Is a large samp-Teof objects, it is biased toward
high-excitationnebulae because of our emphasis on obtainingtemperaturesin
high-excitationobjects using the OIV and NeV lines. These are the brightest
lines we have seen in planetarynebulae in the 18-36pmregion.

INFRAREDABUNDANCES

A planetarynebula is categorizedin one fashion by its degree of excita-
tion which reflectsthe dominant ionizationstate(s) of the constituentele-
ments. For instance,SIll will be the dominant ion of sulfur in a low-excita-
tion nebula,whereas SIV will prevail in higher excitationsituations. This is
the result of a higher temperaturecentral star. By examiningtheir ionization
energies, one can make a rough estimate of the ionizationequilibriumof an
element (fig. 2). ArIII will show roughly the same behavior as SIII. In
medium-to-highexcitation nebulae, Ne will be mainly in the form of NeIII.
Although they are not the dominant ions, OIV and NeV begin to appear in
high-excitationnebulae.

The fine-structurelines listed in Table 1 are emitted by ions excited by
electroncollisions. In the limit of low densities,the collisionalexcitation
rate dependsupon temperatureas

T-1/2exp -x
k-_ (1)

where X is the excitation energy of the level. The kinetic energy of the
electrons in a planetary (typically T _ 104 K) is much greater than the
infrared level excitationenergies,here expressedas an effectivetemperature:

for _ _ 20pm, T = _:Mhc _ 720 K.
eff k Xk

Therefore,the populationof the infraredionic levels are relativelyinsensi-
• tive to electron temperature. On the other hand, the excitation energy for

optical lines is greater than the electronkineticenergy:
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TABLE1 - MID-INFRAREDLINES OBSERVEDTO DATE(JULY 1984)
(X denotes > 3o detections, P denotes detection of 2.90, U denotes

upper limits obtained)

Lines and Wavelengths (in microns):

Object [S III] [Ar III] [Ne V] [0 IV] [S III] [Nelll]
18.71 21.83 24.28 25.87 33.47 36.02

2392 U U X
2440 X X X U
2610 X
6210 X U U U U
6543 X P U X X
6572 X U U U
6790 U U U
6818 X X
6826 X
6884 U U U
6886 X X
7027 X U X X
7354 X X
7662 X X

418 U U U U
2003 X
2165 X X
4593 X

30 3639 X U U U
I - 2 U X
900 X X

M1-1 U X

X hc
for k _ O.4pm,T ..... 36,000K.

eff k Xk
optical line emissionis thereforeexponentiallydependentupon temperature
(i)).

This disparityin temperaturedependencebetween infraredand optical line
emission is reflectedin abundancesderived from these lines. As an example,
consider the determinationof NeIII abundances. In the past, this ion's
abundance relativeto hydrogen has been determinedby comparingits brightest
optical line (3868 A) to an H B line flux. The temperaturedependenceof the
derived abundancemay be fit by a power law of the form T-4.1 for T = 104 K
(Shure et al. 1984a). The correspondingdependence of an abundancederived

the 36pm line and radio continuum fluxes is T0.15 for densities less
the collisionalcritical density (42.000 cm-3 for the 36_ line). At

higher densities,the abundancevariesas T0-35.
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This relative insensitivityto temperatureof the infrared abundance is
important for two reasons. First, uncertainties in nebular temperatures
translate into even greater uncertainties in optically-derivedabundances.
Second, because the temperature differs from point to point within a nebula,
the assumption of a single temperatureis inappropriatein ana]yzingoptica]
lines from ions occupying different portions of the nebula. Both of these

• problems are avoidedby the use of infraredlines. The resultingabundancesof
SIll, NeIII, OIV and NeV are given in Shure et al. (1983a and 1984a) for a
number of planetarynebulae.

A_ I ff_I I_ % _I W

o I ffI[[ v
Ne I ff 11T .TV ]Z

0 50 100 EV

Figure 2.- Ionizationenergiesof S, Ar, 0 and Ne.

INFRAREDDENSITIES

At low densities, the emissivity per ion density (erg sec-I) of a
collisionallyexcited line is proportionalto the electron density. As higher
densities are approached,the ion energy levels become populatedaccordingto
their statisticalweights. At high enough densities,therefore,the emissivity
per ion density is independentof electrondensity. This crossoverin electron
density dependencetakes place at a density known as the collisionalcritical
density (e.g., Osterbrock 1974). By examining the ratio of the flux in two
lines from the same ion, each with a differentcriticaldensity,the electron
density may be determinedover roughly the range of densitiesbetween the two
critical densities(fig. 3).

As discussed before, if both of the lines used are infrared lines, the
derived density is independentof temperature. In addition,the lines are not
affected by weighting of the emission toward higher temperatureregions, in

• contrastto the case for optical line pairs.
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Figure 3.- (Top) Emissivityper ion densityversus electrondensity
(ne) for two lines of the same ion, but with different

collisionalcriticaldensities(ncrit,1and ncrit,2).

(Bottom)Ratio of above two lines versus electrondensity.

Ratio is sensitiveto density over range ncrit,1 < ne
< ncrit,2.

For a particularnebula, if densities can be obtained from a number of
ions of varying excitation (which therefore populate different parts of the
nebula), then information on the spatial structure of the nebula can be
obtained. This is of interest for two reasons. First, it provides clues to
the evolutionof planetarynebulae. Second, densitiesin differentparts of a
nebula can be used to determineaccurate abundancesfrom ions inhabitingthese
portions of the nebula. These abundancesare sometimessensitiveto assumed
density,dependingupon the criticaldensities.

Potentialdensity-probeline pairs which include a line between 18 and
36pm are listedin Table 2. Only in the case of SIll and NeIII have both lines
been detectedat more than 3o (Table1). Becauseof attenuationby atmospheric
CO2 even at airborne altitudes,the NeIII 15.56 and NeV 14.33_mlines must be
measured using space-borne instruments such as the IRAS or future SIRTF
spectrometers. The NeIII 15.56pm line has already been detectedby IRAS in NGC
6543 (Pottaschet al. 1984).
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TABLE2 - DENSITY-SENSITIVEINFRAREDLINE PAIRS

Line Pairs
lon (critical densities in 10+3 cm-3)

S III 18.71 and 33.47 microns
, (15.0) (1.92)

Ar Ill 8.99 and 21.83
(298*) (33.3*)

Ne III 15.56 and 36.02
(290") (41.6")

Ne V 14.28 and 24.28
(34.4) (6.5)

*Denotes that critical densities are probably overestimates (see text).

Note that both Sill lines fall within our instrumental range• In addition
to their use in planetary nebulae (Shure et al. 1984b), the Sill lines have
been used to probe a number of HII regions (Herter et al. 1982), the galactic
center (Herter et al. 1984) and M82 (Houck et al. 1984)•

One should be cautious in adopting the Arlll and Nelll critical densities
in Table 2. These densities depend upon values of collisional excitation cross
sections (e.g., Osterbrock 1974) which have been calculated numerically.
Recent recalculations of these parameters show that the older values were
sometimes underestimated by as much as an order of magnitude due to the neglect
of resonances in the cross sections (Aggarwal 1983, Hayes 1983). Although the
SIll, OIV and NeV cross sections have been calculated recently including
resonance effects, the Arlll and Nelll values have not and so must remain
questionable (Mendoza 1983). Comparisons of infrared- and optical-derived
abundances and temperatures indicate that the Nelll 36_m level collision cross
section is three times greater than the latest calculated value (Shure et al.
1984a). Such an increase will decrease the critical density by the same
factor.

INFRAREDTEMPERATURES

Because of the contrastin temperaturesensitivityof infraredand optical
(or UV) lines, the IR/optical (or IR/UV) line ratio of an ion is a very
sensitiveprobe of electrontemperature. For densitiesbelow the infraredline
criticaldensity,this ratio is independentof electrondensity.

Although all of the lines listed in Table 1 possess optical or UV
counterparts,we have concentratedon the two high-excitationions OIV and

• NeV. The line pairs are the OIV 1400 A and 25.87pm lines and the NeV 3426 A
and 24.28pmlines. Althoughthe 3426 A line can be measuredusing ground-based
telescopes,the earth's atmosphereis opaque to 1400 A photons. However, the
1400 A lines (a group of five lines near 1400 A) have been measuredby the IUE

• satellite from a number of planetary nebulae.
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Because of their high ionizationenergies,0 and Ne are ionizedto OIV and
NeV only quite near the hot central star of a high-excitationnebulawhere the
very high-energy photons have not yet been depleted by ionization losses.
Because the ionizationenergy of Hell is 54eV, the OIV and NeV ions inhabitthe
region where helium is doubly ionized (the HeIII zone). High-excitation
planetarynebulae,unlike HII regions,possess an HeIII zone because of their
high-temperaturecentral stars. This zone is of interestbecausethe thermal °
processesthere are different from those in regions further from the central
star. Within this high-excitationregion of the nebula, hydrogen is kept
ionized in large part by HeIII recombinationradiation. The main coolant is
the CIV 1549 A line, while the OIII 5007 and 4959 A lines dominatecooling in
the gas at larger radii. The theoreticaltemperatureswithin the HeIII zone
are 16,000 to 20,000 K, and approximately12,000 K outside (Hummerand Seaton
1964, Flower 1969, Harringtonet al. 1982).

Measurementsof HeIII zone temperaturesare relativelyscarce. A common
thermometer for planetary nebulae has been the OIII line ratio 4363 A/(4959+
5007) A. OIII exists mainly outside the HeIII zone and has yielded tempera-
tures in general agreement with theoreticalpredictionsfor these outer zones
of numerous planetarynebulae. After correctionsfor interstellarextinction
and blendingwith nearby SilV lines, the IUE 1400 A line fluxeswere compared
with the 25.87_m line flux from NGC 7662 (both integratedover the nebula).
The resultingtemperaturewas

+910
T(OIV) = 15,450 K.

-720
Because of the method of correctionfor incompletecoverageof the nebula by
the IUE slit, this is a lower limit to the actual OIV temperature. This OIV
temperatureis consistentwith the detailedmodel of NGC 7662 by Harringtonet
al. (1982),in which the temperaturewithin the OIV zone was calculated, m

The ratio of the integratedNeV 3426 A and 24.28pm lines in HGC 7662
yielded a temperatureof

+6400
T(NeV) = 18,900 K.

-3500
(Shure et al. 1983b). The large uncertaintyin this temperatureis due mainly
to the large uncertaintyin the integrated3426 A flux. Unfortunately,such
integratedmeasurementsare rarelymade. We have begun a program of integrated
3426 A flux measurementsof planetarynebulaeusing Cornell'sHartung-Boothroyd
Observatory25-inchtelescope.

Fluxes in the OIV 1400 A lines from seven other planetary nebulae were
combinedwith our 25.87_m fluxes to yield the OIV temperaturesshown in Figure
4 (Shureet al. 1984c). The temperaturesrange from 15,000to 21,000 K, except
in the case of IC 2003, a fairly low-excitationnebula. In IC 2003, the OIV
temperature is still higher than the OIII temperatureof 10,000 K (Aller et
al. 1983). Overall, the OIV temperaturesdo indicate a significantlyhighe-r- o
temperaturewithin the HeIII zone than without. Further,except for IC 2003,
the observedtemperaturesare in good agreementwith theoreticalpredictionsof o
16,000-20,000K.
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CONCLUSION

Infrared spectral lines in the mid-infrared supply us with information
about planetary nebulae which both supplementand complementoptical results.
Their utility lies mainly in the insensitivityof the line intensities to
temperaturevariationsor uncertainties,in contrastto the behaviorof optical
emission. This in turn leads to more accurateionic abundancesthan presently
availablefrom optical lines.

Although densities from optical line ratios are not very sensitive to
temperature,the lines are weighted toward regions of higher temperatures. A
comparisonwith infrared densities from the same ions will therefore provide
us clues to the densityand/or temperaturevariationswithin nebulae.

Temperaturesfrom 01V and NeV ions show us a part of high-excitation
• nebulae previouslyinaccessible. They verifyour pictureof physicalprocesses

in the HeIII zone.
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An obstacle to interpretationof the ArIII and NeIII lines is the
uncertaintyin their atomic parameters. This is also the case with many other
infrared ionic lines. Interpretationof these lines must await more certain
collisioncross sections.
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SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DUST IN PLANETARY NEBULAE

H. Moseley and R. F. Silverberg

• NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

ABSTRACT

Some carbon-rlch planetary nebulae exhibit a strong broad emission
feature beginning at I m 24_m and extending to I > 30,m (Forrest et al.,
1981). We present 30-55_m spectrophotometry of IC 418 and NGC 6572, both
of which have the strong broad emission feature. These observations allow
us to define the wavelength dependence of the emissivity of the dust
responsible for the feature.

Comparison with laboratory spectra of candidate materials which are
likely to condense in a carbon-rich environment (Lattimer, Grossman, and
Sehramm, 1977), suggests that the feature arises from MgS (Goebel, 1980;
Goebel and Moseley, 1984). Adopting this identification, we discuss the
implications of such a strong feature arising from a relatively minor dust
constituent.

Finally, we comment on the environment in which MgS may be found. We
speculate that MgS will be seen in objects with C/O ratios only slightly
greater than one, but not in extremely carbon-rich objects. In objects
with much higher carbon abundances, e.g. BD+30°3639, the formation of CS
Consumes S so that insufficient MgS can form to exhibit the strong feature.
These observations imply that the emergent far infrared spectrun of carbon-
rich objects are very different depending on the abundance of the low
temperature condensate MgS.
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OBSERVATIONS

We present 30-55um spectrophotometry of three planetary nebulae, IC

418, NGC 6572, and BD+30°3639. All three objects are carbon-rich based on
UV and visible measurements of the ionized gas. IC 418 and NGC 6572 have ao
strong I > 24_m emission feature (Forrest et al., 1981), while BD+30 3639
does not.

The spectra of these objects are seen in Fig. I. The 30-55,m

observations are made with a six-channel spectrophotometer with _ 3.5_m
spectral resolution (Moseley and Silverberg, 1981). The observations
employ Wright's (1976) model of Mars for absolute calibration. The strong

emission feature around 30_m is seen in IC 418 and NGC 6572. T_e decline
at I > 40_ is particularly steep in these objects, while BD+30v3639 has a
very flat spectrum in this region.

To study the emission feature, it is necessary to separate the feature
from the underlying continuum. With the feature nearly an octave wide,
such a separation may be somewhat artificlal, as the continuum opacity may
be changing significantly over this range. IC 418 has the strongest such
feature yet observed, so a clear separation is most apparent and the

remainder of the discussion in this paper will therefore concentrate on
this object. The spectrum can be modeled as a T = lOOK, _ c k-- dust
continuum with a feature extending from 25-45_m. The long wavelength edge
of the feature appears to blend smoothly into the continuum, so a clear
meassurement of the "feature" emissivity at k = 50_m is impossible. Based
on this fit, we can derive an approximate wavelength dependence of
emissivity in the feature. If we assume these grains are also at T _ lOOK,
the result is seen in Fig. 2.

it is remarkable to note that 22% of IC 418's far infrared (k > 10_m)
flux is emitted in this feature. This fact puts stringent limits o_ our
identification of the dust composition.

DISCUSSION

Planetary nebulae are observed to have many dust features in the
8-13_m region (see e.g. Aitken and Roche, 1982). Generally, oxygen-rich
objects show the silicate features, and carbon-rich objects show the SiC
feature or several narrow features possibly arising from large aromatic
hydrocarbon molecules (Leger and Puget, 1984). The k > 24_m feature occurs
in carbon stars (Forrest et al., 1981; Goebel and Moseley, 1984) and
carbon-rich planetary nebulae. Based on the suggestion of Goebel (1980)
(Goebel and Moseley, 1984; Nuth et al., 1984) we adopt the identification
of the feature as arising from MgS. In Fig. 3, we plot the laboratory
spectrum of MgS from Nuth et al. (1984) for comparison to the excess
emissivity in IC 418. The short wavelength edge of the feature fits very
well, but the long wavelength emissivity in the laboratory spectrum is
greater than in IC 418. This may be due to differences in grain size
between the laboratory dust and the nebular dust. Measurements which
determine the complex index of refraction for the MgS are necessary to
allow Mie calculations for more detailed comparisons. Although the long
wavelength agreement is marginal, the agreement with the sharp 24_m onset
is quite compelling. Below we consider the energetics of the feature and
show that this identification is reasonable despite the relatively small
cosmic abundances of Mg and S.
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In order to emit 22% of the far infrared energy, the grains

responsible for this feature must intercept at least this much ultraviolet
and visible stellar and nebular radiation. This requires a rather large
absorption cross section for these grains• Since UV cross sections for

• many materials are close to geometric cross sections, we can adopt this
assumption for a rough analysis.

Assuming a distance of 0.7 Kpc to IC 418 and a gas mass of 0.5 Mn, we
" can calculate the amount of MgS required to directly absorb sufficient

radiation to account for the feature. To subtend sufficient solid angle to

abso_9 15_ of the total stellar flux (22% of the infrared _x) we require
2x10_- cm cross section• This requires a mass Mg = 1.9xi0 r g of MgS,
where r is the grain radius in cm. This does not allow for the absorption
of trapped resonance llne radiation. If the grains were 0.1,m in diameter,
this is consistent with the availability of Mg and S in approximately solar
abundances. Additionally, however, there must be sufficient cross section

in the infrared to permit MgS to deminate the total dust opacity near 25_m,
as is seen from the factor of two increase in dust emissivity in IC 418
between 23 and 26_m. Quantitative estimates of how to accomplish this
await measurements of optical constants for this material. We make the
conjecture that the large infrared cross section can be produced by a thin
(< O. 1_m) coating on existing SiC grains. This can serve to spread out the
MgS to increase its emission efficiency in the infrared as well as increase
its cross section for ultraviolet absorption. Given the low condensation
temperature of MgS in an astrophysical environment (Lattlmer, Grossman and
Schramm, 1977), it is likely that MgS condenses on the surface of existing
grains, which will be primarily composed of SiC in a carbon-rich environ-
ment. Radiation which heats any part of a grain coated with MgS may then
be emitted in the feature.

The MgS feature is seen in some but not all carbon stars and carbon-

rich planetary nebulae. In general, objects having the MgS feature also
exhibit the SiC feature, while objects with the narrow lines possibly due

to aromatic hydrocarbons (Leger and Puget, 1984) (e.g. NGC 7027,
BD+30-3639) do not have the far infrared feature. Following Barlow (1983)
we suggest that this variation is related to the C/O ratio. If C/O is only
somewhat greater than unity, Si, which is about 10% as abundant as carbon,
can occupy much of the excess carbon forming SiC, leaving the Mg and S to
form MgS. If C/O >> I, much of the S will be bound up in the stable gas
molecule CS at the time of dust condensation. Therefore, MgS formation is

inhibited by the reduction in available S and amorphous carbon or graphite
grains would dominate the dust population rather than SiC.

Although this explanation of the discrepancies between the far
infrared spectra of carbon-rich planetary nebulae is plausible and
consistent with observations, further studies of the infrared

characteristics of MgS are required to establish quantitative agreement
with these observations.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. A strong emission feature has been observed in several carbon-rlch

planetary nebulae. These observations define the shape of the feature out
to about 55_m and enable us to estimate the wavelength dependence of the
dust emissivity law for the material responsible for the feature.

2. A tentative identification of the material responsible for the

feature has been made from comparison with laboratory spectra of MgS which
has a nearly identical turnon wavelength. The long wavelength cutoff does
not fit as well, but the agreement is, nonetheless, striking.

3. We estimate that nearly 25% of the far infrared flux is emitted in
the feature for IC 418. This poses a difficulty for the identification of
the source as MgS in a region of nearly solar abundances unless the MgS is
a mantle on grains of a different composition.

4. MgS is not likely to form in regions where C/O >> I because the

gas CS will form more readily and exhaust the S before the formation of
MgS. Thus the feature is not expected in a source such as BD+30-3639 and
none is observed.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure I. Spectra of three carbon-rich planetary nebulae. The 15-30_m

(dotted line) spectra come from Forrest, Houck, and McCarthy

. (1981) in NGC 6572 and IC 418. The 15-30_m data for BD+30°3639

was provided by W. Forrest (private communication). 30-55_m

spectrophotcmetry is shown with error bars. For IC 418, the

assumed underlying continuum (dashed line) for the separation of

the feature is shown.

Figure 2. The emissivity of the dust responsible for the feature in IC

418. A temperature of 100K was assumed for the grain material.

MgS emissivity is taken from Nuth et al., 1984. Both curves are

normalized to the same maximum value.

Figure 3. Transmissions of candidate materials likely to condense in a

carbon-rich environment. Spectra are taken from Nuth et al,,

1984.
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INTERSTELLAR GRAIN MANTLES

A. Tielens, F. Witteborn, J. Goebel, J. Bregman, L. Allamandola
w

NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER

L. B. d'Hendecourt

Rijks Universiteit Leiden, The Netherlands

I INTRODUCTION

The presence of small dust grains in the interstellar medium was first

established in 1930. Despite 50 years of active research, the composition of
interstellar grains is, however, still highly controversial. Most researchers in

this field agree that silicates and some form of carbon are present. Some

researchers think that the carbon is mainly in the form of graphite, ejected into the
interstellar medium by late-type stars (Mathis et al. 1977). Others think it is in

the form of large carbon-bearing molecules which result from UV photolysis of simple
molecular mixtures in the interstellar medium (Greenberg and Yencha 1973). Inside

dense molecular clouds a mantle of simple molecules can form on interstellar grains.
Theoretical calculations of the chemistry in the gas phase as well as on the grain

surfaces predict that these grain mantles consist mainly of H20t H2CO, N2, CO2, H202,
NH s, 02 and CO and their deuterated counterparts (Tielens and Hagen 1982). These

simple molecules can then be transformed into more complex molecules by energetic
processes, such as photolysis or cosmic ray bombardment.

The best way to study the composition o£ interstellar grain mantles is by

infrared spectroscopy. The absorption features in a complete infrared spectrum from
2 to 15_m can be used as fingerprints to identify the absorbing molecule (Allamandola

1984). Ground-based observations around 3pm have confirmed the presence of H20 ice
in interstellar grain mantles, through the detection of the 3.08pm OH stretching
vibration. The detection of other molecules, in particular the carbon bearing

molecules, is however hampered by atmospheric absorption in the 5-8_m region and the
presence of the strong ice and silicate bands, which dominate the 3 and 10_m region
respectively. KAO observations of the 5-8pm region of the spectrum are therefore

extremely important to determine the composition of interstellar grain mantles.

II 5-8pm OBSERVATIONS

We have obtained 5-8_m spectra of molecular cloud sources using the FOGS, a 24
detector grating spectrometer (Witteborn and Bregman 1984). An important

characteristic of this spectrometer is that the whole spectrum is obtained
simultaneously. It is therefore relatively easy to correct for atmospheric
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transmission. Also, in contrast to CVF spectra, guiding errors will not introduce
spurious absorption features.

Figure I shows the four spectra obtained last year (Tielens et al. 1984). Each
spectrum represents about 15 minutes of integration. For BN and NGC 2264 the
statistical errors are about the size of the dots. For Mon R2 and P13 they are about
5%. For comparison reasons a previously published CVF spectrum of W33A is also shown
(Soifer et al. 1979). All spectra show some evidence for absorption features. The
shape of the absorption features varies from source to source. This is illustrated

in figure 2 which compares the Mon R2 absorption features with the W33A spectrum.
This figure has been prepared as follows. Optical depths have been determined for
the Mon R2 features. These are then plotted on the W33A spectrum, normalized at
6.0_ and assuminga linear continuum between 5.5 and 7.9_m. Note that this
procedure tends to exagerate the statistical error bars for Mon R2, because its

absorption features are much shallower than those of W33A. Obviously the features in
Mon R2 are much broader than in W33A. The 6.0_m band starts at shorter wavelength
and rises rather abruptly at 6.1pm. Even if the spectra are normalized at 6.8_m, the
6.8pm features are quite different. The presence of structure at 7.1_n suggests that
this is due to the presence of an additional absorption feature. Within the error
bars the spectrum of Mon R2 is, however, also consistent with one broad feature
centered at about 7.0_n.

Similar comparisons can be made for BN and NGC 2264. Because of the shallowness
of the absorption features in these sources, the error bars on the optical depths
are, however, quite large. The features are certainly much broader than in W33A and
may even be somewhat broader than in Mon R2.

III IDENTIFICATIONS

Extensive laboratory studies of low-temperature molecular mixtures have been

performed by the Leiden Astrophysics group (Hagen et al. 1981, Hagen et al. 1983,
d'Hendecourt 1984). Based on these laboratory studies we identify the molecules or

molecular subgroups responsible for the absorption, starting with the W33A spectrum

because it appears to be the least complex. The presence of the strong 3.08pm band

suggests the identification of the 6.0_m band with the bending mode of H20. A good
agreement is in fact obtained with the spectrum of pure H±O or mixtures of H20 and

other molecules as long as the concentration of H20 is larger that about 50%
(fig. 3). The 6.Spm band is at the correct wavelength for identification with the CH

deformation modes in saturated hydrocarbons. A comparison of the observed spectrum
with that of a mixture containing CH30H shows reasonable agreement (fig. 3). It

should be emphasized however that any saturated hydrocarbon will give comparable
agreement. The position and shape of the 6.8pm band shows however that unsaturated

hydrocarbons, such as aromatics, alkynes and simple allphatic ketones are not

dominant. With these identifications of the 6.0 and 6.8pm band the amount of
material involved can be estimated to be about 30% of all the availlable C and O
(Tielens et al. 1984).

The increased width of the features in the Mon R2, BN and NGC 2264 spectra

suggest that they are due to more complex mixtures of molecules. Actually, the H20
bending mode is too narrow and too weak to explain the observed 6.0pm band in these
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sources. Similarly, the 6.8pm band is much too broad to be identified with the CH
deformation mode in saturated hydrocarbons. The presence of substructure at 7.1pm is
suggestive of a family of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons, possibly containing
strongly electronegative groups (Tielens et al. 1984).

IV DISCUSSION

It is of some interest to compare the observations with theoretical calculations

of the composition of interstellar grain mantles. These calculations predict that

H20 will be abundant in grain mantles when atomic hydrogen is abundant in the gas

phase. This converts atomic and molecular oxygen into H20. For the carbon bearing
species, atomic hydrogen converts C into CH_ and CO into HCO and possibly H2CO. The
latter may be converted into CH30H by addition of more H, but this reaction has not

been studied in the laboratory yet. Clearly surface chemistry produces simple

molecules (Tielens 1984). And if the reaction of H with H2CO indeed goes at low
temperatures, then surface chemistry may be able to explain the observed spectrum of
W33A.

It is, however, important to realize that the complex mixtures observed towards

Mon R2, BN and NGC 2264 cannot be explained this way. Basically, the predominance of
atomic hydrogen, as inferred from the strength of the 3_m ice band, will saturate

molecules. At low grain temperatures these saturated molecules cannot form more

complex molecules. We feel that the observation of these broad absorption bands
strongly argues for the occurence of energetic processes in the grain mantle, such as

UV photolysis. In this picture UV photolysis of simple mixtures, accreted in
molecular clouds, forms radicals which either react to form more complex molecules or
are stored inside the matrix. Upon heating the stored radicals can diffuse and react

with each other. Simultaneously, the more volatile, accreted ices evaporate, leaving

behind the complex molecules (Greenberg 1976). In this way the simple molecules
produced by surface chemistry can be transformed into more complex ones. Laboratory

studies support this picture (Hagen et al. 1979, d'Hendecourt 1984). More laboratory

studies are needed to determine whether these photolysed mixtures can explain the
observed broad features in Mon R2, BN and NGC 2264.

The laboratory experiments show that the photolyzed mixtures are more refractory

than the accreted ices. As a result these complex mixtures might be able to survive

the harsh environment of the interstellar medium better than simple ices. At this
stage it is interesting to note that the 5-8pm spectrum of the galactic center

(Willner et al. 1979) shows some evidence for the presence of absorption features

(Hagen et al. 1980), which resemble those observed in BN. A comparison of the

features in these two sources is not meaningfull in view of the low signal to noise
of the galactic center spectrum and the shallowness of the absorption features.
Obviously the galactic center has to be reobserved with the FOGS. Establishing a

link between the dust in the diffuse interstellar medium, seen in absorption against

the galactic center, and the dust in molecular clouds is of prime importance for our
understanding of the evolution of interstellar dust.
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Figure legends

Figure 1.-The near infrared spectra of compact sources in molecular clouds. The 2-4 and

8-13_m spectra are taken from Merrill et al. (1976), Capps et al. (1978), Joyce

and Simon (1982) and Cohen et al. (1983). The 5-8_m spectrum of W33A is taken

from Solfer et al. (1978).

Figure 2.-Comparison of the 5-8um spectrum of Mon R2-irs2 with that previously published

for W33A (Solfer et al. 1979). The spectra are normalized to each other at

6.0_m.

Figure 3.-The observed 5-8_m spectrum of W33A is compared to (a) the laboratory spectrum

of pure amorphous H20 at IOK and (b) the spectrum of a mixture of H20 and

CH3OH.
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FAR INFRARED EtlISSION FROM GALAXIES 

D. A. Harper 
The Universitu o f  Chicago 

The first attempts to  observe galaxies in the far infrared were motivated 
by pioneering ground-based observations o f  large 10-pm excesses from the 
nuclei o f  bright 'active' galaxies such as NGC 1068 and M 82 ( Kleinmann and 
Low 1970a) and discovery o f  large 100-ym fluxes from the center o f  our own 
Galaxy with the first small airborm and balloon-borne telescopes (Hoffmann 
and Frederick 1969; Low and Aumann 1970; Hoffmann, Frederick, and Emery 
1971). Very early during the Lear Jet telescope program which Frank Low and 
Carl Gillespie initiated while I was a student at Rice University, measuring the 
far infrared flux from NGC 1068 became one o f  our principal goals. I t  was one 
o f  the two brightest extragalactic sources at 10 ym and one o f  the nearest 
Seyfert galaxies. It promised to  be a link between quasars and much weaker 
but qualitatively similar objects which might inhabit the nuclei o f  all 
galaxies, and i t  was a more promising target than the quasars themselves 
because o f  its higher 10-ym flux density. On the basis o f  analogy with the 
Galactic Center infrared source and an early 3 0  measurement from the Lear 
Jet (LOW and Aumann 1970), we suspected thst its luminosity might be 21012 
Le, almost two orders o f  magnitude larger than the total output o f  most 
galaxies at optical wavelengths although still more than a hundred times less 
luminous than the quasar 3C 273. I f  this flux evolved from a volume as small 
as 100 PC in diameter, as suggested by the 10-ym data. it would have to  come 
from some sort o f  exotic, non-thermal energy source. 

Our quarry proved rather elusive, however. Although we obtained solid 
detections o f  fl 82 and NGC 253 on later Lear Jet flights, at levels well below 
the earlier 3 6  result for NGC 1068, we could not confirm the detection o f  NGC 
1068 itself (Harper and Low 1973). We had to wait t o  settle the issue fo r  
almost two years, until the mw KAO telescope went into operation (Telesco 
and Harper 1976). We found that the total luminosity o f  NGC 1068 was only 
- 2 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  L8, stil l quite remarkable, but only a factor o f  two higher than its 
h<30 ym luminosity. Measuring 3C 273 at 100 pm took even longer. When we 
finally succeeded (Clegg et al. 1983), we found that unlike most galaxies, 
which display distinct spectral peaks at 50-200 ym, its 100-ym flux density 



lies on a simple power-law extrapolationbetweenits mid-infrared and
millimeter-wavelengthflux densities.

In themeantime,severalotherdevelopmentshadconspiredto weakenthe
notion that far infraredexcessesare necessarilgpoweredby vergcompact
sourcesuniquelgassociatedwith galacticnuclei.KleinmannandLow (1970b)
discoveredthat the IO-pmsourceinM82wasextendedona scaleof at least
a few hundredparsecs.Also, HarperandLow (1971)showedthat largefar
infrared fluxes were a commoncharacteristic of complexesof compact,
high-densityHll regionsassociatedwith activestar-forming regions in our
own coalaxg.5ubmillimeter observationsof galaxies (Riekeet al. 1973;
Hildebrandet al. 1977) Indicatedthat their flux densitiesfell rapidlgtoward
longerwavelengthsin a manr_rsimilar to the spectraof the HII complexes.
Interpretationof the far infraredfluxesfrom NG¢1068asdustemission(i.e.,
thermal emissionfrom small grains With characteristic temperaturesof
30-50 K)requiredthat thesourcebe>5" in diameter,considerablylargerthan
the,,,i"-diameterIO-.pmsource.

Ourunderstandingof star formationprocessesandour observationsof
galax!eshaveimprovedconsiderablgduringthepast tengears.It magbeuseful
at this pointto briefly summarizesomeof therelevantfacts andideas.

First, we suspect that star formation takes place predominantlyin
molecularclouds.Themost massiveandluminousstars seemto be born in
giantmolecularclouds(GMC's).Thesegiantmolecularclouds evolve.Wecan
seeexamplesof objects in a varietg of evolutionargphases,from vergdense
cloudswith highratios of cloudmassto stellar luminositg(e.g.,5gr B2and
W51)to openclusterswith verglittle gasat all.

Wealsoseeregionswith luminositiesof ,,,1010Leandsizesof ,,,500pcin
othergalaxies(e.g.,M 82, NGC253, IC 342; see,e.g.,Recklinet al. 1980;
TelescoandHarper1980).Thesesourcesare ,,,103times morepowerful than
the most luminous individual GM¢ in the Milky Wag. They may occur
preferentiallg in the inner disks of spiral galaxiesbut do not necessarilg
coincidewith galacticnuclei.

Therear.__every luminous compact objects in the nuclei of some galaxies
whichcanproducepowerful X-ray, optical, infrared, andradio emission. There
doesn't seemto be any way to understandthese objects in terms of normal
star formation processes.Luminosities canbe as high as "-,1011Le in Seyfert
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galaxies,andordersof magnitudehigherinQSO's.
4

Thereare a few spiral galaxies(less thana fraction of a percentof all
spirals)with far infrared luminositiesof ,4012Le andspectrasimilar to

• thoseof star forming regionsassociatedwith eMC's(Harper1984;Sailer et
al. 1984).

Arethesegalaxiespoweredbyveryluminousburstsof star formation,by
compact"nuclearengines,"or bysomethingelse, suchas shockheating in
infalling gas(asrecently suggestedby Becklinet al. 1984 for NGC6240)?
Whatare thepossiblemodesof star formationwithin galaxles,andhowdoes
the nature of the dominant mode dependon luminosity or various
environmentalfactors?

One can imagine two limiting cases for star formation. In the
"stochastic"limit, the stellar birthrate wouldbecontrolled primarily by the
availability of interstellar matter. Onewould expect large sourcesto be
composedof several "generations"of stars.Thecharacteristicsof different
sources(e.g.,Infraredspectrum,ratio of thermalto non-thermalradio flux)
shouldbesimilar, in the"coherent"limit, largevariationsin thegenerallevel
of activity couldbeexpectedin a givenamountof interstellar material.Rapid
star formation would require a "trigger," and sources would show
considerableevolutionin their observablepropertieswith time. Thebehavior
of real systemswill, of course,fall somewherebetweenthesetwoextremes.

How does star formationproceed?Whatdo we have to work with,
observationally?Continuumand line spectragiveclues to the state of the
interstellarmedium.If wehavesufficient spatial resolution,wecanaskhow
the spectral distribution andsurfacebrightnesschangewith position. We
might expect that a higher degreeof coherencewould result in larger
variations in spectrumfrom regionto region.We_ to seecoherenceat
the smallestscales(specifically,at the limit in whichwe canseeindividual
stars forming).Dowealso see it for largeregionswithin galaxies-- or for
wholegalaxies?

Several sp2ctroscopy groups will present far infrared data at this
• symposiumwhichgiveusanewperspectiveon thestate of theatomic, ionic,

, andmoleculargas in other galaxies.Thesefar infrared results havemany
• advantagesoveroptical data,particularlysinceactivestar formationregions

maybeheavilyobscured.LeeJ. Rickardwill presentdatapertainingto general
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correlationsof far infraredcontinuumradiationwith CO,radiocontinuum,and
optical emission.MikeCrawfordwill discusssomenewobservationsof the
158-jim line of C II, which is believedto bethedominantcoolingline for Hi
clouds.Jim Smithwill beshowingfar Infraredmapsof NGC6946whichallow
us to makestudies of correlations betweeninfrared, optical, and radio
emissionwithin an individual galaxy. At the present time, far infrared
spectroscopicobservationsarepossibleon!gfor the brightestgalaxies.Also,
self-consistentmulti-spectral studiesaredifficult to achievebecauseof the
limits imposedby diffraction andthe relatively small aperturesof current
airborneand balloon-bornetelescopes.However,the potential benefits of
thesestudies are verg large, andit is important to stress that the basic
sensitivity of the Instrumentscurrently tn operationis alreadgsufficient for
manyinterestingobservations--thefundamentallimitation at the momentis
telescopesize.

In somegalaxies(e.g.,NGC891andNGC5128,Harperet al. 1984),thefar
infraredcontinuumspectrumseemsto be relatively independentof position.
Thissort of behavioris generallyconsistentwith the stochasticpicture in
whichstar formation activity proceedsin a similar wagover a fairly wide
rangeof conditions.Thesesourcescouldbe comprisedor largenumbersof
smallcloudswhichevolvemoreor lessindependently.

is thereanycontrargevidencefor large-scalecoherentprocessess?Are
there observabledifferencesfrom source to source or within individual
galaxies?Oneexampleof agalaxywhichdoesseemto havesignificantspatial
variations in its spectrumis NGC4730 (HarperandJaffe 1984).In this 5b
galaxy,there is a "ring" of radio continuumandHo<sourceswith anangular
diameter of ',,50". Both the far infrared color temperatureand the
20-cm/6-cmcontinuumslopevary significantly aroundthe ring. Theregion
with the flattest radio continuumhasthe coolest160-jJm/lOO-jsmratio; the
region with the hottest 160-jJm/lOO-jsmcolor has the steepest radio
spectrum.This fits well with apicture in whichlarge(_>500pc)star-forming
regionsevolvefrom sourcesdominatedbgmoleculargas,verygoungstars, and
compactH11regionsinto "old"objectswith little moleculargas,extendedH11
regions,andlargenumbersor supernovaremnants.

Thebest-studiedexampleof a high-luminosityinfrared galaxy is still
NGC1068.Telescoet al. (1984)haveshownthat abouthalf of its luminosity
comesfrom a hot, compact infrared sourceassociatedwith its Segfert
nucleusandhalf from a cooler extendedsourcehavingapproximatelyuniform
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lO-j_m surface brightnesswithin a 30"-diameter disk. The infrared spectrum
of the compact source peaks at ',,30 pm, while the extendedsource emits
strongly at 60-150 J_m.The disk source is too extendedto be heatedby the
5eyfert nucleus and probably derives its power from star formation. The

• integrated spectrum of the central 50"-diameter region of the galaxy is
similar to other active galaxies in that it emits most strongly at 50-100 Jim,
but it also has an unusually high 400-jim surface brightness and a large
amount of 400-pm flux relative to that at 50-200 Jim. Its 400-jim flux
density is, in fact, three times larger than that of M 51 into a 50" beam,
indicating a larger density of interstellar matter over a region twice as large
(NGC 1068 Is about two times farther away than M 51). Also, its
400-pm/2OO-jJmflux ratio is larger than that of M 51, in spite of the fact
that M 51 has a much cooler spectrum between 50 and 200 jim. This is
somewhat reminiscent of molecular cloud complexeslike W 51 Mainand Sgr
B2 in our own galaxy (see, e.g., Dan Jaffe's talk in this symposium) and
suggeststhat a significant fraction of the available interstellar matter is in a
relatively quiescent state comparedto the material which fuels the other
galaxies.

The existence of galaxies with far infrared luminosities at least 2-10
times larger than that of NGC1068 (e.g., Mkn231 andNGC3690; seeHarper
1984) poses some interesting questions about star formation and its
relationship to compact nuclear sources. The far infrared continuum spectra
of thesegalaxies do not differ markedly from those of less luminousobjects
poweredby star formation. It follows that the dust massescontainedwithin
the far infrared sources (and,by implication, the total amountof interstellar
matter) should scale approximately according to luminosity. This conclusion
does not depend on the nature of the power source, but only on the
assumptionsthat the observedradiation comesfrom dust andthat the dust is
similar in the various galaxies. For Mkn231, this could require a mass of

>10!1 Me in interstellar clouds, an amountequivalent to the total mass of our
own galaxy. If the far infrared source in Mkn231 were small enoughthat the
dust could beheatedto the observedtemperaturesby a single luminousobject,
all of this masswould haveto be concentratedin the centermost region of the
galaxy. The dynamical effects of the interstellar material Itself would be
substantial. One might expect very large rotational velocities and a large

• self-gravity which would tend to compress the matter into a very thin disk.
This would be a very inefficient geometry for absorbing power from a
centrally located source. Onthe other hand, it might be difficult to imagine

• how to prevent extremely rapid star formation in sucha high-density medium.
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Obviously,observationalprogress in addressingthese issues will depend
criticallg on achievingbetter angularresolution at far Infrared wavelengths.
Themost powerful sourcesare suffictentlg rare that theg areall quite distant.
Oneof the closest is NGC3690. Gehrz, 5ramek, and Weedman(1983) have i

mappedthe source at 10 jJmand at radio wavelengthswith angularresolutions
of 1"-5". Theyresolve the source into several components(A, B, and C), two
of which they interpret as regions of intense star formation, or'star bursts."
Theexception,SourceA, hasthe largest 20-cm flux density into a 5" beam,the
second largest 10-jim flux density, and is the weakest of the three in H(x
emission. Thegnote that its 10-jJm/20-cm ratio is lower than the averagefor
the other regions and similar to those for ]5 galactic nuclei with unusuallg
high radio fluxes studied by Condon(1980) andCondonet al. (1982). SourceA
also hasa flatter radio spectrum than B andC.Theyarguethat interpreting the
flat radio spectrumas a combination of free-free thermal continuumradiation

with non-thermal emission havinga spectral index of (x=-I would imply that
the free-free emission from A is a factor of ",.20greater than from B andC,
although their infrared luminosities are comparable. Theg conclude that
Source A is probably the nucleus of NGC3690 and question whether some
phenomenonother than star formation is required to explain strong radio
sources in nuclei of spiral galaxies.

However,far infrared scansat 60 and100 jim with 20" and30" resolution
(Harper 1984) show that Source A is by far the dominant component at the
longerwavelengths and that it accountsfor most of the total luminosity (at
least five times more than B andC combined).This substantiallg weakensthe
argumentthat SourceA is not poweredbg star formation becauseIts ratio of
infrared to free-free flux is muchless than those of B andC In the alternative

picture, the 10-pm flux is weak becauseof extremely heavyextinction which
shifts the power to longerwavelengths.Additional support for the ideathat at
least part of the radio flux from SourceA is thermal is provided by the B_'
observationsof Fischeret al. (1983). Theyfind that A emits twice as muchB_'
radiation as B andC,eventhoughit is almost anorder of magnitude fainter in
H_xemission. The verg large extinction implied by these measurementsagain
points up the Importance of far Infrared observations with sufficlentlg small
beam sizes to resolve complex sources. Confirming that Component A is
poweredbya "young"star burst havinganunusuallyhighpercentageof thermal
emission from ionized gas in compact HI! regions would provide strong
evidencethat coherent processes are important for eventhe most luminous
sources.
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In summary,! think it is safe to say that star formation has been
. establishedasamajorsourceof heatingfor thefar infraredsourcesinspiral

galaxies.However,the relationshipof star formation to compactnuclear
sourcesandtherelative importanceof thesefundamentallydifferent typesof

• activity in the most luminousgalaxiesis still unclear.Although there is
evidencefor a generalcorrelation betweenfar infrared emissionand the
amount of interstellar matter present, there are also indications of
significant deviations from a simple stochasticmodel. I expect that an
increasingamountof attention will be focusedon thesedifferencesin the
future,on theonehandbecauseourability to discerndetail is improving,but
moreimportantlybecausetheyholdthekey to understandingin detail how
galaxiesformandevolve.

Wheredo we go from here?Wearenow measuringgalaxieson the KAO
whicharethreeordersof magnitudefainter thanwecoulddetecttengearsago
and doing spectroscopyon a numberof them. I expect that detailed
multi-spectralstudiesof nearbygalaxieswill soonbeginto providea much
soundercontext for our ideasaboutgalacticstructureandevolution. I also
expectthat our ability to work on fainter sourcesandthe existenceof the
IRA5databasewill allow us to eliminate someof the more problematic
selectioneffects whichhaveplaguedour efforts in the past.However,IRA5
will not provideanyinformationon the importantspectralinterval Iongward
of 120 .pm,and it will have serious limitations at shorter wavelengths
becauseof the large beamsused in the survey. Airborne observations,
especiallyif theycanbemadewith largertelescopes,canplayacrucial role in
extendingourknowledgeaboutgalaxiesandlayingthe groundworkfor future
advanceswith facilities suchasthe 5paceInfraredTelescopeFacility (SIRTF)
andtheLargeDeployableReflector(LDR).
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FAR INFRAREDCONTINUUMEMISSIONFROM THE GALACTICCENTER

MichaelWerner
NASA Ames ResearchCenter

Eric Becklin
Universityof Hawaii

Ian Gatley
UKIRT

The bulk of the observedluminosityof the centralregionsof the
Galaxy falls at infraredwavelengthsbetween20 and 200_m. The
radiationis thermalemissionfrom dust which is heatedby radiation
from stars or other luminositysources. Thus studiesof this far
infraredemissionprovideinformationabout both the distributionof
diffusematterand the locationand propertiesof the energy sourcesin
the galacticcenter region. Continuumstudiesof the galacticcenter
have been an importantcomponentof the KAO program,beginningwith the
firstexpeditionto Hawaiito observethe galacticcenter in 1975. Its
large size and precisepointingcapabilityhave made the KAO telescope
uniquelyuseful for high angularresolutionstudiesof the emission
from the central_-5' (15pc)of the Galaxy. This contributionbriefly
reviewsthe highlightsof this high resolutionwork. The larger scale
infraredemissionfrom the Sgr A regionhas been studiedby several
groups (e.g.Gatleyet al 1977,Dent et al, 1982, Gautieret al 1984,
Odenwaldand Fazio 1984). A comprehensiverecentreviewof the
galacticcenter is presentedby Brown and Lizst (1984).

The firsthigh angularresolutionobservationsof the galactic
center from the KAO (Harvey,Campbell,and Hoffman1976; Rieke,
Telesco,and Harper 1978) revealeda double-lobedstructurein the
50 um surfacebrightnessextendingalong the galacticplane,but the
natureof this distributionwas unclearbecauseof uncertaintiesin its
spatialpositionwith respectto other featuresof the galacticcenter
region. More recently,observationshave been carriedout with high
angularresolutionsimultaneouslyat 30, 50, and lO0_m, usinga
dichroicphotometerwith a commonfocal plane aperture. This
techniquepermitsdirectmeasurementsof color temperature,optical
depth and luminosity. More importantly,the 30 #m channelprovidesan
absolutepositionfor the airbornedata becausea precisepositionfor
the centroidof the emissionat this wavelengthis availablefrom
ground-basedmeasurements.

The resultsof this multi-wavelengthmappingare shown in
Figure l and discussedin detailby Becklin,Gatley,and Werner (1982).
The principalobvservationalresult,as shown in Figure l, is that the
30_umdistributionshowsa singlepeak which lies betweenthe two

. emissionlobesseen at the longerwavelengths. The 30_m emissionis
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known from ground-basedmeasurementsto peak at the galacticcenter as
determinedfrom the peaks in the 2 #m surfacebrightnessand in the
densityof ionizedgas. The faY-infraredcolor temperatureand
luminosityalso peak at the positionof the galacticcenter,and the
observationsshow a strongtemperaturegradientaway from the galactic
center in all directions.

Considerationof these data leads to the importantconclusionthat
the dust densitydecreasesinwardover the central3 pc of the Galaxy,
and that the centralparsec of the Galaxy is remarkablydevoid of dust,
so that opticaland ultravioletphotonsmay traverseit freely. The
inferredtotal luminosityof the sourcesthat heat the dust radiating
the faY-infraredemissionfrom the centralfew pc of the Galaxyis l to

3 x 107 LFun. It is probablethat these same sourcesare responsible
for ionizlngthe plasmaat the galacticcenter,and it is noteworthy
that the luminosityrange quotedabove overlapsthat inferred
independentlyfor the ionizingsourcesfrom near infraredspectroscopic
studies(Towneset al 1983). The natureof these luminositysourcesis
not establishedby the presentcontinuumdata; the resultsaye
consistentwith, but do not require,models in which a singleobject
dominatesthe energeticsof the centralfew parsecof the Galaxy. The
far-infraredresultsdo, however,show that the physicalconditionsin
the centralfew parsecof the Galaxyare very differentfrom those in
spiralarm regionswithin which massivestar formationappearsto be
occurringat the presentepoch. The color temperatureof the far
infraredemissionis higher,and the opticaldepthlower, in Sgr A than
in the spiral arm regions,and the directlyobservedfay infrared
luminosityof the central1.5 pc of the Galaxy,106 Lsun, is not
particularlylarge. There is no compellingargument,based on the far
infrareddata, to suggestthat the plasmain Sgr A is ionizedby very
recentlyformedstars.

The resultspresentedin Figurel suggestthat the galacticcenter
is located in a centralcavity,about 1.5 pc in radius,within a larger
ring of dust and gas. This pictureis supportedby a numberof other
observations. Submillimetercontinuum(400Mm) observationsby Novak
et al (1984)carriedout from the IRTFwith 35" resolutionhave
confirmedthe existenceof the dust ring,while the spectroscopic
observationsreviewedby Genzelet al (1984)provideevidencefor
ring-likedistributionsof gas. Of particularinterestis the
discoveryby Gatleyet al (1984)of emissionfrom shockedmolecular
hydrogencoextensivewith the lobes of far infraredemissionshown in
FigureI. Gatleyet al suggestthat this emissionis producedby the
impactof materialflowingoutwardfrom the object IRSI6at the
galacticcenterand strikingthe inner edge of the ring of dust and
gas, and that the centralcavity is evacuatedby this mass flow.
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Fig. I.- High angularresolutionfar-infraredobservationsof the
galacticcenter. (a)-(c)Maps of the galacticcenterregionmade with
30" resolutionand a common focal-planeapertureat 30, 50, and lO0_m.
The entire regionwithin the figurewas mapped at each wavelength. The
cross denotesthe positionof the centroidof the galacticcenter
emissionat 34jum as derivedfrom ground-basedmeasurements. At
30_m, the contourlevels aye 0.125,0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and l.O x 4300
Jy/beam. At 50#m, the contourlevels aye 0.125,0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and
l.O x 3000 Jy/beam. At lOOMm, the contourlevelsaye 0.25, 0.50,
0.75, and l.O x 3000 Jy/beam.(d) Map of the 25-130jumluminosityof
the galacticcenter,derivedfrom the 30, 50, and lO0#m flux maps.
The contourlevels are 0.125, 0.25,0.50, 0.75, and l.O x lO6
Lo/beam.(e) The 30 _m map (dashed)is shown superposedupon the
centralcontoursof the lO0#m map. (f) The 50-100Mm color temperature
of the far infraredemissionfrom the galacticcenter,derivedfrom the
50 and lO0#m maps and assuminggray particleemission,is shown as the
dashedlines superposedon the centralcontoursof the lO0#m map.
From lowestto highest,the temperaturecontourlevelsaye 60, 70, 80,
and lO0 K.
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THE 157p [CII] LUMINOSITYOF THE GALAXY
I

GordonJ. Stacey,Paul J. Viscuso,Char|esE. Fuller
Noel T. Kurtz, and Martin Harwit

CornellUniversity

The 157p 2P3/2 .2P1/2 transition of singly ionized carbon is thought
to be the dominant-coolantfor diffuseatomichydrogenin the galacticplane.

Ionizedcarbon is an effectivecoolantfor the followingreasons:

1) As the ionizationpotentialof carbon (11.3eV) is less than that of
hydrogen(13.6eV), photons capableof ionizingcarbon are able to escape H II
regionsand ionizecarbonatoms in the neutralregionsbeyond. Exceptin dense
molecularclouds, much of the carbon in the general interstellarmedium is
thereforelikelyto be in the form of C+.

2) Carbon is the fourthmost abundantelementin the interstellarmedium
-- only hydrogen,heliumand oxygen are more abundant.

3) Singlyionizedcarbonhas a low excitationtemperatureof 91° K and is
thus easily excited in cool neutral regions. Oxygen, while being more
abundant, has an excitationtemperatureof 228° K and is thus less easily
excitedthan C+.

Pottaschet al. (1979)previouslyestimated the coolingof the general

interstellarme1--e-d3-u_-t_roughthe 157p line. They measured the ultraviolet
absorption from the P3/2 level of ionized carbon in interstellarclouds
along the lines of sight to nine stars. They wer_ able to determinethe total
column density of carbon ions in the excited P3/2 state as well as the
column density of hydrogen nuclei in these clouds. Assuming radiative
de-excitationof theo@xcitedcarbon ions, they arrived at a 157p cooling rate
of approximately10"_ erg s-_/hydrogennucleon.

The observationsof Pottaschet al. were restrictedto stars in the solar
neighborhood. To get a better estlma'_t-6--ofthe 157_ coolingof the Galaxyas a
whole, we undertook a direct measurement of the CII emission through
far-infraredspectralobservations.

The high thermalemissivityof the sky at 157p requiresthe telescopebeam
to alternatelylook at the source and an adjacent referencesectionof the sky
presumedto be devoid of astronomicalsources. For an extendedsource,such as
the galactic plane, that requirement poses technical problems. The far-
infraredcontinuum and radio recombinationline radiation from the galactic
plane extend over a degree in latitude;and one might expect the CII emission
to also extendthis far. Even the 13' throw of NASA's Lear Jet, then, would be
insufficientto give a blank sky reference. Consequently,our first attemptto
measure the diffuse CII emission of the galaxy employeda lunar occulatation
technique(Staceyet al. 1983). 1
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OBSERVATIONSANDRESULTS
Q

The moon crosses the galactic plane twice a month. One of these two
crossings generally occurs in a region near the galactic center. On February
18, 1982, the moon occulted the galactic plane at _II : 8.0 o. By following

• the moon as it occulted the galactic plane, it was possible to chop between the
moonand the galactic plane using the moon as a reference source from which no
157_ line emission was expected, The moon's motion across the sky during our
40-minute Lear Jet observing leg then allowed us to scan the CII surface
brightness over galactic latitudes -14' < b < - 4'. The results were
surprising. The observed emission had a smaller h-alf-width than expected -- so
narrow that it was consistent with a point source -- and the peak intensity
corresponded to an emission-per-hydrogen nucleon 20 times the value indicated
by Pottasch et al. A repetition of this observation was called for by these
unexpected r_ and we decided that a more conventional scanning technique
might suffice, in view of the high flux and narrow emission region we had
recorded,

In June of 1983 we were able to repeat our measurements during a series of
six Lear Jet flights (Stacey et al. 1984), We chose to use a technique of
"walking" our 3.8'x6.2' bea_ across the galactic plane which allowed us more
flexibility in choosing regions of observations than the previously used
occultation technique. At the beginning of an observing run, our reference
beam was placed in the sky well removed from the galactic plane, typically at
bII ~ -1 °. Here a first spectrum was recorded at 157p. The beams then were
moved so that the reference beam coveredthe region where the source beam had
initially been placed, and the source beam moved one 12.6' chopper throw closer
to the galactic plane. Here a second spectrum was taken. Wecontinued walking
the beams across the galactic plane in this manner until we reached a position
where we were confident that the source beam was aimed at a region free of CII
emission, typically this was at bII ~ +i °. This series of spectra indicated
a changing CII flux at spacings 12.6' apart across the galactic plane and
permitted reconstruction of the actual CII emission.

Several regions along the galactic plane were considered, and we chose to
concentrate our efforts at galactic longitudes 411 = 2.16 ° and _II = 7.28 ° '

because I) bIzthere<exist guide stars which would enable one to "walk" the beamsfrom -10 < i°; 2) the radio continuum maps of Altenhoff et al. (1970)
and recombination line maps of Downeset al. (1980) showed no known HII regions
within our field of view; 3) the far-infrared maps of Gisp_rot, Puget and Serra
(1982) and Nishimura, Low and Kurtz (1980) as well as the_:CO (j=1.O) maps of
Sanders et al. (1984) showed no unusual features or knots within our scanned
fields of view. We also were able to pursue a short scan at £II = 7.8 ° '
which was as close to last year's longitude as guide stars would allow.

Our results are graphical|y displayed in Figure 1. One should note the
half-widths are of the order .34° and the observed intensities are

° significantly smaller than the intensity observed at 411 = 8.0 ° (Stacey et
al. 1983).
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cm_ sr-I for the 7,80° trace. Thequotederrorsare one standarddeviation
from the mean,

QUANTITATIVEINTERPRETATION

Excitation of C+ may occur through collisions with charged or neutral
particles. We first consider charged-particle impact excitation, dominated by
impacts with electrons.

Altenhoff et al. (1970) have mapped the radio continuum at 2.695 and 5.000
GHz in the direction of the galactic plane. They measure similar brightness
temperatures at galactic longitudes _I_ : 2.16 ° and _II : 7.28 ° at bII =
0.0. Assuming optically thin emision an_ an _lectron temperature of 7000°K, we
derive an emissionmeasure EM ~ 5 x I0 cm- pc at these longitudes, Using

this emissionmeasure and the cooling function of Dalgarnoand F1cC_a4y(1977)
we_calc_ate a CII intensityemergent from this ionized gas of -_u~- erg s-f
cm sr- . This is only 10% of our measured intensities. We concludethat the
ionized gas is not a good candidate for the CII-emittingregion and turn to
neutralparticleimpactexcitationof C+.
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Extensive mapping of the Galaxy in the J=l.O transition of IZCO (cf.
Solomonand Sanders 1980) disclosesa ring of giant molecularclouds (GMCs) in
the Galaxy lying between 4 and 8 kpc from the galactic center with a
half-height-60 pc.

The penetrationof carbon-ionizingphotons into dense molecularclouds is
limited by th_ absorption of these photons by grains to a column depth of
hydrogen~3xl(TI cm-_. This column density,then, effectivelydeterminesthe
depth of the CII-emittingfront about a molecularcloud.
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Using the coolingfunctionfor atomichydrogenimpactexcitationof carbon
ions of Launayand Rouef (1977)and the coolingfunctionfor molecularhydrogen
impact excitationof Flower, Launayand Roueff (1977),one may show that each
CII-emittingfront on the surfaceof a GMC emits~1.2x10-4 erg s-I cm"2 sr-I.
We have assumedthe temperatureof the emittingrggionsto be~ 300° K, and the
number density of hydrogen atoms, NH ~ 300 cm-_. Thus, we require roughly
4-5 clouds along our line of sight at _II = 2.16o and 7.28° to explain the
observed emission. This is in good agreement with the four to five GMCs
expectedalong a typicalline of sight in the galacticplane. Furthermore,our
CII scans closelyfollow the IZCO contoursof Sanderset al., 1984a, (fig. 2).
We concludethat most of the CII emissionarisesat the edges of GMC's.

THE CII LUMINOSITYOF THE GALAXY

Using the available radio data (see Stacey eot_ ai,o1984), we estimate a
total column density of hydrogen nuclei of 2.6x10:_ cm-: and 9x1022 cm-2 at
galactic longitudes_II = 2.16 and 7.28° respectively. We can therefore
estimatethe 157_ coolingper hydrogenatom as

Imax 5 x 10-26 erg s-I /nucleon,_II=2.16°
L157_/H_nucieon = =

NHmax/4_ 16 x 10-26 erg s-I /nucleon,_II=7.29o

These coolingrates a_# co, arable to those calculatedby Pottaschet al. which
very from 7 to 32x10--v erg s- /nucleon.

If we assume the CII flux emergesfrom a disk of radius 10 kpc and half-

height 60 pc _Corresp,ondingto our measuredhalf-widthsof #34° at 10 kpc), thewe calculate totaI:CIIluminosityof the Galaxy of ~6x10 L_. This is 0.3%
of the total FIR (72-196_)luminosityof the Galaxy estimatedby Gispert,Puget
and Serra (1982).

THE 8° REGION

There exists a large discrepancybetween the lunar occultationmeasure-
ments at _II = 8.0o and our present data. The recent CII intensitiesare
much smallerand the CII half-widthsare larger,so that the net luminosityof
the Galaxy is a factor eight lower than our previousestimate. Unfortunately,
we were unable to preciselyreproducethe 8.0° scan due to a lack of adequate
guide stars suited for Lear observationsin the region. However,we were able
to make a short scan at _II = 7.8o. This scan shows a marked peak in the CII
distribution_t bII= 'i.22° where the reconstructedintensityis nearlytwice
that observedat the _II = 7.28° peak. Furthermore,the peak emissionregion
narrowedand noise went up during this scan, suggesting,perhaps,that we were
scanningabout the edges of a point-likesource. These measurementswere from
a small number of spectra on one flight so care must be taken in their
interpretation,but it does appear that there is a local CII intensity knot
near _II = 7.8o. It is not inconceivablethat the February1982 measurements
were of an extensionof this knot and not representativeof the diffuse CII
emissionfrom the galacticplane.
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SUMMARY

- We have sampled the diffuse CII emission of several regions of the
galactic plane. The CII emission probably arises at the edges of giant
molecularclouds and appears to have_localizedknot-likefeatures. The total
CII luminosityof the Galaxyis~6x10_ L_.
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VARIATION OF OXYGEN AND NITROGEN ABUNDANCES IN THE GALAXY

i 1 2
H. Dinerstein , D. Lester , M. Werner ,

3 4 2
D. Watson , R. Genzel , and R. Rubin

I. INTRODUCTION

Far-infrared emission lines of oxygen and nitrogen can be used to study

the abundances of these elements in ionized nebulae. The abundances of heavy

elements in the interstellar medium are a record of past star-forming activity
and galactic evolution. The N/O abundance ratio is a particularly sensitive

indicator of the nuclear___rocess_g which a parcel of gas has undergone. Fine-
structure lines of the O'' and N ions lying between 50 and i00 _m are well

suited to accurate abundance determinations and make it possible to assay the
abundances in the inner part of our galaxy, which is hidden from optical view

by interstellar extinction through the galactic plane. The far-infrared lines

are also important for assessing the abundances in highly-ionized planetary
nebulae which have been claimed to be important sources of nitrogen. We

present and discuss results from a program of far-infrared observations of

oxygen and nitrogen in Galactic planetary nebulae and N II regions.

II. FAR-INFRARED OBSERVATIONS OF OXYGEN AND NITROGEN

The abundances of oxygen and nitrogen are of particular importance for

several reasons. The CNO group contains most of the mass of heavy elements in

present-day Galactic material, with oxygen comprising about half of the total.
As a result, emission lines of these elements carry much of the radiative
energy lost from nebulae and thus play a major role in their energy equilibrium.

Oxygen and nitrogen are synthesized by very different nuclear processes; oxygen

comes from massive stars which disperse their nuclear products to the inter-
stellar gas via supernovae, while nitrogen is produced mainly by lower-mass

stars as a by-product of CNO-cycle hydrogen burning and dispersed via stellar
winds or planetary nebulae. Since the latter process depends upon the presence

of previously synthesized carbon and oxygen, it is called a "secondary"

process. The relative abundance ratio N/O will depend on how many times a

sample of material has been cycled through stars and on the relative numbers
of high-mass and low-mass stars in previous generations.

Three emission lines arising from Oq-+ and N4-+ are observable in the far-
infrared. These ions are usually the dominant states of these elements in

nebulae. The two [O111] lines, at 52 and 88 _m, arise from the 3p ground

IUniversity of Texas at Austin. 3California Institute of Technology.

2NASA Ames Research Center. 4University of California, Berkeley.

Partly supported hy NASA Joint Research Interchange NCA2-OR781-201.
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term (Figure i); the lowest electronic

[0 IIH 2p' state of [NIII] has only two levels,
corresponding to a transition at 57pm.

4 's°----_- l, Although the emission efficiencies of

I SOOTA the individual lines are strong func-

3 L _ tions of density, the dependences
" - 43_A --F'P2 nearly cancel, so that the ratio of

495)_1 intensities changes by less than an
w .2 52,m ._2 order of magnitude over the full range

'Dz of nebular conditions (Figure 2). Fur-

.i __ _3a ._, thermore, the remaining density de-
4959.5oo7A pendence can be corrected for by

ee,m determining the density directly fromI
o 3e ____.....,..__,%o the ratio of the two [0111] lines.

This technique is discussed more fully

Figure 1: The energy-level diagram by Watson et al (1981) and Lester et
for the ground state of [OIII]. al (1983).

A study of N/O abundances in ionized nebulae in our galaxy was carried
out during 1980 - 1983, using the UC Berkeley tandem far-infrared Fabry-Perot

spectrometer (Storey, Watson, and Townes 1980) on the Kuiper Airborne Obser-

vatory. The observations were made as part of a program of far-infrared
spectroscopy in collaboration with J. W. V. Storey, C. H. Townes, and M. K.

Crawford. Spectral resolutions of %/A% _ 2000 were used, so that the line and

continuum were measured simultaneously in many H II regions; the line profiles
were not resolved. The flux calibra-

tions utilized the continuum measure-

ments and were tied to observations
0.8

of planets as primary calibrators. In
all, 6 planetary nebulae and 15 H II

regions were observed, with all three 06
lines measured in most cases. Large

variations in the N/O abundance from _ o4
object to object were seen. Some of

m
our results are described in more de-

-- 0.2

tail below.

O

III. PLANETARY NEBULAE

The chemical composition of plane- -o_

tary nebulae has been extensively o i z 3 4

studied through optical spectroscopy, logno[cm-_]
Since planetary nebulae are the _nve-

lopes of low- to intermediate-mass

stars, which undergo limited nuclear Figure 2: Emissivity ratios of

burningstages,the abundancesof most [NIII]57 _m and [OfII]52, 88 _m,
heavyelementsinplanetarynebulae shownasfunctionsof temperature

• are the same as the initialvalues in and density.
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Figure 3 shows observations of the [NIII] and [OIII] 52 vm lines in the

Type I planetary nebula NGC 2440, observed from Australia in May 1983.
Fitted Lorentzian profiles are shown; the apparent height and width of
the lines is set by the instrumental resolution.

the progenitor stars. Abundances of these species, such as oxygen, in plane-

tary nebulae of different stellar populations, can be used to study the time
evolution of galactic abundances. On the other hand, the abundances of a

few species such as helium, carbon, and nitrogen can be altered by nuclear

processing within the star followed by mixing of interior and surface layers.
For such species, planetary nebulae can act as sources of enrichment to the
interstellar medium.

A class of planetary nebulae designated "Type I" by Peimbert (1978)

appears to have enhanced abundances of helium and nitrogen. They are thought
to arise from intermediate-mass stars (_ 2.5 - 5 M ) in which extensive
mixing has occurred (Calvet and Peimbert 1983). I_ is claimed that some

members of this class have N/O as high as a factor of ten above the solar

value. Unfortunately, since Type I nebulae usually have very hot central

stars i only a small fraction of the nitrogen is in the optically observable
ion N', while ultraviolet studies are subject to uncertainties due to the

strong dependence of UV line intensities on temperature and extinction. We

have observed both Type I and non-Type I planetary nebulae in the far-infra-

red lines, in an attempt to measure the differences in N/O. Figure 3 shows
the [NIII] 57 _m and [0111] 52 _m lines in the Type I nebula NGC 2440. The
emissivities of these two lines are equal for the nebular density measured

from the [O111] 52/88 _m line ratio, log n _ 3 (see Figure 2). The fact• e

that the 57 and 52 pm lines have equal fluxes of 1.7 x i0-I? W cm-2 means
that N/O _ 1 in NGC 2440, a factor of ten above solar and above the value we

measure for the non-Type I planetary NGC 6543. Thus we confirm the claim

that Type I planetary nebulae are significant galactic nitrogen sources.

The optical [0111] lines at 4959 and 5007 _ are among the strongest
lines in the spectra of most planetary nebulae. Having measured the far-
infrared [0111] lines, we now have a very complete picture of the 0111 ion
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(see Figure i). This allows us not only to derive the physical parameters,
but also makes it possible to determine the absolute oxygen abundance, O/H.

• By combining infrared and optical line intensities we can simultaneously
solve for the temperature and density in the 0++ region (Dinerstein 1983).
For several nebulae in which we measured both far-infrared [OIII] lines, the

intensity ratios show that the nebula is not isothermal, and give a quanti-
" tative indication of the magnitude of the temperature variations (Dinerstein,

Lester, and'Wether 1980). Accurate determinations of O/H in nebulae must

allow for their non-isothermal nature (e.g. Rubin 1969). Correction for

the temperature variations we derive from the [OIII] lines brings the abun-

dances of these planetary nebulae into closer agreement with the solar value,

addressing a long-standing discrepancy between nebular and stellar abundances.

IV. H II REGIONS: N/O SURVEY OF THE GALACTIC DISK

A major goal of our program has been to make the first comprehensive
survey of N/O ratios in H II regions throughout the galactic disk. Syste-

matic radial gradients, with abundances decreasing in value with increasing

galactocentric distance R , are seen in many external spiral galaxies.
Optical studies of H II r_gions in our own galaxy, limited by interstellar

extinction to radii beyond 8 kpc, are interpreted as showing similar radial
gradients in elemental abundances such as O/H, although N/O does not show

a strong variation (see Pagel and Edmunds 1981 for a recent review). The

abundance of oxygen can be traced all the way to the galactic center by an

indirect method which uses nebular temperatures derived from radio recombi-

nation lines. If oxygen dominates the nebular cooling, then a higher O/H
will result in a lower temperature. Shaver et al (1983) infer a radial

gradient of dlog(O/H)/dR = -.07 dex kpe -I. Simple models of chemical evo-
lution in a closed syste_ predict that, if nitrogen is produced by a purely

secondary process, the ratio N/O should be proportional to O/H. The behavior
of N/O in more sophisticated models of galactic evolution has been discussed

most recently by Serrano and Peimbert (1983).

The first results of our survey (Lester et al 1983) reported a high N/O

value in the H II region W43, located the "5 kpe ring," a torus of strong
molecular emission and active star formation in the inner part of our galaxy.

Over the last three years, we have expanded the sample to include H II
regions over the range 0 < R < 12 kpc. The results are shown in Figure 4,g

• in which it can be seen that an elevated N/O ratio is common to all observed

regions in the inner galaxy. The overall trend corresponds to an average

slope of dlog(N/O)/dRg = -.05 dex kpc -I , only slightly lower than the value
of O/H quoted above, although our data do not necessarily conform to a linear

gradient. The measurements of G0.5 show that high N/O is not just a property
of the special H II region Sgr A, but of the galactic center region in

general. While the regions in the 5 kpc ring have high N/O values, they do
not show monotonic behavior with radius. Outward of 7 kpc, our data are

consistent with the optical result of constant N/O, within the errors.

A remaining question is whether the ionic ratio Nq-_/Oq-_ is an accurate
reflection of the elemental ratio N/O. It has been suggested that a combi-
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Figure 4 displays the results of a survey of N/O in H II regions
throughout the galactic plane. The regions are labelled by their

associated complexes. Filled circles are regions for which all of
the lines were measured and ne determined; regions for which only

one [OIII] line and [NIII] were observed are marked by open circles.

nation of density and ionization effects can artificially raise N++/O ++, if
the central star is sufficiently cool so that the doubly-ionized states do

not dominate the equilibrium (e.g. Rubin 1983). While effects of this kind

may lead to a larger scatter in N_-_/O++ at a given Rg, they cannot explain
the overall trend since the derived values do not correlate with He+/H +,
a measure of the degree of ionization.

The results of this survey will be discussed in a forthcoming paper

(Lester et al 1984, in preparation). Our main conclusion is that, in
general, the N/O abundance increases inward towards the galactic center,

with a steep rise at the outer edge of the 5 kpc ring of active star-
formation. The N/O abundances in the inner galaxy are about 2 - 3 times

higher than in H II regions in the solar neighborhood and outer galaxy.
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Far IR Observations of the Magellanic Clouds
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The Magellanic Clouds are the nearst true galaxies to our own Milky Way.

Fortuitously, they lie in a direction well out of the galactic plane and are

relatively free of foreground extinction. As a result, the Magellanic Clouds
present a unique opportunity to study the process of star formation in a

galaxy other than our own. Such studies in the past have been primarily
at visual wavelengths, due primarily to a lack of infrared instrumentation in

the southern hemisphere, especially in the far infrared. During the 1977 KAO

Australian Expedition, Werner et al. (1978) made the first extensive far in-

frared observations of the LMC. They mapped the 30 Doradus complex with a i'
beam and made single beam spot measurements of the smaller HII regions N 158,
N 160A, and N 159 (Henize, 1956).

Subsequently, Gatley et al. (1981) discovered the first extragalactic

protostar in N 159 using near infrared techniques. N 159 is also the first

identified source of CO emission (Huggins et al., 1975), a Type I OH maser

(Caswell and Haynes, 1981) and an H20 maser (Scalise and Braz, 1981) in the
LMC. Due to this new data on N 159-and the lack of spatial information in
Werner et al. for all but 30 Doradus, we targeted several LMC and SMC HII

regions for far infrared mapping on three flights of the KAO during its 1983
Australian expedition.

The observations were made using the University of Texas six channel
detector system (Lester et al., this symposium). Fully sampled maps using an

effective aperture of 43" were made simultaneously at 50 and 100_un of N 59A
(MC 64, McGee et al., 1972), N 158 (MC 75), N 160A (MC 76), and N 159 (MC 77)

in the LMC. The 100_m maps are illustrated in Figures 1 through 4. We also

observed N 76B and N 66 in the Small Cloud (SMC), but were unable to detect

any emission at the 2 Jy (3d) level in N 76B nor at the 5 Jy (3_) level in N66.
N 76B is the sight of the first (and to date only) SMC protostar (Gatley et al.
1982) discovered.

The integrated properties of the LMC HII regions are listed in Table i.
The values for the 30 Doradus complex in a 4' beam were derived from the data

of Werner et al. The number of ionizing photons is derived from the 6cm maps
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Figure i. The 100_m map of N 159 in the LMC. The lowest con-

tour is 15 Jy and the contour interval is 15 Jy. The peak flux is
120 Jy in the NE and ii0 Jy in the SW.

of McGee et al. using the standard formulae. The UV luminosity is the apparent

(not reddening corrected) luminosity in the five ANS satellite bandpasses (appx.
1400 - 3400 X) taken from Koorneef (1977). Spherically symetric emission was

assumed in all cases. The temperature of the warm dust was computed using a

i/h opacity law. The mass of the gas associated with each HII region is a sum
of the mass of the plasma (from the 6cm maps, assuming 10% He and T_I0000 K),

the mass of the warm gas (from the FIR maps, assuming Tv/_100_1000 and a gas
to dust ratio of 300), and the mass of the cold gas in the case of N159 using
the CO observations. The latter extimate is highly uncertain due to the likely-

hood of the CO emission being optically thick. We have assumed Av~3 over a
25 pc diameter disk (see Gatley et al., 1982 and Huggins et.al. 197 ).

The details of the maps and their implications for the star formation

process in the LMC will be discussed elsewhere along with new results on the

search for protostars in the LMC (Hyland et al., 1984; Jones et al., 1984).

In this paper we will concentrate on the overall integrated properties of these
HII regions listed Sn Table i.
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Figure 2. The i00_ map of Figure 3. The 1007_m map of N 160A in the
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Table 1

Integrated Properties

MC MC 64 MC 75 MC 76W MC 77 30 Dor

Henize N 59A N 158 N 160A N 159 (4')

Tpeak (K) 48.5 49 55 47 a 55 b
0.gxlO -3 0.9xlO -3 2.0xlO -3 1.SxlO -3 2.5x10 -3

_100_m

LFIR (Lo) 1.3x10 6 1.3xlO 6 4.0x10 6 5.0x10 6 4.0x10 7

LUV (L o) -- 6.0x10 5 2.0x10 5 2.0x10 5 1.7x10 6

NLy 2.3x1050 1.7xlO 50 2.0x1050 3.0xlO 50 4;0xl051

Mgas (M o) 4.0xlO 4 4.5x10 4 8.0xlO 4 2.6x10 5 1-2x10 6

aT and _100_m at NE flux peak.

bT and _100_m at SW flux peak

All of the HII regions in Table 1 have a lower L___/N_ ratio than seen

in galactic Hll regions (e.g., Wynn-Williams and Becking, _74) and much lower
than expected for associations forming a normal IMF (Jones et al. 1984, Ho and

• Haschick, 1981) assuming LFIR=LToT . For N 59A and N 158, this is probably due
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to much of the UV escaping and not being converted into FIR emission. The

fact that their 1007amoptical depths imply Av_l and that the UV luminosity
of N 158 is comparable to the FIR luminosity support this contention. For

N 160A and N 159 however, ._V is more than a factor of 20 below LFIR, sug-
gesting virtually all of the stellar association's luminosity is in the form
of FIR emission. Also, the 100_m optical depths are higher and in N 159,
optical (Heydari-Malayeri and Testor, 1982), near IR (Gatley et al. 1982) and

CO observations imply Av_ 2-3 on average.

The most straightforward interpretation of this result for N 160A and

N 159 is that they have formed a preponderance of early 0 stars, but rela-
tively fewer late 0 and early B stars (which contribute luminosity but little
ionizing photons) than galactic counterparts. In addition, there appears to be

relatively little mass availible to form substantial numbers of intermediate
to low mass stars. In N 159, for example, there is _ 10.M tied up in stars
earlier thanO6. If a normal IMF was forming, then _IO_M e would be necessary.
This is comparable to the amount of gas in all forms (except neutral Hy outside
the HII region).
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DUST RERADIATIONFROM NGC 6946

by
I

J. Smith,l'2D. A. Harper,2 and R. F. Loewenstein2

ABSTRACT

We present far-infraredmeasurementsof dust reradiationfor the spiral

galaxy NGC 6946. The measurementsconsistof maps and an energydistribution,

all made with a resolutionof 49". Effectivewavelengthsare 120 and 170 um

for the maps and 60, 120, and 170_m for the energydistribution.Much of the

reradiatingdust has a temperatureof _20K. The amountof starlightreradiated

at far-infraredwavelengthsis _6x1010L_ or about half the total amount of

starlightproducedby the nucleusand disk of NGC 6946. A bright nuclearpeak

centered on a_5' wide disk describesthe reradiationmorphologyat 170_m.

The disk contributes_90% of the total reradiation;the 49" diameterregion

centered on the nucleus gives the small remainder. The morphologyof reradi-

ated starlightis compared to the familiarstarlightmorphologyobserved at

opticalwavelengths.

I. INTRODUCTION

Much of a late-typegalaxy'sstarlightarrivesat Earth in two forms: (1)

optical and near-infraredradiationthat has been transmittedby the galaxy's

dust and (2) dust reradiationat far-infraredwavelengths. In this contri-

bution to the Conferenceon AirborneAstronomy,we reportmeasurementsof

du_t reradiationfrom NGC 6946 and relate them to publishedobservationsof

the transmittedstarlight. A more detailedanalysisof the far-infrareddata

is in preparation.

Using far-infraredobservationsof the Scl galaxy M51, Smith (1982,

hereafterPaper I) initiatedan expositionof the reradiationphenomenonin

galaxies. Several resultsof Paper I may eventuallybe includedin a general

descriptionof late-typespiralgalaxies. Among them is the importanceof the

galactic disk as a source of reradiatedstarlightand the importanceof cold

dust clouds for the reradiationprocess. As the second step in our studiesof

galacticdust reradiation,we decided on a,far-infraredstudy of the Sc(I-II)

galaxy NGC 6946. We choseNGC 6946 becauseits centralregioncan be detected

• I

2 Depar.tmentof Physics and Astronomy, University of Wyoming.
YerkesObservatory,Universityof Chicago.
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easily at far-infraredwavelengths(Telescoand Harper 1980), it has a nearly

face-ondisk of resolvablesize, and it has been the subjectof intensivestudy

at opticaland radiowavelengths.

II. OBSERVATIONS

All far-infraredmeasurementswere made with a YerkesObservatoryfar-

infraredcamera (Paper I; Smith, Harper,and Loewenstein1984)mounted on the

91cm telescopeof the KuiperAirborneObservatory(KAO). Total observingtime

was 3.5 hours dividedalmostequallyamong threeflightsof the KAO, two in May

and the other in September1981.

The far-infraredcamerahas a fixedmagnification,but the fieldviewed by

each of its 7 detectorscan be changedby placingan array of 7 aperturesinto

either of the two image planes of the camera. For the 120 and 170 um

measurements,no array of apertureswas used,meaning that the fields had the

maximum diameterof 49" (FWHM)and center-to-centerspacingsof 56". For the

60 um measurements,we used an array of aperturesthat gave 33" diameter

fields;the center-to-centerspacingremainedat 56".

Mars servedas the primarycalibratorfor the three flights. In addition,

we used the galactic sourcesW51(IRS2)and W3(OH) to correctfor the specific

observingconditionsof NGC 6946. The coordinates(1950)used for the center

of NGC 6946 were (_,a) = (2oh:33m: 49.4s, 59°: 58': 39"), neitherof which

differsmore than 10" from values used frequentlyin opticaland radio studies.

Our far-infraredpositionsshould be accurateto 7" Referencepositiondis-

placementswere 8' north and southof each positionobservedin NGC 6946. All

reference positionswere assumed to have a negligiblefar-infraredsurface

brightness.

III. RESULTS

Table 1 gives the photometrymeasuredfor the centralregionof NGC 6946,

and Fig. 1 shows how these photometrycomparewith measurementsmade of M51

(PaperI). Bothgalaxieshave F(120)/F(60)= 2-3 for the ratioof 120 to 60 pm

flux densitiesand F(170)__F(120)= 50-70 Jy aperture-I.

The similarityapparent between the energy distributionsof M51 and

NGC 6946 and the analysisof Paper I imply that dust particlesof about the

same range of temperatureproduce the centralemissionof each galaxy. The

best temperatureinformationis availablefor M51; Paper I (also Fig. 1) showed

that its 3 measurementsmade from 120 to 400 _m with 0_8 aperturesexhibitthe
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TABLEI

Photometryfor the Central Regionof NGC6946

Position Aperture Ax _ Fv
• (arcsecond) (urn) (pm) (Jy)

0,0 49 85-200 120 74±7

. 0,0 49 135-200 170 68±7

20"N,O 33 45-80 60 13±4
0,0 33 45-80 60 22±6

0,0 49 45-80 60 25±5a

a This 49" flux densitywas inferredfromthe twomeasurementsmadewiththe

33"aperture.

Notes---Positionsare relatlveto the centerof NGC 6946. _ is the f]ux
density(I Jy = 10-26 Wm"2Hz-1) observedwiththe far-lnfraredcameraset to

the listedvaluesofaperturediameter,bandpass(AX)and effectivewavelength

(x). Eachof the seven49" apertureshas an integratedareaof 0.75arcmin2.

Uncertaintiesare one standarddeviationof themean Nux density.

x( m)
1000 300 100 30

I I I I

50 NGC. 6_

20 Fig. I -- Dust continuum energy dis°
trlbutlonsobserved for the central

•

_]00 l- " 49" of NGC 6946 and H51. Statistical

=< I uncertainties(one standarddeviation

M51 of the mean Fv) are plottedwherever
they are largerthan the symbolsize.

5 I I I
• 0.3 1.0 3.0 I0.0

_(10'2 Hz)
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shape given by F = constantx_ 2 Bv (Td) with a dust temperature(Td) of 2OK.
This same functionalform applied to the 120 and 170_m observationsof Table 1

gives Td = 22K for NGC 6946. We use Td = 20K as a representativevalue for
both the central0'.8and the disk of NGC 6946 (also below).

Integratingthe area underneath the top curve of Fig. 1 gives

2.5xi0"12 Wm-2 for the far-infraredflux observed for the central 0_8 of

NGC 6946. The shape of the NGC 6946 curve is given by
F = constantx _2

Bv(Td = 2OK) for _ _ 100 _m; for the shorter 45-100_m
wavelengths,the curve merely shows the trend apparentin the observedflux

densities• As already indicatedby the value of F(120)/F(60),the flux

densities of NGC 6946 do decrease substantiallyfor _ <100 um. Still, the

energy distributionis wide enough to suggest thatdust warmer than_20K may

radiate a significantportion of the _9x10-13 Wm-2 measured for 45-85pm.

For _ >200 pm where 49" photometrydone from the KAO is becomingdiffraction

limited, the central49" of NGC 6946 emits only_lO% of its flux. Thus, the
2

approximation of F = constantxu B_(Td = 2OK) should cause little
uncertaintyin the 2.5x10-12 Wm"2 or its correspondingluminosityof 8x109L

Convertingthe flux into the stated luminosityemployed10.1 Mpc (Sandageand

Tammann 1974) for the distance betweenNGC 6946 and Earth, the value used

throughoutthis contribution. At the distance of 10.1 Mpc, 1' is equivalent

to _3 kpc.

Figure2 shows the contourmap of 170_m surfacebrightnessalone and also

superposedon a photographof NGC 6946 made in blue light. Emissionattributed

to dust (also below)was detected at the>_9% (>2_) level thoughoutthe_5'

( _15 kpc ) diameterregion includingmuch of the opticallybright portionsof

the disk and spiralarms. The 170pm surfacebrightnesspeaks stronglyat the

nucleus. Approximatedimensionsof the elongated50% contoursurroundingthe

nucleus are 1_7(N,S)x I:2(E-W), showingthat the north-southwidth of the

central source is significantlylarger than the 49" apertureused for the

mapping• Integratingthe map shows that most (_90%)of the 170_m flux density

is emitted by the relativelyfaint but extensiveregionsurroundingthe bright

nuclear region (diameter-=49")• Values of (mean surfacebrightness,flux

density) observed at 170 um for the nuclear and surroundingregionsare

(1.1x10-17, 68) and (2x10-18 Wm"2 HZ-1 sr-1, 440 Jy), respectively. The 510 "

Jy observedfor the mapped region (see dashed line in Fig. 2) shouldbe viewed

as a lower limit for two possiblyrelatedreasons;contoursat the_<18%level
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remain unclosed for much of the northwesternquadrant of the map, and a

significantamount of 170 _m emissionmay be producedby dust mixed with the

extensive HI envelope of NGC 6946 (Rogstad et al. 1973), much of which

encirclesthe regionmapped at 170 _m.

Our _0 mapping of M51 and NGC 6946 shows that galacticdisks are the

primary sources of dust reradiationat _. _>100pm for at least some Sc

galaxies. Thus,galacticdisks must be consideredas possiblesourcesfor much

of the 100_ m emissionsmeasured for spiralgalaxiesin the IRAS survey. In

addition, IRAS observations(de Jong et al. 1984) give a mean value of

F(IOO)/F(60)= 3.3 for the central 1'.5x 4'.5of nearbySc-d galaxies. This

IRAS ratio is close to the ratiosof F(120)/F(60)measuredfrom the KAO for the

central 0'.8of both M51 and NGC 6946, suggestingthat emissionfrom galactic

disks may remain relativelysubstantialat wavelengthsshorterthan_100 pm.

Ideal]y,a feasibleKAO studydesignedto test for spiral structurein the

far-infraredmorphologyof nearbygalaxies(e.g.,M51 and NGC 6946) shoulduse

apertures sizes no larger than_30", the widest availablebandpassof the

camera and samplingintervalsequal to about half the aperture size. Even

thoughthe 170_m mappingdone with samplinginterval__aperturediameter= 49"

fails to meet those criteria,the map of Fig. 2a still exhibitssome features

that may be associatedwith the spiral structureevidentat opticalwavelengths

(Fig. 2b). Especiallynoteworthyis the northwesternextensionof the 18%

contourthat seems to be followingthe brightportionof an opticalspiral arm.

Closer to the crowded galacticcenter region,the 18-35%contours seem to

follow the smooth arms of opticalemission_2' northands2' southeastof the

nucleus. Noteworthyfor its not having a distinctive170 _m featureis the

bright spiral arm segment located_3' northeastof the nucleus which is the

optical feature that prompted Arp to includeNGC 6946 in the Atlas of

PeculJar Galaxies.

With the far-infraredcamera set to 49" resolutionand an effective

wavelengthof 120 _m, seven-pointmaps were made of two separateregions

(diameter= 2_7) also observedat 170_m, one centeredon the nucleusand the

other centered 1_5N and 1'.6Eof the nucleus. Filledsquaresplottedin Fig. 2

show the five off nucleus positionswhere the ratio of 120 and 170 pm flux

densities,F(120)/F170),was measuredat the;_3_ level. Used with a specific

shape for the energy distribution(F = constantxv2 B_ (Td), each value of
F(120)/F(170)impliesa dust temperature. Most statisticallysignificantis
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the value of Td = 22 + 2.5 K inferred for both the nucleusand the brightest
observedoff nucleus position_1' northof the nucleus• (Uncertaintiesgiven

for Td reflect statisticalla uncertaintiesin the ratiosof flux densities)•
Averaging the ratios of flux densitiesmeasured for all five off nucleus

positions gives Td = 18-+ 2 K, showing that the mean off nucleus dust
temperatureis probably somewhat smaller than the nuclearvalue of 22 K.

Nevertheless,the differencebetween the nucleus and off nucleus values is

small enough to justify our use of 20 K as a representativedust temperature

throughoutNGC 6946.

Figure 3 shows how the observed values of dust and stellarsurface

brightnessvary with galactocentricrandius (R). Plottedin panela are the 70

samples of 170 _m dust reradiationalso used to constructthe KAO map of Fig.

2. Panel b shows values of 0.62 _m stellar emission measured by

DeGioia-Eastwoodet al. (1984) for a patternof contiguous40"x40" regions

covering much of the eastern half of the galaxy• Least squares fits to

If = Io EXP(-R/Ro) give Ro = 5.0 and = 6.0 kpc as the scale lengths for the
dust and stellaremissions,respectively. Based on the off nucleus values

alone, these fits serve to illustratea basicdifferencebetweenthe two sets

of plotted data: the nuclear region producesa distinct,relativelybright

feature at 170_m, whereas its 0.62 _m emissionfitsalong the exponentialfit

to within _10%. The amount of 170 _m emissionproducedby the nucleus in

excess of the exponentialfit is about 50% of the total amount of 170 _m

emissionobservedthere•

RADIUS(arcmln.)

0,• I 2 3, 4, Fig. 3 -- Radlaldlstributionsof surfacebrightnessobserved
100 •

• o)OUSI(I70/_m) for the dust and starsof NGC 6946. Filledclrclesshow the

Bo I measuredsurfacebrightnesses._Dashedlinesshowleastsquares

fltsgivenby If--loe'R/"owhereR is the galactocentric
radius

60

, "" corrected for the galaxy incllnation. (a) Plotted are all the

40 "'"'4"-e samplesused toconstructthe KAOmap of 170um dustreradiatlon

o 2o _.m.._.._. . shownin Fig.2. Averagingthe threenuclearsamplesgivesthe
- " ""'_._;'_'-_--_.• maximum surfacebrightnessof 1.1xi0-17 Wm-2 Hz"I sr-I-100%.

............................'.:,...--._...IZ.-..-...-..-..:.-_
0 =

I I I I { J I I The flt (Io 5.4x10"18 Wm-2 Hz-1 sr-1, Ro = 5.0 kpc) dld not

_IOO \, • b)STARS(O.62/_m)- use the three nuclear samples plotted for R < 2 kpc. See the

80 _,_ _' upper right corner for the 1o _ 5% error bar. (b) Surface

60 ";.,,." brlghtnessesof starlight inferred from the 0.62um fluxes given

" _ ;-"-"t by DeGiola-Eastwoodet al. (1984). The maximum value of
40 • ""•

• _..'.. 1.2xi0"20 Wm"2 Hz-I sr"T -100% Is observed for the 40" x 40"

"_L. region containing the nucleus. Fitting either all the plotted20 • • , ,-.Q

° ". n -_- , data or just the observations made for R • 2 kpc gives Io --

o o' 2......4 6 8 IO I'2 14 1"1xi0-20Win'2Hz-1sr'land Ro = 6.0kpc.
RADIUS(Lpc)
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Figure 4 gives the distributionof vF observedto date for the central

0'.8of NGC 6946 at wavelengthsfrom 0.3 to 300 _m. From the vicinityof the

peak near 120um to the shortestobservedfar-infraredwavelengthof _45 _m,

reradiationcontinuesat the substantiallevel of vFv-_ lx10"12 Wm-2. As
already noted in the discussionof Fig. 1 and also indicatedby the dashed

curve of Fig.4, NGC 6946 shouldemit little far-infraredflux beyond_200 _m.

Shown approximatelyby the solid curve, the distributionof starlighttrans-

mitted by the NGC 6946 dust peaks near I _m and has a representativelevel of

vF -_5x10-13 Wm"2 for the 0.5 - 2.2 _m interval. To the ultravioletside and

also probablyto the infraredside of that interval,the amountof transmitted

starlightdecreasesabruptly (also below). To producethe solid curve,we

correctedthe flux densitiesobserved for 0.3 - 3 _m for a significantamount

of extinctionproduced by Galactic dust; no correctionwas made for dust

internal to NGC 6946. This Galacticextinctionwas computedfrom standard

extinctionratios (Code et al. 1976, Savageand Mathis 1979)and E(B-V) = 0.3

mag, the approximatemedian of the 0.2 - 0.5 mag range impliedby the combined

results of Ables (1971),de Vaucouleurs,de Vaucouleursand Corwin (1976),and

Bursteinand Heiles (1978).

The amountsof flux deduced from the curvesof Fig. 4 are Fr = 2.5x10"12

and Ft = I.lxi0"12 Wm-2 for the reradiatedand transmittedcomponentsof

starlight,respectively. Thus Fr/Ft = 2.3, meaning that approximately70% of
the starlightproducedby central0_8 of NGC 6946 comes out in the form of dust

reradiation. A brieferbut somewhatless accurateway to calculateflux would

have been to use F = 2.3x<_Fv>LOG(_-£1)where <vFv> is the value of frequency

_(Fm)
300.0 I000 30.0 lOO 30 I0 0.3 Fig. 4 -- Spectral distribution of the frequency

30 ,o__o - i _ * ' Iv) times surface brightness (Iv) productI00 _ observed for the central O_B of NGC 6946.-_ I

I0 / RERADIATED "m Observed values of v[ are plotted as open
'_ TRANSMITTED 30 o
E i • _ circles in the far-infrared and as closed clrc]es

3 =E for 0.3-3 um. Also given is an approximate scale
Io B

for _Fv, the productof frequencytimes flux
I density. See Ables (1971),Aaronson (1977), and

NGC 6946 FLUX (CENTRAL 0'8) " 3
_ I Table I for the flux densities and aperture areas

12 13 14 15 used for the 0.36-0.55, 1.25-2.2, and 60-].70um
LOG //[Hz)

wavelength intervals, respectively. Curves show _,

generaltrendsand typlcallevelsof thetwo typesof observedemission,reradiationfromNGC

6946 dust at far-lnfrared wavelengths (dashed) and starlight transmittedby the NGC 6946 dust

at 0.3-3_m. In calculatingthe solid curvedescribingthe transmittedstarlight,the

observedsurfacebrightnesseswerecorrectedforextinctionproducedbyGalacticdust.
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times flux density typicalof the featureboundedby the x1-X2 interval. The

reradiatedand transmittedfeaturesof Fig. 4 have _2/X1-_4 and the respective

" values of _1xI0-12 and _5x10-13 Wm-2 for <_Fu>, confirmingthat Fr/Ft _ 2 and

showing that the value of Fr/Ft may be approximatedto a useful accuracyby the

. ratio of representativevaluesof <_F_> alone. If viewed furtheras a

guide for future observationsof spiral galaxies,Fig. 4 would suggestthat a

survey intendingto infer representativevaluesof Fr/Ft could approximatethe
reradiatedvalue of <uF_> from observationsin eitherof the three far-infrared

bandpasses(60, 120, or 170 _m in Table 1) and the transmittedvalue of <uF >
from observationsin eitherof the J, H, or K bandpasses.

Integratingenergy distributionssynthesizedfor the_ 5' diameterregion

mapped at 170 nm (dashedline in Fig. 2a) gives Fr = 1.8x10-11 Wm-2 and Fr/Ft =
0.8. This latter value, showing that about half the disk's starlightis

reradiatedby dust, is smallerthan the ratio of 2.3 estimatedabove for the

nuclear region. The synthesizedenergy distributionswere formed from the

nuclearspectral shapes (top in Fig. 1; the 0.3 - 3 nm photometryplottedin

Fig.4_and correctedfor Galactic extinction)normalizedby the flux densities

inferredfrom the maps of 170_m (Fig.2a) and 0.44_m (Ables 1971) emissions.

Publishedobservationssuggestthat contributionsfrom the infrared(3 - 30 rim)

and ultraviolet(0.1 - 0.3 _m) spectralbands are relativelysmall and thus can

be ignored. The 0.16 - 0.35 _m intervalhas been observedby Code and Welch

(1982) in five separatepassbandswith a 10' aperture. Correctedfor a sig-

nificantamount of Galactic extinction(above),the ultravioletflux inferred

from their flux densitieswould amountto no more than_5% of the total star-

light estimatedas Fr+Ft = 4.0x10-11 Wm-2 (1.3x1011L) for the central_5' of
NGC 6946. de Jong et al. (1984)did not presentdata for the IRAS bandpasses

centered at 12 and 25 _m, but they impliedby their analysis that dust re-

radiationat wavelengthsless than 30_m is not substantialfor most galaxies.

IV. SUMMARY

Far-infraredobservationsmade from the KAO have revealedmuch new infor-

mation concerning starlightfrom the Sc(I-ll) galaxy NGC 6946. The main
resultsare :

1. NGC 6946 has two major componentsof starlight,the componentreradiated

by dust at infraredand far-infraredwavelengthsand the familiarcom-m

ponent transmittedby dust at optical and near-infraredwavelengths.
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Observedwith a resolutionof _I', the reradiatedcomponentat 170 _m and

the transmittedcomponentat 0.62 _m have comparableexponentialscale

lengths of_5 kpc. However, the reradiationexhibitsa bright nuclear

featurenot presentin the transmittedcomponent.

2. The disk and especiallythe nucleusare obscuredby significantamountsof

starlightfrom NGC 6946 is _1x1011L, about
dust. The total amount of

half of which is reradiatedby dust.

3. The_5' diameterdisk is the predominantsourceof reradiatedstarlightat

wavelengthslonger than_100 _m. Only_10% of the observedreradiationis

producedby the central49" includingthe nucleus.

4. Most of the reradiatingdust is cold and causes the observed flux

densities to peak near 150 um. Some small amount of warm dust may

contribute to the reradiationmeasured from the nuclear region in the

60 _m bandpass.
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ABSTRACT

We define starburst galaxies in several ways (colors, optical
spectroscopic signatures, and excess radio flux), and present the
observational evidence indicating that episodes of rapid star formation
occur in many galaxies with active nuclei. In particular, we find that
there is a good correlation of 100 _m luminosity with CO emission, and
of both quantities with excess nonthermal radio flux. This fact
requires some linkage between central and global star formation rates.
In addition, the presence of starbursts distorts the appearance of the
molecular gas in which they occur. Using far-infrared color
temperatures and comparisons of CO isotopes, we show that the strong

i:CO emission in these galaxies does not accurately trace the H2
distribution, probably because the starburst raises the average
temperature of the cloud ensemble.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of the starburst was originated by Larson and Tinsley
(1978) to explain the anomalously blue colors of many of the
interacting galaxies in the Arp Catalog. It has subsequently been
applied to a variety of manifestations of activity in galactic centers
that can be linked to the presence of a significant population of very
young, massive stars: excess infrared and radio continuum emission,
optica] emission lines, etc. To be formal, we may follow Weedman et
al. (1981): Consider galaxies with bright nuclei. Select out those
with strong emission lines. If the lines are broad, call the galaxy a
Seyfert and throw it out. Examine the rest for X-ray emission. If the
X-ray luminosity is large (typically 100 times the HB luminosity), call
it a narrow emission-line galaxy (NELG) and throw it out. The rest,
with X-ray luminosities less than or comparable to the HB luminosity,
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are starbursts. They show spectroscopic evidence of massive stars
(e.g., UV lines characteristic of O-star envelopes), and radio
continuum emission suggestive of many merged supernova remnants.

Many of the galaxies identifiable spectroscopically as starbursts
are also distinguishable in having excess total radio flux (ratios of
radio to optical flux, R, in excess of 50 for the entire galaxy), as
discussed by Condonet al. (1982), and the latter is an easier
statistic to collect. Not all galaxies with R > 50 are starbursts;
e.g., NGC 3690 and NGC 4102 have comparable values of R, but very
different proportions of thermal and nonthermal activity. As often
happens in the course of astronomical definitions - going from rough to
formal to convenient - we find the R index used as a fundamental

discriminant for active galaxies, with suggestions that starbursts
underlie the phenomena in large R galaxies. There are obvious problems
with such blanket interpretations - reconciling the amount of radio
flux that should be associated with supernova remnants with the amount

apparently in the form of nonthermal structures such as jets, compact
cores, etc. (Wilson and Willis 1980, Ulvestad et al. 1981), reconciling
the degree of excitation in the optical spectra with the amount of
ultraviolet radiation predicted by starburst models, and reconciling
the amount of radio emission with the required supernova rates (as high
as 100 per year in extreme cases [Ulvestad 1982]). Nonetheless, it
seems reasonable to expect that the radio-selected starburst galaxies
should be very interesting infrared objects.

RELATING INFRARED ACTIVITY TO STAR FORMATION

Rickard and Harvey (1984) searched several dozen galaxies for
far-IR emission, detecting many - including the "classical" starbursts
(NBC 7714, 1569, 3034, etc.). The question is, how much of the
emission from other galaxies is due to the presence of starbursts? It
is not enough to detect infrared flux; one must also identify the
heating source. A few galaxies can be mapped (e.g., NGC 1068 [Telesco
and Harper 1980]) to show distributions incompatible with compact
central heat sources. For most, though, one requires other forms of
confirmation: spectroscopic (preferably Brackett lines) or photometric
(preferably millimeter-wavelength measurements of the thermal
bremsstrahlung emission).

Without that source by source confirmation, though, one can still

make statistical arguments about the ensemble as a whole. If we
compare the 100 um sample with CO measurements, we find an excellent
correlation, indicating the association of the amount of star-forming
gas with the amount of energy produced by the stars formed. The CO
luminosities do not correlate with the color temperatures on a

galaxy-to-galaxy scale, indicating that the correlation is indeed one
of numbers of clouds with numbers of stars. (The smaller scale

variations within galaxies may be a different matter, as discussed
below.) The sample, then, is mostly galaxies that produce infrared
emission through heating by massive stars. It we then compare the
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100 _m data with measurements of the ratio of radio to optical flux, R,
we again find a good correlation. It appears that the more extreme the

• radio behaviors the more star formation is present. A similar
inference can be made from the good correlation of He flux with R
(Kennicutt 1983).

" IMPLICATIONS

Relationship of central and global activity- The radio emission
is a global quantity; indeed, Rickard et al° (1984) find that the CO
emission may be better correlated with total emission than just the
emission from the same aperture as the CO (and infrared). This
requires some overall organizing principle that links the star
formation rate Within a galactic center to the characteristics of the
entire disk. One possibility is that central bars may enhance central
activity while driving higher compression spiral patterns that produce
stronger disk radio emission.

Starburst energetics- One may hope to use the infrared data to

extract details of the energetics of the starburst. In fact, for those
cases where mass and luminosity data are available for the specific
region measured in the infrared, one does not see the unusually low
mass-to-luminoslty ratios characterizing starbursts (of. Telesco and
Harper 1980; Rieke et al. 1980). This suggests that the starburst
itself fills only a small part of the infrared aperture, and that
detailed analyses of the bursts must await higher resolution data.

Average temperatures- The presence of the starburst may be
anticipated to affect the surrounding region. Most obviously, active
massive star formation should raise the temperature of the surrounding
molecular gas, both through increases in the ultraviolet radiation
field (producing the strong infrared emission) and through increases in
the cosmic-ray heating rate as a result of the many supernovae
(producing the strong radio emission). There is some evidence for this

in infrared color temperature maps. Galaxies with moderate levels of
central star formation activity (e.g., M51, NGC 6946) show little

temperature contrast between center and disk (Smith 1982, 1984).
Galaxies with central activities approaching the starburst level (e.g.,
M83, IC 342) show central color temperatures perhaps 50% higher than
that of the surrounding disk (Rickard and Harvey, in preparation).

Distortion of 12C0 distribution- One of the most disconcerting
consequences of the influence of the central starburst is the
distortion it introduces into the apparent structure of the molecular
component of the host galaxy. Rickard and Harvey (1983) found a clear
change in the average cloud temperatures away from the center of Maffei
2, and noted that much of the center-to-disk contrast in the CO

emission could be attributed to this temperature difference rather than
a change in column density. In observations completed the week of this
conference, Rickard and Blitz (1984) have studied the apparent
::CO/I_CO integrated intensity ratio in six galaxies. They find

b
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considerable variation in this ratio, from galactic center to galactic

center, from galactic disk to galactic disk, and most important in this
connection, from center to disk within several galaxies. The ones with
the largest center-to-disk contrast are IC 342, M 83, and NGC 253 - the
ones with the most active central star formation. The sense of the

change in the ratio is consistent with the expected temperature effect,
in that the i:CO emission is brighter relative to i:CO in the center
than in the disk. (Naively, one may think of i:CO as optically thick
and affected mostly by local kinetic temperature, while i:CO is
optically thin and varying according to the molecular column density.l

These results indicate that the usual method of extracting the H2
distributions in galaxies from CO measurements, through the application
of a constant conversion factor that assumes uniformity in the

properties of the galaxy-wide ensemble of clouds, can introduce large
deviations from the true structures. They also demonstrate the need
for more extensive application of infrared measurements to the
structural studies of galaxies, with a particular emphasis on the
importance of higher angular resolution. Figure 1 shows the spectra of
the central arc minute of M51, taken from Rickard and Blitz (1984).

The apparent isotope ratio clearly changes from one side of the profile
to the other, corresponding to substantial differences in the average
cloud properties within the northern and southern halves of the beam.
The obvious requirement of angular resolution better than 30" for
studying this fairly close galaxy shows the importance of developing 3-
to 4-m class instruments for far-infrared work.
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Figure t.- i:CO and i_CD spectra for the central arc minute of M51.
The thick line is the t:CO spectrum. The abscissa is radial velocity
with respect to the Local Standard of Rest; the ordinate is the
atmosphere-absent antenna temperature, following the definition of
Kutner and Ulich (1981). The I=CO spectrum (the thin line) has been
scaled up by a factor of five to ease comparison. Note the change in
the ratio of the two species across the line profile, corresponding to
differences between separate regions within the arc minute beam.
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6

C+Far-Infrared Spectroscopy of Galaxies: The 158 um Line*
h

M.K. Crawford 1 R.L. Genzel 1 C.H. Townes 1 D.M. Watson 2

I. INTRODUCTION

The far-lnfrared fine structure lines of oxygen and carbon are expected to

be the major cooling lines for several different components of the interstellar

gas in galaxies, including fully ionized gas around early-type stars, partially
ionized gas at the interfaces of dense clouds and tenuous or dense neutral gas.

These lines are also a very important diagnostic tool for investigating the

physical state of the interstellar medium in galaxies and the heating and

cooling mechanisms operating there. The bright [OI], [OIII], and [CII] lines
have been studied in a number of galactic sources (for reviews see Emery and

Kessler 1984, Harwlt 1984, Watson 1984). Instrumentation is now sensitive

enough to detect these lines in external galaxies; the first observations of
the 63 _m [OI] and 88 _m [OIII] lines toward the nucleus of M82 were discussed

by Watson et al. (1984), In this paper we present an investigation of the
[CII] 158 _m fine structure line in 6 gas rich galaxies. This is the first

detection of this line in extragalactic objects. These data are combined with
other measurements of the [CII] llne (in various galactic sources) and are

compared to studies of the CO J _ l.O rotational line at 2.6 mm, the HI 21 cm
line, and the far-lnfrared continuum emission in the same objects.

II. OBSERVATIONS

The [CII] data were taken on board the NASA Kuiper Airborne Observatory

using the tandem Fabry-Perot spectrometer described by Storey, Watson and

Townes (1980) equipped with a stressed Ge:Ga photoconductive detector (Hailer,

Huesche_ and Riehards 1979). The beam size was260" FW_M (total solid angle of

9 x 10-v sr). The rest wavelength of the [CII] P3/2 . PI/2 transition is
157.737 _ 0.002 pm.

The CO data, exeept for M83, are from the literature. The M83 CO data were
obtained at the Owens Valley Radio Observatory using the #2 telescope of the

milllmeter-wave interferometer (Leighton 1978), a superconducting quasiparticle

mixer receiver (Woody, Miller and Wengler 1984) and a 500 MHz acousto-optical
spectrometer (Masson 1982). The CO beam size was 60" FWHM.

III. Results

Figure i shows the [CII] spectra taken at various positions on the Ir II
galaxy M82. For comparison we also show the CO J = i .0 line profiles observed

at about the same positions with a similar beam size (Young and Scoville 1984).

Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley

Department of Physics, California Institute of Technology.
*Partly supported by NASA grant NAG-253.
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I I I II I

' M82 In Figure 2 we show the
radial distributions of the

%J_u__ integrated [CII] and CO line

b,_ 2 ''_J_'.ITtl_s,_,_ ,LL,_ _ fluxes in M82 (Young and

. /i o 4 s Scoville 1984), NGC 1068

._ (Scoville, Young and Lucy

Ro_u,,_ 1983) and M83. We also
_ include the HI optica! deptho

distributions in M82

(Weliachew, Fomalont and
Grlesen 1984) and M83

..... _ (Rogstad, Lockhart and WrightIIIIII llI]l [ ' 1974) derived from

_ A _ interferometrlc observatlons.

Finally, in Table 1 we list
[CII] line intensities at the
nuclei of the 6 observed

galaxies in addltlon+to [CII]
"iWIII r ]_III[ irpqli line luminosities, c column

9 400 _0 0

vu_(kms-,) d_nsities and H masses in the
C regions. To derive column

1_ densities and masses we
'''''' --_,,]15Z7pm assumethe[CII]lineis

2xlO-4em_'cm-2sr-' _ptically thin and that theperresolutionelement P_.^leveliscolllslonally
po_ated in the high

density, high temperature
--c°J=l--° limit (i.e., n_ >> 10_ cm-_

1 T;=O'3K and T >> 91 K)." _e also
assume a s_lar [C ]/[H] ratio
of 3 x 10--. The column
densities and masses listed
are therefore lower limits.

FIGUREX: Lineprofilesof CII 158 _m emissiontowardthe IrllgalaxyH82.
The beam slzewas 60", the Indlvldualposltlons are separated from the center

of the galaxyby multiplesof 40" and eachpositionis numberedand marked The [CII] line is relatively
on the adjacent Ha photograph, bright in all 6 observed

galaxies. It is about 4 to 15 times brighter than the 158 um continuum
emission. Roughly 0.5% of the bolometric luminosity in the galaxies observed
emerges in the [CII] line. Remarkably, in M82 the [CII] line is only a factor
of 3 less intense than at the center of the Orion region!

The [CII] emission is well correlated with CO J = I.0 emission in line

profile (fig. I), spatial distribution (fig. 2) and integrated intensity (fig.
3a). Furthermore, the ratio of [CII] to CO integrated intensities is constant
for source intensities which range over a factor of 100 (fig. 3a). In contrast,

the ratio of [CII] emission to far infrared continuum emissio_ is not constant
(see fig. 3b). An explanation for these observations follows.-

" IReferences to far infrared continuum measurements and CO observations used in

the figures are given in Crawford et al. (1984).
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Table 1

Object Dietani:e Line¢l"$i2e licit ] Lien] A_+m_+ Ni_ (C') M (C')M'm

of Ream [erl *-: [4._] fern"_] [©m"z] (M_]

(FWHW) cm-tm --I)

NC-C|068 (_{77) 20Mp¢ _.8 kpc ?.Z X10"4 8.0X 10g 4x]O I? ].4 X ]0 !! 4.2X ]0 I
IC342 3.S 1.0 4.0x]O "4 1.4x 10T 2.5x ]0 Iv 81(]0 I0 7X|O i
M82 (NGC _034) 3.3 0.86 I.Sx I0 -$ 4+8x ]0 ? Dx]O Iv 3_]0 _1 2-4x ]01'

NCC 5128 (¢en A) 4 ].2 3,0x|O -_ 1.3x ]0 "t 2x]O IT 8xlO IO ? x'OI
MSI (NGC 5194) 0.7 2.8 l.?x 10"4 4.5x IO _ ]x]O I? 3.5 x |0 tO 2.3 x]OT
_l H= (NGC _]94) 2.8 ?.0 x 10-s 1.6x 10_ 4xlO Is l.Sx,O eO G-flxlOI
_:03 (NGC 5238) 7.9 2.3 5.Ox 10-4 8.?x lO _' 3x]O I_ ]x,O ll 4.5 x]O_'

IV. DISCUSSION

The good correlation of the [CII] and CO lines imp_les that the C+ fine

structure line is associated with molecular clouds. C regions are produced by
912-1101 _ radiation present both at the outer parts of molecular clouds, where

gas and dust are immersed in the interstellar ultraviolet (UV) field, and
within clouds wherever OB stars are located. These "photodlssociation" or

"interface" regions, where molecular photodissociatlon and photoelectric gas
heating by UV radiation are important, have been discussed by Werner (1970),

Walmsley (1975), Langer (1976), Gerola and Glassgold (1978), deJong, Dalgarno
and Boland (1980) and, most recently, by Tielens and Hollenbach (1984). The
most important results of these models are:

R (kpc)

0.3 0.6 1.0 1.3 1.9 :3.9 5.8 7.8 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0
I | I I I I I I I I I I I

!

M82 NGC 1068 ( M83

. II]
\

0.5 -

_ o I" I 1
7
_- CO CO CO

,,, ,,•N_
-J "'t< o "- ' I I I

20 40 60 80 I

I0 0 t i t I
0 20 40 60 -810 0 40 80 120 160

FIGURE2: Spatlaldlstrlbutlonof[CII],COandHIgasinM82,NGC1068andM83,asa
funetlon of distance from the nucleus. The data are normallzed to the peak value and are

averages of measurements along dlfferen¢ positlon angle_. The triangles in the [CII] and
COdataofM83represen_measurements40"SEofthenucleus,offthemainspiralarm.The
beamprofileisalsoindlcatedfor[CII]andCO (dashedcurves).SeeEextforreferences.
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,o-_ , , , z.!l

M42,6 #_ W49N

__DR21
S_A_MSZo_

N_nr._vn_7_ NGC2023
o U83_'_7_l MSZ,40" FIGIJ&E 3(a) : Correlation between [CIZ]

M8_40_ Ic342" and CO integrated line intensities. The
"M8380"--_.'m_-- thin llne represents the best fit llne.' -- NGC1068 30"

'_" 10"4 * 3
/

cu]/Ico =6.GxlO =

--/ _'+' [c.]v,.coJ.,-o
l f l I

I I0 I0 z I0 +

T;0(K km s-I A_1.6x 10"gerg s-I cm'Zsr"1)

IO'Z - i i l I ,,...t., -

M4Z,6_ G333.6_
._4 -3 w4_._l,-'", ,"-OrlL, IU cm jr' ' " M4Z

n M17.6# ,4 ; /" FIGURE 3(b): Correlation between [C11]
(_b" I N6C2024. _.6"__ integrated line intensities and ¢IR, the

'.'"_o_=_ o',0,,, total lnfrared energy density, computed
'_ IO-3 -- \ NGC20Z4. NGC,=O68_ _. from the IR eon=l .... luminosities (see

'_E ' '83_ NG_CZO._Z_17,15','.'4'-' Crewford et al. 1984f .... f ....... )._ ZO _M Z • The thin curves represent the predicted_ _c_,STj_/.o:,o_,_ [:.] b.,_tns,e.s. ,uno.onof
D_ densities ;= 10", lO l and 10= c=-3 and

unity beam filling factor (from T1elens

o,o-, / 11 ' and Hoilenbach, 198,>. The thin dashed

_/ / / '_b.i at ..... d circle show where $gr A and835 NCC 7027 would be located if the line
and eonl;inuu_ data _eze corrected fOr

/_v n.~iO3cm-_

low filling factors (see Crawford

Q_b~ ' [C]]] vs.infrored continuum :_e,1. 198').
i0 -5 I l I !

I0 10z I0 3 I0 4 I0 s

EZR(6X lO-13ergcrn-3)

l_ Betweentheedgeof theeloudand_s molecularinterior, thereis areglon
of hydrogen column density NH < 10 cm- (Av < 5), where the gas
(e_clud_ng hydrogen) is predominantly atomic_(0 °, C°) or ionic (C_, Fe+,
Si , Mg ). Due to self-shlelding, hydrogen becomes molecular at a

significantly smaller depth in the cloud (Ave1 to 2). Gas in this region
is heated predominantly by photoelectric emzssion from grains (deJong
1977).

2) The most important gas cooling lines are the far-IR fine structure lines of

[OI], [CI_] and, to a lesser degree, [CI], [Si_I], _nd [FeII]. The 158 um

line of C dominates at low densities (nH < 10_ em-_), temperatures (T <
200 K) and UV fields, and the 63 um [OI] line dominates at high densities,
temperatures and UV fields.

3) The depth of the C+ region (and the column density of C+) is determined by

UV absorption by d_st and n£t by a balance between photoionizatlon of C and
recombination of C . The C column densities, therefore, only scale
approximately logarithmically with the energy density of the UV radiation

_. field.
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tabl,Z 4) Beyond A, > 5 the gas is mostly
u_as_soFco.Po._E._so_mt._P.s_u.ArcAs_uszmolecular, although a large fraction

co_p....: _°,,(_o) r,_rk, of the oxygen is atomic to AV_>IO. For
(€._,],_) AV > 5, most of the gas phase carbon .

is in CO. The excitation temperature

¢. (_.g+_,_)x,o._.,.1o0.,,_-,_a_-2_m of the CO J '=I.0 llne in this outer
region depends strongly on UV energy

(__hotodJuociat_on [C']/[H] - 3 x I0". War,on et at. 1984_.
density.

rellons)

_, ,_,0'.._.Io.o;ti.,d,;_o,¢O, The [CII]lineisprobably
[CO]/[H']'8x_O-s'O1of=°nandoptically thin in most sources
r,ab,_k,g84.s_o=.U......d (Crawford et al. 1984). The masses
emm_,,,B_ in [CII] regions deduced on this basis

v_,o' _'_-4_,o'ol&[K_,-'].Yo_._, may be a significant fraction of the
,_as_o,_',,gB_. interstellar gas mass (Table 2).

d'Js'. ,x]0" :f.-o:'n400/_.T.du_e_._$s_onl For example, if the CO line+is
T,.g-4SKandI3,../M...:-I0'. optically thin in M82 the C regions

containabout40%of theinterstellar
•_affe. BeckSn and PSIdebrand 1984.

gas. The situtation in M82 may not,
H! 1.2x lO" _eIiacbew,For_s]on_and Greisen] 984.

however, be typical.
HII ! x ]0 _ P.ie_ceat a/. (1980),

The [CII] line furnishes a good measure of the UV intensity. In fig. 3b we
have plotted the [CII] intensity vs. the far infrared continuum energy density,
which should approximately equal the UV energy density. The curves are
theoretical predictions based on the photodissoclation region model of Tielens

and Hollenbach (1984). The4clos_ agreement supports the theoretical picture.
Furthermore, densities >_10 cm-_ and filling factors _ 1 are also indicated.

The close correlation of [CII] and CO integrated intensities has an
important implication for the interpretation of CO J = i.0 emission in terms

of H^ mass. If the [CII] intensity does indeed measure the UV energy density
It s_ems likely that the CO line intensity is also following the UV intensity,
that is, the CO intensity in these bright infrared galaxies is influenced by
excitation (temperature), and not solely by molecular mass concentration. Since i
the standar_nconverslon of CO integrated intensity to hydrogen column density,
N. - 4 x IO_I * , is derived for optically thick galactic clouds where T _ 10
Kn . c, an zncrease _n the CO excitation temperature above 10 K will result in an

overestimate of the H2 mass.

Finally, the interested reader is referred to Crawford et al. (1984) for a
more complete discussion of these points.
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Far Infrared Spectroscopy of [OIII] in M82

P. Duffy, E. F. Erickson (NASA-Ames Research Center)

M. R. Haas (Mycol, Inc.), J. R. Houck (Cornell University)

_nisslon lines at 52_m and 88mm from [OIII] in the galaxy M82 have
been observed with NASA's new cooled grating spectrometer aboard the
Kuiper Airborne Observatory (Erickson et al. 1984). This is the first
detection of the 52_n line in M82_ Lin--_st---rengthsare (1.4 ± 0.2).10-17
W/cm2 (52um) and (1.5 ± 0.3)-10-1YW/cm2 (88_m) in a 37" beam
encompassing almost the entire nucleus of M82. The telescope was
pointed at the peak of the 10_m continuum emission observed by Rieke et
al. (1980). Raw spectra were corrected for telluric water vapor
absorption, instrument response function, and relative detector response
by ratioing to a spectrum of Saturn or Mars taken on the same flight.
Absolute flux calibration was obtained by multiplying the ratioed
spectra by a model spectrum of the appropriate planet (Simpson et
al. 1981; Haas et al. 1982). The observed continuum flux densities and
88_m line strength agree with previous measurements by Telesco and
Harper (1980) and Watson et al. (1984), respectively.

From the ratio of the 52_m and 88_m line strengths and a flve-level

model [OIII] atom _Rubin 1984) we derive an average electron density of
ne = 150 ± 100 cm-_ in regions where oxygen is doubly ionized. We
assume the transitions are optically thin and are excited by collisions
with electrons; the atomic constants are from Mendoza (1983). The
electron density we calculate for M82 is significantly lower than those

found in the Galaxy using the sa_e method. Letter et al. (1983)
calculate densities from 900 cm-5 to 22000 cm - in five bright Galactic
HII regions; towards the Galactic center, Watson et al. (1980) measure a
lower limit of 960 cm-3. These results suggest that observations of the
Galaxy made from a great distance would yield a higher electron density
than we observe in M82.

Our electron density and previous observations (e.g. Kronberg and

Wilkinson 1975) of the emission measure (/ne2.dl) in M82 imply a filling
factor f = (nrmS/n)2 = 0.26 ± 0.17. The filling factor measures
variations inethe _ensity of ionized gas. In the case of M82, these
variations may be due to neutral regions in the beam as well as to
density variations within HII regions. The filling factor we calculate
for M82 is within the range (.01 to I) found for individual Galactic HII
regions (Shaver et al. 1983).

Assuming H is completely ionized in O++ regions, that the average
density measured in these regions holds for the entire nucleus, and
using a volume of 2.4.1063 cm3 gives an estimate of (3±2).I0e Me for the
mass of gas in the nucleus. This is probably an upper limit on the true
mass, since the density in 0++ regions is probably higher than average.
From the observed width (FWHM = 280 ± 50 km/sec) of the [OIII] lines, we
estimate the total mass in our 37" diameter beam to be (1.3 ± 0.5)-109
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Me, assuming a spherically symmetric mass distribution. This seems
consistent with a mass of 6.6-10 8 Mo in a 25" diameter calculated the

same way from the 12.8um [NeII] rotation curve of Beck et al. (1978).

We are indebted to the K.A.O. crew, to J. Simpson for help with the
observations, and to R. Rubin and C. Telesco for useful discussions.

• One of us (P. D.) was supported by NASA Training Grant NGT-05-020-804.
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INTERPRETATION OF THE FAR INFRARED EMISSION FROM OUR AND
EXTERNAL GALAXIES

KrHgel, E., Cox, P., Mezger, P.G.

Max-Planck-lnstitut f_r Radioastronomie, Bonn, F.R.G.

A paper on this subject is in preparation and will be submitted to

Astronomy and Astrophysics. Here we give a summary of the salient re-
suits.

Fig. 1 and 2 show IR spectra from the inner part of our Galaxy and

from two external Sb/Sc galaxies. Both have their maximum around lO0 _m
and show strong emission at _IO _m, hereafter referred to as the mid IR

shoulder. These galaxies emit almost half of their total energy at IR
wavelengths.

In our Galaxy one observes discrete IR sources superimposed on an
extended unresolved background. The discrete sources account for IO to

20% of the total emitted power and usually coincide with large HII re-
gion/molecular cloud complexes. The submm part of the diffuse galactic

IR emission can be explained by the emission of cold dust (_20 K) as-

sociated with atomic hydrogen and heated by the general interstellar

radiation field (ISRF) (Mathis et al. 1983). Warm dust with temperatures
of 30-40 K is needed to fit the observed spectrum between 40 and I00 _m.

Mezger et al. (1983) and Mathis et al. (1983) suggested that this emis-

[ | [ Fig. 1: IR emission from the
inner part of our Galaxy

(0.5 <R <6 kpc). The dots

4 - _ refer to the observed spec-

_i!. trum, as compiled by Pajot

"_ f (1983). The underlying curvesf

_ are spectra computed for:o _ t dust associated with atomic

* hydrogen and heated by the

_ general ISRF (---). Its

_ color temperature is Tc _23 K.
_ _ Warm dust (-.-) in ELD HII re-

gions (or Giant Molecular
Clouds) with T^ _35 K. And

] mass loss g_ants (--) w_th
Tc _300 K. The superposition

0._ I _0 _00 _000 of these computed spectra

WAV[[[_ _m) (heavy solid curve) gives a
reasonable fit to the measured

points. Most of the observed 2.4 vm emission comes from M giants.
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i ] I Fig. 2.: IR emission from
4 - two external Sb/Sc galaxies,

. _ NGC 1832 (&) and NGC 2903

= (o) as given by Chini et al.

/ (1984a,b). The two spectra

. _ have been normalized at
100 vm. The proposed fit to
the observations is obtained

by superimposing the fol-.I- lowing computed spectra:
/ Cold dust associated with

/ atomic hydrogen (---) with

/ Tc _19 K. Warm dust (_30 K)
I _ 1 heated by OB stars (..... )

0._ _ _0 _ 1000 in ELD HII regions and hot

WAV_k_H (pmJ dust from dust embedded

compact HII regions (_)

with Te _50 K and additional mid IR emission. The heavy solid curve
is the superposition of the computed model spectra.

sion comes from dust heated by O stars in extended low density (ELD)

HII regions, whereas Puget and collaborators (see the recent review by
Puget, 1984) argued that B stars located in dense molecular clouds heat

the dust to the required temperatures. No explanation has been given

so far for the heating sources of the hot dust which produces the mid
IR shoulder.

For a quantitative investigation of the nature of the sources

which heat the warm and hot dust, we carried out model computations of
stars of various spectral types embedded in gas of different densities.

Table I

Dust associatedwith heatedby producea spectrumwith

color temperatureTc

diffuseatomic hydrogen the generalinter- 17.5K in solarvicinity
stellarradiation 23 K at R $5 kpc
field

low densityHII regions 0 stars 25 to 35 Kn = I0 to lO0 cm-3e

molecularclouds of density B stars 23 to 60 K
2 nH2 = lO_ - 105 cm-3

molecularcloudsof density A stars 39 K2 n(H=) = 105 cm-a

compact(ne _IO 3 cm -a) 30 to llO K
HII regionsbare and with (depending on n e and Av;

" cold dust shellsof visual O stars see Fig. 3 for

extinctionAv ne = IOs cm-3)

Starswith mass loss giants 300 K
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The dust model used in the calculations is based on the model by
Mathis, Rumpl and Nordsieck (1977, MRN), as extended to the range
0.1-1000 Bm, e.g. by Mezger et al. (1982). This dust model consists

of graphite and silicate particles with a size distribution
n(a) = a-3 5; it fits the observed interstellar extinction curve.

Results of our model computations are summarized in Table I.

Color temperatures in this compilation were obtained by fitting a

modified Planck curve _nB_(Tc) to the computed emission spectra, with
n=2 for cold and warm dust and n=O for the hot dust of the giants. The
spectrum of a compact HII region containing an 06 star is shown in
Fig. 3. The bare HII region shows the IO _m silicate feature in weak

emission; the spectrum peaks around 30 Bm. With increasing opacity of
the surrounding dust shell more and more mid IR radiation of the HII

region is absorbed and reradiated at longer wavelengths. For a fore-
ground visual extinction of 60 mag the peak emission is shifted to

_I00 Bm. The apparent separation between hot and warm dust is due to

the well known broad silicate absorption feature centered at _20 _m.

| i Fig._____3:Spectra of a compact
HII region with electron

density n_=105 cm-s embedded

in dust s_ells of different
visual extinction. The

_ _ _ central 06 star has a lumi-
nosity of 2.45 I0s L@ and a

-_ Lyman continuum photon pro-

duction rate of NL_ =
2 1.2 1049 s-I. For _e bare0

HII region (---), the emis-

t sion below 1 _m comes from

1 _ the star. The broad dip at
0.22 Hm is due to graphite

0 grains. The feature at I0 pm

0._ _ _0 _00 _000 is due to silicate grains.

_,_VF-/[N_IH _ The optical depth within the
HII region alone is

Av(HII)=3 mag. For a dust shell with AV=59 mag. (_) the color tem-

perature is Tc=33 K, for Av=11 mag it is Tc=58 K and for Av=0.1 mag
it is Tc=111 K.

The next step is to reproduce the observed spectra of galaxies
by combining computed model spectra of the individual sources listed

in the above table, and weighting their contribution to the total ob-

served infrared emission. Fig. I shows measured spectral points (dots)

from the inner part (0.5 <R <6 kpc) of our Galaxy. We try to fit the
observed spectrum by a superposition of dust emission from three

components: cold dust associated with the atomic hydrogen, warm dust

in ELD HII regions and hot dust in the expanding shell of giants. The
contribution of the cold dust is solely determined by the temperature

of dust (heated by the general ISRF) and by the column density of
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atomic hydrogen in the galactic plane. Cold dust (_23 K) accounts
in this fit for 40% of the IR emission, corresponding a luminosity

of 2.8 109 L0 for an adopted total IR luminosity of our Galaxy of

LIR _7 IO9 LO. Warm dust with color temperatures of _35 K, such as

• is produced in ELD HII regions with ne _I00 cm-_, contributes 50%
or 3.5 lO9 LQ. As is shown below, this luminosity can easily be
provided by O stars associated with ELD HII regions. In addition

. B stars, embedded in relatively dense molecular gas (2 nH_ _!0 _ cm-3),
may also contribute to the heating of warm dust. The radlatlon In the

mid IR is attributed to giants undergoing mass loss and amounts to

|0% of the total flux (i.e. 7 IOe L@). The computed spectrum has been
calculated for a star with a luminosity of 3 IOt L@ and a circumstel-
lar envelope of 25 mag , which represents typical values of mass loss

from giants (or OH/IR stars; see e.g. Engels et al. 1983). The color

temperature is Te _3OO K.

This synthesis of the observed galactic spectrum is not unique

but appears reasonable, if we compare the required luminosities of

the heating sources with those of the various stellar populations in
the Galaxy. For instance, one could also fit the galactic IR spectrum

with contributions from compact HII regions and/or B stars, which
are still embedded in their cocoons. To match the measured mid IR

spectrum would then require that HII regions and cocoons are sur-

rounded by a shell of cold dust with Av >lO mag. (see Fig. 3). Such
objects are observed but they present a very short evolutionary phase
in the life of 0 and B stars. For example, in our Galaxy the total

luminosity of all 0 stars is 7 IO9 L@ (i.e. just equal to the total
IR luminosity), but only about I0-15% of all 0 stars are associated

with compact (ne _lO 3 em-3) HII regions (Mezger, 1978). Hence, com-
pact HII regions cannot contribute more than (O.7-I) IO9 L@ to the

galactic IR emission. It is therefore unlikely that these rare objects
should dominate the mid IR. O stars in ELD HII regions, on the other

hand, are much more common and can contribute up to 6 lO9 L@ of warm
dust emission.

On the basis of energy considerations we therefore consider

giants undergoing mass loss as the most likely candidates for pro-

ducing the bulk of the mid IR emission. M giants dominate the stellar

emission spectrum of our Galaxy. Their existence has been detected
through 2.4 _m surveys of the galactic plane (see, e.g. Hayakawa,

1977). Their total luminosity may account for up to 2 lOI° L_ (Mathis
et al , 1983) and their distribution is strongly peaked at R-_4 kpc.

Hence their dust emission could explain the observed mid IR shoulder

in Fig. l if only a few percent of these M giants undergo mass loss.

The spectra of two external galaxies are depicted in Fig. 2.

They can be synthesized by cold dust (Tc _19 K) heated by the general

ISRF which accounts for 40% to the total IR luminosity; by warm dust
heated by OB stars in ELD HII regions or in molecular clouds of

intermediate density (50%); and by hot dust from embedded (Av _lO mag.)

compact (ne _lO_ cm-3) HII regions (I0%). Again the fit is not unique
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and other combinations are possible, but what is important is the

fact that the observed dust emission of our galaxy and of external
spiral galaxies can be explained with a standard dust model and

with stellar heating sources which are known to provide enough
energy to account for the observed IR luminosities.
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IMAGE QUALITY ON THE KAO

E.W. Dunham, J.L. Elliot, R.L. Baron

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

R.G. Hohlfeld

Northeastern University

INTRODUCTION

It is well known among users of the KAO that optical star

images formed by the telescope are much larger than the quality of

the optics would indicate. A typical KAO point spread function
(PSF) has a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of about 5 arcsec

and broad low level wings extending beyond 90 arcsec at a
detectable level (Erickson and Strecker, 1978; Dunham and Elliot,

1983). For our work with occultations (Elliot and Dunham, 1984),

the large core forces the use of a large focal plane aperture that
admits more scattered background light than one would like.

Furthermore, in the case of an occultation by a planet, the broad

wings make the background light level much higher than it would be
in the absence of wings. Clearly, the signal to noise ratio of an

occultation would be significantly increased if the PSF could be
improved. An improved PSF would also benefit other KAO observing

programs. Higher resolution infrared maps at wavelengths shorter

than about 25 microns (the telescope is currently diffraction

limited at longer wavelengths) would be possible. In principle,
the resolution limit is set by the shortest wavelength

transmitted by the earth's atmosphere, roughly 0.3 microns. The

diffraction limit of the KAO at this wavelength is 0.08 arcsec,
comparable to the Space Telescope. To support such high

resolution, the telescope optics would have to be refigured. The

telescope was found by Parks (1979) to pass 85% of the light in
the PSF through a circle 1".7 in diameter. An improved PSF would

also allow tracking on fainter stars, increasing the efficiency
of observations of all kinds.

Because of the scientific gain which an improved PSF would

produce, the cause of the PSF degradation has been studied as

opportunities arose beginning in 1977. This early phase of study
culminated in a meeting arranged by E.F. Erickson at NASA-Ames
during October 1982. The state of knowledge at that time

concerning the PSF degradation is contained in the transcript of

that meeting (Erickson, unpublished) and is summarized in Table i.
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Table 1

Possible Causes of PSF Degradation

I. Vibration and Thermal Distortion of Telescope

A. Primary Mirror
B. Secondary Mirror

C. Tertiary Mirror
D. Entire Telescope

E. Instrument Attached to Telescope

II. Refractivity Variations

A. Cavity

i. Thermal convection due to large cavity

temperature gradients.
2. Turbulence due to coupling of cavity

air to boundary layer (pressure
variations).

3. Airflow from air bearing.

B. Near Fuselage

i. Turbulence in the boundary layer of
the C-141.

2. Additional turbulence due to the BLC

(shear layer).
3. Additional turbulence (outside) due to

the cavity opening.

C. Distant

i. Normal atmospheric effects at aircraft

speed.
2. Refractivity variations due to

acoustic noise from the engines and
airframe.
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We recently had an opportunity to take three flights

specifically to study the cause of the PSF degradation on the KAO.
These flights occurred on the nights of June 26, June 28 and
July 2, 1984, and are the subject of the remainder of this paper.

. This flight series was a particularly difficult one; we owe the
KAO staff our heartfelt thanks for their excellent support.

Additionally, we would like to thank J. Vallerga, J. Doty and G.

Ricker for assistance during construction of the CCD camera
• (discussed below) and P. Hagen for assistance during the flight

series. Finally, we wish to thank R. Cameron and C. Gillespie,

without whose efforts this flight series would not have been

possible.

INSTRUMENTATION

In order to study the degradation of the point spread
function as fully as possible in this flight series, new
instruments were built and installed on the KAO. We built a two

channel CCD camera and autocollimator (the SNAPSHOT) with

characteristics given in Table 2; the instrument will be described

more fully in a set of papers currently in preparation.

Table 2

SNAPSHOT Characteristics

Minimum exposure time 40 microseconds

Useful wavelength range 0.35-1.0 microns

Typical quantum efficiency 50%

Image scale range 0.9 to 14 pixels per
arcsec

Format 390 x 584

Readout Noise 80 electrons

The telescope cavity was further instrumented with high speed

air temperature and pressure transducers which were installed and

operated by Rose Engineering. Results from these instruments will
not be discussed in this paper.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We viewed our flights as an exploration of a multidimensional

space defined by the parameters affecting the size and shape of
the PSF. The axes of this space, the parameters which were varied •

during the flights, included focus, collimation, entrance pupil
diameter, telescope elevation angle, exposure time, wavelength,

BLC angle, Mach number, altitude, engine noise and cavity

temperature. For different values of these parameters, we
recorded focal plane images and, in some cases, simultaneous

images of the telescope aperture.

Since this flight series occurred so recently the results

presented here are necessarily incomplete. In particular, we have
not yet had an opportunity to examine the wings of the point

spread function, so all of our results refer to the core.

For theoretical reasons (Sutton, 1969; Buell, 1975) we expect the

wings to be sensitive to boundary layer parameters such as Mach
number, BLC angle and altitude.

During the flight series, considerable effort was devoted to
maintaining good focus in the image to avoid confusion with other

variables. While focusing, it was noticed that the telescope
optics were slightly astigmatic. This astigmatism could be

inherent in the figure of the optics or could be induced by the
mounting mechanisim of the thin chopping secondary.

Figure i illustrates the dependence of image size on elapsed

flight time. The larger image is a i0 msec exposure of _ Boo

taken at 41,000 feet early in our third flight while the smaller
image is an identical exposure of y Cas 4 hours later in the same

flight. The _ Boo image appears to be much larger than the y Cas
image largely because these images are not normalized to the same

peak intensity. The full width at half maximum of the _ Boo

image is 3".9 vertically and 5".1 horizontally while the yCas
image is 4".i vertically and 2".9 horizontally. We currently
suspect that this effect is actually due to decreasing thermal

disequilibrium in the telescope cavity. The double negative,
decreasing disequilibrium, is used purposefully here because the

cavity is always far from thermal equilibrium. It has been known
for some time that large temperature differences exist in the

cavity (at least 5°C) and that the cavity is about 20°C warmer

than ambient, even at the end of a 7 1/2 hour flight.
Furthermore, a considerable amount of heat could be conducted from

the cabin through the cavity walls; the temperature difference

across the cavity walls is about 50°C. This heat is probably

transported convectively to the outside air.
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We observed some instances of significant image motion,

particularly under rough flight conditions. Image motion was
generally less than an arcsecond, in agreement with earlier

" results (Dunham and Elliot, 1983). Figure 2 compares a typical
frame with one showing substantial image motion. These frames were

obtained by clocking the CCD in synchronization with a rotating

sector wheel shutter. Each image is a I00 microsecond exposure

with 2.5 milliseconds between exposures. The bright image is a

double exposure because of the long closing time of the leaf
shutter protecting the CCD. This double exposure shows the image

motion particularly well.

The short exposures shown in figure 2 also show how the image

breaks up at high time resolution. The images show several narrow

peaks within an envelope of the same size as the long exposure
images. These peaks are washed out in 500 microsecond exposures

and are reasonably sharp in 200 microsecond exposures, indicating
that the timescale of the effect that creates the peaks is about

200 microseconds. This behavior was seen earlier by Erickson

(1984) in images obtained with a gated intensified CID camera.

CONCLUSIONS

Our preliminary conclusions are:

i. The KAO point spread function decreases in size with elapsed
time at altitude. This is probably due to decreasing thermal

disequilibrium within the cavity, and is by far the largest
effect observed. A typical PSF at the end of a flight has
FWHM of 3 to 4 arcsec.

2. Image motion is occasionally comparable to the size of the
image but is usually a sub-arcsecond effect.

3. Star images show small scale internal structure that changes
on a 200 microsecond timescale.
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Figure 1. The effect of elapsed time at altitude on PSF core size. '[he smaller image was
obtained 4 hours after the larger one. The vertical FWHM of the two images are the same

while the horizontal FWHM of the smaller image is 60% of the larger one.
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Figure 2. Successive i00 microsecond exposures spaced 2.5 milliseconds apart. Note the structure

inside an envelope approxlma_ely 3 arcseconds in diameter. The series on the left is typical while
the one on the right shows substantial image motion.
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A FAR INFRARED ECHELLE SPECTROMETER
FOR THE KUIPER AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY

E. F. Erlckson*, J. R. Houckt, M. O. Harwltt, D. M. Rank°, M. R. Haas*,
D. J. Hollenbach*, J. P. Simpson*, G. C. Augason*, and D. D. MeKlbbln*

• *NASA Ames Research Center %Cornell University °Lick Observatory

INTRODUCTION: A llquld-hellum-cooled grating spectrometer (CGS) is being
developed as a facility instrument for the Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO),
primarily to study far infrared lines originating in the interstellar medium.
It achieves a maximum resolving power -6000 by means of a 45 cm long echelle
grating and is optically capable of operating in the spectral range from 25
to 300 pm. An array of detectors is used to simultaneously measure a line
and the adjacent continuum from astronomical sources. Currently slx
detectors allow measurements in the 30 to 120 pm spectral band. This paper
briefly describes the instrument, its operation, and its performance.

OPTICAL CONFIGRATION: Flgur_ I depicts the optical system. Infrared
light from the telescope is reflected by the beamsplltter (B), passes through
the cryostat vacuum window and a helium-cooled filter, and focuses on a
circular aperture ($I). The filters are made from salt crystals which are
antlreflection coated and blocked short of their restrahlen bands wlth

diamond particles embedded in thin polyethelene films. Apertures of 0-5 mm
diameter in increments of I mm

B

are manually selectable; the V,SmLE_/ BEA.FnOMTELESCOPE
telescope scale is 13.3 arc --_ m
seconds per mm at the location w,Noow

of the aperture. The aperture [ '7is part of a "predlsperser"
module, which is a low- FILTER

PREDISPERSER

resolution grating spectrometer, s, 4--

A folded off-axls collimator ['_:= " __----_--__ M1
passes light from the Illlll_ -_
predlsperser to the echelle, _ : __ -_
whlch diffracts discrete, narrow c:v _:=s2

wavelength bands (orders) back CO,UMAT,

through the collimator to a '_"__*'_..............,'"a'"l'"l'"l'"["["I........................
focus on the field mirrors M7. .hLj T-_-T_ ........ I I I I
The field mirrors image the '=_--"_ ' _'_- -.......
telescope secondary mirror on
the detector array, D. The

BI

filter and predisperser select a
wavelength band which is

sufficiently narrow that only
one order from the echelle
reaches the detectors. One of 4

predlsperser gratings and one of
8 filters can be selected to
maximize optical transmission at
the desired wavelength.

Figure I. Simplified optical configuration.
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The gratings operate in the Littrow mode, so the wavelength k is
selected according to mA_2dsinS, where m<30 is the order number and d=400 _m
is the grating constant of the echelle, which is blazed at 63.5°. The range
of diffraction angles which can be selected by tilting the echelle is
48°<B<72°. The spectral resolving power is R=_/6k=(L/6x)2tan_. Here
L=2.70 meters is the effective focal length of the collimator and _x is the
largest of (I) the aperture diameter, (2) the diffraction diameter_ 2.4_f
(which is determined by the telescope; f=18 is the system f-number), or (3)

the detector spacing of 2 mm. The order number m is typically chosen to
keep the diffraction angle near the echelle blaze angle where the echelle
efficiency and the resolution are high. In some applications the order may
be chosen to reduce the resolving power slightly, for example when observing
lines which are broader than the equivalent detector separation. Wavelengths
can be set in less than a minute by means of stepping motor drives on the two
gratings and a manual filter adjustment.

Most of the instrument is made fro[]6061 aluminu[]alloy, including the
cryostat, the optical bench, the mirror support structures, the mirrors, and
the gratings. The mirror figures are flats or off-axis conics, and the
surfaces were finished by diamond turning and light polishing. The all
aluminum optical system assures stability of alignment between 300 K and 3 K.
A detailed discussion of the design and fabrication of the cryogenic optics
is given by Erickson et al. (1984).

The cryostat which
contains the cooled grating
spectrometer mounts on a
backplate at the bent
Cassegrain focus of the KAO
telescope, as shown in Figure
2. The cryostat is 45 cm in
diameter by I []tall. It

holds 7 _ of liquid nitrogen |

and 11 _ of liquid heliu[]and
requires refilling every 30
hours. The entire instrument

weighs 90 kg. On the
telescope, a dichroic mirror
ahead of the backplate
transmits visible light to a
focal plane video system,
consisting of an image
intensifier coupled to a
television camera by a fiber
optics bundle. The
intensifier is mounted on a
computer controlled x-y stage
or offset guider, developed at
Yerkes Observatory (Harper,
1981), which allows offset
pointing of the telescope to a
typical accuracy of -5 arc
seconds.

Fig. 2. The spectrometer and offset
guider mounted on the KAO telescope.
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DETECTORS: Currently six prototype Ge:Ga photoconductor detectors

mounted in integrating cavities are cooled to -3 K in the CGS. The same
detector material was used to make the band-4 detectors for the Infrared

Astronomical Satellite. The field mirrors direct the light from the

collimator into the cavities with no loss of light between detectors. The

collimator focal plane has space for 39 such detectors. Cold preamplifiers,
consisting of 2EI0 _ feedback resistors and JFETs operating at -60 K,

. transmit detector signals to amplifiers outside the cryostat.

CALIBRATION: Since the instrument does not operate at wavelengths
accessible from ground-based telescopes, its operation can be verified only
in the laboratory or on the KAO. Wavelength and field-of-view calibrations

are accomplished with a laboratory test facility, which also permits

approximate calibration of relative and absolute detector responslvlties.

The wavelength calibration is done by fitting a theoretical water vapor
absorption spectrum to a measured spectrum (see Figure 5). The calibration

is typically reproducible to the setting accuracy, which is about a quarter
of the detector separation. A calibrator is mounted on the spectrometer for

checking wavelength calibration and relative detector response. To date the
best detector calibration procedure involves measuring the continuum from an

astronomical source for which the spectrum is known.

DATA SYSTEM: A simplified block diagram of the data system is shown In
Figure 3. The slave Z80 microprocessor synchronously demodulates detector

signals in phase with the reference signal from the chopping secondary mirror

of the telescope, and p!ots the demodulated signals from any four of the
detectors in real tlme on a strip chart. The Z80 also integrates the

demodulated signals for a period determined by the dedicated master Apple II+
computer. While the Z80 is

acquiring data, the Apple
displays parameters and the COOLEDGRATINGSPECTROMETERDATASYSTEM

accumulated spectrum on a I
video monitor and transfers I
data to an Apple disc. The CGSMASTER J J CGSDATA I SPECTRALDATA

A

COMPUTER _ PROCESSOR il iApple also transfers data "APPLE.... ZS0" COOLED

! GRATING

and commandsto the ADAMS J WAVELENGTHS. SPECTROMETER
FILTERS/APERTURES "CGS"

(KAO facility) HP 1000 c s

computer system, consisting _ CONTROLLE. J TEMPERATURES
of the Data, Executive, and I

Tracking computers, and I

[oooI ouoosioo-.Iperipheral hardware. The j ) CONTROLLER J GUIDER"DOG"

ADAMS can perform further _ I TELESCOPESACKPLATEin-flight analysis of the COS.RA__CKI- ---data, and controls the T

telescope and the focal OATA J .___ CHOPPER J THROW.FREOUENCY,J CHOPPERplane offset guider. COMPUTER CONTROLLER J OFFSET

Updating of the offset I I

gulder and telescope I EXECUnVE}._ "rnACKERJ J ATTITUDE J TELESCOPEInodding are coordinated COMPUTER COMPUTER I
with the data acquisitlon

" by the Apple. The J

spectrometer controller _ J
permits remote setting of I

• the grating positions, and TELESCOPECONSOLE I TELESCOPE CAVITY

monitoring of cryostat

Figure 3. Block diagram of data system.
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temperatures and the aperture, filter, and grating positions. In addition,
the controller is interfaced to the Apple to allow recording of spectrometer
parameters and computer control of the stepping motors to set wavelengths.
Software options in the Apple data acquisition program permit operation of
the spectrometer independent of the ADAMS. The Z80 is programmed in machine
language, the Apple in FORTH, and the ADAMS in FORTRAN IV.

OPERATION: Currently the spectrometer is kept cold in the laboratory for
testing and calibration I to 2 weeks prior to installation on the KAO. A
telescope tracking system simulator (Boozer et al., 1984) permits
verification of software interfaces to the ADAMS. After installation and

alignment of the spectrometer on the KAO, chopper parameters (focus,
orientation, throw, frequency, and phase) and the spatial correspondence of
visible and infrared beams (boreslght) are determined. The flight plan,
exact wavelength settings, finding charts, offset guider parameters, data
acquisition sequences, calibration procedures, and contingency plans are
detailed well before takeoff. The chopper parameters and boresights are
verified in flight, preferably on the first astronomical source observed.
After beams are defined for guiding on the source, data acquisition is begun
under Apple control, and continued until the signa!-to-noise ratio is judged
adequate. Mapping of extended sources is accomplished using the offset
guider to maintain the same apparent boreslght on the video monitor and to
recordthe coordinates of the mapped locations in the data system.

Although one person can operate the spectrometer easily in the
laboratory, four are required to take data efficiently in flight. One
operates the Apple and monitors its data display, a second annotates the
strip chart and changes apertures and filters, a third sets wavelengths and
operates the offset guider and data programs on the ADAMS, and the fourth
makes fine adjustments to the telescope pointing. Detector parameters and
spectra of the calibrator are measured while the aircraft is turning to a new
heading, during source acquisition, or during verification of the offset
guider operation from a star pair in the vicinity of the object. Since the
wavelength calibration is quite stable, in-flight calibration is required
principally to monitor relative detector response.

DATA REDUCTION: Post flight data analysis is done on an HP computer
system similar to the ADAMS. The programs are written in Fortran IV, and are
also useable in flight. Typical analysis involves examining and editing the
data to find and eliminate systematic errors, forming ratios of spectra, flux
normalization, correction for tellurlc absorption, and fitting of line
profiles to the data.

PERFORMANCE: The optics perform close to the predictions of the analysis
made during the design of the system: (I) The detectors' fields of view are

well matched to the secondary of the telescope. (2) The responses of the six
prototype detectors at 35 um to a 0.6 mm diameter spot scanned across a 4 mm
aperture is shown in Figure 4. The maximum response of each detector was
normalized to unity. The spatial registration of the individua! detector
responses is excellent. The fact that the profiles are narrower than the
corresponding aperture is due to the absence of a Lyot stop which remains to
be installed ahead of the predisperser (Erickson et al., 1984). (3)
Transmission of unwanted orders through the predlsperser is less than I%.
This is determined by measuring the signal with the centra! wavelength of
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the predlsperser set between wavelengths of adjacent echelle orders. (4)

Scattering of light in the optics is only a few percent, as established by

measuring saturated absorption features.

" o RP[RTUR[ PROFILE IUPIOOXN) II DISPERSION o RPER]URE PROFILE IR]GMTILEFT| _ DISPERSION
! , I , I , ! , I , I , , I i I , I , I , I ,

mY

• ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' ' ' ' •_3.000-Z.O00 -1.000 0.000 1.000 Z.O00 3.000 _3.000-Z.OOO-1.000 0 000 ! 000 Z 000 _ 000
SPRT[flL POOITlON |MM; OPRT[RL POS[TIOM (Me)

Figure 4. Aperture profiles.

Figure 5 is a laboratory spectrum of atmospheric water vapor absorption.

Relative detector response and the instrument efficiency function were

removed by dividing the raw data by a second spectrum taken with vacuum
between the light source and the spectrometer. Thirty five settings of the,

gratings were used, with six points (detectors) obtained per setting. One of
the detectors was noisy for this scan; its error bars are evident, but the

others are too small to be seen. The dashed llne is a synthetic water vapor
spectrum fitted to the data assuming the instrument function anticipated for
the 4 mm aperture used to take the data, in this case R=2250. The single

fitting parameter was the amount of water between the source and the

spectrometer. The goodness of fit between the measured and theoretical
transmission demonstrates the effective removal of instrument and detector

response by this ratio technique, and attests to the reproducibillty of the
grating drives.
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Figure 5. Laboratory spectrum of water vapor.
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Figure 6a shows an atmospheric water absorption feature measured with
Mars as a source on a flight the night of 22 November 1983. Three settings
of the gratings (with five detectors operating) were used to appreciably over
sample the line, which is not resolved. The relative detector responses were
removed by normalizing to the Mars continuum, which was measured at 87.08 pm
where there is no tellurlc absorption. No correction was made for the

difference in the instrument efficiency between 85.4 and 87.08 um. Judging
from the figure, the efficiency is fairly flat over the bandwidth of the

detectors, but differs by -15% at the two wavelengths, which accounts for the
asymptotic transmission of 1.15. The data were acquired in a total of 13
minutes, including measurement of the normalizing spectrum. The dashed llne
is the predicted telluric profile for 10 precipitable microns of water in the
line of sight. Note that the zero flux level is suppressed in the figure.
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Figure 6. Spectra measured in flight.

Figure 6b shows the [OIII] llne at 88.35 pm from the luminous galactic
HII region W51-IRSI, measured on the first data flight of the CGS on 7 July
1983. The dashed curve is an estimated instrument profile with FWHM=80 km/s
fitted to the data. The llne is not resolved. The ordinate multiplier is
1.0 E-15. The relative detector response and flux calibration were
determined from a spectrum of Saturn measured later in the same flight.
Integration time on this line was 80 seconds, and the integrated flux is
8.6 E-17 Wlcm_.

Figure 6c shows the first observation of the [NeIII] line at a
wavelength of 36.017 ± .005 pm, as determined by this measurement. This line
was detected in M17, also on 7 July 1983 (Erickson et al., 1983). The flux
is (6.5±2.0) E-17 W/cm_. The ordinate multiplier is 1.0 E-14. The line was
subsequently detected by Shure et al. (1984) in the planetary nebula NGC
6543. This detection in M17 was verified with the CGS in July 1984. The
data clearly indicate the desirability of more detectors to better establish
the continuum from the source.

The sensitivity of the system is strongly dependent on the observing
parameters. The best system NEP measured for a detector on a weak

astronomical line to date is -2 E-14 W/JHz at 63 pm. Currently the
performance is appreciably worse at shorter wavelengths, due to reduced
detector response. Systematic effects may limit the errors on line
measurements to -10%, even on bright sources. Effective sensitivity may be
significantly reduced for sources from which the continuum per detector
exceeds the line flux. This effect is exacerbated by noise due to polntlng +
errors, which is worst for comparable source and beam sizes. Telluric
absorptions near the line of interest can also reduce sensitivity.
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FUTURE PLANS: The best sensitivity achieved so far is roughly a factor

of four from the calculated background limited sensitivity. This is based on
a calculated instrument transmission of 15%, an assumed detector quantum

. efficiency of 25%, a calculated telescope transmission (including chopping)
of 30%, a telescope emissivity of 35% (Beckwlth, 1984), and a telescope

temperature of 260 K. Remaining work will center on maximizing sensitivity

and reliability of the spectrometer, and extending the wavelength range using

different types of detectors.
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A 150wm TO 500_m HETERODYNE SPECTROMETER FOR AIRBORNE ASTRONOMY*

A. Betz and J. Zmuidzinas

Space Sciences Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley

I. Introduction

The advantages of heterodyne detection for high resolution spectros-
copy have long been apparent to radio astronomers. Heterodyne spectroscopy

has also been _roductive at submillimeter wavelengths > 500 _ m for airborne
observations Le.g., Keene et al, 1983], but its extension to shorter sub-
millimeter and far-infrared (FIR) wavelengths has until recently been ham-
pered by inadequate mixers and local oscillators (L0's). A significant
advance in FIR receiver technology was demonstrated by Goldsmith et al
(1981), who used an optically-pumped FIR laser and a Schottky-diode mixer
to detect the J=6-5 line of CO at 434 _ m. The 8000 K noise temperature of
that ground-based receiver was low enough to detect the CO line without
difficulty, but the sheer bulk of the instrumentation limited the observing
effort to the coude room of the IRTF on Mauna Kea. Any similar spectrome-
ter intended for airborne observations at shorter wavelengths (i.e., 150-
500 _m) must of course be designed from the start to be compatible with the
more restrictive aircraft environment. The instrument must at least main-

tain the sensitivity of the ground-based system and yet fit into a volume
<I/2 m3 and weigh <350 lbs. These constraints have been overcome to the
extent necessary in our design for a FIR heterodyne spectrometer. The
effectiveness of the design has been verified in ground-based observations
with a prototype version of the instrument. The prototype spectrometer was

used at the Cassegrain focus of the MK0 88-inch3tel_scope in January, 1984,
to make the first detection of the 809 GHz P"- PI line of C I in 0MC-I
[Jaffe et al, 1984]. The airborne successor to t_is ground-based spectrom-
eter is even more compact, and in addition has a much broader spectral cov-
erage. First flights with the new instrument are scheduled for the coming
year.

II. Spectrometer Overview

Our FIR heterodyne spectrometer has the 4 basic subsystems charac-
teristic of most heterodyne instruments: a local oscillator (L0), a mixer,
an intermediate-frequency (IF) amplifier, and a multi-channel radio-
frequency (RF) filter bank.

* work supported in part by NASA grant NAG 2-254
and NSF grant AST-8211520.
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° The LO is an optically-pumped laser, and the mixer is a cooled
Schottky-diode. These components, together with the IF amplifier, are the
critical "front-end" components of the spectrometer, and they are the only
ones actually mounted on the telescope. The "back-end" components such as

• the filter bank are mounted in the experimenters' rack. They are non-
critical in that they affect the resolution but not the sensitivity of the
spectrometer. For this reason, a heterodyne spectrometer has a very prac-
tical advantage over an incoherent instrument for high resolution spectros-
copy. A heterodyne spectrometer does its spectral analysis after "detec-
tion" whereas a spectrometer using incoherent detection does its resolving
before detection. In this latter case, the inevitable losses and extrane-
ous emissions of the spectrometer reduce the signal-to-noise ratio from
that obtainable with a perfect instrument. On the other hand, the coherent
(heterodyne) spectrometer does have an additional but fundamental source of
noise from quantum fluctuations. Realistically however, the quantum-noise

lev_ of_l_eterodyne receiver even at _=1OOwm is only TO =140 K, or about
10--- WHz -'-, and thus is negligible compared to the non2fundamental noise
of current receivers. Perhaps the most obvious advantage of heterodyne
spectroscopy is its capability for ultra-high resolution. A velocity reso-
lution <I km/s can easily be achieved with a velocity-scale accuracy lim-
ited only by the knowledge of the laser and source line-frequencies.

The front-end components of our airborne spectrometer weigh 200 lbs.
and have a moment of 800 ft-lbs, measured from the center of the air bear-

ing on the KA0. The size of the laser-frame dictates the overall size of
the front-end hardware. The frame is 40" L x 13.5" W x 8" H and consists of
four l-inch 0.D. invar rods that separate 2 insulating granite end-plates.
A 40" x 13.5" aluminum plate is attached to the top of the laser frame, and
on it are positioned all the optical components of the spectrometer. The
entire assembly fits halfway into the instrument cavity at the Naysmith
focus position. The other half of the spectrometer protrudes beyond the
position of the standard instrument flange, but is braced to the instrument
cavity. The standard instrument-m0unting flange is removed, of course.

The layout of the spectrometer is illustrated in Figure I. The L0
beam generated by an optically-pumped FIR laser and the signal collected by
the telescope are combined in an optical diplexer and focussed onto a
cooled diode mixer. The IF signals out of the mixer are amplified by a
low-noise FET amplifier and then sent by coaxial cable to the multichannel
filterbank located in the experimenter's rack. Because the L0 frequencies
available from the FIR laser are discrete and essentially untunable, the
center frequency of the IF amplifier must be selected to match the differ-
ence frequency between the laser L0 and the astronomical line of interest.
Changes in the Doppler shift of the source due to the orbital and rota-
tional motions of the Earth must be tracked in the IF if a spectral resolu-
tion of I part in 106 is to be maintained. A description of the individual

• components and factors influencing the chosen optical configuration are
detailed in the sections that follow.
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III. Component Descriptions

(I) Local Oscillator

For submillimeter wavelengths much shorter than 500 _ m, the only rea-
sonable choice for the L0 at present is the optically-pumped molecular gas
laser. Fixed-frequency gas lasers are sometimes dismissed as being too
bulky, too limitedin frequency coverage, and too unstable in output power
for effective use as local oscillators "in the field". Even though such

criticisms may have been valid for simple laboratory lasers in years past,
problems of this type are not any more endemic to lasers than they are to
klystrons, BW0's, or any other oscillator. Steady development and good
engineering practice generally lead to useful devices, and such is now the
case for optically-pumped lasers. The operation of the FIR laser is illus-

trated in Figure 2. Pump radiation from a CO2 laser is absorbed by a
vibrational transition in a polar gas molecule. A population inversion is
produced between rotational levels in the excited vibrational state, and,
if the gas is enclosed by an oPtical cavity tuned to the rotational transi-

tion frequency, FIR laser action can occur. The CO2 laser serves only as
an "optical power supply" for the FIR laser.

The comparative advantages of FIR lasers as local oscillators have

been discussed by Danielowicz (_980). As far as airborne use is concerned,
the only serious drawback heretofore has been that of size and weight. The
compact laser developed for this project overcomes these limitations ade-
quately enough so that the spectrometer can be mounted at the Naysmith
focus of the KA0 telescope. The laser system is 1-m long and has the fol-
lowing necessary characteristics:

(a) LO power levels of I to 40 mW can be generated on selected FIR-laser

lines with pump powers <15 W from a C02 laser. Our measurements on
GaAs-diode mixers in the far-infrared indlcate that -4 mW of LO power
is needed to drive a room-temperature mixer and -1,5 mW is required to
drive a cooled mixer for minimum noise temperature (best sensitivity).
The high efficiency of this laser is achieved by pumping on-axis and
by using an output coupler mirror with a transmission optimized for
high gain laser lines (T-40%). The output coupler is a silicon etalon
of the type described in detail by Chiou (1983).

(b) Instabilities sometimes encountered with on-axis pumping are not a
problem in this system because: (I) the FIR laser uses gases that are
good absorbers of the pump radiation, (2) the C0_ laser is undercou-

pled (T = 10%) to make it less sensitive to unabsorbed pump radiation
reflected from the FIR cavity, and (3) a single rigid frame defines
the length of both FIR and pump cavities.

(c) The FIR and CO^ lasers are both run with sealed and not flowing gas
fills. Sealedz operation allows the use of isotopic gases in either
laser, and consequently far more high-power laser lines are available
from the best FIR laser gases. In addition, the bulky high-pressure °

gas cylinder required by a flowing CO2 laser is not needed aboard the
aircraft.
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(d) Selection of the L0 frequency is precisely controlled by the FIR laser
gas and the selected pumping transition. Selection of the pump line is

• done by a grating control on the CO2 laser.

(e) The LO frequency is inherently stable because it is determified by a
specific molecular transition. Stabilization of the FIR-laser-cavity

" on the molecular resonance is done both passively by invar-rod spacers
and actively by a motor-controlled end-mirror to yield a I part in 107
accuracy. The FIR laser frequency can also be measured with respect
to high-order harmonics of a microwave reference oscillator.

(2) Diplexer and Optics

Signals from the telescope and the LO are combined optically in a dev-
ice called a diplexer. Although there are many functional variants of these
devices (Miles, 1982), they usually have the same purpose: to combine two
beams with almost 100% efficiency. Diplexers are also sometimes used as

filters to reject LO noise at the sideband frequencies: fLo ± fIFT
Optically-pumped lasers are essentially monochromatic, however, an_ do not
require such sideband filtering. "Phase-noise" is more of a problem with
electrically-tunable oscillators such as Impatts and carcinotrons.

The type of diplexer illustrated in Figure I is called a polarization
diplexer. A wire-grid polarizer is used as a lossless beam combiner for
the LO and telescope beams. The signals out of the beam-combiner are
cross-polarized as they enter the diplexer. Most of the visible radiation
passes through the grid to the fiber-optic pickup for the focal-plane cam-
era. The LO beam has previously been focussed by a polyethylene lens so
that it has the same f/17 convergence as the telescope beam. Actually, the
beams must properly be discussed in terms of Gaussian optics (Goldsmith,
1982), but this point will not be dwelt on here. The collinear beams

travel into the diplexer where they encounter another polarizing grid at
45 incidence. The axis of this second grid is also oriented at 45° with

respect to each beam's polarization vector, and so splits the combined
input beam into equal amplitude halves. The halves are separately reflected
from roof mirrors and recombined at the wire grid. For certain displace-
ment differences of the roof mirrors from the grid, all the input power is
transmitted in a linearly polarized output beam toward the mixer. This is

possible without violating the conservation of brightness because the two
input beams are at different frequencies. If the frequency offset between
the LO and signal beams is kept > 2 GHz, then the displacement difference
is < 7.5 cm and can be easily accommodated in the space available. The
bandwidth of the telescope signal transmitted by the diplexer is about 20%
of the IF center frequency. Consequently, IF frequencies > 5 GHz are
necessary in order to get an IF bandwidth of I GHz (i.e., 500 km/s at k=500
_m, 1OO km/s at k=1OO _m).
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Certain factors favored the selection of a polarization diplexer for
the airborne spectrometer:

(I) broad bandwidth--a single grid (unlike a dielectric-film) covers the
entire wavelength range,

4

(2) low loss--no dielectric films in the beam (more important at
wavelengths < 150 _m),

(3) compact form--beams are redirected along a single beam-axis and not
translated as in amplitude diplexers using dielectric films,

(4) compatible with FIR laser polarization (vertical or horizontal depend-
ing on L0 line) --polarizing beam-combiner can be simply rotated 90°
to pass laser polarization,

(5) low susceptibility to vibration--wire grids are not as acoustically
perturbed as are dielectric films in the noisy aircraft environment.

The beam out of the diplexer is focussed onto the mixer by a
polyethylene lens that has a focal ratio matched to the mixer's antenna
pattern (~f/2.6). Reflection losses from the 2 surfaces of the lens
decrease the system sensitivity by 8%. The 8% loss could be eliminated by
coating or grooving the lens surfaces. Absorption losses are <2% at k=500
um and ~16% at I=IOO _m. A crystal-quartz lens would have lower loss at
short wavelengths but would need AR-coating.

Advantages of a lens over an off-axis mirror are easier alignment,
more compact structure, and a symmetric Gaussian "illumination pattern" on
the telescope's primary mirror. This last point refers to the efficiency
of the mixer's optical coupling to the telescope. It is important to
optimize the coupling efficiency (hopefully -60%) and the receiver's
intrinsic sensitivity together for best performance. A low receiver-
noise-temperature by itself is not necessarily the best measure of a
spectrometer's performance on the telescope.

(3) Mixer and Amplifier

The mixer is a GaAs Schottky-diode mounted in a corner-reflector
mount. The diode-chips are made at the U. Va. Semiconductor Device Labora-

tory and have I _m contact metallizations; they are also optimized for use
in cooled receivers at submillimeter wavelengths (Mattauch, 1984). The FIR
bandwidth of a pre-adjusted mixer is -20%, and a number of separate mixer-
mounts are available to cover the lines of interest during a flight series.
This approach was chosen over a single adjustable mixer in order to permit
rapid wavelength changes between flight legs, if desired. The availability
of separate pre-cooled mixers also gives a backup capability in case the
primary mixer fails during observations. 0pen-resonator mixers with corner
reflectors ("cube-corner mixers") have been shown to be effective and rela- _ I
tively easy to fabricate for submillimeter wavelengths [Kr_utle et al,
1977; Fetterman etal, 1978]. The sensitivity of the receiver, stated as

the single-sideband (SSB) system-noise-temperature, TN, is given in figure
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3. The quoted noise temperatures are for room-temperature devices and can
be improved somewhat by cooling. The improvement with cooling is not as
dramatic in submillimeter mixers as in millimeter-wave devices, however.

• Nonthermal noise due to "tunneling currents" becomes significant relative
to thermal noise at high frequencies, and tunneling noise is not reduced by
cooling. The net improvement by cooling to temperatures < 80 K is

. currently about a factor of 2 at the longer wavelengths of interest. More
importantly, however, is that cooling reduces the L0 power needed to drive
the mixer to the minimum conversion loss (i.e., best sensitivity). At sub-
millimeter wavelengths LO power is often at a premium. A larger number of
laser lines can be used with a cooled mixer because only I to 2 mW of LO
power is needed. One final point on cooling is that the IF amplifier
should be cooled regardless of the mixer so that the IF contribution to the
total system noise is < 10 %. Since the IF amplifier is best mounted in
close proximity to the mixer, the simplest and most effective procedure is
to cool both mixer and amplifier together.

The IF amplifiers are dual-stage GaAs-FET amplifiers with gains of -20
dB and -3 dB bandwidths of -30% of the IF center frequency (e.g., 2.0 GHz
bandwidth for a 6.3 GHz IF amplifier). These reactively-tuned amplifiers
are designed in our laboratory to have the broadest possible bandwidths
consistent with an IF noise temperature < 50 K when cooled to physical tem-
peratures < 80 K. Optimizing for lower amplifier noise would restrict the
usable IF bandwidth without appreciably improving the overall system sensi-
tivity. A 50 K amplifier contributes less than 10% to the overall system
noise level. This is true only because of the relatively high 9000 K noise
temperature and 12 dB conversion loss of the mixer itself (room-temperature
values at _=370wm). As better cooled mixers are developed, lower IF noise
temperatures will also be required. Currently we are still emphasizing
bandwidth over noise by developing an ultra-broadband IF amplifier for 2-8
GHz. This amplifier will give us more frequency coverage for each cooled
mixer-amplifier and eliminate the need to change IF amplifiers within the
cryostat during a flight series. With narrow-band amplifiers, the highest
IF being considered is about 15 GHz. Above this frequency the noise-
contribution of the amplifier increases above the O.1T. limit we have
imposed. Of course, in special situations where a close L0 coincidence ms
not available, IF bands as high as -26 GHz could be used with a penalty on

TN•

IV. Scientific Program

Currently there are no high resolution spectrometers aboard the KAO

that operate at wavelengths between 200 _m and 500 _m. Consequently, this
unexplored spectral region is ripe for the detection of many new and impor-
tant lines. Ground-based observations are for the most part impossible
because of obscuration by water vapor in the Earth's atmosphere. Some of
the more promising candidate lines are listed in Tables I, II, and III.
The tables show the intended source line, the FIR laser gas, and the IF
center frequency in the rest frame. Table I demonstrates that a single
laser line can be in good (accidental) frequency coincidence with many
important spectral lines. Of particular note is that the 12C I line and
the 3 lines of 13C I can all be observed simultaneously because of the wide
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I GHz IF bandwidth of the spectrometer. Even a room-temperature mixer with
a 10000 K noise temperature can detect 13C I after a 1-hr flight leg when
the optical depth of 12C is > 5 and the gas-excitation temperature exceeds
30 K. Planned reductions of the system noise to < 5000 K in the current
_ear will allow 13C to be detected whenever _io > 2. Observations of the

Pp-3Pi lines of 13C I at 370 _m are the only w_ atomic 13C is going to be
4

de_ect@d in dense clouds impenetrable by interstellar UV.

ip 16Table II lists the frequency coincidences between high-J lines of
-C-V0 and strong laser lines. CO lines up to J = 8 are likely to be ther-

malized in dense clouds where the Hp density is greater than 105 cm-3 and
the excitation temperature exceeds 80 K. Rotational transitions from ther-
malized levels are likely to be optically thick because of the high abun-
dance of CO. Transitions from unthermalized levels are more likely to be
optically thin and thus better indicators of the physical conditions in the
interior of the cloud [McKee et al, 1982]. Of particular interest are the
9-8, 11-10, and 17-16 transitions. These lines all have a 5 GHz IF and can
be observed using our favorite laser gases: 15NH= and CH_F_. The 153 _m
line of 15NH_ is the strongest known FIR laser line_ Also 6fainterest for
future work>is the coincidence between the well-known 118 _m laser line of

CH30H and the J = 22-21 line of 12C160.

Table III concludes the list Of coincidences. Listed are the principal
fine-structure lines for wavelengths longer than 150 _m with allowance for
the 0 I line. Once again we see that the astronomically important lines
can all be matched with good laser coincidences. In the case of 0 I the
coincidence is too good. Proper operation of the diplexer requires a fre-
quency offset between the laser and the source line. High resolution obser-
vations of the 145 wm 0 I line may be better done with a heterodyne spec-
trometer that does not require a diplexer. For example, a receiver that
uses a photoconductive mixer and a beamsplitter for LO injection might well
do 0 I for a start. The sample coincidences given in these tables should
be ample evidence that a heterodyne spectrometer with a fixed-frequency
laser-LO has the potential to be scientifically productive. The observa-
tions possible with just the listed lines will take many years to complete
with normal flight scheduling for the spectrometer. No mention was made of
the numerous far-infrared transitions of light molecules such as the
hydrides which also will be observable. The number of useable laser lines
should continue to grow over the next few years as more laboratory measure-
ments are made of the isotopic variants of known good laser molecules.
Furthermore, receiver sensitivities should also steadily improve as well-
engineered mixers replace the current first-generation devices. Sensitivi-
ties of existing mixers are more than 2 orders of magnitude worse than the
limits placed by quantum-noise.
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SPECIFICATIONS*

Frequency Coverage: 600-1500 (2000)GHz

Wavelength Range: 500-200 (150) pm
Resolution: 1.2 MHz x 50 Channels

5.0 MHz x 40 Channels
20.0 MHz x 128Channels
(2.0 MHz x 512ChanneI-AOS)

Sensitivity (uncooled): TN[SSB] = 10000K
NEP = 4 x 10 -16 W.Hz-'/2at _,= 400 pm_
(TN[SSB]- 25000K
NEP_2 x 10-1sW.Hz-'/2at_ = 150pm)

Beamsize on KAO: Diffraction-limited

2.2 arcminat _,= 500 pm
0.9 arcminat ;_= 200 pm

Dimensions: 14"H x 14"W x 54"L

Weight: 200 Ibs., installed

* Specificationsinparenthesesareplannedimprovements
:1:Perchannelat0.4km/s(1.2MHz)resolution,includeschoppingand

telescope-couplinglosses

Figure 3
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LINE COINCIDENCES

Laser Line Frequency Source Frequency IF
(LO) (GHz) Line (GHz) (GHz)

15NH3 802.986 12CI 31'2- 3P1 809.345 -6.359

13(2I 3P2-- 3P1

5 3
809.494 -6.5082 2

3 1
809.125 -6.139

2 2

3 3 809.121 -6.135
2 2

CO J = 746 806.652 -3.666

HCN J = 9---.8 797.433 5.553

HCO+ J = 9-.8 802.445 0.541

Table 1

17ClC'OCOINCIDENCES FINE STRUCTURE LINES

CO Laser I.F. Laser IF
X _m) Line Gas (GHz) X (/zm) Species Gas (GHz)

371.6504 7-6 15NH3 3.666 370.4139 C I 15NH3 -6.359

325.2252 8-7 C2H2F2 3.840 203.9 N II CH2F2 10.42
13CH3OH 1.91

289.1204 9-8 CH2F2 '5.238
157.737 C II CH2F2 -9.310

260.2399 10-9 C2H2F2 1.085 uCH3OH -2.305

236.6134 11-10 CH2F2 -5.157 145.526 O 1 CH3OH 0.0

162.8118 16-15 CH3OH 2.504

153.2669 17-16 15NH3 4.990

124.1937 21-20 CH2DOH 4.618

118.5811 22-21 CH3OH 5.383 Table 3

Table 2
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TUNABLEHETERODYNERECEIVERFROM ]00 _m TO ],000_m FOR AIRBORNEOBSERVATIONS

H.P. R0eser,R. Wattenbach,P. van der Wal
Max-Planek-Institutfor Radioastronomy,Bonn, West-Germany

I. INTRODUCTION

There is an increasinginterestin high resolutionspectrometer_for
the submillimeter wavelength range from ]00 _m to ],000 _m, This interest

is mostly stimulated by molecular spectroscopy in radioastronomy and atmo-
sphericphysics, and by plasma diagnostic experiments. Schottky diodes in

waveguide mixer technology and InSb-hot electron bolometers are success-
fully used in the 0.5 to a few millimeter range (Erickson, ]983_ Keene et
al., ]983), whereastandemFabry-Perot spectrometers combined with photo-
conductive detectors (Ge:Sb and Ge:Ga)are used for the ]00 _m range (Storey

et al., ]98]).This paper summarizesrecentresearchon heterodynespectro-
meters,with Schottkydiodes in an open structuremixer and a molecular
laser as local oscillators, which can be used over the whole wavelength

range.

II. LOCAL OSCILLATOR

The usefulnessof conventional microwave oscillators for the wavelength

range below ],000 _m is limited with decreasing wavelength by short life-
times, low power levels and particularly high noise contributions. The small
operatingfrequencyranges of these oscillatorsmean high investmentcosts
to cover the submillimeterrange from ]00 _m to ],000_m.
An alternativeoscillatoris the opticallypumped suhmillimeterlaserwhich
can cover the whole wavelengthrange from 2 mm to ]00 pm with one system
allowingfor gaps betweentwo laser linesof • 2 % of the laser frequency.
A power level of more than ]0 mW CW has been achievedfor a largenumber of
laser lines,which is sufficientfor a local oscillatorin a heterodynere-
ceiverwith Schottkymlxers. In the CW operating mode an extremly high

spectralpurity of _9/9 = ]0,9 and a good stabilityin amplitude• ] % and
frequency± ]O0 kHz in a one hour time intervalcan be achieved(Roeseret
al._ ]984).All these propertiesfulfillthe requirementsof the ideal
oscillatorfor a high resolutionheterodynespectrometerhavingvirtually
no noise contributionat the signalfrequency.The maximumrequiredtime to
changethe laserllne is typically30 minutes.

Ill. SCHOTTKYDIODE MIXER

The localoscillatorbeam is coupledinto the signalpath by a _ch-
Zehnder-typediplexerand afterwardsa metallicoff-axisparaboloidalre-
flectorwith f/D = ] focus the combinedlocaloscillatorand signalbeams
onto the Schottkybarrierdiode.The diode is mounted in an open structure
mixer which is formedby a whiskeracting as a long wire antennaand a
cornerreflector.The open structuremixer can be used in the whole wave-
length range, and optimization for different wavelengths is achieved by
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varying both the distance of the corner reflector from the whisker axis and

the angle between the whisker axis and the long wire antenna Beam direction.
The diode is followed by an intermediate frequency (IF) impedance trans-
former, low noise FET amplifiers, bandpass filters and a second mixing stage

• converting the IF of 1.5 GHz down to the center frequency of an acousto-
optical spectrometer (AOS). The sensitivity of the heterodyne system has

been determined at different wavelengths by measuring the system noise tom-

perature Tsy s with a hot/cold load. Eccosorb material was used as a black
° body at liquid nitrogen and at room temperatures. Here we have assumed that

over the whole wavelength range Eccosorb is an ideal black body and that we

can still use the Rayleigb-Jeans approximation_ even though it is a poor
approximation for the shorter wavelengths. Figure ] shows the system noise
temperature of the uncooled receiver as a function of frequency. It appears

that the noise temperature is increasing linearly with frequency yielding a
constant of

h_ f kT_ = 7.7 x 10_3 Eq. ]

with T+ = T - 1,000 K Eq. 2
sys

This constant characterises the high frequency hehaviour of the open struc-

ture mixer for one special diode operating at room temperature. Comhining the,

heterodyne receiver with the A0S we achieve a sensitivity of 2.0 x 10-17 W_Hz 1L2
at 925 _m. At 373 pm and 119 pm we have a sensitivity of 4.6 x 10-17W/Hz it2 and

1.2 x IO-16W/Hz 5/2 respectively in a 250 kHz bandwidth, which is considerably
better than for other systems. For further spectroscopic applications at any

wavelength in the range from IO0 Izm to I,O00 pm we feel confident that the

open structure mixer will have the sensitivity according to figure l if a
laser local oscillator is available with sufficient power. Figure 2 shows

the submillimeter heterodyne receiver which consists of the optically pumped
molecular laser local oscillator, the diplexer and the Schottky barrier diode

in the open structure mixer. This compact system has been developed to meet

airborne specifications with an acceleration of several g and performs well

independently of its orientation in space.

IV. ACOUSTO-OPTICAL SPECTR0_TER

The amplified IF band is resolved By a combination of AO spectrometers

having total bandwidths of l x 210 MHz and 2 x 500 MHz. A 1024 channel system

provides a frequency resolution of 250 kHz and 500 kHz respectively. The
channel bandwidth of 500 kHz corresponds to a velocity resolution of 0.5 kmlsec

at 1,000 _m and 0.05 km[sec at 100 pm. Combining the two 500 MHz acousto-
optical spectrometers a total receiver bandwidth of IGHz is available.

V. SUBMILLIMETER SPECTROSCOPY

The submillimeter heterodyne receiver and the AOS have heen tested at

our laboratory and have been used for astronomical and atmospheric measure-

ments at Jungfraujoch/Switzerland, La Silla (ESO)/Chile and Hauna Kea/Hawaii.
Using ground based telescopes, astronomical observations can only be done in

the few atmospheric windows which have sufficient transmission and then only

• if the precipitable water vapor content is less than 1.5 mm. Under those con-
ditions the tunable heterodyne receiver has the advantage of being able to
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change frequency within a short time to a suitable atmospheric window depend-
ing upon the weather. We used our instrument at the above mentioned sites to

observe different molecular transitions in the submillimeter range (Watten-
bach et al., 1984a; Wattenbach et al., 1984b): °

a) CO (7_6) emission in Orion at 806 GHz [ 372 _m (1983, 3 m IRTF); see
figure 3a

h) CO (6_7) absorption in the Earth's upper atmosphere (1983, 3 m IRTF)3 see
figure 3h -

c) 0B absorption at 799 GRz [ 375 _n in the Earth's upper atmosphere (1983,
3 m IRTF)_

d) CO (5_6) absorption at 691 GHz [ 434 3_m in the Earth's upper atmosphere

(1982, 1.4 m CAT and 0.76 m Jungfraujoch)l see figure 3c

e) IBc0 (3-2) emission in Orion at 330 GHz [ 908 _m (_983_ 3 m IRTF)3 see
figure 3d.

All the transitions a) to d) were first detections. Note that the measurements

of the terrestrial lines were observed in absorption against the sun.
The laboratory spectroscopy of molecular transitions has also been done with

an absolute frequency accuracy of about lO-7and the molecular lines have been
detected both in absorption and in emission.
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Figure I - System noise temperature of the heterodyne receiver as a function
of frequency

Figure 2 - The compact submillimeter heterodyne receiver spectrometer
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Instrumentation for Submillimeter Polarhnetry t

• Mark Dragovan_ and Giles Novak_

Department of Physics and Enrico Fermi Institute, University of Chicago

1. Introduction

During the last two years we have built and operated three instruments for
detection of polarization in the submillimeter to millimeter wavelength bands. In
principle, simply rotating a polarizing grid in front of the detector would be
sufficent to determine the state of linear polarization. In practice we find severe
systematic problems with this approach. Everything in the light path has poten-
tial for inducing polarization. The telescope, apertures in the lightpath, and the
Winston light collectors all introduce systematic errors. (The
polarization/depolarization induced by these devices is due to diffraction and the
finite conductivity of the metals used).

Two of our polarimeters are for use on the KAO; the third is for the IRTF
on Mauna Kea. The airplane polarimeters, M1 and M2, were specifically designed
to minimize the systematic errors. The ground based polarimeter uses our f/35
photometer (Whitcomb, Hildebrand and Keene 1980) with an external polarizing
grid as the analyzer. With all three instruments the key to success is the data
collection and analysis scheme.

2. Data Collection and Analysis
Figure la is a typical graph of intensity vs. analyser angle, for the KAO

polarimeter. Note that if there is a polarization signal it is small; the instrumen-
tal background is ten times greater than the source polarization. How can one
hope to measure this small polarization signal in the presence of such a large
background?

We do thisby exploitinga featureoftheKAO thatisusuallyregardedasa
nuiscance,thealt-azimuthmount whichcausestheskytorotatewithrespectto
theinstrumentastheearthrotatesand theaircraftchangescourse.Inobserva-
tionsonsuccessiveflightlegs,thesourcepolarizationrotateswhiletheinstrumen-
talbackgroundremainsfixed.The polarizationsignalisextractedby takingthe
differencebetweendatacollectedatone rotationangleand datacollectedata
differentrotationangle.Sincethebackgroundremainsconstantitissubtracted
out,leavingonlythepolarizationsignal.The resultisa differencebetweentwo
sinecurvesphaseshiftedwithrespecttoeachother.Analyticallythishasthe
formsinx-sin(x+2Aa)_2sin(x+Aa+Ir/2)sin(Aa)wherex is relatedtothepolarization
angleand Aa istherotationangle.Noticethisisa sinecurvewithamplitude
2sin(Aa).The differenceofthetwophaseshiftedsinecurvesisagaina sinecurve,
butwitha new phaseshiftand a changeinamplitude.The orginalpolarization
signalisreconstructedfromthedifference(seefigslb,c).

t Work supportedby NASA grantNSG-2057 and NSF grantAST-811734.

:_guest observer,at the Kuiper AirborneObservatory,nd the InfraredTelescopeFacility which is operated
by theUniversityofHawaiiundercontractwithNASA.
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In our September flight we did not use the above technique. Instead we
obtained the instrumental background from observations of Venus, which we
assumed to be unpolarized. This background was then used to correct the meas-
urements made on the Orion source.

t

The ground based polarimeter uses a similar technique. Since the image does
not rotate (the telescope is equatorially mounted) we use the instrument rotator
attached to the telescope. We measure intensity vs. analyzer angle for four posi-
tions (0,45,90,135) of the instrument rotation angle. The sum of the intensities for
each angle gives the instrumental background with the source's polarization sig-
nal averaged out. This background is subtracted from the signal at each position,
obtaining the sources polarization. ( In this case, unlike that for the KAO, we
must assume that the telescope itself does not introduce a background polariza-
tion. Calculations, and our null result on Mars at opposition, show this is a good
assumption}.

3. The KAO Polar[meters
Two different instruments have been used on the KAO. The first, M1, was

used in Sept 1983, the second, M2, was used in Jan 1984. The principal difference
between the two polarimeters is the method in which the polarization of the
incident wave is rotated.

A schematic diagram of the optical path is shown in fig 2. We will trace a
wave through the optics: F is a low pass filter (Whitcomb and Keene 1980} used
to reject high frequency light. K is a device for rotating the polarization of the
incident wave (described below for M1 and M2). GI is a polarizing beam splitter,
the polarization parallel to the wires is reflected while the polarization perpendic-
ular to the wires is transmitted. G2 and G3 are additional polarizing grids. They
serve two functions: one is to provide additional low pass filtering, the other is to
purify the polarization. One grid by itself transmits approximately 5% of the
orthogonal polarization. With two grids this is reduced to 0.25%, smaller than
our systematic errors. BHand By are hyperbolic lens-cone concentrators (Keene,
Hildebrand and Whitcomb 1978; Hildebrand 1983) used to concentrate the
horizontal(H) and vertical(V) components of the radiation. Detection is accom-
plished with bolometers operating at .3K. Table 1 lists all relevent details of the
instruments.

The M1 Polarlmeter

The M1 polarimeter uses a crystal half wave retardation plate. An ideal
retardation plate would only rotate the plane of polarization of a linearly polar-
ized wave incident upon it, without introducing any other effects. Ideally unpolar-
ized light would emerge from the retardation plate unpolarized. In the submillim-
eter spectral range there are two crystal choices for constructing, a retardation
plate, quartz or sapphire cut along the crystal axes, giving maximum
birefringence. Crystal quartz has a small difference in index, 4,--.01 but has a
large absorbtion coetticent for rays polarized along the fast axis(Lowenstein,Smith
and Morgan 1973). This will introduce a large instrumental background polariza-
tion. Sapphire has a very low loss and the loss is identical for both polarizations.
However the difference in index for sapphire is _n---0.3. This will introduce a very
large background polarization(_5%) due to the difference in reflectivity for the •
two orthogonal polarizations.

We have overcome the problem with sapphire by using a "sapphire
sandwich" This is composed of a birefringent(BR) sapphire half wave plate
sandwiche_t between thinplates of non-birefringent(NBR) sapphire (fig 3). With
this configuration the reflections off the first interface are independent of the
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Tab le  1 

Parameters of Polarimeters 

Polarization Rotator MI: Sapphire half wave 
plate 

M2: AbbeIKonig "K- 
mirrorn 

Filters MI: capacacive grid, 
black poly, double- 
half-wave 

M2: capacative grid, 
quartz, black poly 

Bandpass MI: 260-300 p 
M2: 200-400 p 

Polarizing grid 0.8 mil stainless steel wires spaced 3 mils 
beam splitter center-to-center. wire plane 45 to optical 

axis 

Reflectors to  fold Front surface aluminized mirrors. 
optical path. (MI) 

Reflectors to fold Parallel wire grids identical to polarizing 
optical path and re- id. reflector for component reflected 
move short transmitted) by polarizing grid has 
wavelengths. (M2) 

r 
wires parallel (perpendicular) to wires of 
polarizing grid. 

Field optics Compound hyperbolic concentrators 

Bolometers operating temperature= 0.3K 
NEP=sx ICP"/~Z 

polarization state of the incident wave. The difference in reflectivity for the ordi- 
nary and extraordinary rays at the NBR-BR interface is AR=0.002. This is in con- 
trast to the vacuum- birefringent sapphire interface which gives AR=0.036. Thus 
we still have large reflections off the vacuum-sapphire interface but they are all 
independent o j  the polarization state of the incident wave. The reflection off the 
vacuum-sapphire interfaces can be reduced by coating the sapphire with 
polyethylene. 

Since a retardation plate works perfectly a t  only one wavelength, a relativly 
narrow AX/X=.IS) filter must be used, so that the polarization signal is not 
diluted. b e use a double-half-wave filter (Dragovan 1984) along with a low pass 
filter (Whitcomb and Keene,l980) to give a passband bettween 260300pm. 



The M2 Polarlmeter
In the M2 polarimeter we rotate the image (and also the polarization) by

using an Abbe/Konig'K-mirror" ( g)(fi 4 see e..g Nauman. 1967). The K-mirror
has three mirrors; having an odd number of reflections breaks symmetry and
gives it the property that for an image viewed through the K-mirror, top and
bottom remain thesame but left and right are reversed. If the whole assembly is
rotated by 180 the same image results. Thus the image rotates at twice the rate
of rotation of the K-mirror assembly. The polarization signal in each channel will
change at four times the rate of rotation of the K-mirror.And we note that noth-
ing can have a frequency at four times that of the K-mirror other than a polarized
signal (by instrument or source).

The K-mirror has the advantage that it rotates the plane of polarization
over an arbitrarily broad range of wavelengths. Its disadvantage is that it rotates
the image in addition to the polarization.

An additional aspect of this polarimeter is that the instrumental background
is not a simple sine curve. We find we can model the background as an instru-
mentally induced polarization with a period of 90 and a K-mirror wobble result-
ing in a signal modulation with a period of 180. Fig 5 shows the background with
a fit of the sum of two sine curves one with 180 period the other with 90 period.
The excellent fit confirms the above analysis of the background.

The crucial test satisfied by this instrument is that the differencesignal (Fig
lc) gives a sine curve of the correct frequency.
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A NEW GENERATION OF SUBMM TELESCOPES, MADE OF CARBON
FIBER REINFORCED PLASTIC

P.G. Mezger, J.W.M. Baars
Max-Planck-lnstitut fHr Radioastronomie, Bonn, F.R.G.

B.L. Ulich

Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, Tucson, U.S.A.

I. THE MPI FUR RADIOASTRONOMIE/UA STEWARD OBSERVATORY

10 M SUBMM TELESCOPE (SMT)

The Max-Planck-Gesellschaft and the University of Arizona (UA) in

Tucson, AZ, have agreed to jointly construct and operate a I0 m tele-
scope which shall be used to wavelengths as short as 350 _m. The tele-

scope will be placed at an altitude of 3 300 m on Mt. Graham, which is

located about 120 km north-east of Tucson. It will be protected by a
co-rotating astrodome. Specifications for the construction of the
telescope are:

rms deviation of the main reflector surface _17 _m

from a best-fit paraboloid

rms deviation of the subreflector _ 7 _m

pointing accuracy 1 arc sec

tracking accuracy, rms 0.5 arc sec

Eigenfrequencies of the telescope _IO Hz

These specifications must be fulfilled for the following opera-
tional conditions: Wind speed _12 m/s; temperatures ranging from -I0

to +30°C; and atmospheric humidity ranging from O to 1OO%; daytime op-

eration without protection against solar radiation.

Both reflector backup structure and surface panels will be manu-

factured of carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP), which provides the

same stiffness as steel for _I/5 of its weight. Even more important is
the fact that the thermal expansion coefficient of CFRP can be made

smaller than that of steel and aluminium, respectively, by more than
a factor 10-20.

The Steward Observatory of the UA is responsible for the construc-
tion of astrodome and site facilities, the Max-Planck-lnstitut fHr

Radioastronomie (MPIfR) for the construction of the telescope. Molds

for the replication of the CFRP panels, ground of Pyrex glass with the
required accuracy of _3 _m will be fabricated by the Optical Sciences

Center and Steward Observatory at UA. Design contracts were given to
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Krupp Industrietechnik (KI) and Dornier System (DS) for the reflector

backup structure and to DS for the panels, which consist of a core of
aluminium honeycomb to which CFRP top and bottom skins are bonded

("sandwich panels"). An earlier status report on the SMT is given in o
Baars et al. 1984 and Ulich et al. 1984.

Light-weight, temperature-insensitive reflectors made of CFRP

are of great interest for space applications such as e.g. an orbiting
subm_ telescope, which would be the obvious extension of the KAO fa-

cility. In the following we report on the results of the design studies

and some test measurements. One important result is that we now are

confident that the SMT, with the above mentioned specifications, com-

plete with mount, quadrupod, wobbling secondary reflector, servosystem
and controlcomputer (but excluding the Pyrex molds), can be built for

_6 MDM (= 2.2 M US _). It should be mentioned that a similar design

study for CFRP reflectors of 15 m diameter but lower accuracy
(_50 _m rms) has been carried out in parallel by the French-German

institute for radio astronomy at mmwaves (IRAM). Three of these 15 m
telescopes will be used on the 2500 m high Plateau de Bure as a mm

array, a fourth telescope will be installed as part of an ESO/Swedish

cooperation on ESO's La Silla Observatory in Chile. We have profited
from joint test programs and a mutual exchange of information between

the MPIfR and IRAM study groups.

2. THE SMT DESIGN CONCEPT

The overall accuracy of the reflector surface is determined by

contributions of i) the backup structure, ii) the panels, iii) the ad-
justment of the panels (which in turn depends on the accuracy, with

which the surface can be measured) and iv) the response of the struc-
ture to environmental effects such as wind load and temperature

changes. For the required overall rms accuracy of _17 _m each of the

first three contributions should be _IO _m for the specified environ-
mental conditions. One of the basic problems in the SMT design is the

production of the CFRP/aluminium core panels. In a series of experi-

mental investigations it was found that such panels can be produced

on Pyrex molds, and will maintain their shape under wind and tempera-

ture loads as specified above, provided they are supported at five
points. This condition can be fulfilled by either providing the fifth
(central) support point by a special backup structure attached to each

panel; or by connecting all five support points directly to the re-

flector backup structure. Structural analysis showed that, to a first

approximation, the reflector can be considered as a rigid backup
structure (which deforms under the effects of gravity, thermal and

wind loads), on which are mounted the flexible panels (which only

slightly affect the deformations of the backup structure). These in-
vestigations together with price considerations led to the selection

of a topology of the backup structure, where 24 radial trusses are
connected to a central hub with a bore diameter of 0.8 m. Three sets

of circumferential trusses with diagonals stabilize the structure
against torsion. The five panel supports are directly connected to the
radial trusses.
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The SMT will have two Nasmyth foci, which can be selected by a

tilting flat mirror located in the intersection point between azimuth

and elevation axis. The IO m primary reflector has a focal ratio
• F/D = 0.35, the secondary reflector has a diameter of 0.8 m. Before we

settled on this rather conventional optical lay-out of the SMT a

number of other configurations were investigated, such as the use of an
off-set parabola or a spherical mirror as prime reflector. The off-set

• parabola was discarded because of the high costs involved in both the

design of the required asymmetric backup structure and the production

of the relatively large number of Pyrex molds. The spherical reflector
was discarded since it requires three additional aspherical reflectors

with diameters of 2, I and 0.5 m, respectively. With the decision of

the UA Optical Sciences Center to purchase a numerically controlled

grinding machine it became possible to produce (up to a radius of the
parabolic reflector of 5 m) off-axis paraboloidal molds as required

for the optical lay-out of the SMT. As a compromise between a minimum

number of adjustment points on the one hand and the required small
deviations under wind and temperature loads on the other hand we choose

three rings of 8, 24 and 24 panels each, the largest panels having

diagonal dimensions of less than 2 meters. Gaps between individual
panels are 0.3 rmn.

A design studY of the telescope mount was made previously by Krupp.
At that time the SMT was yet to be operated as an open-air telescope.

Since then the decision has been taken to protect the SMT by an astro-

dome. While this will change some details of the design, the basic fea-

tures of the telescope mount will remain unchanged: a compact alt-azi-

muth mount was chosen, where a fork carries the two elevation bearings
to which the elevation yoke is attached. The fork is placed on a con-

crete pedestal through an azimuth bearing of 2 m diameter. The eleva-

tion bearings are hollow to allow the beam to pass to the two Nasmyth

rooms. In this design the yoke terminates in a rather stiff plate.
This is also the interface between steel and CFRP section of the SMT

and will yet be subject to alterations during the blue-prlnt phase.
A possible integration of the SMT in its astrodome is shown in Ulich

et al., 1984. The wobbling secondary reflector is mounted on a quadrupod
made of CFRP, which is connected to four reinforced radial trusses.

3. THE BACKUP STRUCTURE

Both design groups (KI and DS, respectively) made a structural
analysis of two quite different conceptual designs. In the first alter-

native, which we call the "integral design", all parts consist of CFRP,

with the exception of connecting elements between radial and circum-
ferential trusses_ the support screws of the panels, and the central
hub to which the 24 radial trusses are connected. In the second alterna-

tive, referred to as "space frame design", the backup structure con-
sists of CFRP tubes connected by metal ball joints. Otherwise, the

topologies of the two design alternatives are quite similar. Note that

" in the space frame design we stagger the upper and lower plane of the

radial trusses in such a way, that the ball joints of the lower plane
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provide the fifth support point for the panels. For the structural

analysis the finite stiffnesss of the yoke with its terminal plate and
of the reflector panels were considered. For windload computations a

maximum windspeed of 12 m/s with a realistic pressure distribution

derived from wind tunnel tests was adopted. Computations were made for
elevations 0°, 50° and 90° . Changes of the ambient temperature in the

range 10° C±ATam b = 20° C and temperature gradients in the backup
structure of ATx = 6°C over the aperture and of ATz = 5°C in axial
direction were adopted. Additional loads of the backup structure were

assumed: 12 kg/m 2 for the panels, 0.3 kg per adjustment screw, corre-

sponding to a total weight of 1050 kg of panels with invar adjustment

screws and 140 kg for quadrupod with wobbling secondary reflector. For
each investigated version a "start model" was selected and its struc-

tural behavior was computed. Subsequently the structure was optimized.

Optimization improves the structural behavior, but usually on the
expense of additional weight of the structure. Following von Hoerner

one can measure the success of optimization by comparing the relative
improvement of the rms deviation _ of the reflector from the best fit

_(start model) with the relative increase in weight w,
parabola, a = _(optimized m)'

w(optimized mo_) In all cases considered it was
i.e. the quantity c w(start model)

found that a/c >I, as it should be for a successful optimization.

Results of these structural analyses can be summarized as follows:

with the same maximum height of the backup structure of _1.2 m close to
the central hub, "integral" and "space frame" design yield comparable

rms deviations which are - with the exception of the load condition:

maximum wind load and fixed focal point - well within the specified

limit SIO _m. The integral design yields the minimum weight at the
maximum price. The reason for the latter result is that manufacturing

of the integral trusses requires the production of expensive templates,

which in the case of the production of only one single telescope can
amount up to one half of the cost of the reflector.

It is for price reasons that we opted for a space frame structure
of the SMT reflector. This is also the construction principle chosen

for the IRAM 15 m telescopes. Ball joints and other metal parts will
be made of invar steel. Maximum rms deviations of the two optimized

space frame designs made by the study groups are given in Table I.

As a result of compensating effects in the deflections of primary
and secondary reflectors the overall pointing errors are considerably
less than I arc sec under all conditions. However, one should realize

that the already rather high rms deviations for maximum wind load are

computed as deviations from a best fit paraboloid. In practice it
would be difficult in this case to readjust the focal point of the
actual SMT reflector to coincide with that of the best fit paraboloid.

With "fixed focal point" the rms deviations for maximum wind load in-

crease by nearly a factbr of two! This sensitivity to wind load appears

to be the price one has to pay for lightweight CFRP reflectors. In the

case of the 30 m telescope for =_ astronomy (see, e.g. Baars, 1981),
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Table |

Devlatlonsof the SMT reflectorbackup structurefroma best-fltparabololdin _m
under differentload conditions.Weightsrefer to the total weightof reflector,
panels and quadrupodwith subreflector.Weightsof the backup structurealone are
given in brackets.

B

Temperature weight

Investi- Gravity Wind ATamb=20°C AT =6°C AT =5°C d T/dr tons
• gator x z 4.8OC/hr

DS 4.4 6.9 3.8 1.4 - - 3.24(2.10

KI 4.3 6.1 3.6 2.5 2.3 3.2 3.50(2.40)

where the reflector alone weighs 500 tons, wind effects are consid-

erably smaller than gravity deflections.

The space frame structure appears to be the optimum design for

a single submm telescope. However, the integral structure may well be

preferable for space applications (where minimum weight and insensitiv-
ity against very large changes in the ambient temperature count) and

for mm-arrays, which consist of a number of smaller telescopes and
where the cost of templates hence is distributed over the number of
these telescopes.

4. PANELS

We used for the first time a sandwich panel, consisting of an

aluminium honeycomb core with CFRP skins, as the wobbling secondary of
the 30-mMRT (see e.g. Baars, 1981). This is a hyperbolic mirror of

2.0 m diameter, made by Dornier System in one piece. Its total weight

is 15 kg. The mold, on which this reflector was fabricated, was shaped
out of aluminium on a NC milling machine. A thin layer (_I00 _m thick)

of flame-sprayed aluminium was put on the mold, follo_ed by a layer of

CFRP, the aluminium honeycomb and the bottom CFRP skin. While atmosphe-
ric pressure forces this sandwich package against the mold, the four
layers are bonded together in an autoclave. In this case the mold had

an rms accuracy of 12 _m, and the subreflector produced on it had an

accuracy of 14 _m. This high replication accuracy made us confident

that panels with an even higher accuracy could be produced, provided

one could find a way to produce the molds with a sufficiently high
accuracy. With NC milling machines surface accuracies of _I0 _m can be

attained. Different thermal expansion coefficients of mold and panel

introduce another limitation to the accuracy, with which a panel can be

replicated. Grinding machines, on the other hand, can produce large
curved glass surfaces with an accuracy of _2 _m; Pyrex glass has a
thermal expansion coefficient similar to that of the composite CFRP

panel. In UA we found a partner willing and capable to produce molds
with the required off-axis paraboloidal shape and small F/D ratio. A

contract was given to Dornier to produce and test a series of panels
• replicated from a spherical Pyrex mold. Test results can be summarized
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as follows:

i) Off a Pyrex mold with _rm_ _2 _m, CFRP panels with arm s _4 _m can be
produced. With temperatures xncreasing up to 55°C the rms deviations
also increase to _5-6 _m. A compromise between surface accuracy and

survival temperature must be selected.

ii) For tests of the longterm behavior, panels have been subjected to

high temperature and/or humidity for periods up to several weeks. Under
contract of IRAM special tests of survival chances for the unprotected

panels of their 15 m telescopes have been carried out, which simulated

the harsh meteorological conditions prevailing at an altitude of 2500 m.

These tests ended with positive results.

iii) CFRP panels used in reflectors for wavelengths _1.5 cm must be

metallized. Coating experiments were carried out at SO (Univ. of Arizona).
It was found that a layer of vacuum-deposited aluminium of _O.l _m

thickness yields excellent reflectivity at both mm/submm wavelengths
and in the optical regime, but is rather expensive (_8OO US _ per panel

slde).J The reflectivity of panels where the CFRP skins are covered with
aluminium foil of some I0 _m thickness is somewhat reduced and the

thermal behavior is somewhat detoriated, but the production costs are

considerably lower and the durability of the panels is likely to be
greater.

iv) The backside of panels mounted in a telescope are thermally coupled

to an environment of _300 K temperature, while the frontside is radia-

tively coupled to the sky, which is colder during night time and warmer

when the sun shines. This results in thermal gradients across the panels

especially during daytime. SO/OSC have measured these gradients under
realistic conditions. Minimal gradients occur if both panel sides are

metallized. Measured values range from I-2°C/60 mm depending on the

specific construction of the panels.

v) For a maximum panel size of _2 m an increase of the thickness of

the aluminlum honeycomb core from 60 to 90 mm improves the behavior of

the panel under windload without deteriorating its thermal behavior.
While it does not eliminate the need of the fifth central support point,

the thicker panel can be replicated with higher accuracy.

vi) The panel edges will be sealed. Together with the aluminium foil,
which covers the front and backside of the panels, this will y_eld a

good (but not a total) protection against humidity. Special attention

must be given to the bonding of the inserts, which must be made of the

same material as the honey-comb core. The core, on the other hand, must

be electrically insulated against the CFRP skins to avoid electrolytical
erosion.

In summary, carbon fiber reinforced plastic appears to be a mate-
rial most suited for the construction of subn_n telescopes not only for

ground-based but also for space applications. We are confident that the

accuracy of large CFRP reflectors can still be improved beyond the
value of 17 _m rms envisaged for the IO m SMT. °
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A joint venture contract for the final design and construction
of the SMT has been awarded to the companies KI and DS. We expect the

telescope to be ready for preliminary tests at the beginning of 1986.

. We want to acknowledge contributions of the following people
during the design phase of the SMT: The study groups (project leaders:

KI, H. Mgder, DS, P. Petrovsky); the consulting engineers:

H. Eschenauer, S. von Hoerner, B. Hooghoudt and W. Davison; the consult-

" ing scientists: W. Hoffmann, P.A. Strittmatter (SO) and E. Kr_gel

(MPIfR); the project director of IRAM, P. de Jonge; and R.E. Parks (0SC).
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SlRTF--THE NEXT STEP*

Frederic C. Gillett

Kitt Peak National Observatory

Michael W. Werner
NASA/Ames Research Center

I. INTRODUCTION

A recent headline in the New York Times was "The Golden Age of Astronomy
Peers to the Edge of the Universe.'_ Underneath were artists' conceptions of
four space facilities that are major components of this golden age - the Gamma
Ray Observatory (GRO), the Hubble Space Telescope (ST), the Advanced X-Ray
Astronomy Facility (AXAF), and the Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF).
This paper describes the fourth of these facilities - SIRTF. SIRTF is a

l-meter class, long duration, superfluid hellum-cooled telescope in Earth
orbit, equipped with imaging and spectroscopic instrumentation operating over
the wavelength range from 1.8 to 700 _m. We will show that SIRTF is the next
step scientifically, that it will be by far the most powerful tool available
for studying many of the most compelling problems in contemporary astrophysics
and for further exploration of the richness and variety of the infrared sky
demonstrated by IRAS. Secondly, we will show that SIRTF is the next step
technically, that this enormous gain in scientific capability does not imply a
similar jump in technological capability but builds on our current capabili-
ties and fllght-demonstrated critical technologies. The SIRTF studies have
progressed to the point Of readiness for the detailed definition and design of
the facility and instruments.

II. SETTING THE STAGE FOR SIRTF

Over the past twenty years, as infrared astronomy has grown and matured,
many of the techniques used in the infrared - telescopes, spectrometers, photom-
eters, filters, and observing techniques - were adapted from optical astron-
omy. There are, however, two areas of technological development unique to the
infrared. The first is detection devices. The development and evolution of
detectors for infrared astronomy has advanced to the point that, for most
applications in the 3 to 200 _m range, detector noise is no longer limiting
instrument performance. In addition, the last few years have seen the begin-
ning of a revolution in infrared astronomy with the initial availability of
self-scanned arrays. This development is very important to SIRTF and will be
discussed in more depth later.

* This paper is based on presentationsby F. Gillettat the 164thMeeting
of the AmericanAstronomicalSociety,1984 June, and by M. Werner at the
KulperAirborneObservatorylOth AnniversarySymposium,1984 July.
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The second area of development unique to the infrared is that of cryo-
genically cooled space telescopes. Thermal emission by an amblent-temperature
telescope and by the atmosphere, and atmospheric absorption, greatly limit the
range and sensitivity of observations at infrared wavelengths beyond 2 _m from
ground-based, airborne, or balloon-borne telescopes. Observations from above
the atmosphere open up the entire infrared wavelength range, and cooling the

° telescope to cryogenic temperatures allows observations at a sensitivity level
limited only by the natural astrophysical background. In the 1 to I00 _m
range, this background is due to scattered sunlight and thermal emission from
the zodiacal dust particles. Beyond about I00 _m, emission from interstellar
dust grains and the 2.7K cosmic background are expected to be dominant. Over
the critical 5 to 200 _m wavelength range, the natural background is about IE7
times lower than the atmospheric and telescope background emission typical of
previous infrared measurements (Figure i). Since the limiting noise varies as
the square root of the background, a cryogenic space telescope can bring a
gain of more than a thousand in sensitivity for infrared observations.

The first major space facility to exploit this gain was IRAS, the Infra-
red Astronomical Satellite. IRAS, a joint project of the United States, the
United Kingdom, and the Netherlands, carried out an all sky survey in four
broad wavelength bands between 8 and 120 _m. The success of this project is
very important to SIRTF both scientifically and technically. Scientifically,
IRAS showed the richness and variety of the sources available for study by a
cryogenically cooled space telescope. The IRAS catalogs will provide the
fundamental information about the sky that is crucial to the best use of
SIRTF. The IRAS survey detected about 250,000 sources, including new comets
and dust bands in the solar system, unsuspected material around main sequence
stars, complex clouds of interstellar dust, and very red, extremely luminous
extragalactic sources. Technically, IRAS was also a critically important
precursor to SIRTF. IRAS was the first large superfluld helium dewar in Earth
orbit. It demonstrated containment of superfluid helium in zero g and also
addressed such questions as the effects of helium sloshing on pointing, the
degradation of optical surfaces and solid state detectors over long periods of
orbital operation, and the susceptibility of a cryogenic telescope to contami-
nation by the residual atmosphere, dust particles, or other processes. All of
these areas were major concerns prior to IRAS, and all were found to be insig-
nificant during the mission.

The success of IRAS has already had a significant impact on SIRTF.
Astronomers have long realized that a cryogenically cooled telescope in Earth
orbit would be an extremely powerful scientific tool, and a series of peer
revlew reports, most recently the 1982 Astronomy Survey Committee report of
the National Academy of Sciences, have recommended continued active develop-
ment of SIRTF. The initial SIRTF concept utilized the Space Shuttle as an
initial observing platform with frequent refllghts, possible instrument
changes, and eventual conversion to a long duration free flyer. The scien-
tific and technical success of IRAS, together with the recent rapid evolution
in detector technology and new information on the projected frequency and
duration of Shuttle flights, have now made it overwhelmingly evident that theQ'

Shuttle attached phase is no longer appropriate. As a result, a decision to
proceed directly with the long duration SIRTF was made by NASA in May of 1984.
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In the following, we will discuss the scientific implications of this long-
life SIRTF. The specific concepts presented are based on the Phase A SIRTF
study recently completed by the Ames Research Center. This will very probably
not be the final form of SIRTF, since it has not been subject to final review
by the Science Working Group nor to a detailed design study, but the broad out-
line should be representative.

III. SIRTF REQUIREMENTS

Figure 2 shows a cutaway view of SIRTF without its spacecraft. The
Cassegrain optical system surrounded by a superfluid helium dewar is very
similar to the layout of IRAS, as is the truncated sunshade. The scientific
instruments are located radially around the optical axis, and the infrared
beam can be directed into the chosen instrument by a rotating dichroic. The
optical radiation passes through to a fine guidance sensor within the dewar.

In Table I, the current performance requirements for SIRTF are compared with
the actually achieved performance of IRAS. The table shows that in some areas
the difference between SIRTF and IRAS is quantitative rather than qualitative.
For instance, the collecting area is about 3 times larger, the optical quality
is substantially improved, and the cryogen lifetime is about 3 times longer.
The fundamental qualitative differences between SIRTF and IRAS are in two
areas: I) IRAS was a survey instrument with source dwell times typically
< 1 sec, while SIRTF is a pointed observatory, capable of studying individual
sources for integration times up to _15 mln per orbit; 2) IRAS' focal plane
was designed to carry out an efficient all-sky survey, so the instrument had 4

broad spectral bands between 8 and 120 _m with fields of view large compared
to the diffraction limit, together with a spectrometer providing low resolu-

tion 6-25_m spectra of the brighter sources. By contrast, SIRTF's large
instrument chamber will accommodate a number of focal plane instruments with
wlde-ranglng capability. The instrument complement selected for definition
for SIRTF (Table 2) will provide at least the ability to measure spectra with
resolving power between 50 and I000 over the 4 to 200 _m region, to form
images in either broad or narrow spectral bands at the diffraction limit of
the telescope over the 2-to-200_m region, and to make precise and sensitive
flux measurements over the entire 2-to-700 _m region within which SIRTF will
operate. The IRAS focal plane contained 70 discrete detectors, while SIRTF's
instrumentation will include many thousands of detector elements, including
both arrays and discrete detectors. Improvements in detector materials,
fabrication techniques, and preamps since the definition of the IRAS focal
plane will permit the SIRTF detectors, both discrete and arrays, to operate
at or below the sensitivity levels set by the astrophysical background.

The instrumental capabilities of SIRTF are summarized and compared with
those of IRAS in Figure 3. The conclusion to be drawn from these considera-
tions is that scientifically SIRTF is an enormous step forward. Not only a
step beyond IRAS, but beyond all our current capabilities. It combines the
great power of a cryogenlcally-cooled telescope outside the Earth's atmosphere
with the spectral and imaging capability of state-of-the-art infrared instru-
mentation.
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IV. THE PROSPECTS FOR SIRTF SCIENCE

The scientific scope of SIRTF's capabilities may be summarized as follows:
D

• PHOTOMETRY - Natural background limited, by either photon or con-

fusion noise, from < 5 _m to close to 700 _m. SIRTF would thus be

> I000 times more sensitive than either IRAS or any other current or

near term facilities. It is difficult to get a feeling for the sig-
nificance of such a gain in sensitivity. As one example, SIRTF would

be able to measure the energy distributions of all QSOs brighter than
23rd visual magnitude if they have energy distributions llke that of

3C273. Fainter QSOs appear to be redder, so in fact SlRTF would be

even more powerful than this. By contrast, even after IRAS only a
handful of quasars have been measured at i0 m and beyond. A second
way to look at the SIRTF sensitivity is that SlRTF will be able to

observe stars with a I00 _m magnitude of about +9. Prior to IRAS,

the only stellar photosphere detected beyond 20 _m was that of the
sun. SlRTF will be able to study both the chromosphere-photosphere
transition region in normal stars to beyond the limit of the Bright

Star Catalog, and the circumstellar environment of extremely large
numbers of abnormal stars exhibiting accretion and mass-loss
processes.

• IMAGERY - SIRTF will be capable of dlffractlon-llmlted imagery using

arrays of substantial size in the 3 to 30_m range, and smaller
arrays for longer wavelengths, with sensitivity similar to that for
photometry. The diffraction limit of an 0.85 meter SIRTF is about 3"

at 10_m and 30" at i00 _m. This capability will be crucial for deep
surveys, and for the study of extended objects, such as star

formation regions in our galaxy, nearby galaxies, globular clusters,
etc. Under some conditions, slgnal-to-nolse can be traded off for

spatial information beyond the nominal diffraction limit, so that it

should be possible to measure separations or sizes of bright (by

SIRTF standards) sources down to i" at 10 _m.

• SPECTROSCOPY - The infrared region contains many spectral feat9res
that make it extremely valuable for investigating a wide variety of
environments and types of celestial objects. These include diffuse

features associated with interstellar gralns, such as those due to

silicates at 9.6 and 20 _m and to H20 ice at 3.1 _m. These features
can be very strong even at low spectral resolution and thus should be

an excellent method for measuring the redshlfts of very reddlstant
galaxies. The 2-to-500 _m region also contains all of the funda-
mental molecular vibrational transitions, as well as the fundamental

rotational transitions in light molecules such as H2, HD, and H20.
The study of rotational transitions of heavier molecules in the micro-

wave region has been vital to our understanding of the chemistry and
dynamics in molecular clouds, but the infrared features will be

• particularly well-sulted for probing the higher temperature, higher
excitation, more violent world associated with a star-formlng region.

The H2 rotational transitions are very important, since most of the
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mass of molecular clouds is in this form, while the H^O transitionsz
are expected to dominate the cooling of the gas in a variety of
environments. Finally, the many flne-structure forbidden transitions
of heavy elements, both atoms and ions, which lle in the infrared are
often strongly excited in HII regions and in the interstellar medium.
The range of ionization states accessible to infrared observations,
and the insensitivity of the line flux to electron temperature, will
make SIRTF a powerful tool for the study of heavy element abundances
and abundance gradients in our galaxy and in external galaxies. The

OI and CII fine structure lines at 63 and 158 _m are produced very
efficiently in the diffuse interstellar medium and may be strong
enough to be observed in gas rich galaxies as distant as z _0.3.
SIRTF will also be capable of observing the faintest IRAS sources
with resolving power 1000 and most known QSOs at R > I00 throughout
the 5-100 _m range.

Given these general capabilities, we can highlight the following four
areas of scientific interest as ones which SIRTF will address particularly
effectively:

• IRAS FOLLOWUP - By the time SIRTF is launched, there will have been
an 8-to-10 year assessment of the IRAS catalog using our whole
arsenal of observing and analysis techniques. This will yield three
classes of results: I) Improved understanding of the nature and
processes associated with the IRAS sources; 2) A long llst of well-
defined issues which require specific infrared observations for their
resolution. For many of the fainter IRAS sources, SIRTF will be the
only facility capable of these observations; and 3) Sources which
remain unclassified. These may include the most interesting findings
of IRAS. Examples might be found among the cool discrete sources at
high galactic latitude seen only at 60 and i00 _m. Many of these
have been identified with galaxies, some with infrared-to-optlcal
luminosity ratios of 250 or more (for our galaxy the ratio is about
one) and redshlfts as high as z_0.2. The total luminosity of these

galaxies can exceed IEI2 Lsun, comparable to the luminosity of QSOs.
The fainter IRAS objects of this type may be among the most distant
and luminous galaxies identified. SIRTF will be the only facility
capable of detailed spectral study of these sources in the infrared,
which will be required for their identification, for an understanding
of thelr enormous luminosities, and even, in extreme cases, for dis-
tance determinations based on redshlfted infrared spectral features.

• DEEP SURVEY - A second area of study would be a very deep survey,
covering a few square degrees of sky at each of several wavelengths,
which would require several hundred hours to complete. Such a survey
would reach about 5000 times fainter than IRAS, and sample a volume
roughly 30 times that sampled by the entire IRAS all sky survey for
objects of fixed luminosity. In addition, such a survey would cross

critical sensitivity thresholds for the detection of astrophyslcally
significant objects, both nearby and very distant. Examples include:
I) Brown dwarfs, sub-stellar objects which glow dimly through the
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release of gravitational energy. The SIRTF survey could identify up
to 50 such objects, and their characteristics and space densities
would test theories of their structure and formation and evaluate

. their contribution to the local missing mass; 2) An unbiased infrared

sample of quasi-stellar objects. This set would allow a test of the
reality of the cutoff in the density of QSOs at z_ 3-to-4 and the

possible role of extinction due to dust in producing this cutoff; 3)
* Primeval galaxies. If star formation occurs during the initial

collapse of a primordial galaxy producing a luminosity _ IEI2 L. sun '
the SIRTF deep survey should detect large numbers of such primeval
galaxies if the time of formation corresponds to a redshlft z < 15.

• STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT SAMPLES - One of SlRTF's great advantages

is its ability to carry out detailed spectroscopic and imaging

studies of large enough numbers of objects that the effects of indi-
vidual idiosyncrasies can be averaged out, revealing the underlying

physical processes. Samples of types of problems in this area are:
I) The origin of the difference between radio loud and radio quiet

QSOs, which show similar energy distributions out to I00 _m but dif-
fer dramatically at I mm; 2) The origin of the wide range of infrared

luminosities of active galactic nuclei. At least two processes are
thought to be involved in these nuclei, a "starburst" process where

the infrared luminosity is due to a large number of young, massive

stars in the central I00-I000 pc of the galaxy, and a "nuclear

engine" - such as an accreting black hole - at least partially

obscured by dust. Coordinated spectroscopic, photometric, and

imaging observation of many objects over a wide range of wavelengths
are required to understand the variety of processes and their inter-

actions; 3) Star formation. Star formation is a very complex and

intriguing process, and the IRAS results on star formation regions
show complex structure on all spatial scales and a wide range of

temperatures. SIRTF will be able to obtain very efficiently infor-

mation critical to our understanding of the processes occurring in
these regions. Examples include a detailed census of nearby star

formation regions, leading to determination of protostellar luminos-

ity functions extending to low luminosity in a number of regions with
varying properties. Recent work has shown that mass loss phenomena -

often manifested through energetic shocks - are of importance in the

latter stages of star formation. These phenomena can be studied in a

wide variety of environments in our own galaxy and in nearby galaxies.

• SOLAR SYSTEM STUDIES - Closer to home, SlRTF will be able to study
the properties of a variety of solar system bodies - the surface

composition of asteroids and planetary satellites in the outer solar
system; studies of comets far from the sun, including the development

and composition of cometary comae; and the composition of the zodi-
acal dust cloud and the dust bands found by IRAS inclined to the

ecliptic plane. The IRAS discovqry of large, cool dust shells around
Vega and Formalhaut opens up a new approach for solar system studies.

• The possibility that this material may represent a remnant of a phase

of planetary system formation makes the study of the clouds found by
e
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IRAS and the search for further such objects very important and very

exciting. Using SlRTF, much fainter shells can be detected, and
detailed spectra can be obtained for composition and temperature
studies and for searches for fluorescence phenomena associated with

volatile molecules. High spatial resolution observations may be able

to address the question of the distribution of the material by dis-

tinguishing between rings, disks, and shells. SIRTF will help us to
understand the evolutionary state of these clouds, the frequency of

their occurrence, and the relation of this phenomenon to planetary
formation.

• SIRTF IN CONTEXT - Most astrophysical problems require study over a

broad range of wavelengths. Figure 4 shows how the SIRTF performance
compares with that of other advanced facilities for space astronomy

which will be operating in the 1990s and are also components of the

Golden Age of Astronomy. Like these other facilities, SlRTF will be
a true observatory available to the entire scientific community. One

can see how SIRTF nicely fills in most of the gap between the Space
Telescope and the Very Large Array. Studies of energetic sources

llke QSOs, galactic Jets, and BL Lac objects over extremely wide
ranges of photon energy can be carried out with this combination of

facilities. Coordinated observations have been and will be very
important in understanding the nature and processes active in such

sources. SlRTF will make it possible to include measurements over

more than 2 decades in the infrared and thus assures us the capa-
bility to make measurements of faint objects across the entire
electromagnetic spectrum.

V. TELESCOPE TECHNOLOGY

We have reviewed briefly the kinds of scientific investigations that

SIRTF could undertake. It is clear that SIRTF can address many of the most

interesting and important problems of astrophysics today. Now we will review
the technical and then the programmatic status of SlRTF. The first of the
Phase A studies for SIRTF started in 1974. These studies have been carried

out by representatives of universities, industry, and NASA centers under the

direction of the Ames Research Center (ARC) and with the help of several
scientific advisory groups. Most recently, ARC has finished the Phase A

system concept description for a long duration SlRTF. Since 1974, the total
funding associated with these studies is about $15M. The studies have been

directed toward developing a concept for the SIRTF facility and addressing

areas of technological weakness. They have been largely completed, with work
continuing in just a few areas. In addition, as mentioned previously, the
technical success of IRAS has proven many of the technologies critical to
SIRTF.

The important technical features of the current SlRTF concept include:

• CRYOGENICS - The intent here is to build on the IRAS experience and

other forthcoming experience with superfluld helium in space: the

infrared telescope and superfluld helium experiment to be carried by
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- the Shuttle in the Spacelab 2 flight in March 1985, and the COBE

dewar, currently under construction, which is somewhat larger than

the IRAS dewar. SIRTF will take advantage of the Shuttle llft capac-

. ity and utilize a much larger dewar, perhaps 8 times the size of
IRAS'. Because the instrument power dissipation and aperture loading

are higher for SlRTF than for IRAS, it is expected that this will

result in about a 3 times longer lifetime for SIRTF - in excess of 2

years. Studies are now under way looking into the possibility of
cryogen transfer in space so that the lifetime of SIRTF can be

extended by several times, perhaps to a decade.

• OPTICS - The IRAS optical system was made from beryllium and achieved

diffraction-limited performance at around 15 _m. Because of the more
stringent requirements for SlRTF, other materials have been investi-
gated, and tests have been performed on a 50 cm diameter fused quartz

mirror. Cooling this mirror to 10K introduced only marginally detect-
able distortion - consistent with diffraction-limited performance at

2 _m. The figure was maintained in cold tests carried out with the
mirror mounted in a prototype mirror mount which provided mechani-

cally rigidity while compensating for the differential contraction
between the mirror and its support structure. Further cryogenic tests

of mirrors and mirror mounts, including mirrors fabricated from a new

ultra-homogeneous form of beryllium, are ongoing.

• POINTINGAND GUIDING- Coarsepointingand guidingwill be accom-
plishedusing reaction wheels or control moment gyros in the space-
craft, with fine guidance accomplished via an optical CCD in the

telescope focal plane and an articulated secondary mirror to correct

the pointing. Small telescope tests of CCD systems have been done,

and warm tests of a sample articulated secondary mirror have been
carried out with further tests, including cold tests, planned.

Outsideof these areas and the instruments,whichwill be discussednext,
SIRTF has much in common with other NASA space facilities such as AXAF and

GRO. SIRTF is in between GRO and AXAF in weight,power requirements,and
spacecraft pointing requirements. They have similar command and data storage

requirements,and the SIRTF communicationneeds are within the standard*capa-
bilitiesof TDRSS. Because SIRTF is very sensitive to residual atmospheric

effects and requlres orbital altitudes greater than 600 km, it would use the

NASA Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle for insertion into final orbit and for
retrieval for cryogen replenishment. Both IRAS-type - polar, sun-synchronous,

twilight terminator - and low inclination orbits appear to be technically
feasible for SIRTF; this trade will be the subject of further study during the

coming months.

VI. INSTRUMENTTECHNOLOGY

The initial instrument complement selected for definition studies for

SIRTF is shown in Table 2; the definition studies will be carried out over the

• next two years. There are a few general comments that can be made in terms of
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technological readiness, however. Firstly, substantial experience already
exists with cold infrared instruments for use with ground-based facilities,
with the Kulper Airborne Observatory, and with COBE, to name a few examples.
Secondly, the crucial technologies and the critical advances of SIRTF over

IRAS are in the areas of arrays and detectors. There have been major develop-

ments in this area in the last few years since the IRAS detector selection,

including improvements in the materials and contacting techniques for photo-
conductive detectors and in preamplifier technology.

The Noise Equivalent Power (the power detected in 1 sec with unit signal

to noise) of the IRAS detectors, which used trans-impedance amplifiers, was

about IE-16w/_. Recent work has been in the area of integrating preamps,
where the effective NEP can be improved as a result of quieter components and

longer integration times. This is essentially the same technique used in
optical CCDs. For discrete detector preamps, read noises of about 10-20

electrons have been reported. With an integration time of 1 sec, thls corre-

sponds to an NEP of about IE-18w/_-_- roughly I00 times better than the IRAS
detectors.

The infrared arrays available now are hybrid in character, with a

detector section bonded to a multiplexing section. These arrays also use a

integrating readout technique, with the integration occurlng in the detector
itself, as in a CID or photodiode device, or in the multiplexer section.

Recent measurements on what are called direct readout arrays have shown read-
out noise levels of about I00 electrons. Figure 5 shows what this means for
SlRTF. It shows the NEP vs wavelength for natural background limited perform-

ance for a diffraction limited field of view and a relatively narrow filter.

Also shown is the NEP of an integrating detector with 1 sec integration time

an_ _00 electron read noise, because the NEP in this situation varies as
t-v'_, integration times of i0 to I00 sec are sufficient for background
limited performance with this read noise. This is again a major improvement
compared to the IRAS detectors.

Self-scanned infrared arrays are also very useful on ground based tele-
scopes. In general, operation of these devices on a warm telescope is much

more difficult than it will be on SlRTF. Because of the very high background
of a warm telescope, very fast readouts are required, about 1 msec cycle time
for the whole array at I0 _m, and the signal is extremely small compared to
the background, perhaps one part in IE5 or so. These considerations make the

early results obtained with self-scanned arrays on ground-based telescopes all

the more impressive. Figure 6 shows, for example, an early sample of a I0 _m
array picture of the galactic center region taken with a 16x16 Si:Bi CID array
by workers at Ames, Goddard, the University of Arizona, and the Smlthsonian

Astrophysical Observatory. Clearly there is a lot of work to be done on

infrared arrays in the next few years. Operation at low background, linear-

ity, the effects of cosmic rays, and similar problems, have to be investigated
in detail. Nevertheless, the prospects are extremely encouraging that
infrared detector arrays that can take full advantage of the SIRTF environment
will be available in the near future.
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Vll. THE STATUS OF SIRTF

The SlRTF project has passed two critical milestones in the past year
with the selection of the Science Working Group and the decision to proceed

directly to the long duration mission. SIRTF is shown in NASA's plans as a

candidate for a new start in 1988, leading to a launch in 1993. Over the next

several years, definition studies on both the instruments and the facility

" (Phase B studies) are to be carried out, but it appears that there are no

technological roadblocks in the path of a direct long duration SIRTF capable
of exploiting the riches of the infrared spectral region.

Table I: Baseline Specifications for SIRTF

with IRAS Performance for Comparison

PARAMETER SIRTF IRAS

Primary Mirror Diameter .85 M .60 M

Effective Collecting Area .58 M2 .22 M 2

Wavelength Coverage 1.8 to 700 Microns 8 to 120 Microns

Diffractlon-lzt_tted 2 Microns _15 Microns
Performance

Image Diameter 0.6 arc see _6 arc sec

Pointing Stability 0.I arc sec rms 2 arc see rms

Field of View > 7 are min 60 arc min

Modulation Secondary Mirror Telescope Scanning
" Articulation

Cryogen Superfluld Helium Superfluld Helium

Cryogen Temperature 1.8"K 1.8"K

OpticsTemperature < 5°K < 5°K

Broadband Sensitivity*

I0 Microns .006 mJy 70 mJy

I00 Microns .I mJy 300 mJy

Angular Resolution at 18 arc sec 90 arc sec

60 Microns (Diffractlon-Limlted) (Detector-Width-

Limited)

* SIRTF Sensitivity: 1G in 15 minutes

IRAS Sensitivity: I G Survey Scan
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Table 2: SlRTF Instrument Complement and Science Working Group

INSTRUMENT PI CHARACTERISTICS

Wide Field Camera G. Fazio, SAO Wide field and diffraction-

limited imaging, 2_0_m, using
arrays with up to 128 x 128

pixels.

Infrared Spectrometer J. Houck, Cornell Grating and prism spectrom-

eters, 4-200 _m, using
detector arrays. Resolving
power from 50 to > I000. May

be extended to 2 _m.

Multiband Imaging G. Rieke, Arizona Background-limited imaging

Photometer and photometry, 3-200 _m, with
pixels sized to permit "super-
resolution." Broad band

photometry 200-700 _m.

Other Science Working Group members, in addition to Pls:

M. Werner, NASA/Ames, Project Scientist and SWG Chairman

F. Witteborn, NASA/Ames, Deputy Project Scientist

F. Low, Arizona, Facility Scientist

E. Wright, UCLA, Interdisciplinary Scientist

M. Jura, UCLA, Interdisciplinary Scientist

N. Boggess, NASA-HQ, Program Scientist

In addition, R. Brown, NASA/MSFC, is acting as a consultant to the SWG for the

Planetary Sciences.
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Figure Captions

Figure I: The natural astrophysical background (lower curve) in the infrared

, is compared with the background due to atmospheric emission seen by
ground-based and sub-orbital telescopes at various altitudes.

Figure 2: A cutaway view of the long llfe SIRTF telescope concept.

Figure 3: The potential capabilities of SlRTF instruments in terms of

sensitivity, spatial resolution, and spectral resolution, are compared
with the achieved performance of IRAS.

Figure 4: The capabilities of SIRTF are compared with those of the other

advanced facilities to be operating in the 1990's, and with the energy
distribution of a distant quasar.

Figure 5: The performance of a charge-lntegratlng infrared detector with I00

electron read noise and quantum efficiency and photoconductive gain equal

to 0.5, for one second of integration, is compared with the natural and

instrumental backgrounds for 10% resolution and dlffraction-limited
fields of view. The IRAS detector performance is shown for comparison.

Figure 6: 8.3 _m imagery of the Galactic Center, obtained with a 16 x 16
Si:Bi AMCID array at the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility, Hawaii. This

image has not been fully processed; the elliptical shape of some of the
sources (e.g., IRSI, IRS3) is a result of row-to-row crosstalk.
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SUMMARYREMARKS

MichaelW. Werner
" NASA-AmesResearchCenter

• I am very pleasedto have been asked to summarizethis conference,
even though I know that the only reasonI was asked is that Ben
Zuckermanisn't here! As Frank Low said yesterday,it is a sign of age
to be asked to give such a summary. In fact,one of the thingswhich
impressedme about this conferenceis the large numberof outstanding
young scientistswho have presentedpapers,includingboth purely
observationalresultsand thosewhich have been more heavilybased on
instrumentationdevelopment.This is anotherreminderof the
importanceof the KAO as a trainingground for studentsand
post-doctoralfellows,and it also speakswell for the health of the
field of infraredastrononb,as we move towardmore complexand capable
ground-based,airborne,and space facilities.

Overall,this has been one of the most interestingand stimulating
scientificmeetingsI have ever attended,with an unusuallyhigh
numberof interestingtalks and importantresultsper unit time. We
shouldthank HarleyThronson,Ed Erickson,Lou Haughney,and the rest
of the organizingcommittee,as well as all of the speakers,for doing
such an outstandingjob. This impressionis sharedby a numberof
younger colleagueshere at Ames,who have foundthat the meeting has
helped put theirwork into perspective. Even those of us who are
veteransof the KAO programhave benefittedby being exposedto
informationfrom outsideour fieldsof immediateconcern. For example,
I had often heard that Hal Larson and his colleagueshad discovered
H20 on Jupiterby using the KAO, but I never realizeduntilyesterday
t6at his resultsled to the remarkableconclusionthat the relative
oxygen abundanceon Jupiter is much less than expected.

Supportfor the KAO programis a greatconcernto all of us, and
ultimatelythat supportwill be based on the scientificproductivityof
the facilityand on how well we make the broaderastronomicalcommunity
aware of it. That is why I believethat the preprintseriesis so
important,and we shouldencouragethe KAO staffto keep it up to
date. We shouldalso rememberthat we have been preachingto the
choir, becausewe aye all firmlyconvincedof the value of the KAO. It
is fine to talk about largerairplanesand expandedprograms,but the
fact of the matter is that we have to work very hard just to stay at
our presentlevel. Thereforewhen we leave this very enjoyableorgy of
self-congratulation,each of us shouldgo back to his or her home
institutionand give a summaryof this meeting. When you do this,
emphasizethat this meetinghas shown that the KAO is doing truly
significantresearchwith very broad implications.For example,we

. heard this morningfrom GordonStaceyand Mike Crawfordthat the main
emissionin the 158_m CII line from galaxies,and thus the main heat
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input into the neutral,atomic interstellarmedium in these systems,
comes from the interfacezones at the edge of molecularcloudswhere
the heating is due to ultravioletradiation. This is at least an
initialanswerto a questionwhich theoreticianshave discussedfor
decades,but for which there has been no directobservationaldata
heretofore.

It is also importantthat, even in thosemany instanceswhere new
and excitingobservationalresultshave been reported,scientistsaye
using the KAO to do scienceFatherthan to take data; there is a
definitedifference. One of the indicationsof this is the large
numberof paperswhich reportthe use of the KAO togetherwith
observationsfrom other facilitiesto attackparticularscientific
problems;it is encouragingto see that many of these papershave been
presentedby guest investigatorswho aye usingKAO instrumentation
collabortively. In othercases, such as the work by Mark Shure on
planetarynebulae,the KAO resultsthemselveshave led to the need for
supportingobservations. It is reassuringto hear contributions,such
as those by HarrietDinersteinand Lee Rickard,in which the
conclusionsare based on observationsof a dozen objectsFatherthan
one oK two. Anotherimportanttrend is the increasinguse of
theoreticaloF laboratorywork in supportof KAO work. The KAO work
here at Ames is strengthenedconsiderablyby the theoretical
contributionsof Dave Hollenbach,Jan Simpson,Xander Tielens,and Bob
Rubin, and other KAO investigatorshave been receivingcomparable
assistance. Similarly,laboratoryspectrafrom4 to 8 um region are
tremendouslyimportantfor the interpretationof the observationsof
interstellardust featuresnow beingobtainedfrom the KAO.
Incidentally,althoughmany of us tend to think of the KAO as primarily
an instrumentfor "fay-infrared"(_30 _m) studies,the results
presentedhere obtainedwith both cooled-gratingand Michelson
spectometersshould remindus of the importanceof the 4 to 8 Mm region
as well.

I had intendedto presentRoger Hildebrandand Mark Dragovanwith
a "virtueof necessity"award for findinga use foF the field rotation
which is generallysuch a nuisanceon the KAO, but I decidedinsteadto
presentthe award to Gordon Stacey for findinga use for the moon in
his field of view. Nevertheless,I wish to complimentRoger and Mark
for carryingout an elegantexperimentand measuringpolarizedemission
from interstellardust for the first time. This providesa striking
exampleof how the KAO continuesto serveas a scientificand technical
precursorof futureNASA programssuch as SIRTF. In this case, it is
clear that SIRTF,with its high sensitivityto low surfacebrightness
emission,would be an ideal platformfor extendingtheir pioneering
work in submillimeterpolarimetry. I imaginethat the SIRTF Science
WorkingGroupwill want to assure that the SIRTF instrumentcomplement
includesthe capabilityto do this type of work, and we may call on
Roger and Mark for the benefitof their experiencein this technically
difficultarea. Similarly,there is considerableinterestin using
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SIRTF for "super-resolution"observationswith angularresolvingpower
higherthan the normaldiffractionlimit,and the resultsof using such
techniqueson the KAO as presentedby Dan Lesterand Paul Harvey are

" extremelypromising.

When I was at Caltech,Eric Becklinand Gerry Neugebauerused to
, say that infraredastronomersneededto studyonly two objects,the

Orion Nebula and the GalacticCenter. Althoughthat view seems
somewhatextremetoday,I would like to stressthe importanceof
continuedstudyof a few importantcelestialsourcesand perhapsadd
the Large MagellanicCloud and the Sun to the list. We have heard some
deprecatoryremarksaboutthe OrionNebula in the past few days,but I
view it as a laboratoryestablishedfor infraredastronomers. All of
the ingredients- an HII region, a molecularcloud,a neutral/ionized
interface,severaltypes of shocks,protostars,etc. - are spreadout
on the sky in such a manner that they can be spatiallydistinguished
and studiedseparately. In studyingmore distantregionsit must be
borne in mind that, if Orion were at a distanceof 3kpc insteadof
O.Skpc,all of these elementswould be in the beam at once. The
importanceof the GalacticCenteras the closestexampleof the
phenomenaoccuringin galacticnuclei is reinforcedby the results
reportedhere by ReinhardGenzel and CharlieTownes. The Large
MagellanicCloud is particularlyimportantbecauseit is the nearest
site in which we can test the universalityof ideas about processes
such as star formationwhich are based on observationsof our own
galaxy. It seemsextremelysignificantto me that the resultsreported
here by Terry Jones indicatethat star formationin the LMC in fact
occurs in a differentenvironment,and perhapsby differentmechanisms,
than appearsto be the case in the Milky Way. Finally,I believethat
the Sun will be of increasinginterestto infraredastronomersbecause
IRAS and SIRTF will provideus, for the first time, the capabilityto
study large numbersof "normal"stars at wavelengthslongerthan lO_m.
The inclusionof the LMC and the Sun on my list also highlightsthe
importanceof continuedexploitationof the capabilityof the KAO to
operatefrom the SouthernHemisphereand of its uniqueabilityto study
transientphenomenasuch as occultationsand eclipses.

I am sure we all enjoyedEric Craine'stalk on the historyof
airborneastronomy,and I broughtalong a relic for his collection.
Duringa successfulKAO flightwe occasionallywouldwager a small
bottleof Amarettoon the outcomeof a particularobservation- whether
or not sourceA would be resolvedor brighterthan sourceB, etc. - and
I have broughtalong such a bottlefor Eric. This is one quantumof
the coin of the realm. However,I shouldwarn him thatwhile this used
to be a small bottleof Amaretto,it is now merely a smallAmaretto
bottle!

I would like to close on a more ser-iousnote. Some of us recall
, that at CharlieTownes'65th birthdaypartya fewyears ago he spoke

about the importanceof sciencenot only as a means of exploringthe
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Universebut also as a constructivehuman activityin which people
work togethertowardsa common goal. Nowhereis thismore true than in
the case of the KAO. BecauseI work here at Ames, I often have the
opportunityto show peoplethroughthe facilityand to share their
amazementwhen they first step into the hangar. GenerallyI mention to
them that if one is very close to the KAO, as all of us here are, it is
possibleto see the faultsand problemsvery clearly. We all are aware
of the problemswith the KAO, and we shouldcontinueto insistthat the
facilityand its operationsbe improved. I also tell the visitors,
however,that if one steps back and looks at what the KAO is really
doing,night after night, it is reallywonderfuland astonishing. I
feel that all of us are privilegedto have been associatedwith the
KuiperAirborneObservatoryover the past decade.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS by E. E. Becklln

@

GENERAL IMPRESSIONS OF THE KAO PROGRAM

I would llke to first give my impressions of the Kuiper Airborne
Observatory both from this symposium and from direct experience.

First, the advances in instrumentation have been spectacular, especially
in the area of spectroscopy.

Second, over the last ten years the KAO has been a major component in

keeping an active vital infrared astronomy program together. This has been
both in terms of the science produced and in terms of instrumentation

development. A direct reflection of the success of the program is the number
of students that have obtained their thesis on the KAO, and the number of
young people in infrared astronomy that have received their start on the KAO.

Third, the science being produced on the KAO is definitely on the
forefront of astrophysics. The problems being worked on span the whole
spectrum of astronomy and are very significant in an absolute sense. This is
indicated by the fact that references to KAO work are very widespread and most
of the KAO observations are combined with other techniques, including lab
studies and theory.

Fourth, the KAO should continue to exploit its special capabilities.
This should include regular visits to the southern hemisphere and timely
observations such as occultations and eclipses.

POST IRAS STUDIES ON THE KAO

IRAS has been so successful and spectacular that first order follow up on
the KAO is of secondary importance. Experimenters need to think very hard how
to use the KAO for post IRAS studies. Major diagnostic programs using special
features of the KAO will be important. These include the higher spatial
resolution and spectral resolution that is capable with the KAO instruments.

THE PROPOSED THREE-METER AIRBORNE TELESCOPE

I want to say a few words about the proposed three-meter airborne
telescope. Most important is the fact that the large airborne telescope is
needed. It is particularly required to develop the science and

• instrumentation to make LDR a productive program. The KAO is not powerful
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enough to make a major impact on LDR. A three-meter telescope is also needed
to keep the airborne program competitive with the 10-meter class ground-based
submillimeter telescopes now under construction. Finally, full IRAS and SIRTF

support in terms of spatial and spectral resolution can only come from a large
airborne telescope.

Finally, I want to make a few suggestions to the IR community and NASA

with regard to a three-meter airborne telescope:

I. The infrared community needs to get involved no__win advising Ames on
the design of this telescope.

II. Once the telescope is completed there should be a scientific staff
associated directly with the facility. This staff would assure,
among other things, that (a) high quality facility instruments are
available, (b) a full complement of flights is effectively used, (c)
the scientific direction of the facility is clear and defined, and

(d) the facility maintains a high visibility in the astronomical
community.

III. The future MOWG for the three-meter telescope must have airborne

experience. Put simply, a majority of the MOWG should be former KAO
users.

IV. To sell a three-meter airborne telescope, it may be necessary to

phase out the C-141 at the time the new program gets a go-ahead.
This would have three positive effects: (a) It would greatly reduce
the financial impact; (b) it would assure the availability of
technical expertise at ARC for the project; and (c) it would
guarantee a scientific push for a quick completion of the project.
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OBJECT INDEX

OBJECT PAGE # OBJECT PAGE #

SUN S 307(FIR_O733-18) i16
shadow bands i0,ii,12
eclipse 17ff M43 127,130
corona 19
far-lr emission 1 W3 (OH) 134ff,278

Moon HD 44179 140

ephemeris 20

NGC 2024 i08,164ff

Ori MCI(OMCI) 6,34,1OOff,127ff,
140ff,148ff,155ff L 723 174,186ff
270,320,332,336

BNKL 130,134ff,241ff V 1331 Cyg 174ff
IRc2 131

BD +46° 3471 174

Jupiter 6,40ff,48ff,69ff
81ff,88 LkH_ 233 174

Uranus
dls_ 40ff,81ff,87ff,90 MWC 1080 174ff

rings 44,87ff,90,91
RNO 13 174ff

Saturn 6,41ff,52,76ff,
81ff,90-92 RNO 15 174ff

Neptune 41ff,81ff,88,90 L 1455 174,186ff

Titan 41ff,53 T Taurl 174

Venus 3,6,44ff DO Tauri 174

Mars 4,6,47,52,87ff, V380 Orl 174
134ff,278

Haro 4-255 174

Galilean Satellites 52
NGC 2316 174ff

Comets 6,63ff
Halley 63ff Z CMa 174
West 67,68
Bennett 7 R CrA 177,184

Pallas 88 PV Cep 177

Pluto 92 Elias 1-12 177

• NGC 2264 108,114ff,241ff LkH_ 198 177

S 140 108,114ff W51 i08,181
270,278
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OBJECT PAGE # OBJECT PAGE #

W43 181,269ff NGC 6826 226

W75 182 NGC 6884 226 .

DR21 182 NGC 6886 226

HHI-2 182,183 NGC 7354 226

GGD12-15 183 NGC 7662 226,230ff

Vega 184 IC 418 226

3C273 185 IC 2003 226,230ff

3C345 185 IC 2165 226,231

0J287 185 IC 4593 226

o

BL Lac 185 BD +30 3639 226

M82 6,109ff, 185, Hu I-2 226,231
229,292ff

M I-I 226

B335 186ff
Sgr A (Galactic 4,6,229,

L1551 186ff Center) 255ff,269
270

Cha-I 199ff

Sgr B2 6,101

HH57 199ff
Mon R2 241ff

SVSI 3 20Off
PI3 241ff

NGC 7027 225,226
W33 241ff

J900 225ff

The Galaxy 260ff,266ff
NGC 2392 226,231 (Milky Way) 30Off

NGC 2440 226,231,268 NGC 6946 277ff,289

NGC 2610 226 G0'5 270

NGC 6210 226 W31 270

NGC 6543 226,228,268 G337 270

NGC 6572 226 G25 270
I

NGC 6790 226 G333 270

NGC 6818 226,231 M17 270 •
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OBJECT PAGE # OBJECT PAGE #

G75 270 OMC 1 (See Ori
MC I)

W3 270
M42 (See Ori

MC 1)

, NGC 7538 270
M83 289,292ff

Magellanic Clouds
large 272ff NGC 1068 6,288ff,294
small 272ff

IC 342 289ff,294
N158 272ff

NGC 5128 294

N159 272ff
Cen A (See NGC

NI60 272ff 5128)

30 Dot 272ff r_Carina 6

Y CVn 205,209
N59 272ff

V CrB 206

MC 64 272ff
HD 19557 207

MC 75 272ff
NGC 3690 288

MC 76 272ff
NGC 4102 288

MC 77 272ff
NGC 7714 288

N 76 272
NGC 1569 288

N 66 272
NGC 3034 288

M 51 277ff,289ff,294
NGC 253 290

Cas 308

o<Boo 308

G65 195ff

G69 198ff

G84 198ff

G88 198

G89 198ff

G93 198
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